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Prefatory noti 

1. The scries of industrial development  survoya  is ¡ r--pared   ,„  r„cp„n3(, 

to Economic and Social Council   resolution 1030 (XXXVIT),   ¡n which   the ;Veretary- 

General  Le  requested to arringo  for the prepar.it i Oí.   ,f periodi--   i ...Jur.tri a!  deve- 

lopment ourvcyu,   and   in  réponse to Conerai  Assembly   n<su :ut i..„  ;v.,-> (Xxr) and 

résolution   l(l)  of th.- Industrial  Development   Roani. 

2. Unlike proviouQ  issues,  the present Survey consists of two parta. 

Part one reviews the course of industrial development and  related  changes   in 

manufacturing output, trade, employment and investment.    Part two deals, as a 

specific feature,  with structural change in the procoas of  industrial develop- 

ment.    The publication of thia  volume coincides with   the biennial   review and 

appraisal of progress rehired  in accordance with paragraph M> of General 

Assembly reoolution 2626 (XXV).     It should be noted   that the.  Industrial  Develop- 

ment Survey,   e^ecially volume V,  represents  the contribution of  the Ifr.it.-d 

Nations Industrial  Development Organization (tTNTDO)   to  the review and appraisal 

of progress  within  the  industrial  sector. 

3.    The time  lag characteristic of most of the statist leal   information, 

except for manufacturing output for which data for 1971 and provisional  data 

for the first half of 1972 are available, has made  it difficult  to anticipate 

that  the first over-all   review and appraisal could be based on actual data for 

the first two years of  the Second United Nations Development  Decade.    This  lag, 

which is recognized by other United Nations agencies,   has dictated  th.- nature! 

of the analysis contained  in volume V of the Survey.    Th.- data are comprehen- 

sive enough, however, to pin-point the major obstaclea to  industrialization 

during the Second Development Decade, and it  is felt  that  the analysis made 

on this basis is of considerable significance,  perhaps more significant than 

actual measurements of manufacturing output,  employment    etc. over the first two 

years of the Decade.    It   in thought,  therefore,  that  prêtante,!   in  auch a con- 
text the Industrial Development Sjirvay and perhaps the who In review and apprai- 
sal could fulfil their assigned   hawks. 
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Tart one 

TsWHtt AWT) T3SÜIS CT THf, rug» 4WT> SpiP UlTTT^n MATTn»n 
í¿¿«í 

I.   THi aiowpH OF mmnÄCTURma AITO REUTO ISSUES 

A*    *>Puf*'Urin* growth   ir> ^he First lini tod K*t.i „,n 
P"vHopiHHrtt   Decade and in the early  i97QB 

4. Aile the International Development Strategy^/ makes few explicit 

references to the role of industrialisation in the achievement of ite gomia - 

a feature that could have been amplified further - this role iB  implicit all 

the way through the Strategy.    In setting • quantitative target against which 

the performance of the manufacturing .ector may be measured, the Strategy 

explicitly otates that the target growth for the gros? product of the 

developing countries aa a whole should be at leaat 6 por cont per 

•nnum, which implies an average annual expansion of 8 por cent of manufactur- 

ing output.    Further, the hope ir expressed that both these targets nay be 

exceeded in the second half of the Second Development Decade,    Mil In such 

targets set at an aggregate level aay be useful, the analysio of growth trends 

on this basi, is only one approach to the review-and-appraisal exercise.    For 

this reason, the gujrvjjc includes a discussion of the major problema confront- 

ing industrialization in the developing countries. 

5. Before an examination is made of the growth trends of manufacturing 

output, however, an important factor, which has so far received scant or no 

attention,  should be considered, since it not only has a significant effect on 

the interpretation of the achievements of the goals set by the Strategy for 

.the manufacturing sector, but it also has far-reaching economic and political 

,importance.    It involve« the figures showing the geographical âistribution of 

manufacturing output in the world, which indicate that this distribution is 

jlopaided with an extreme concentration of that output in the developed cown- 

jtriea, both the developed aar*et and the centrally planned economies.    The 

rormer's share in total world manufacturing output ranged from 12 per cent in 

1955 to 61 per cent in 1970, and the latter«s share ranged from 21 per cent 

32 per cent over the same period.    The two economic groupings together 

tintained a share of over 92 per cent of total world manufacturing output 

¿/ General Assembly rose lut i on 2*2* (Of). 
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during the 15 years indicated.    The share of the developing countries of total 

»rid manufacturing output,  by contrast,  reMined stationary over this period, 

ranging fro« 6.?8 per cent in 1955 to 6.73 per cent  in  1970.    Thia pattern «e 

also true at the cectoral   level;    only two  industry group« had a  larger share 

in the developing countries than  in the developed countriea (the food,   bever- 

ages and tobacco industry and the textile, wearing apparel and foot-wear 
industry). 

6. It is also iignificant that a similar type of concentration exists 

within the developing world itself, where l8 developing countries Maintained 

a share of about 80 per cent of total manufacturing output during the First 

Development Decade.    Six of these countries, two in Asia and four in Ut in 

America, had a share ranging fro« 59.3 per cent in  i960 to 56.5 per cent in 

I97O.     Each developing region,  where the phenomena   u' coment rat i on is most 

extreme, hao one or a few dominant countries. 

7. The implications of such a situation are clear.    First,  the develop- 

ing countries in the circumstances have  little or no cossetitive power vis I vis 

the developed countries.      Their comp*it iv- power  is  shown  in fact to be 

considerably less if, instead of the aggregate data, the figures for countries 

are examined individually.    Only two of the so-called  leading developing 

countries had a share in total world manufacturing of about  1 per cent, and 

the greater number of the rest had shares below 0.2 per cent.    Only through 

the collective efforts of these countries could their competitive position be 
improved. 

8. Secondly,  the existing pattern of distribution of manufacturing out- 

put in the world indicate, that the majority of the developing countriea are 

likely to continue their dependence on the developed countries for the sups 1 y 

of manufactures, especially those used for investment purposes.    Thi, .tromfly 

suggests the inability of these countries to develop their own technologies or 

•ven to adapt them to their own factor endowments. 

9. Thirdly, at the level of the developing countries, however, Us 

present distribution of manufacturing output would point to the possibility of 

co-operation among these countries, which has already been tested in the 

leading industrial developing countries in such vital  areas as industrial 

inveetm«nt and trade and the transfer .,f technology,    shioh co-operation might W 

hindered by the possible political ramifications, but it is am ammromch that 

should be pursued vigorously by the developing countries. 
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10.     Finally,  for th. •«o„B stated above,   from the standpoint of the 

International >«l^ Strategy it  i. not advi..ble to consider the a^re- 

gate frft growth rate .et for the «ufacturing output of all the developing 

countrie. «.re ta« « fictive fr^t,  which .ay Mve bc« the intention of 

the Strategy, nor is it possible to  li.it the review and appraisal to that 

level of aggregation which 1«P. tocher countries as far apart as a developed 

«d a Sloping country.    This ob.erv.tion .ay,  and perhaps should,   lead to 

a recognition of the importance of sectoral reviews and appraisal by country, 

and to .ore emphasis being placed on the role of the various United Nations 

Nicies in as.i.ting the developing countries in undertaking such reviews.^ 

11.    A review of the figure. for the growth of .anufacturing output of 

the developing oountrie. aver the last  two decade, reveals that while their 

perforane« during the 1950s wa. «it. i.pre..ive on the average (a 10 per cent 

average annual growth rate), during the First Develop.«* Decade the rates 

(6.4 per cent) fell far below that of the 1950. and appreciably below the target 

•et for that Decade.    I„ t.« of th. growth of ^ ca^ta .anufacturing output, 

the perforane, of the developing countrie. over the Fir.t Development Decade 

colare, very unf.vour.bly with that of the developed aaricet and the centrally 

Planned econo«ie..    The annual rate, were 3.6 per cent for the developing 

countries, 5.2 per cent for the developed .artc.t econo.ies and 7.3 per cent 
for the centrally planned .cono.ie.. 

12.    If the period 1935-1970 i. .«.Ined, th. data show a definite long- 

tern trend toward. . .low-down in th. ••nufactwring output of the developing 

countrie., . tr«d toward, inching growth xn the developed .arket «concie., 

and a co».i.f»tly tig* growth rate in the citrally planned «concie..    In the 
l.ter year, of the I960, and early mr. of th# m09f ^^  tfte developlnf 

countrie. M a »hole, although .till .hort of «hLving the target rate, for 

th. fécond Develop Bwc«i., «v. ^o,*.. mi„ of ^^ of (Mnufmcturinf 

output appr^iabiy higher th« tho.. recorded for 1962, 1963 and 1967, which 

~re 4 p.r cnt, 5 p.r c«t and 4 p.r cent r«n>ectively.   After 1967, pro.pect. 

for an aoc.l.r.tad growth U th. «mtf^t.ring output of the developing coun- 
trie. a. a whol. .ae^g >PitM.r *„ ^ of ?> .^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 

the letl^o7Îîl^í^.^í^T,,t, •*»!*••  Import, and inve.t.ent,  not only it 
th      e"   oí î^iÎÎLÎr^T «"•J*-'** •!» « «»e region.!  level and at level or individual count rie«, whenever dat» are available. 
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wer« recorded for the years 1968 to 1971 mop actively.    The pr-ovi clonal data 

for the first half of 1972 indicai« a gruvrth rate of manufacturing output for 

the developing countries as a whole of 6,6 per cent. 

13.    It  is  too  early to say whether the3e growth trends  in the manufactur- 

ing output of the developing countries will continue.     If they do,  the target 

set  for the first half of the Second Development Decade may be reached,  but 

certainly with greater effort.    An examination may be more meaningful  at the 

regional level.    The data indicate that the Latin American region,  where out- 

put has been consistently increasing since 1967 at animal rates of about 8 per 

cent,  which were appreciably higher than those reached in the 1960s,  could 

reach the target set by the International Development Strategy.    This has not 

been the case in the two other developing regions, where the rates of growth 

of manufacturing output have fluctuated rather widely below the level of 8 per 

cent.    In Africa, the most recent figures are for 1965-1969,  which indicate an 

average annual growth rate of only 5.2 per cent,  which was considerably below 

the annual average of 9.1 per cent for the period 1955-1960. 

14.    Country data from the various developing regions are included in 

table 13 of the Survey, volume V,  part one.    A conclusion is that the develop- 

ing countries, particularly those that had a measure of success in their 

efforts to industrialize,  should constantly seek to develop other manufactur- 

ing sectors than those that have taken the lead in the past and that may have 

reached a level of decreasing growth potential,  if these countries hope for 

the sustained growth of manufacturing output. 

B«    Important in su es relating to the industrial development 
of the developing countries 

Industrialization and the environment 

15.    The increasing concern over the effect of industrialization on the 

environment is one of the major issues relating to the industrial development 

of the developing countries.    A great deal of effort will have to be exerted 

not only to assess fully its total impact on industrialization but alBo to 

devise forms of action that are mutually beneficial to the developed as well 

as to the developing countries.    Concern over environmental hazards is 

primarily based on the experience of the developed countries.    The develop- 

ing countries have a long way to go before encountering the problem, which 
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t.  symptomatic of over-development.     neBe countr.eB auffcr rathr 

of development.    They are preoccupied „ot merely with tll„ ,ua|ity of  ,|fp ^ 
with sustaining life itself. 

16.    None the  lees,  the developing «,«„trf «, have ,„,,,   ir„„r„!it  ,„ th(, 
iccusSLon of the problem of thc mvlromQnU    ^ ^^   ^ 

have a substantial effect on their own development.    »side r„.  thl! broaa„r 

aspects, of immediate concern to these countries,  howevc,, are the effects ,„, 

tho,r exporto, both positive and „estive,  of the adoption of strient 

»Vicenta, ctandards  ,„ the deveioped countries    Su,, ctandarde^v take 

o ro• of tariff and/or „on-tariff „arrière against produi!tu „„„.^ by 

the developed countries to he dangerous to the environment.    AItn01VB th(. 

application of those standaMs would „est probably be non-discriminatory, 

th,s would not ma*e the, less „ani on  the developing Castries.     r„ov aré 

dually conceded over the effects that the increased tendency   to recycle 

seriáis and products .ay have on their exports.    Although recycling has 

been prompted primariiy by such environmental considerations as  the elimina- 

te of industrial   wastes,  It  is feared that   ,t could  !„ad  ,,, a  ndu.tl.n 

in the flow of exports fron the developing countries.    Furthonnore,  these 

countries are increasingly concern* that the deveioped countries,  became of 

environmental considerations, „ay adopt criteria governing their foreign 

that would lead to .an  increasing proportion of such aid being directed te 

-Iving environmental problems, as weil as te a distortion  in  the criteria 

for project appraisal.    AHhough the developing countries do net  need and are 

"ot likely t,,   adopt the same environ.sr.tal standaMs as those applied in the 

deveioped countries,  they fear that „e. technoiogies in the developed countries 

will be designed to mitigate poliution and »ay be «re expensive,  making 

.ndustriali^ion  for the. even more costly than at precent.    That,  indirectly, 
the developed countries «y „„fore, thei r miMmmm ^.„^ m ^ 

developing countries is a prime concern.    Developing countries would ,., 

doubt  like to have more options open to them and not be faced with a 

- tualioi, whereby they would be forced to  invest in new and perhaps more 

expensive ... *v„oei ,.„  that satisfy the pollution retirements of th, 
ti':^elop<-d   noiurtritifj. 

17.    On the other hand, there are some positive aspects to the „uestion 

 -•"""""•"   *«• the ueveioping countries.    Because .,r environmental 

operations, a „hift is like.y to occur from the ess of synthetics to 
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natural products.    An increasing trend in this direction may prove quite bene- 

ficial  to the exports of the developing countries.    Further,  owing to an accel- 

erated U8e of non-renewable resources (another type of  environmental hazard), 

deposits of an increasingly lower grade arc being brought  into production 

through  improvements  in mining and beneficiati on techniques.    Many developing 

countries,  if this trend continues,  will find themselves   in possession of 

certain natural  resources  that were previously uneconomical.    Still  more im- 

portant,   the developing countries possess many of the known reserves  of such 

non-renewable resources,  and this may alter the bargaining position of these 

countries and also   lead to  the  location of processing  industries where  these 

resources are.    Equally  important,   the developing countries may acquire cer- 

tain comparative advantages  in some  industries  either because they require 

less stringent environmental standards or because the age of existing industrial 

plants  and equipment   in the developed countries coupled  with high environmental 

standards may make them uneconomical.    The developed and  the developing countries 

may then find it mutually beneficial  to  examine the possibilities of  the transfer 

of such  industries  from the former to the  latter dovi jping countries.     This 

is not   to  imply that  only "dirty  industries"  are transferable to the developing 

countries.    A "new international  division of   labour"  should be guided  by the 

principles  laid down   in the International Development  Strategy whereby people 

and Governments are "animated by a spirit of constructive partnerships and 

co-operation,   based on the  interdependence of their interest and designed to 

promote a rational  system of international division of   labour".  (General 

Assembly resolution 2626(XXV).) 

18. Meanwhile,   the developing countries, although  they may not adopt  en- 

vironmental standards as high as  those applied in the developed countries, 

would be well advised  to  take the necessary steps to avoid the cumulative nega- 

tive effects of development on their own environment.    Pollution-free tech- 

nology,   if very high standards are not required, may not  be much more  expen- 

sive.     Studies made  by the World Bank show, for example,   that the incorporation 

of the necessary pollution-control technology in an expansion of a steel plant 

in a developing country would amount to an increase of 2 per cent of the over- 
all project cost. 

Industrialization and inflation 

19. The âarvgy. examines a variety of inflationary patterns and causes that 

have been experienced in the developing countries.    The basic problem  is not to 

identify a particular inflationary process as a hindrance or benefit to 
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industrialization but to understand the causes and alternatives for dealing 

with inflation.     In general,   experience indicates that inflationary pressure 

are always present  in developing countries that  aspire to high  ratea of eco- 
nomic growth and capital formation. 

20. In the past,  a basic contention has been that,  inflation  loads to  an 

increase in savings.    This crucial  point  is discussed,  and uomo doubts about 

its validity arc expressed,  mainly owing to a lack of any supporting evidence. 

Moreover,  wages do not always  lag behind prices  in developing countries with 

strong union organizations.     Finally,  the argument that  increased savings 

result from an  inflation-induced redistribution of income in favour of the 

upper-income groups runs counter to  the current  argument that a more équitable 

income distribution leads to positive benefits for industrial   employment and 
growth, 

21. Two  other phenomena should receive particular attention by the deve- 

loping country experiencing inflation,  but they are often neglected.    The 

first is that  prices associated with infrastructure (for example,  freight 

rates, other transportation costs,   water,   electricity etc.) often fail to ,ceep 

pace with inflation.    These prices are set by government agencies,  which are 

often reluctant  to match inflationary rates elsewhere in the economy.    The 

danger is that   the infrastructure will not be adequately developed to meet  the 

needs of industrialization. 

22. A second frequently neglected aspect involves the price of the domes- 

tic currency or exchange rate.    Devaluation has often been interpreted as a 

failure of government policy,  and developing countries are therefore sometimes 

hesitant to take this step.    Furthermore,  they attempt to contain inflation by 

keeping their imports as inexpensive as possible (undervaluing them).    Conse- 

quently,  exchange rates are altered erratically and over long intervals, while 

domestic prices maintain steady increases.    This practice may have detrimental 

effectB on both export prospects and eoonomic frowth. 

23. Other common price distortions, such as wage rates, are siso discussed 

in connexion with inflationary trends. 

Technology and industrialisa^ 

24. The role of technology in the prooess of indus tri» li sat i on has long 

been recognized as one of special importance.   All indications ars that this is 

certainly going to be the case during the Second Development Decade,  since the 
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growth of industry dependa to a considerable extent, or "a continuum? flow of 

decision-making about  the appropriate choice and application oi"  industrial 

technology,   whether  it   is  related to the establishment of new production capa- 

city,   to the improvement of products or to techno liticai  processes   in exist- 

ing industries",*'      Such decisions,  however,  are not   easy for many developing 

countries  to make.     The choices  available  to  Ihom an-   limi led,    uni mont 

of these counts" oc art; unable  to determine  the one bent  nui 1 ed  to   the¡r parti- 

cular factor endowments.     It would be ideal,   of course,   if   techno lo.-jy were 

easily transferable from the developed to the developing countries.    This   is 

not  the ca3e,   however,   since some technologies are not  applicable and others 

are not  adaptable to  the conditions   in the developing countries,    A  recent 

article on this subject refers  to  the existence of a "communications gap" and 

a "suitability gap".-*     The communications gap exists   because   technological 

knowledge   is only partly or  imperfectly communicated   to   the developing coun- 

tries,   leading to a relatively nmall  share of high-productivity sectors,  to a 

small number of enterprises  employing the best practicón or'  to  the  latter being 

u   'i fairly 'low standard.     Tie:, suitability gap  v<f< rr   to  th-  fact   that techno- 

logies  originating   ir:  Ine drv>.;oi>cd countries mHy |,     ¡ nappmpri ate   for the dovo- 

loping count ri es,   eit|.er b. cause   existing  techno ].>,.;-.••   is  t>.-.|   nuitab].   or because 

not  enough  resourc:;  have  been devoted   to   the disc.,   r- and dev-'opment  of suit- 

able technj >.?^y,     T.-ianpropriaten-'ss,   h^W'r,   conci  IM    .'xp'ained  only partly by 

the diff. ret  factor'  enl)Wffi"ntn  of  the df /.-loped and developing "ountió .<s.     An 

equally   important   reason   is  the  physica:   and  social   differeri"es  between these  tw 

economic grou|)ings,   and often the   lack, of capability among thos<    in the deve- 

loping countries who  are entrusted with th" choice and application of indus- 

trial   technology.    Those are  important  elements of the  industrial   infrastruc- 

ture,   the de--, 1 opinent  of which     is a prerequisite  for  th.   toohr • logical   inde- 

pendence of tire developing countries,    (fciite often there  is no technology 

available that may be re-adapted to  the conditions  in the developing countriesj 

it must   instead be developed, i 

¿/ Report of the Executive Director jf UNIDO to the Industrial Development 
Board at  its seventh session (ID/B/122),  para,  39, 

y P. Stroetan,   "Technology Gaps between Rich and Poor Countries", 
Scottish Journal of Political Iconoav (BovemW 197,),  PP. 213-230, 
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2%    Another fnaturn of the problem facing the developing country,  which 

should perhaps be given more attention,   is the accelerated rate at which new 

technologies are  being developed,   leading to the discard of older technologies 

unable to withstand  the competition.     The developed countries can absorb those 

extraordinary  investments,  and their  industrial   enterprises are quito prepared 

to make them.     The developing countries can not afford this   luxury,   nor for 

that ma+ter would  it   be desirable for them  to develop a taste for  it.     This 

problem and its effect on the competitive position of the developing countries 

need serious examination by the  international  community.    There will   indeed be 

nome industries whose development will   require for some time to  come technolo- 

gies  imported from the developed countries,   and they are the ones most   likely 

to be affected by this disparity   u    investment  capacity.     Other« may employ 

an  indigenous technology or one that has been developed and tested  in another 

developing country.    This greater self-reliance would require,  of course,  that 

the developing countries pay more attention to technological   investment  in 

equipment,  selection,  process design,  and the modification of technology,  as 

well  as to the development of management and worker skills  in maintaining and 

using the equipment   effectively.    Admittedly,   this is not  possible  except  in 

a few developing countries where such capacities exist.     Others need assistance. 

c»    The case for industrialisation 

26. The case put forward for industrialization   in   the Survey was 

prompted by the doubts that have been expressed recently about the validity 

of the role of industrialization in development and,   in particular,  about  its 

contribution to achieving the social objectives of societies.    It  is argued, 

in the ^ujYir«  that while the concern for Bocial welfare is certainly valid, 

the premise that industrialiaation is the cause of social ills may be debated. 

27. The present argumente against industrialization, although they may 

L<   easily answered, have been prompted by a number of reasons.    Most develop- 

ing countries after the Second World War emerged from a long colonial era with 

great aspirations for economic development.    They pinned their hopes on the 

industrial sector for the accelerated frowth and transformation of their 

economies.    Some of these countries,  however,  claim that industrialization has 

not solved many of their problems and has not  led to the economic or social 

gains expected from it. 
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28. Although some of the arguments put forward are sound, no study has 

beun made of why such goals have not been achieved. Developing countries no 

doubt appreciate the fact that industrialization by itself could not achieve 

economic growth, nor for that, matter could it alone realize the scoiai goals 

stated by Governments, which dopend on  the strategies and policies adopted by 

these countries, with industry playing its part but not substituting for other 

sectors. The realization of social objectives requires the co-operation of 

all sectors and depends, above all, on  the will of Governments to institution- 

alize the necessary machinery to achieve such goals. 

29t  In judging the achievement of industry in terms of the objectives 

set by the developing countries, the constraints imposed on the industrializa- 

tion of these countries by the international climate should not be overlooked. 

These include the lopsided distribution of world manufacturing output as well 

as the rigidity of the pattern of manufacturing trade and its concentration, 

both of which were referred to earlier. It is important also to realize that 

the manufacturing sector of the developing countries, more than any other 

sector, is subjected to more discriminatory measures at the international 

level.  Further, at the basis of the arguments against industry appears to be 

the mistaken idea that the pattern of development of the developed countries 

will be repeated in the developing countries. Although no  alternative pattern 

to that of the developed countries has appeared, the assumption that the 

developing countries must necessarily follow their example is questionable and 

may indeed have contributed to the confusion. The present ills of the indus- 

trialized societies, perhaps caused by excessive industrialisation and per- 

haps by lack of institutional arrangements and social polo oies, do not pertain 

to the developing countries, at least in the short term. 

30. The need for the developing countries to industrialize is appreciated 

not only by the opponents of excessive industrialization, but it ia also deemed 

essential, provided that the pattern of industrial development fits into an 

over-all strategy of economic development aimed at achieving the economic and 

social objectives set by Governments. Industrialization tranforms the economy 

through its innovative capacity, infusion of technology and higher growth 

compared to other sectors. The achievement of these results, however, is not 

automatic, but requires changes in the structure of society and its institu- 

tions, and these in turn depend on the will of Governments'and their capacities 

to institute the necessary decision-making bodies and machinery to implement 
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such changos. Certain changes may strike at the roots of the structure of 

society, and some Governments may therefore be reluctant to initiate them. 

Industrialization, by its very nature, however, both requires such changes 

and loads to them, and this may cause some of the opposition to it. 

II. FOREIGN TRADE AND INDUSTRIALIST! ON 

31. The growth rates of exports of manufacture« fro.n the developing 

countries as a whole during the period  1963-1970 (an average annual rate of 

14.7 per cent) not only exceeded by far the target set  in  the International 

Development Strategy for total  exports^ of these countries  but also surpassed 

the growth rates of exports of manufactures from the developed market economies 

and the centrally planned economies,  which achieved average annual  rates of 

13.3 per cent and 9.8 per cent  respectively.    This  led to an appreciable 

increase  in the share of manufacturing exports of the total  exports from the 

developing countries,  from 15.4 per cent in 1963 to 23.4 per cent  in 1970. 

32. The growth of manufacturing imports into the developing countries 

over the same period was also high (an average annual rate of 10 per cent). 

What is of significance, however,   is that their imports of manufactures as a 

percentage of their total imports showed a tendency to  increase over the 

period under examination.    This phenomenon was expected in view of the efforts 

made by these countries to industrialize.    In 1970, the imports of manufactures 

accounted for 68.9 per cent of total imports by the developing countries. 

33. The above rates, particularly those for exports of manufactures, 

although they are of importance, do not convey a true impression since the 

share of the developing countries in total world exports of manufactures is 

small indeed.    In fact,  these rates hide two highly important characteristics 

of foreign trade in manufacturing, namely,  its concentration and rigid pattern. 

For example,  the share of the developed market economies of world exports 

ranged between 81.4 per cent in 1963 and 83.8 per cent in 1970.   Although the 

share of the developing countries over this period increased slightly, from 

.8 per cent in 1963 to 6.3 per cent in 1970, and that of the centrally planned 

+ ^.!° *chieve the over-all growth target of at least 6 per cent per annum, 
-et by the International Development Strategy, would require an average annual 
expansion of exports somewhat higher than 7 per cent and of imports somewhat 
less than 7 per cent. 

mm 
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economies decreased from  13 per cent  in  1963 to 9.9 per cent   in  1970,  this did 

not alter the situation but  led rather to a further consolidation of thf3 pre- 

dominating position of the dev* loped market economica and  a high  level  of con- 

centration of trade in that  eco .on-ie grouping.    An examination of  the break- 

down of exports of manufacturen confirms  this characteristic of concentration. 

The developed market  economies not only had the highest share of trade  in each 

commodity group but constantly increased   that share over  the years between 

1963 and 1970. 

34.    The rigid pattern of trade  is  illustrated by the fo1 lowing phenomena: 

(a) Most of the trade in manufactures of  the developed market arid the 
centrally planned economies is conducted between countries within each  économie 
grouping; 

(b) An evident tendency exists in the developing countries  to  increase 
their dependence on the developed market  economies; 

(c) Trade in manufactures among developing countries witnessed a signi- 
ficant decline between  1963 and 1970.    Only the Latin American region showed 
an increase in intra-Latin American trade{ 

(d) A concentration of trade in manufactures similar to  that mentioned 
«So* f°rJ

world  trade exi8tB withi" the developing countries themselves.     In 
19o9,   13 developing countries had a combined share as high as S9 per cent of 
the total exports of manufactures from the developing countries. 

35. Given the above pattern,   trade barriers  erected by  the developed 

countries,  whether  tariff or non-tariff,   would only aggravate the situation 

further.    The good will of the Governments of the developed world is certainly 

the condition for the reduction or elimination    of these barriers,  particularly 

non-tariff barriers.    Furthermore,  the protective policies  followed by the 

developing countries themselves have at  times proved to be counter-productive 

and may need to be re-evaluated. 

36. An analysis of trade diversification and export concentration among 

individual developing countries reveals that manufactures are an important 

element in achieving the goal of export diversification and avoiding reliance 

on one or two major exports.    Unfortunately, only a few developing countries 

have made considerable progress in this area.    Those that have are typically 

the same countries that predominated in the export of manufactures from the 
developing countries. 
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m.   ffPLorwr i» NumPACTumn 

Recent trend. 

37.    High unemployment, an expanding labour force, and poverty in the 

developing countries have placed heavy de^„ on the industrial sector to 

absorb more labour at a time when precent capacity to use »ore labour i. 

limited.    Manufacturing, which ehowed production advancea of 6.5 per oemt per 

armo« during the We,*/    had gain, of 3.6 per cent per annum lB employment 

for the same period.     In the latter part of |he I960, the rate of increase for 

manufacturing employ.«* showed a decline.    Thi. phenomenon was aleo MW for 

the centrally planned economie, at a time «hen output was growing ,„, laW 

productivity improving.    I„ the developed market economie., the rate of inor-.e 

in manufacturing employment was lower.    In Ut in Africa, the indu.trie. with 

the higheat rate, of growth in output were almo those with the larg,.t employ- 

mont increases, and .low production advance, were associated with even .lower 

employant gains.    Machinery, appliances, publishing, rubber product., and apparel 

except root-war recorded above average growth in employment, while traditional 

manufacturing such a. food,  textile   and tobacco product, .how- little change. 

Improvement, in productivity may partially explain .low employment growth in 

the more traditional induit ria..    A.Ian countries evidence a .i.iiar pattern 

of changt, although the average rate, of output and employment growth were 

somewhat higher.    The data lami, that the main avenue, of expansion of employ- 

ment lie in industries with rapid rate, of growth. 

38.    Heavy manufacturing^ in tua developing countries is not synof^moa* 

with the term u.ed in the higjily developed countries.    Durable oonmmmer good. 

or intermediate good, typically oempriae heavy industry.    This foni of heavy 

manufacturing has expand«! more rapidly than light manufacturing - in Asia 
9.7 P«r cent vjjrsuj. 4.7 p.r om%f in Utln 4,^0» 8#2 pmr 0-i „^ ^ ^ 

cent, and in Africa 7.6 per cant versus 6.0 per cent over the I960.,    lain, in 

employment in heavy industry Have »sen relatively greater with expanded output 

than in light manufacturing. 

§/ for the period 1962-1969. 

2/ Heavy and light industrie, ars not »eoemsarlly aymamj-ma with oatital- 
and labour-intensive industrias. «amiimi- 
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Current issue« 

39. UNIDO reviews annually the growth trends  in manufacturing employment 

in the various economic groupings, developing regions and countries.    Such a 

review is contained in chapter III of the Omryvr.    Growth trend», however,  aro 

for various reasons tho  leaat  important preoccupation of those dealing with 

employment problema.    At present,  attention  i« focused on  HU-H important 

issues as the social,  economic and political conaefjuonccs of the emp i o.ywent 

situation in many developing countries,  employaient and its  relation to  incorno 

redistribution and social  justice, and the pmtiicipation of the individual   in 

the proceaa of development   it3elf.    Some economista  even argue  that  employment 

problems should be solved before attention is tamed to ovor-al 1 growth 

objectives, 

40. The relationship between employment and social  objetivos 8Uch ae 

income distribution 1B viewed from two different perspectives,    X recent con- 

tention has been that the distribution of income may sol,"   the employ«ert 

problem.    The existing pattern of consumption would be chang'd  in such a way 

that goods typically consumed by low-income groups would be  in greater demand. 

Food, clothing,  shoes and household necessities are  examples of these goods, 

which are also labour-intensive manufacture«.    Changing the pati em of consump- 

tion would also mean that  fewer foreign articles would be   imported, since theee 

are normally bought by the well-to-do.    The result would be a saving in f< reigr 

exchange.    At the same time, the d.-sire for • reduction in unemployment is tied 

to the objectives of greater social equality and the <-l¡mination of poverty. 

Increasing employment is a Common means of distributing income,  since job 

holders are also income receivers.    It  ia thomght to be -,n effective way in 

situations where it has proved difficult to effect a distribution of income by 

other means or to institutionalize the machinery necessary for that purpose. 

This view has been put forward and widely discmeet si recently at  the initiative 

of the International Labour Organisation (iLO)t   and it is based on the finding 

of the ILO interagency employment missions. 

41. The profound importance of these objectives  is («debatable, nor ia 

there any reason to argue  the mérite and demerits of employment policies as 

opposed to growth policies,  since the goals of both are not necesaarily con- 

tradictory.     It has been assumed,  however, tmat with economic development,   the 

flow of labour from agriculture would Ve assorted by other sectors, mainly by 

industry.    For various reasons, however,  Industry ha« not become the principa,! 
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supplier of job.  in the short  te«.    Mhi in the  industrial   .eetor may «orge a« 

, major Bouree of employment  in the  long term,  the unemployment  probi* ie now 

fl-» serious  that  this sector,   like some other«,  may be unable to  satinfy the 

Mediate needc of employment  creation.    Thi*  iB particularly so   in view of the 

large numbers entering the  labour force and because „f productivity arid conn 

pntitive considerations.    Finally,  the existing capital stock of a country 

.annot   re-viily be altered and new industrial  ventureo,  though they may utilize 

libour-intcn.ive technique., may contribute only marginally to the greater 
industrial  use of   labour. 

4?.    A nonnd development  .trate» .hould take both growth and employment 

objective, into account a. comp 1 ementary goals.    A policy of creating «ore 

employment at  large    with income redi.tribut i on a. an outcome, which did not 

nsider growth, would not make  much sense.    Thi.  view i. already accepted by 

many.     It   is equally unrmal to consider growth without sound social policie.. 

This view i. al.o widely if not universally accepted.    The propo.al suggested 

in the fopey is to pl»ce economic growth and the elimination of economic 

inequality on an equal foot inf.    The two objective, are closely related to 

mrloyment generai ion a« a aupplawUiy lews of  income distribution. 

43.     Industry is perhaps one of the sector, which, for a variety of 

reason.,  could appear to be on a conflicting course with employment objective.. 

Th<   nonfli.it i. apparent, however, not real, .ince industrialization h», a 

¡eadinf role to play in an employment-oriente* strategy.^/   for a number of 

reason.,  which include concern over efficiency and productivity,  competitive- 

ness in world markets and primarily long-run developmental con. i derations, 

developing countries have tended to use capital-intensive technique  in their 

industrial projects.    Indeed,  in som* cases the urne of such techniques resulted 

from the  limited cholos open to theae countries, from distortion, in factor 

prices and from deliberately conspicuous investment.    Concern over .uch case. 

i>3 justified, particularly where wn employ* nt is severe.    In such a situation 

stop-gmp »«asure« are of the utawmt importano«.    Alternative techniques may be 

utilisa* to assort surplus labour.    The opportuni tie. to increase employment 

6/ The replies of Governments sent to the International Labour Organisa- 
tion in oonneiion with the mmployment »olicy Canvention and lecosaendation, 
i*>4, confirm tels view,    ft«« «fjmp]oymont objective, and policies in develop- 
ing countries", report of the International Labour Office to the Committee for 
D< velopment »lanninf at its ninth session (M/kC.54/L56). 
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in other sectors such as transportation,  commerce, construction and  services 

might be explored.    Industrien that are by naturo labour-intorbi ve might  be 

«ought  rather than turning to the uso of inferior technology in Rectors basin! 

on a high technological  level.    The latter approach is neither real i stir nor 

is it compatible with considérations of efficiency, competitivcr.esa and growth. 

It is  important that the policy recommendations made to developing countries 

in line with these measures stipulate the period of time during which 

recommendations will be applicable, and indicate the shortcomings of stop- 

gap employment measures for the growth and employment potential of the country 

in the  long term, 

44«     In a consideration of the role of industrialization in an employment- 

oriented strategy,  the generation of direct  employment  should not be the only 

factor taken into account.     Often, the indirect and secondary effects of 

manufacturing growth on employment are quite significant, not to speak of the 

essential contribution  industry may make in the development  of other sectors 

that are considered to be important in generating employment as well  as in 

raising their productivity and efficiency.    Industry is al30 a major contribu- 

tor to total income in the developing countries. 

45»    The generation of employment in countries with high rates of un- 

employment and under-employment  indeed ought  to be a major objective of 

Governments.    Along with other goals, they should be compatible with the 

objectives of growth.    Employment and its related problems are likely to gain 

momentum as the Second Development Decade advances, and both Governments and 

the international community should be prepared  to devote more attention to 

employment than in the past. 

IV.    FINANCE,  INVESTMENT AND INDUSTRIALIZATKM 

# 

46.    The most recent figures available show that capital formation con- 

tinues to make up an increasing proportion of CÎDP in developing countries.    At 

the same time, possibly owing to inflationary conditions in many countries, 

there is a tendency for investment to be devoted more to stock holding and to 

non-product ivo avenues outside the main producing sectors, which are agricul- 

ture,  industry, power and transport. 

•HUH 
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• 47.    This increased share of investment ha8 recently been financed mainly 

1     from foreign sources, the proportion financed by domestic savings remaining 

virtually stationary at about 80 per cent of the total.    Private funds now 

form a much higher proportion of foreign aid,amounting to 45 per cent in 1971 

compared with 37 per cent in 1965, and an increasing proportion of official 

aid is now channelled through the multilateral agencies,  amounting to 21 per 
cent in 1971 compared with 13 per cent in 1965, 

48.    Foreign finance is «ore important  in the manufacturing sector, where 

it accounts for about 30 per cent of the total, and its importance is increas- 

ing, mainly as a result of greatly increased private direct investment and 

privately financed export credits.    In contrast, the share of official aid in 

foreign financing of industry is declining as a result of an increased emphasis 

on social infrastructure projects.    Currently, the main avenue for foreign 

private finance is the petroleum industry,   followed closely by the manufactur- 

ing industry!   the two account  for about 8O fer cent of total investment, while 

they receive, in the form of investment, little more than 10 per cent of 
official foreign resources* 
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Part two 

WWOWfrj CIW1 iy TR, papera OF MBIITAT.TIU^ 

I.    STRUCTURAL CHARO« IN THE PRIMARY, SECONDARY 
AHD TBWIARY SiCTORS 

49.    Throughout the period 1953-1968 the over-all structure of the develop 

ing countries was steadily modified,  with a reduction in the relative sise of 

the primary sector and an increase in that of other sectors, in particular of 

the manufacturing sector.    In 1966-1968, on the average,  the share of manu- 

facturing in (JDP increased to  17.4 per cent,   this share was only 14.2 per cent 

in 1953-1955.    In the «ame period the share of the primary sector decreased 

from 42.1 per cent to  36.1 per cent.    On the other hand,   in the developed 

market economies comparatively little change occurred in the share of manu- 

facture* in ODP, which was already high.    This meant that the gap between the 

developed market economies and the developing countries remained wide.    More- 

over,  little progress was made towards narrowing this gap in the second half 

of the period*   since manufacturing output  in both economic groupinge expanded 

at about -¡.he samo rate.    The tertiary sector (services) was somewhat acaller 

in the developing countries than it was in the developed market  economies, but 

over the period it showed a more rapid rate of increase.    The gap between the 

relative importance of the tertiary sector in the two economic groupings, 

therefore, narrowed over the period.    This does not necessarily indicate pro- 

gress by the developing countries, however, since they have a tendency to alle- 

viate the unemployment  problem by expanding this sector,  which requiren little 

or no industrial expertise.    At the same time the resulting preponderance of 

service occupations compared with the production of goods is inflationary. 

These condition« applied particularly to the Asian and African regions. 

50.    At the level of the developing regions,  the primary senior was much 

smaller, and the manufacturin« sector muoh larger, in Latin America than in 

ABia,   There was, however, a greater change in the structure of QDP in Asia, 

2/ 1959-1961 to 1966-1968. 
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especially  in the  1960s when the output of  both manufactures and  services 

expanded rapidly.     In Latin America,   the share of services  in GDP was  station- 

ary;    the  rate of growth of manufacturing Blackened,  and   its share   was   there- 

fore reduced towards the end of the  1960s compared with the early y<>ars  of thai. 

decade. 

51. Among the developing countries,those with a higher growth  rato of 

manufacturing output tended at  the same time to have a higher growth  rate of 

GDP.    It was also  observed that the rate of growth of manufacturing compared 

with that  of GDP (growth elasticity)  was much higher in the countries  with a 

higher growth rate of GDP,    This occurred partly because the manufacturing 

sector contributed more to the increase in GDP than other sectors,   and partly 

because increasing income resulted in a more than proportional   increase  in the 

demand for manufactures. 

52. Since  the main purpose of development   is   to raise per capita  income 

levels,   an important feature of structural  change is the extent  to which the 

various sectors  generate increases  in productivity.    In 20 developing countries 

for whioh data were available,   there was an average rate of increase  in   labour 

productivity in   industry of 3.^ per cent per annum,  which was; much higher than 

that  in agriculture,  which was  l.S per cent  annually.    It would also appear 

that the  incremental capital output  ratio  in manufacturing was  slightly below 

that for the economy as a whole    in the developing countries for which data 

were available.     It may be concluded,   therefore,   that this sector not   only 

uses  labour more  efficiently,  but also capital  resources. 

II.     STRUCTURAL CHANGE WITHIN THE MANUFA CT JHING SECTOR 

53. Structural change within the manufacturing sector is analysed on the 

basis of three major factors which influence such a change, namely,  the rela- 

tive share of output,   the structure of employment,   and the relative productivity 

of labour.    The analysis ìB carried out for the three economic groupings, by 

main branches of the manufacturing sector. 

54«     The data show that with regard to the per-employee level   of output 

in the manufacturing sector as a whole,  the gap between the developed market j 

and the centrally planned economies,  which was clearly evident in the middle ¡ 

of the 1950s, had nearly disappeared by 1970, owing to the remarkable progress f 
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made in productivity by the centrally planned economies.   However,  a noticeable 

difference was evident in the relative .hares of the various eectorn in both 

output and employment, reflecting differences  in consumption and inveetment 

patterns with regard to demand, and in comparative advantage with regard to 
supply. 

55.   While the developing countries over the period 1955-1970 attained a 

higher growth in manufacturing output than the developed market economies,   a 

considerable difference existed in the per-employee level of output as well ae 

in the output and employment structure.     In 1969, the level of output per 

employee in the developing countries was only 1900,  which was less than one 

sixth of that in the two other economic groupings.    Further,  the share of  light 

industry was still 54 per cent of total output and 71 per cent of total employ- 

ment in the manufacturing sector of the developing countries.   Moreover,   the 

gap in per-employee output had been increasing,  since the increase in the rate 

of labour productivity warn lower in the developing countries, owing to the 

dominance of labour-intensive methods and inefficiency in production.   It 

should be noted, however,  that a lower increase in productivity relative to 

output was accompanied by an increase in employment, of as much as 3.9 per cent 

annually during the period 1955-1969, which must have helped somewhat to »iti- 
gate the unemployment problem. 

56.   Within the developing countries wide differences existed among the 

developing regions in productivity levels and industrial structure«..    In 1969, 

the level of manufacturing output per employee in Asia was still I500, which 

was one fourth of that in Latin America.    In 1970, the share of light industry 

in manufacturing output in Asia was 6O.6 per cent, and its share of employaient 

was 72.3 per cent.    In Latin America, ite shares of output and employment were 

47.6 per cent and 64.5 per cent respectively.    Although Asia attained a 

slightly higher growth in manufacturing output than Latin America over the 

period 1955-1970, the gap in labour productivity between the two regions WAS 

not reduoed. 

57* The structure of relative productivity^/ and to some extent com- 

parative advantage, is by no means static, but is subject to dynamic ohance 

in the process of industrialisation.   A significant alteration in the structure 

10/The relative productivity of labour is defined here as the percentage 
ratio of value added per employee in the industry ooncerned to the average 
value added per employee in the manufacturing seotor as a whole. 
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of relative productivity occurred» especially in the centrally planned economies 

and in the developing countries.    A usual pattern of change involves the ten- 

dency of relative productivity to decrease in light industry and to increase in 

heavy industry.    This pattern implies that light industry loses its comparative 

advantage and heavy industry gains comparative advantage as industrialization 

proceeds.     In the developing countries, however, the dual character of the 

economy affects the structure of relative productivity to a large extent and 

tends to obscure this tendency.    In industries where production is largely 

carried out in small-scale cottage factories with inferior equipment,  labour 

tends to have a lower relative productivity,  even if the industries have a 

latent comparative advantage from the standpoint of resource endowment. 

III.    STRUCTURAL CHANOI AT THE BRANCH LEVEL OP THE MANUFACTURING 
SECTOR, AND OROWPH AND SIZE ELASTICITIES 

58.    The major groups of manufacturing industry contain several hetero- 

geneous branches within each group,  and these follow different paths of deve- 

lopment which also vary from country to country.    This fact necessitates some 

analysis of the causes that could create differences in sectoral growth and in 

the industrial structure among countries.    The two major factors, namely the 

level of per capita income and the size of population, are examined through an 

analysis of growth and size elasticities. 

59»     In the case of heavy industry, almost all branches within each major 

industry group tended to show a nearly uniform growth rate.    One probable rea- 

Bon for this is that each branch is more or less related to the other branches 

through    interindustry  connexions.      By contrast,  in the case of light industry, 

where input-output relationships within the manufacturing sector are usually 

less strong* growth trends vary widely from branch to branch and the result is 

a non-uniform growth among branches.    In general, beverages, wearing apparel, 

furniture and fixtures, and rubber products have recorded relatively high 

growth rates, while food products, textiles,  leather products and wood product«, 

by comparison, have lagged behind. 

60.    An important observation was derived from country data concerning the 

effect of the size of an economy on the industrial structure over time.    The 

differences in industrial structure among countries may be attributed not only 

to differences in the £«r capita income level but also to differences in the 
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size of the economy.    3ize has been found to have more influence on the indus- 

trial structure of an economy.    In countries that have a relatively large popu- 

lation or gross domestic product,  the Bhare of heavy industry is comparatively 

large.    One probable reason is that a sizable part of the establishments belong- 

ing to heavy industry usually require a large market, owing to  economies of 

scale,  and it is much easier for a larger country to establish this market 

domestically through policies of import substitution.    The same argument applies 

at the branch level of manufacturing.    One of the most interesting examples is 

the relative position of the textile and wearing apparel branches:    the foraer 

tends to have a greater share in large countries,  and the latter a greater share 

in smaller countries.    This could reflect the fact that spinning and weaving 

processes,  which are major production activities in the textile branch, are more 

subject to the requirements of mass production than the methods usually employed 

in the wearing apparel branch,  which are more labour-intensive. 

61.    An analysis of growth and size elasticities rounds out the above in- 

vestigations.    In this analysis,  the growth rate of value added in each industry 

end branch are related statistically to the growth rate of £er capita income and 

that of population.   The relationship here between value added and Der capita 

income is defined as growth elasticity, and that between value added and size 

of population as size elasticity;    an increase in ner capita income io regarded 

as economic growth, and population is used as a surrogate for the size of an 

economy.     Industrial branches with a high growth elasticity expand rapidly 

according to increases in the level of £er capita income, whereas those with a 

high sise elasticity have a greater share in the manufacturing sector in larger 

countries.    According to the analysis, the textile, paper and paper products, 

chemical products, iron and steel basic products, and electrical machinery 

branohes have a high size elasticity (more than 1.35) in the developing coun- 

tries.    Branches of industry such as paper and paper products, plastic products, 

iron and steel basic products, and electrical machinery have a high growth elas- 
ticity (more than 2.00) in developing countries. 

IT.   AULY8I8 OP 8KJKTBD NUOR GOMDOITIIS 

62.    Analysas at the industry and branch levels are certainly useful in 

obtaining an over-all view of the nature of and changes in industrial structure. 

However, the fact that almost all industrial development planning is related at 

mm 
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the micro-level to individual products necessitates an analysis at the com- 

modity level.    Selected manufactured goods were studied from various view- 

points:    the growth rate of production and the change in the share of the 

developing countries in world production over the period 196O-1969,  commodity 

balance and apparent consumption. 

63.    Commodities that achieved a remarkable annual increase in light 

industry in the developing countries over the period under investigation 

(196O-1969) were tinned or bottled fruits (10.6 per cent), tinned or bottled, 

vegetables (19.7 per cent), non-cellulosic fibres (27.8 per cent) and foot- 

wear (IO.4 per cent).    However,  the relative share of the developing countries 

in world production of these items continued to remain at a very low level. 

On the other hand, the developing countries had a relatively large share of 

world production of raw sugar,  refined sugar,  cigarettes,  cotton yarn, cotton 

woven fabrics and woven fabrics of cellulosic fibres, but the growth rate of 

production was very low. 

64«    In the heavy industry sector,  an outstanding annual increase in 

production in the developing countries was recorded by mechanical wood pulp 

(13.9 per cent), hydrochloric acid (18.9 per cent), nitrogenous fertilisera 

(18.9 per cent), cellulosic continuous filaments (23.7 per cent), non-cellulosic 

staple and tow (26.8 per cent),  artificial resins and plastic materials 

(40.2 per cent),  liquified petroleum gas (28 per cent),  sheet glass (17»1 per 

cent),  hot-rolled iron strip (15.3 per cent), unwrought aluminium (29.4 psr 

cent),  radio sets (20.4 per cent) and passenger cars (l7.2 per cent).    The 

share of developing countries in world production was usually small,  except 

for petroleum products.    Items with relatively large shares were cellulosic 

continuous filaments, soap,  sheet glass,  cement,  refined copper, unwrought 

lead and lead alloys, unwrought tin and tin alloys,  radio sets and bicycles, 

63.    A study of the commodity balance, namely, the balance between total 

supply of and total demand for an individual commodity, yields important 

information in formulating detailed industrial projects.    Total supply is made 

up of domestic production and imports, whereas exports plus apparent consump- 

tion represent total demand.    It is difficult to derive a universal conclusion 

on the commodity balance, since it ìB largely affected by such factors as the 

size of a country, its endowment of natural resources and its international 

trade policies.   However, three observations may be made.    First, in the come 
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of resource-baaed producta >uch as wheat flour, raw sugar, cotton y;»„, »nd 

pétrole« producta, there is » tendency for countries to be divide bot*, on 

exporter« and importers.   Secondly,  in the case of bulky pn>ducts auch ^ 

cement,  for which the material inputs are found almost everywhere,   >r cc*aodi- 

tiea produced by simple technology auch as soap, there is a tendency towarda 

aelf-aufficiency.    Thirdly, a heavy dependency on imports is observai in the 

caaa of commodities whose production rehires a relatively sophistioatod 

technolofy.    Example* are refined sugar, artificial resins and steel platte. 

66.    An analysis of pj£ capita, apparent consumption provides very useful 

information aine« it may próvida an estimation of the size of the domestic 

market for »pacific commodities.    The regression analysis between ¿e¿ capita 

apparent consumption and £££ capita incoa« points to four categoriee of 

industrial producta.    The firat category comprises coamoditiee that show a 

very low value of income elasticity at any level of ¿ej capita income.    In 

thia came, the level of pjy; capita apparent consumption remains almost un- 

chanftd, despite an increaainf levai of per capita income.    3oap  is a typical 

«»saple of this catagory.   The second category consists of coamoditiea having1 

a relatively high value of income elaaticity at any level of £e¿ capita incoae. 

Artificial resins and washing powder and detergenta are two examplee.    However, 

a Majority of industrial producta have a changing income elasticity.    These 

coapriee the third and fourth categorica.    The third includes products with a 

decreasing- incoae elasticity!   nearly all cosmoditiea in light  industry as well 

as some in heavy industry belong« to this category.    Rsamplee are wheat flour, raw 

sugar,  refined sugar and cotton yarn in light industry, and yam of synthetic 

fibres, nitrogenous f erti liters and cement In heavy industry.    The fourth 

category ino ludes products showing an increasing incoae elasticity!   commodities 

that are leading products or that are aaterial inputs for producing leading 

products have this tendency.    lewmprint paper and motor spirit are two examples. 

*m,', Jg   tí  -    . .;»a-       .....   .^,.^.,~.^.¿ -   .i^ ,     ¡|fí   - iidBlfh   it'     r^--:- •• '*'      •....^-...  •ía^M. JÍ   , ,   ...   .jjfc 
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Foreword 

This it the fifth in a serie« of industrial development surveys, prepared in 
respon« xo Economic and Social Councl resolution 1030 (XXXVII) in JhS the 

development surveys, and in reiponee to General Assembly resolution 2152 (XXI) 
indre»hition(I)ofthelndustriilDewlopmentBoird '"M**U 

,.v^.Ihl, "Timm (t0Vi *arUw *"*» m that tt con»i«t» of «*° P«t». Pwt one 1 
reviewi, a. earlier surveys, the course of industrial development end related chanpe. ' 
» manufacturing output, trade, employment and kivestLnt. Part two *ita af. 
specijlfeature with structural dung* « the procès, of »o^r«^^? 

Though its review of industrial development, as shown by the litest fkures 

Sïm t«ÎA M"" ¿!VitePn,ent' ^ "V "Presents the contribution of 

persjrapn 83 of General Assembly resolution 2626 (XXV). 
Chapter I analyses in section A the growth of eidustral output bv economic 

ssz rîissr v*t: !id ¿h *§*^wHh Ä-".rto7otef output In a relatively «null number of countries. It also contains a review of recent 

InvÎlïîJî trt^'T'"1 J".the devek,p,n| countriM' «*h « <»* environment,   inflation   and   technology.   Section C  presents   the   case   for 
industrialization, with emphasis on its role in development. 

Chapter II reviewi Internationa) trade in manufactured goods, provkJim an 

dolled attention is i.ven the specific manufactured products that are significant 

UAÏ STO!! aní eXp0rtl of *•••«»-• «*•"«"" Trends in the pattern of 
Îatîïïkred concen,r>lto" « d*»««i. •«<« the top* of trade barriers 

^.Ä" M,.¿ conce
1'"

ed w*h «"»Ptoyinent in manufacturing, and provide« 

^SïïTï/ ••"""t'0"ind »««riel development ere eumtned. 
«. «îïi'nill mJ*m*m**Jt!" «•*•« data for individual developing countries 

°fflc>M\ foftsfji private and domestic sources. Estimates are made of th7 finance 

ZzzS1 *£*.?**»: «* * v«?T!ypH * J*** •*•*•••«. Tool 
4êJST1TJ^Î ?» «"*— li»t*rafctoial change in the «coaomé». of the 

ZrZJn/ JlTTiSLl?* —•fa'«* "«« *> <«<reaea»j, wHe that of 
»• Pris»* sector is eaearguHg a mi nay un ling dt«*». The tertiary sector is 



?*?** *>»** « *» «Itwloplnf eoutitriaa, but Mipowtfi kMlmlM off hi tlM 
Mvekmte] countries. 

OMplwll   provides  i imtnl  review  of structural  chenft within  the 
manufacturait sector in tht devalóos* countries, tht developed market and the 
mf?UÍ^Í *emonlm- *• ««^* *• «•"*< out •« «»• I«C two4sjit Imi, 
MM K srteoj¡Ufht on channel in tht sharei of output of the major industry roup* in 
total mMufacturinf output over 15 year», for the three economic vouptafa. 
Mcnaan in output, employment and labour productivity are abo examined, and an 
t 7<fÉ0Ml com9Etkoñ * rMàt of tlM absolute and relative productivity of labour 
Uttry, tht structurel of production and employment are tnvtstipted in the two 
devetopenfree)oni, Latin America and Asia. 

Chapter III contaim a more detailed anelytii of structural dun« within the 
manufacturing atetar, carried out at the industrie) branch, or UIC threenlkjt. Imi. 
^^jj"* "» ttottkitiet are alto diecuteed at that level of ditaffreption 
•i^0^?1 W W1^w! *• •»ow*h *•»*» of üitcted major commodMiet with« tht 
Htlit and heavy manufacturini »ecton over the Fktt United Nations Development 
Decadt in the davatoptag countriet, the developed market and tht centrali)"pfauwed 
""•oiiiM.ChaaiNMtte 
total world production of each of thete cwwwc^ieimexasBáfted.sndtnMMuytJsie 
•^MtMiodlty biJe^ 
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INDUSTRIAL MVELOTMINT U«VFY 

RtMttnce KM been mat« to tht effect of population growth within tilt varkwH 
tconomk pjootiiftji on mch everter pjowth rate«. Another farter of meotkmai 
iMfortaw», which has eot yet been p)van enonah attention taher tai tht 
mttrnetiunel DtwkintmM Stratify' or n dM pleimtnf of taaiatowtt to Ihr 
i»vttpeo)| connu«*, M tht lon-aiáte worfcj dMrttntion of mtaef aclaran; ontpat, 
which lus ltd to e M rem« concentration of tini otatpnt not only within out tconomk 
yoweew, hnt alto within the Arvtluftaig nnrWJ. Thai factor rtaém tht e*eryaia of 
inch an/tente rate« of growth, ami aajpnali taratt prowth ratti «neh at thon 
toaerfite in the Internet »nel Pevtlupnttnt Strategy, to MUM extant wntninnhii. 
TaMt t live* tht émttinwtion of ninnfacteimt tat tht werte from 1*55 to 1*70, 
mancateti clearly that tht fcvetoptt ejarhrt u animili inflate have hai the Moni 
•hate, afthonnh over the« IS year« it antimi linaéfknitty in ftronr of Ihr central? 
atanntd fconomit*. Toeethtr, tht two econotnic fuapnnji aroénce« atare than 
«*J per etat of workl rnem»f»t:turn| ont put in I «70. The «hart of tht ént enfiai 
conntriti in I tt70 wat only 6.73 par cent, ant the incrtaat in that there over the hat 
15 yeart was imiemficant. Thoa, it iievinent that tht arowth of mennfactermf in th« 
aVveronmi cowntritt cote« r*ot ht planned npnr ately from that of tht átveeoetd 
contaran. In auch a aneetiun, tht inter national enmate mijht tnehoty t beatati 
enftvonrtblt to tht envrhpnttnt of ntanefactnrmtj in tht éuitopanj te—Iran, 
efehone> other «nnientt, which wl he Éacnteed later, my prove aotentnty 
ammfnammfmnmE 

Tht fanerei nvanj tht ahnte ut nmnafaetiarnnj output ay conajnaa'iy proap 
inni cat« that coacenttratioa atee tutta at «hit ami. Tht Mprtrve atx) pu ani» t 
wnankationt of th« concentration enante further atwty. 

Whit it it poaaaMe to omen« theneetwaily aneli untano« aa an intitnatianal 
of aenoer, mcreenne, tht aatnatninf power ef tht avwjionanj connatali, 

oí mumàaâ^ettMi^ ttÊÊAjlllà «Mia cMiaaev te tat reenutiun ot fehenrv 

in the caw of maaofactnrie t o nemo è» ita of which tht érvthiaen tonntriti | 
•  aWa^PBàïâTeeWwM   nTewewvT.    I •VenTwo   I   Ma^wl vararen   oemn»   nTmmwW   tàrw  wtmT fJmT^'wfÄF^'aiTiJ vMrBmnr^ajevw mW  wWe^tnl 

worn) owtpnt in 1*55, l%0, l%3 and 1*70 wai npaafkaat fer ce*> «ary frw 
camniBÉty njonpt. flanniaj for tht fntaet enthipnwM of task etnnanaéty penai 
ma mart ao far other cuentan a)h> aaatapa wü he ntnnnjy iafhtensed ay nctJaaa 
tahen ay the at valonee cenatrin, aoth tht ceneraiy planata' antJ tht Éiialapië 
marhtt «conotnatt. The étwlontnf towntriti wal ha*» harpa tain **»—>' w>èeta tht 
árvelopte coaantrn* only ceHactiwry. 

Tht concentration of aweanfaclartaif oaten« it chame aar tant ef hit éntrnantiaa 
nut oNiy at tht woran Irati, hajt aha at tnt reajannei Iteel aaj at ant Imn of tht 
etvtlueeif ctNtntrita at aa «cononw paanajie, TaMa 2 aanearahi thai 
Latin Amarase atoaWet tht rnapx ahaee ef Hat entant ef 
f«luate hy Ana. In I«7«, the ahnt of Lata) »itrid in * 
of tht at» i tapen tanniriii mm S2.7 pn* «eat, an4 mat of Ant wee 40 2 per etat, 
an»«*! Africa with tht mnajne rinne of 7.1 par cent. Tim pnttera 
thronehwt the F irai emnbprnent Decaen, « annata ia tarnet 2. The over-el 
pacta*«, which moan iati aeree tone tnt rat tea of mannferternf onteet in Latm 
^•nTwmn'w mj/fj fmaHmj jvanjamj^ tma**mk>vnnnj pj   pBn^^P^wa74aB/'S  mMarmna^^'emivmanmMr'ee  enmmB   ^anmaj n/weamj   nnnm^nmamj  anmamnj   tmmmj 

éacant within tht remaní ihamiihia. TaMt 2 amrwa that, n I «KO, tin 

'(rtMfnl A*««**y wwtitw 2*3taXVK 
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INDUSTRIAI DEVELOPMENT SURVEY 

TABLF 2.     SHARK OF MANUFACTURING OUTPUT,  BY  DEVELOPING  REGION AND 
18 SELECTED DEVELOPING COUNTRIES, 1960, l%3 AND 1970 

(Percentage) 

I9t,0 ;<M j IV 70 

Deieloping World Developing World Developing World 
Region and country or area countries total countries total countries total 

Developing countries. total 100.0 6.7 100.0 6.6 100.0 6.7 

Latin America 53.9 3.6 52.1 3.4 52.7 3.5 
Asia 39.0 2.6 39.9 2.6 40.2 2.7 
Africa 7.1 0.5 8.0 0.5 7.1 0.5 

leading six countries. total 59.3 4.1 59.3 3.8 56.5 3.9 

India 15.7 1.1 17.8 1.2 14.7 1.0 
Brazil 14.0 1.0 14.1 0.9 14.3 1.0 
Argentina 12.9 0.9 11.1 0.7 11.6 0.8 
Mexico 8.8 0.6 9.0 0.6 10.4 0.7 
Indonesia 4.4 0.3 3.7 0.2 2.8 0.2 
Chile 3.5 0.2 3.6 0.2 2.7 0.2 

Second six countries. total 15.2 1.1 16.0 1.1 15.7 1.1 

Iran 2.8 0.2 2.1 0.1 2.4 0.2 
Colombia 2.8 0.2 2.9 0.2 2.8 0.2 
Venezuela 2.8 0.2 3.1 0.2 3.2 0.2 
Pakistan 2.6 0.2 2.9 0.2 2.9 0.2 
Philippines 2.4 0.2 2.4 0.2 2.0 0.1 
Egypt 1.8 0.1 2.6 0.2 2.4 0.2 

Third six countries, total 6.9 0.6 7.2 0.6 8.4. 0.7              j 

Puerto Rico 1.5 0.1 1.6 0.1 1.0 0.1              i 
Peru 1.4 0.1 1.5 0.1 1.5 0.1 
Republic of Korea 1.4 0.1 1.5 0.1 3.4 0.2 
Thailand 0.9 0.1 0.9 0.1 0.9 0.1 
Morocco 0.9 0.1 0.9 0.1 0.9 0.1 
Burma 0.8 0.1 0.8 0.1 0.7 0.1 

Total of 18 countries 81.4 5.8 82.5 5.5 80.6 „      | 
Sources: Based on The Growth of World Industry, ¡969 Edition, vol. I (United Nations 

publication, Sales Nu. 71.XVII.6); and other data supplied by the United Nations Statistical 
Office. 
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developing countries produced 56.5 per cent of all manufacturing output in the 
developing countries. Another six leading developing countries produced 15.7 per 
cent. If a third group of six countries is added, it is found that these 18 countries in 
1970 produced 80.6 per cent of manufacturing output in the developing world. 

The extent of concentration within the developing regions is evident from 
tables 3, 4 and 5, which show the distribution share of manufacturing output of the 
major countries in Latin America, Asia and Africa. In 1970, Argentina and Brazil 
together produced 49 per cent of total manufacturing output in Latin America, a 
percentage that remained constant over the First Development Decade. In Asia, 
India's share of total manufacturing output fluctuated between 36.7 per cent and 
44.6 per cent. India and Indonesia together produced over 50 per cent of 
manufacturing output in that region during the First Development Decade. In Africa, 
the picture was the same. In 1970, Egypt produced 33.3 per cent of manufacturing 
output, and Egypt, Morocco and Nigeria together produced about 57 per cent of 
total manufacturing output in the region. 

The implications of such concentration are clear. If the figures are read 
concurrently with the figures indicating the share of manufacturing output in GDP 
(see table 6), for most of these countries, it is evident that the averages obscure great 
variations in the level of industrial development, exemplified by the concentration of 
manufacturing output. Hence, it is apparent that growth targets for manufacturing 
output embodied in the International Development Strategy could not be applicable 
to all. Frequently, when the performance of the developing countries, as expressed in 
regional average growth rates, was good or bad, it was largely owing to the 
performance of a few larger countries within the particular region. It may thus be 
concluded that monitoring industrial development in the  Second Development 

TABLE 3.    SHARE OF SELECTED COUNTRIES IN THE MANUFACTURING OUTPUT Ol 
LATIN AMERICA 

(Percentage) 

Region and 
country or area I960 196 J 197(1 

Latin America 

Argentina 
Brazil 
Chile 

Colombia 
Mexico 
Peru 
Puerto Rico 
Venezuela 

Total 

100.0 100.0 IOU.0 

23.9 21.4 22.0 
26.1 27.0 27.0 
6.4 6.9 5.1 
5.2 5.5 5.3 

16.3 17.3 19.7 
2.7 3.0 2.9 
2.8 3.0 1.9 
5.1 5.9 6.0 

88.5 90.0 89.9 

Source: BUM! on The Growth of World Industry, 1969 Edition, vol. I (United Nations 
publication, Saki No. 71.XVII.6). 
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TABLE 4.     SHARE OF SELECTED COUNTRIES IN THE MANUFACTURING OUTPUT OF 
ASIA 

(Percentage) 

Region and 
country 1960 196 J 1970 

Asia 100.0 100.0 100.0 

Burma 2.1 1.9 1.6 
India 40.4 44.6 36.7 
Indonesia 11.3 9.3 7.0 
Iran 7.3 5.3 6.0 
Pakistan 6.8 7.4 7.4 
Philippines 6.1 6.0 5.0 
Republic of Korea 3.5 3.7 8.6 
Thailand 2.2 2.3 2.3 

Total 79.7 80.5 74.6 

pub.SAfNo^SVAr" 0/ W0rtdInJu^ ">69 ***"• «*• ' (united Nation, 

TABLE 5.      SHARE OF SELECTED COUNTRIES IN THE MANUFACTURING OUTPUT OF 
AFRICA 

(Percentage) 

Region and 
country /V60 !963 1970 

Africa 100.0 100.0 100.0 

Algeria 9.7 5.6 5.8 
Egypt 25.5 32.6 33.3 
Morocco 12.2 11.0 12.4 
Nigeria 8.4 8.5 11.2 
Southern Rhodesia 6.5 5.4 6.3 
Tunisia 4.7 4.3 4.6 
Zaire 8.6 6.8 7.3 

Total 75.6 7*2   < 80.9 

pub.Son,^dNo0n7lAVlÍT" °' "^ *•*** *• ***"''* ' (UnÌ'Cd ^^ 
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TABLE 6.     MANUFACTURING OUTFIT AS A PERCENTAGE OF GDP IN SELECTED 
DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 

Region and 
country or area I960 1963 ¡969 

Africa 

Morocco 
Nigeria 
Southern Rhodesia 
Tunisia 
Zaire 

Asia 

Burma 
India 
Indonesia 
Iran 
Pakistan 
Philippines 
Republic of Korea 
Thailand 

latin America 

Argentina 
Brazil 
Chile 
Colombia 
Mexico 
Peru 
Puerto Rico 
Venezuela 

13 14 14 
5 5 6" 
14 15 18 
12 11 13 

16» 

13 10 9C 

13 14 14' 
8 7 9* 

25 28 32 
9 10 I0C 

lb 16 14 
14 15 21 
13 14 14 

29 28 28 
18 20 19* 
23 25 2K 
18 21 IS 
26 27 Wl 

17 17 20» 
23 24 24 
12 12 13 

Source: Based on Yearbook of National Accounts Startstict, ¡969, vol. II (United Nations 
publication, Sties No. 71.XVII.3) and Yearbook of National Accounti Statistics, 1970, vol. II 
(United Nation» publication, Sales No. 72.XVIII.3). 

«196«. 

»196«. 
cl%7. 
dl96S. 
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Decade may only be meaningful at the country level, especially if it is to lead to 
pin-pointing problem areas and thus form the basis of policy decisions. Globa 
monitoring is no doubt useful, however, to guide countries in formulating industrial 

policies. 
The high concentration of manufacturing output in the developing world is 

especially significant in relation to regional co-operation. There may doubtless be 
strong arguments for complementarity among countries at different levels ot 
industrial development within each region. Similarly, it might be argued that some of 
the more industrially advanced developing countries, such as those mentioned above, 
could assist other developing countries in their region, thus reducing the latter s 
reliance on aid from the developed countries. Although the political ramifications ot 
such unequal partnerships should not be overlooked, the greater benefits embodied 
in regional co-operation should outweigh such negative aspects. 

The concentration of manufacturing output and the disparities apparent within 
-egions and the developing countries as a whole are very pronounced at the world 
level. For the sake of argument, it is useful to refer to an obvious relationship that 

appears in tables 3, 4 and 5. While India's share of manufacturing output in Asia was 
36.7 per cent in 1970, and its share of manufacturing output of the developing 
countries in that year was 14.7 per cent, its share of total world manufacturing 
output was only 1 per cent. The only country that compared with India in that year 
was Brazil, while the share of 16 out of the other 18 leading developing countries listed 
in table 2 of total world manufacturing output was below 1 per cent, and for many 
of them it did not exceed 0.1 per cent. These figures plainly show that while some of 
the countries may exert considerable influence within their regions, they are by no 
means influential in the world. Individually, such countries have no bargaining power 
and their development in manufacturing will most likely depend on international 
factors over which they have neither control nor any significant say. Furthermore, 
these countries, although they lead in manufacturing output in their regions, do not 
have a favourable position vis-à-vis the developed countries. This is illuitrated by 
table 7, which gives manufacturing output as a percentage of GDP, and tables 8 and 
9, which show the enormous difference between the per capita manufacturing output 
of the developed countries and that of the developing countries. 

The situation described above becomes more critical when high concentration in 
manufacturing output is coupled with the rigid pattern of world trade in 
manufacturing. From 1963 to 1970 the share of the developed market economies in 
world exports of manufactures ranged from 81.4 per cent in 1963 to 83.8 per cent in 
1970. Although the share of the developing countries over this period slightly 
increased, from 5.8 per cent in 1963 to 6.3 per cent in 1970, and that of the 
centrally planned economies decreased, from \3 per cent in 1963 to 9.9 per cent in 
1970, manufacturing trade was highly concentrated within the developed market 
economies. If a breakdown of manufactured exports by commodity groups, region 
and economic grouping is examined (see chapter II, table 16), the same pattern 
emerges; the developed market economies not only had the largest share of trade in 
each commodity group, but consistently increased that share in the years between 
1963 and 1970. Further breakdowns are included in chapter II. 

The rigid pattern of foreign trade in manufacturing is clearly illustrated in 
table 18. The figures indicate that the major share of trade in manufacturing of both 
the developed market economies and the centrally planned economies from 1963 to 
1970 was intra-group. However, the export figures of the developing countries 
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TABLE 7.     MANUFACTURING OUTPUT AS A PERCENTAGE OF GDP IN SELECTED 
DEVELOPED COUNTRIES 

Region and 
country I960 196 J I9i)9 

United States of America 28 28 28 

Europe 

Austria* 38 36 36 
Belgium 30 31 31 
Denmark 29 29 27 
Finland 24 23 25 
France 37 36 35 
Germany, Fed. Rep. of 42 41 43 
Greece 15 14 14 
Ireland* 26 28 30 
Italy 31 30 31 
Luxembourg 42 36 38 <• 
Netherlands 32 31 31' 
Norway 25 25 25 
Portugal 28 28 32 
Spain 25 25 25 
Sweden 29 28 28 
United Kingdom of 

Great Britain and 
Northern Ireland 32 30 29 

Yugoslavia* 49 45 37 

Centrally planned economies 

Bulgaria* 46 45 50 
Czechoslovakia' 63 67 60* 
German Democratic Republic 58 62 63 
Hungary* 59 63 44 
Poland* 47 50 50* 
Romania* 44 47 57 
USSR* 52 54 54 

Source: Based on Yearbook of National Accounts Statistics, 1969, vol. II (United Nations 
publication, Saki No. 71.XVII.3), and Yearbook of National A counts Statistics, 1970, vol«. I 
and II (United Nations publication, Sales No. 72.XVÍI.3). 

'including minant and quarrying. 
Including mining and quarrying, electricity, gas, water and construction. 

*1968. 
'19«. 
''including mining and quarrying, electricity, gas and water. 
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TABLES.     PER   CANTA   MANUFACTURING   OUTPUT   IN   SELECTED  DI VE LOPING 
COUNTRIES 

(Dottar*) 

Region and 
country or area I960 1963 1970 

Africa 

Algeria 
Egypt 
Morocco 
Nigeria 
Southern Rhodesia 
Tunisia 
Zaire 

17 13 15 
19 30 37 
20 22 29 
3 4 6 

33 33 44 
23 26 33 
12 It 12 

Am 

Burma 
India 
Indonesia 
Iran 
Pakistan 
Philippines 
Republic of Korea 
Thailand 

10 10 12 
10 12 14 
13 12 12 
35 29 44 
8 9 13 

23 25 28 
15 17 56 
9 10 14 

Latin America 

Argentina 
Brazil 
Chile 
Colombia 
Mexico 
Peru 
Puerto Rico 
Venezuela 

166 169 257 
54 58 79 
121 136 143 
49 53 68 
66 72 109 
38 44 57 
173 203 186 
101 118 158 

Sources: Based on The Growth of World Industry, 1969 Edition, vol. I (United Nations 
publication, Sales No. 71.XV11.6); and Monthly Bulletin of Statistics, various issues (United 
Nations publication). 
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TABU! 9.     PKR   CAPITA   MANUFACTURING   OUTPUT   IN   SILICTID  DKVILOPfD 
COUNTRIES 

(Dollars) 

Region and 
country I960 1963 1970 

United States of America 747 825 1054 

Europe 

Austria 314 344 514 
Belgium 275 332 468 
Denmark 436 490 705 
Finland 278 323 501 
France 318 364 516 
Germany, Fed. Rep. of 479 523 764 
Greece 63 76 120 
Ireland 127 153 228 
Italy 192 241 324 
Luxembourg 649 631 739 
Netherlands 299 335 502 
Norway 320 364 491 
Portugal 81 95 149 
Spain 84 118 226 
Sweden 508 604 869 
Switzerland 574 617 825 
United Kingdom of Great Britain 

and Northern Ireland 507 519 643 
Yugoslavia 125 159 260 

Centrally planned economics 

Bulgaria 237 305 623 
Czechoslovakia 558 631 996 
German Democratic Republic 571 693 1249 
Hungary 407 526 805 
Poland 259 320 549 
Romania 174 259 5% 
USSR 326 418 723 

Sources: Based on The Growth of World Induury, 1969 Edition, vol. I (United Nations 
publication, Saks No. 7I.XVII.6); and Monthly Bulletin of Statistici, various issues (United 
Nations publication). 
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demonstrate a tendency to increase the dependence of these countries on the 
developed market economies. In 1970, 70.7 per cent of manufactured exports of the 
developing countries went to the developed market economies, as compared with 
66 per cent in 1%3. Although the developing countries' share of exports of 
manufactures to the centrally planned economies was not significant, the rate of 
increase between 1%3 and 1970, largely owing to African trade, was significant. At 
the same time, trade in manufactures among developing countries witnessed a decline 
between 1963 and 1970, possibly indicating a parallel pattern of development rather 
than a complementary one, which in itself could point to the absence of regional 
co-operation. Only Latin America showed a significant increase in intra-Latin 
American trade in manufactures, possibly reflecting the success of the various 
regional co-operation schemes in that region. 

Table 24. which shows the industrial and geographical origin of imports of 
manufactures of the developing countries, illustrates the heavy dependency of these 
countries on the developed market economies, which supplied them with about 
85 per cent of their manufactured imports between 1963 and 1970. The reliance of 
the developing countries on the developed market economies is even greater for the 
importation of machinery and transport equipment, which could be considered as a 
proxy variable for investment in manufacturing. The developing countries imported 
almost 90 per cent of their machinery and transport equipment from the developed 
market economies between 1963 and 1970. 

TABI I II».    MANUFACTURED EXPORTS OI SELECTED DEVI-LOPING COUNTRIES, 1%9 
(Countries arranged in descending order according to siiarc of manufactured exports) 

Country or area 

Manufactured 
exports 
(thousand dollars) 

Total manufactured 
exports of de velo ping 
countries 

World manufactured 
exports 

Hong Kong 1,662,214 15.0 0.94 
India 1,018,577 9.2 0.58 
Chile 858,026 7.7 0.49 

Republic of Korea 473,561 4.3 0.27 

Mexico 429,365 3.9 0.24 

Malaysia, West 405,511 3.7 0.23 
Pakistan 381,927 3.4 0.22 
Singapore 365,065 3.3 0.21 
Brazil 226,553 2.0 0.13 

Argentina 221,433 2.0 0.13 

Egypt 203,521 1.8 0.11 
Indonesia 172,600 1.6 0.10 
Thailand 107.639 1.0 

58.9 

0.06 

Total 6,525,992 3.71 

Sources: Based on Commodity Trade Statistics, vol. XIX (ST/STAT/SER.D); Yearbook of 
International Trade Statistics, 1969 (United Nations publication, Saks No. 7I.XVH.5); and 
Monthly Bulletin of Statistics (July 1972) (United Nations publication). 
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While the pattern of trade indicates the heavy reliance of the developing 
countries on the developed market economies, a concentration similar to that of 
manufacturing output within the developing countries also appears in the pattern of 
trade among these countries. Table 10, which analyses the exports of 13 developing 
countries in 1969, shows that these totalled $6.5 bUlion, or almost 59 per cent of the 
total manufactures exported by the developing countries in that year. Relative to the 
world totals, however, this trade flow amounted to only 3.71 per cent. The shart of 
each country in total world manufactured exports was less than 1 per cent, and for 
some the share was well below that figure. The implication is that, individually, none 
of these countries exerted any weight in the world trade of manufactures. 

Aside from the internal problems facing the developing countries in their efforts 
to industrialize, then, the concentration of manufacturing output and the rigid 
pattern of foreign trade are two of the most important international factors that 
affect and are likely to continue to affect industrial development in the developing 
countries. A number of other factors will be discussed later. 

Recent trends in manufacturing output 

An examination of the data over the period 1955 1972 (see table 11 ) reveals a 
definite long-term trend towards a slowdown in the manufacturing output of the 
developing countries, a trend towards increasing growth in the developed market 
economies, and a consistently high growth rate in the centrally planned economies. 
More recently, however, annual growth rates in the developing countries as a whole, 
although still short of the target rates for the Second Development Decade, have 
been at higher levels than those achieved during the early 1960a. Extremely low rates 
of growth of manufacturing output, such as 4 per cent, 5 per cent and 4 per cent, 
were recorded for the developing countries in 1962, 1963 and 1967 respectively. 
After 1967, however, production recovered and rates of growth of 7 per cent were 
recorded in 1968, 8.6 per cent in 1969, 6.7 per cent in 1970 anJ 7.5 per cent in 
1971. The rates for the two later years compare very favourably with that of the 
developed market economies, which in both years was only 1.3 per cent, although 
this rate recovered to 5.2 per cent in the first half of 1972. It is too early to say 
whether this more recent trend in the growth of manufacturing output of the 
developing countries will continue; if it does, growth rates may reach the 8 per cent 
target set for the first half of the Second Development Decade. This is most likely to 
occur in the Latin American region where production since 1967 has been increasing 
consistently at annual rate» of about 8 per cent, which are wey above those reached 
in the 1960s. 

By contrast, rates of increase in Asia have fluctuated rather widely below the 
8 per cent level. Data on manufacturing output in Africa arc scarce. The most recent 
figures are for 1965-1969, which indicate a rate of growth of only 5.2 per cent, or a 
rate well below the rate of 9.1 per cent reached m the 1955 I960 period. As the 
African region contributes only about 7 per cent to the total manufacturing output 
of the developing countries, however, its relatively slow growth has Utile effect on 
the general trend. 
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TAH F II.     GROWTH Of  MANUFACTURING OUTFIT, BY RFGION 4ND FCONOMrC 
GROUPING, !%0   1972 

(Averame annual rate bawd on output index numbers) 

Year 
-— 

rotai 

4.0 

Developing countries 

¡Atm 
Africa    Asia   America 

4.8       3.2 

De reto peti 
market 
economies 

2.4 

World 
except 
centrally 
planned 
economies 

2.6 

Centrally 
pkmmd 
economies World 

l%7 10.2 4.8 
1968 7.0 3.9 6.2 8.6 7.8 7.8 9.3 7.6 
19*9 8.6 8.0 8.6 8.0 8.0 7.2 7.7 
1970 6.7 5.4 7.9 1.3 2.0 8.5 3.9 
1971« 7.5 7.1 8.0 1.3 2.0 9.0 4.4 
1972* 6.6 4.1 5.2 4.6 8.7 5.5 
1955 I960 7.2 9.1 7.9 6.2 4.0 4.3 10.7 6.0 
I9«0 l%5 6.8 6.6 7.9 5.9 6.2 6.4 8.4 6.9 
l%5 1970 6.1 5 ">' 5.4 6.9 5.6 5.6 8.8 6.5 
I960 1970 6.5 5.6* 6.6 6.4 5.9 6.0 8.6 6.7 

'The provtwonai growth figure of UNI cent lor 1971 given in the Smrray, vol IV, tette 1, 
«howM he KVM4 according to the later Miormation contained in this table. Other change« fron 
the figures given in that table result from rcviuom of basic éata by the United Natkmt Statistical 
Office, M pubmhed MI the HorntMy atenVrm of Statistics. Présent figures are bated on the May 
1972 mm of the ÊtUtttm, except the provtMonal figure for production in 1972, which M baaed 
on the November 197 2 issue. 

"Fslimated by comparing output in the first quarters of 1971 ;mi 1*72, except for the 
developed merket economics where figure* for «ix month« are avaMaèta. 

'19*5   19*9. 
rfl9*0   19*9. 

Growth ofmfor nwmfactvhnt industries 

As may be seen from table 1, light industry, which includes food, textiles, wood 
products, rubber and piattk, account» for 54 per cent of the manufacturing output 
of developing countriet and 31 per cent of the output of developed countries. Then 
industries are primarily suppliers of non-durabk consumer apoda, on which 
expenditure declines relatively with rising incomes; they therefore have a lower rata 
of growl h than heavy industry, at shown kn table 12 for the period 1960-1970. This 
trend continued in 1971 for most light industries, except textual where there wat a 
strong upward trend. Until trade figures arc available it will not be pourbk to 
attribute the ràvnf growth rate of the textile induatry entirety to the growth of 
exports, but this ia very proteste ànce between 15 and 20 per cent of the production 
of this sector it exported to developed countries, and since textile production 
ancreaxd relative to food production in the devtropáftg countriet, whereat the 
contrary occurred in the developed countries. 
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Heavy industry supplies mainly investment and intermediate goods and therefore 
tends to decline relatively during periods of recession or slow growth, such as m 
1970-1971 when anti-inflationary measures were adopted in the developed market 
economies. The centrally planned economies, which are not as sensitive to changes in 
demand, are able to avoid such recessions, as are the developing countries, which in 
this period showed scant evidence of a recession, except in basic metals and to a 
lesser extent metal products in the Asian region. Since the non-ferrous branch ot the 
basic  metals'  sector is largely export-oriented, this recession may be partially 
explained by a fall in demand for these products in the developed market economies. 
The slackening in the rate of growth of the basic metal and metal products industries 
in Asia in 1970-1971 was large enough to offset more lapid growth in the chemical 
industry, so that total manufacturing output in this region expanded less rapidly than 
it had in the 1960s. By contrast, all branches of heavy industry in Latin America 
expanded more rapidly in 1970-1971 than previously, in particular, in 1971, in 
basic metals and metal products. It is still probable, however, that the chemical 
industry, and especially the petrochemical branch, which benefits from large markets 
and high capital inputs in Latin America, will become the fastest growing branch ot 
industry in this legion, as it is in the developed countries. In the remaining important 
branch of heavy industry, namely non-metallic minerals, production in this period 
expanded more rapidly than previously. Activity in this branch is closely linked to 
activity in the construction industry, and the developing countries have consistently 
increased their output in this industry more rapidly than have the developed market 
economies. 

Country analysis 

As shown in tables 3 and 5, the major manufacturing countries in Latin America 
and Africa increased their share of regional output during the First Development 
Decade, which implies that their average rate of growth was higher than that for the 
smaller manufacturing countries in those two regions. Asia experienced a similar 
trend, if India and Indonesia are excluded (table 4). This phenomenon is shown in 
table 13, which compares the growth rates of 70 developing countries in the first and 
second halves of the 1960s; the figures for 1971 are included where available. The 
rate of growth of the major manufacturing countries increased from 6 per cent per 
annum in the first half to 8.4 per cent in the second half of the period, while that of 
the smaller manufacturing countries remained at 6.4 per cent in both halves. These 
averages conceal, however, great variations in the growth rates of manufacturing 
output in individual countries from one year to another, and as the table shows, also 
from the first to the second half. In particular, it may be seen that while in the 
second half 9 of the 22 major manufacturing countries included increased their 
output above the target rate of 8 per cent per annum set for the first half of the 
Second Development Decade, only 3 of these abo exceeded this rate in the first half 
of the First Development Decade. Similarly, while 13 of the 48 minor manufacturing 
countries included in the table exceeded this rate in the second half, only 3 did so in 
the first half. Countries that maintained relatively «able rates of growth had rates 
somewhat below the target, in moat cases a rate of between 7 and 8 per cent. Five 
countries, ill small Latti American countries, had growth rates of manufacturing 
throughout the period that were less than the growth rate of population. 
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1ABLI 13.     GROWTH OE MANUFACTURING OUTPUT, BY SELECTED DEVELOPING 
COUNTRIES, 1960   1971 

(A veragc annual rate based on output index number^) 

Region and country or area I960- l%5 1965   1971 

Africa 

Algeria 3.12 6.1* 
Angola 8.0 7.5 
Cameroon 14.5 3.9 
Congo 6.1 27.6* 
Ethiopia 9.3 6.7 
Gabon 17.5 6.4* 
Ghana 9.1 4.6 
Ivory Coast 7.8 6.1 
Kenya 7.9 7.0 
Libyan Arab Republic 8.7 7.4* 
Madagascar 3.4 8.9 
Malawi 7.0 5.8 
Mauritius 16.6 1.0 
Morocco 4.8 9.1* 
Mozambique 11.1 0.5 
Nigeria 10.8 7.5 
Southern Rhodesia 5.1 6.5 
Senegal 3.5 1.8 
Sierra Leone 5.5 5.3 
Sudan 8.1 7.0* 
Tunisia 6.0 7.2* 
Uganda 4.6 6.7 
United Republic of Tanzania 5.3 7.7 
Zaire 2.6 6.2 
Zambia 8.6 6.9 

Asia 

Burma 3.8 7.7 
Hong Kong 7.5 9.8 
India 10.5 3.8 
Indonesia 0.1 6.4 
Iran II.5C 8.4 
Iraq 2.9 5.2 
Jordan 2.0 8.5 
Kuwait 4.3 16.5 
Lebanon 2.9 7.7 
Malaysia 5.6 7.2 
Pakistan 8.7 9.9 
Philippines 4.9 7.1 

—"-"--• 
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Region and country or area 

Khmer Republic 
Republic of Korea 
Republic of Viet-Nam 
Saudi Arabia 
Singapore 
Sri Lanka 
Syrian Arab Republic 
Thailand 

¡Mtin America 

Bolivia 
Brazil 
Chile 
Colombia 
Costa Rica 
Cuba 
Dominican Republic 
Ecuador 
El Salvador 
Guatemala 

Honduras 
Jamaica 
Mexico 
Nicaragua 
Panama 

I960   1965 MS   1971 

7.2 7.5 
9.7 24.7 
0.1 10.4 
6.8 8.9 
3.5 10.0 
3.0 15.3 
5.7 11.3 
7.4 9.2 

6 3 6.3 
Argentina ^ ]Q5 

3.6 10.5 
9.6 1.4 
6.3 8.4 
7.5 4.2 
2.9 -1.4 

-7.9 0.7 
13.2 8.2 
14.0 0.3 
6.3 1.2 
0.2 3.6 

STa '* 2-6 Haiti 
11.1 9.8 

3.4 2.3 
8.3 9.7 
6.8 3.0 

10.6 1.1 
6.9 6.5 

Paraguay ^ „ 

-0.3 2.0 
6.7 2.0 
5.3 4.3 

^ 8.6 Peru 
Puerto Rico 
Surinam 
Trinidad and Tobago 
n 1.6 4.8 
^UgUay, 11.1 6.8 Venezuela 

Sources:   Based  on  The  Growth of World Industry   variousje* (United  Nations 
publication); and other data supplied by the United Nations Statistical Office. 

"The ama« annual growth rate is computed from the two indexes lor manufacturing 

value added; it could therefore differ from index based directly on the growth of value added. 

* 1965-1970. 
1 Value added at constant puces. 
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B.       IMPORTANT ISSUES RELATING TO THE INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT 

OF THE DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 

Although the performance of the developing countries as judged by rates of 
growth of manufacturing output is encouraging, these rates still fall short of the 
targe* set for the Second Development Decade. The prospects that these trends will 
continue in the Second Development Decade will depend on a variety of factors. The 
higher growth rates achieved by certain sectors will sooner or later taper off. The 
over-all growth of the manufacturing sector in the developing countries will therefore 
depend on other manufacturing industries taking the lead. This in turn will depend 
on considerations such as the development of the internal and external demand for 
the output of these industries and on government policies and strategies. The future 
development of manufacturing will depend to a great extent on whether the 
difficulties facing that sector in the developing countries, both domestically and 
internationally, will be alleviated. Difficulties at the national level include the 
shortage of skilled labour as well as managerial and entrepreneurial cadre, the 
shortage of capital resources, limited markets, unfavourable balances of payments 
and the lack of appropriate infrastructure. Although these problems are well known 
to development economists, they deserve more attention by Governments, since the 
development of industry is their responsibility. 

Three important issues, which are closely associated with industrial development 
in the Second Development Decade and are likely to affect it or be affected by it, are 
discussed in this section. They involve the environment, inflation and technology. 
Part one, chapters II, III and IV, of this Survey deal with other major issues, namely, 
trade and trade barriers, employment, income distribution, social justice, and finance 
and investment in manufacturing. 

Industrialization and the environment 

Present concern with the hazards to the environment associated with economic 
development arises primarily from the experiences of the developed market and the 
centrally planned economies. Important among these problems are: 

The increase in the number of endemic and epidemic disease carriers and pests; 

The exhaustion of natural resources; 

The degradation of the environment through the widespread use of chemicals 
alien to natural processes. 

Although in most developing countries environmental problems have not yet 
become so alarming, clearly these countries want to avoid the cumulative negative 
effects of development as witnessed in many industrial societies; they must take 
steps to preserve their existing wealth of natural resources and use these resources 
more judiciously, and they must anticipate environmental problems in their planning 
and development efforts. It is expected that more and more developing countries will 
incorporate environmental considerations in their programmes for industrialization.2 

lot a discussion of environmental planning in developing countries and of the broader 
issues of industrialization and environment, see "Industrial development and the environment" 
<id. 72 2171), document prepared by the UNIDO secretariat and submitted to the United 
Nations Conlerence on the Human Environment, Stockholm, 1972. 
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While these problems are attendant on economic development, however, the 
problem of poverty arises where there is lack of development. And poverty is the 
major problem now facing the developing countries. "The preoccupation of the 
developing countries is not merely with the 'quality of life' but with life itself, which 
is often endangered by natural disasters, malnutrition, shortage of water, lack of 
sanitation, poor housing, and, generally, low standards of living." From the 
standpoint of developing countries, the undesirable side effects of industrialization 
cannot be completely avoided by a refusal to industrialize -which would condemn 
these countries to permanent poverty. 

Vie implications of environmental questions for international economic relations 

The policies adopted by the developed economies to solve environmental 
problems may be more significant for the developing countiies during the Second 
Development Dec.de. The latter countries fear that such policies may adversely 
affect them in the areas of international trade, technological transfer, and, perhaps, 
development aid. 

Their major immediate concern is the effect of such policies on their 
manufactured exports. Both positive and negative effects are foreseen The 
establishment of high standards may result in tariff or non-tariff barriers placed on 
products regarded as hazardous to the environment. Exports of food and beverages 
to developed countries are most likely to be subjected to such controls. 

The industrial sector of a developing country might suffer from restrictions ot 
this sort, since it normally performs a number of processing operations (for example 
canning, preserving and packaging) before products are exported. Agriculture would 
suffer most, however, from a reduction in these exports. Various chemicals may also 
be subject to such restrictions. 

Naturally, the application of standards would have to be non-discriminatory. 
This would not lessen their potential impact on the exports of developing countries, 
however. In order to disrupt trade as little as possible, standards should be put into 
effect only after consultation between the developed country and the developing 
countries that are suppliers. Additional multilateral or bilateral aid could be provided 
to  assist  the  exporting industries in  developing countries to meet the new 
requirements. 

Another concern is that the increased recycling of materials and products may 
reduce the flow of exports from the developing countries. It is impossible at present, 
however to estimate the effect of recycling on the exports of these countries. Within 
limits the same procedure may be employed by the developing countries. Recycling 
materials might mitigate negative effects on the balance of trade, although the 
purpose of recycling is primarily to reduce harmful environmental effects. 
Manufactured imports of both the developing countries and the developed economies 
could be decreased slightly through recycling techniques. 

Finally developing countries fear that environmental considerations may claim a 
growing proportion of funds for development aid, or distort the priorities and the 
criteria for project appraisals. The developed countries' concern for the environment, 

3The import of »me fruiU and vegetables carrying trace» of DDT is now banned in several 
I- uropean countries. 

4 A number of implications for domestic industry in developing countries, which are tied to 
recycung techniques, are discussed in the following íectíon on "Domestic environmental 
considerations for developing countries". 
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however, need not necessarily become a factor affecting trends in foreign aid In fact 
ecogrnnon that environmental problems are a major concern throughout the world 

and are becoming more serious every year should reinforce the need to obtain 
sui finent aid to deal with the various needs of the poorer countries 

Though developing countries may requite additional foreign aid to deal with 

m;y
e7h7rtad "To'8 T WeU "• °ther aSPeCtS °f indust-''Lion, this does no 

Tandards ¿e adnnfHÍT,    C°UntneS I•*   mSÍSt that their own environmental 
ry wfdeW amonl " "T^U °f ^ E•••»^ ^ndards will naturally 

the formulâtZ nf     ,       *¿ ^^ °n their Stage °f deve<°P•"t. Therefore 
ccount ÍH "! * °* PmjeCt appraisal that take the environment into account should involve extensive consultation with the developing country 

concerned. The present trend for the basis of foreign aid to shift from project" to 
programmes may lessen the disposition to enforce project guideline^ S a e 
considered too extensive from the standpoint of developing countries! 

Domestic environmental considerations for developing countries 

A basic observation with regard to the environment is that below certain limits 
nature can absorb without harm most of the wastes emitted by the indus   IT procès 
As the amount of wastes released by industry is increased, natural process become 
overburdened  and  eventually  break  down.   From  this  notion   t   «Hows  that 

c'uZeTlv h"'  P°HUti0n  COntr0lS Wil1  differ an•S -untrik live OP^ 
•TT^c^^• tü adOPt ,eSS eXaC,Íng StandardS than «"* ««"" 

At  the  same   time,  developing  countries  anticipate that new technologies 
des.gned to m.tigate pollution may be much more expensive than presen, oTs 
However, there may be no alternative but to buy these new processes alhoulthev 
may not be required by the standards of less industrialized countrieT *     V 

,n «?„'' " a pOSSibility- which'if ¡t °<*urs, may mean that industrialization will be 
" t m?re/^n• P"*<*s '"an it is now. At the same time, new technXies 

may benefit developing countries by increasing their opportune toTa^resou^ces 
uttlize waste material etc. Through recycling, ?e-use and\eclamat on the »P oduct" 
port,on of mdustrial inputs can be expanded, while the ^.¿e» pSw h 

A"îh •    1^ T' SOme °f the neW "*""°'°^ may be efficient enough to 
ë   on,   wUhle 'h"3' C?K At the Same tÍme' deVe,0pin« "°UIltries should not   : let only w.th the choice of buymg new and expensive technologies, which satisfy the 

mt r T£ t: to dtn:e,rdicountries but are not more ^t ASSíS must  he  available  to the developing countries, so that they may choose the 

enAî. *" meet theÍr needS fr0m the Stand"°intS °f "**£ -Zf the 
The development of new technologies is likely to have a strong impact on the 

lmDrd
ennni°K meta,U5 and n0n-rnetaUiC SUbstances- Advances " thfs fXe Sein 

resoTees' ÏÏ Ì^^T^ ? f"*? bUt by thC ««^ shorta«e °f "*S resources. Ine current practice is to rely on deposits of an increasingly lower arade  fl 

development made possible by improvements in mining and beneSionTechniques 

P^ion^Ä^ *"  effeCtiVf Wav °f ev"'""«"8  "waste 
prepared by ,he UN1M ^tffWiÄ^ cfocumen« 
Human I nvironment. Stockholm, 197?pp•T|3iL.d annex 3 Conference on the 
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coupled with steady price increases.6 For instance, iron ore is now being mined by 
peptizing techniques and a new flotation process, both of which were unknown 
until recently Similarly, techniques are being developed to produce aluminium from 
anorthosite as bauxite reserves are depleted.7 

These trends could alter drastically the known distribution pattern for many 
metallic and non-metallic substances of great importance to industry. Developing 
countries may soon find that deposits previously of such low grade as to be worthless 
are now workable At the same time, the known reserves of some natural resources 
are seriously depleted. For example, given the present rates of consumption 
according to a recent study, known reserves of zinc are adequate for only 18 more 
years, copper and lead reserves will be exhausted in 21 years, and bauxite is available 
tor only 31 more years.8 A more efficient use of natural resources and access to new 
technologies are both imperative if developing countries as well as developed 
countries are to continue to progress industrially. 

The main opportunity for developing countries may lie in a comparative 
advantage in industries whose production costs in developed countries will rise 
sign, icantly because of pollution controls. The probability that environmental 
standards will differ among countries has already been suggested. The resultant 
increases in cost will reflect the various standards that industries must meet 
However, it appears likely that the cost increase due to pollution control will be 
greater possibly much greater, than the actual difference between each country's 
standards. For example, the cost of cleaning and purifying the air and water used in 
some industrial operations could be twice as great if carried to 99 percent efficiency 
rather than to 90 per cent efficiency. emciency 

Another cost consideration, which could alter the comparative advantage in 
favour of developing countries, involves the age of existing industrial plants and 
equipment. The installation cost of environmental controls will normally increase 
with the age of the plant. Since the developing countries are relative newcomers to 
many industries, they would have the advantage of lower installation costs over 
established producers in developed countries. 

A few instances may be cited that illustrate the principle that the installation of 
environmental controls in new industrial establishments is considerably less expensive 
than in existing ones. World Bank studies in connexion with the expansion of a steel 
plant m Turkey revealed that the incorporation of the necessary pollution-control 
technology would amount to only 2 per cent of over-all project costs. Similarly the 
recommended ecological measures for a marine terminal associated with an iron-ore 
mining project in Brazil were found to be only 3 per cent of total project costs ' ° 

The fact that natural products are likely to be substituted for synthetics, because 
oi environmental considerations, may be of interest to developing countries In the 
past, synthetic products produced in developed countries have replaced many natural 

^'mteí°S,a^Tf3ímer7clCOn,aÍnÍng ** "^ aS °'4 •*' CCnt C°Pper m nOW **"* mined in the 

gSee "Metals: the warning signals are up", Fortune (October 1972)', p. HO. 

D Meadows et al. The Limits to Growth (London, Earth Island Ltd, 1972), pp. 56  60 

Ins ^Xv^ulïïX^P f
R°bcrt McNamara. brident of the World Bank Group, in "'^address to the United Nations Conference on the Human Environment, Stockholm, on 8 June 
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The opposite view is taken by monetary thinkers, who contend that inflation 
does not promote development and is frequently incompatible with it. They 
emphasize the danger that mild inflation may deteriorate into "runaway inflation" 
and advocate its control by a prudent combination of monetary and fiscal policies 
They also disagree with the contention that inelasticities of supply and bottle-necks 
are the result of structural problems, attributing them instead to distortions in pike 
and/or exchange rates. 

A recent view of inflation differs from earlier views in that it embodies an 
attempt to identify the optimal pattern of inflation (as distinguahed from an optimal 
rate). The approach has been described as "surprise" inflation.'2 A steady rate of 
inflation, it is observed, will eventually be incorporated into the expectations of 
investors and will lead to the misallocation of new investment. Investors will tend to 
divert funds away from projects with long-run returns (for example, productive 
enterprises) into inventory speculation, land, building, short-run trading operations 
etc. According to advocates of an optimal pattern of inflation, however, structural 
bottle-necks may occur sporadically, requiring rapid increases in the need for capital. 
During such a period prices may be permitted to increase in order to attract labour 
and capital to new uses with relatively higher productivity. This would be a period of 
surprise inflation and could benefit growth by attracting th«se additional factors of 
production. It is important that the inflation be unanticipated and last for a limited 
time. The concept would therefore put the emphasis on an optimal pattern of price 
increases rather than on an optimal rate. 

Inflationary distortions in the industrial process 

The preceding arguments clearly indicate the wide diversity of opinion regarding 
the relationship between industrialization, economic growth and inflation. Whether 
inflation is a hindrance or a benefit to industrialization remains a moot question. 
However, sufficient experience has now been gained to observe that inflationary 
pressures are always present in developing countries that aspire to high rates of 
economic growth and capital formation. The tendency seems most pronounced in 
cases where the Government takes an active role as is often necessary in promoting 
industrial investment. 

It is not intended here to make a strong case against inflation as a means of 
development, but rather to indicate the areas of economic significance that are likely 
to be seriously affected by the inflationary procès« and that may require special 
attention when inflation is persistent. Such observations are pertinent whether 
inflation is a conscious government policy or simply an outgrowth of th« 
industrialization effort. 

Inflation is characterized basically by an alteration or distortion m the price of 
goods, services and factors of production. Changes in these price levels, relative to 
one another, may have unexpected results which run counter to the Government's 
growth objectives. 

p 491 ^ *" HÌ—""' £commk I*•**»**»* (New York, W. W. Norton mé C ompwiy, l*M|, 

^»i!>ÎArth^ ,%WÜ"  •J*,.n"*,|P °** Vai»,  "Smanie »fktKm, nmamm growth «* 
employment , Intermtioml L*ow Review, vat 104 (DtctMter I»71 ), »». 4t*  30* 
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negligible in comparison with windfall pins and losses resulting from inflation 
hurther, financial management may become seriously complicated if the rate of 
inflation  is significant. The  industrialist's knowledge  of costs becomes tenuous 
indeed, and, as a result, his pricing policy may degenerate into the simple practice of 
matching competitor's increases. 

In general, the experience gained during the First Development Decade suggests 
that inflation in varying degrees is quite probable, and perhaps unavoidable as 
developing countries mobilize their resources for industrialization Thus 
consideration of whether inflation is "good" or "bad" does not enter the picture' 
The choice between a stable price level and industrialization with inflation offers no 
real alternative but to take the latter course. In this context, it is necessary that the 
(iovernment make sure that the required investment is made and then tike whatever 
steps are needed to minimize undesirable inflationary effects such as those 
mentioned above. 

Technology and induatriabzat ion 

Technology has long been regarded as one of the more important elements in the 
industrialization process. There is every reason to believe that it will be of paramount 
importance in the course of the Second Development IXcadc An aspect that mav 
have important implications for technological trends in the l«>70s involves Hie 
disparity between developed and developing countries in the rale of technological 
advancement. Not only is the technological gap widening, hut new techniques are 
being placed on the market at such an accelerated pace that developing countries 
with their small industrial bases, may simply be unable to incorporate this 
technology economically. Practical experience and further research, however mav 
lead to some changes in emphasis and the recognition of new problems which 
developing countries should anticipate. The discussion below is intended to touch 
briefly on some of the key considerations with regard to the role of technology in 
industrialization^ 

Ideally, technology should be transferred freely from developed countries to 
developing countries. In reality, many barriers and hindrances prohibit or encumber 
the transfer of technology. These vary from country to country, and they should be 
clearly identified before the actual job of assisting or faceting industrial transfer 
can proceed. 

Some technological gaps may result from the nature of the technology in 
question, while others may be attributed primary to economic conditions within 
the developing country. There are two types of technological gap; a gap may either 
result from imperfections m the means of communicating and transferring existing 
technologies (sometimes referred to as "the communications gap"), or it may simply 
arise from a lack of appropriate technologies. 

The communications gap refers to the fact that knowledge is only partly or 
imperfectly communicated.' * The result may be that relatively few high-productiv- 
ity sectors or few enterprises employ techniques that are considered the best 
practice, or that the beat practice is of a fairly low standard. 

Poor c^r^^í^^^ ^S^W* f- Slreeta"- T^noto» gap« between rich and I <>or c (MMtries , Scottati Jmmmi of Fotokit Kumomy (November IV7 2 ), pp. 21Î   2 30. 
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On the other hand, technologies originating in developed countries may be 
mappropnate for developing countries. In this sense, a "suitability gap" may exist 
because of the lack of an appropriate technology or the failure to allocate resour „ 
to the discovery of such a technology. Resources devoted to closing the suitabUity 
gap would help to achieve such objectives as the generation of employment, which is 
an urgent need in most developing countries. 

The inappropriateness of technology, however, is only partly a question of 
d.tferent endowments of capital and labour between developing and developed 
country, afferent physical and social conditions may also enter the picture and 
create a su.tab.hty gap. More important, in many areas there is no technology that 
can be adapted; it may have to be invented. 

With regard to economic conditions in developing countries, certain 
cluractcr.st.es „(ten prove to be major handicaps to the transfer of technology While 
Ine Ime separating barriers arising from inherent technological features and those 
created by domestic economic conditions is not always hard and fast some 
character.st.es are clearly distinguishable and are too important to be «nored here. 

Developing countries have at least one disadvantage that was not encountered by 
lhe developed countries when they began to industrialize. The consumption patterns 
«. devel,,ping countries reflect, at least partially, the consumption patterns in 
developed countr.es Tins characteristic results from a demonstration factor which 

o ?l!SnvC7 .CCOr,m,iC prCSSUres that are not a natural result °f ¡"come levels 
or the cx.st.ng social and cultural system. Industrialization may be influenced in this 
manner by external pressures, which are induced by the requirements of a small 

.nor.ty ,„   he upper-mcome group, whose consumption patterns are similar to 
Ise ol developed countries. These patterns influence the choice of technologies. In 

order tha a developing country may select appropriate technology, consumption 
must be planned, at least partly, and not simply projected as is so often done 

I he practice of planning consumption may have slightly different implications 
or vanous branches ol industry. Priority should be given to the provision of basic 
jurements (food, cloth.ng, housing etc.)." Light industry should be designed to 
Í2Í ,eSe, 17

u,r7ent
i

s bv «Mual increases in present production. Pries and 
qualityshould be planned to match the income levels of the developing country 
rather than those of a developed country. Production need not be large-scale, but it 
m,ght be d,str,buted in smaller units, using a simplified technology t'satisfy local 
EL £ f e;hf!ülof to be devel°H in such a case would generally be adapted 
from .mported technology; it would be more applicable and approprile to oVher 

tl coun8tr^sUntr,eS        W°U,d ^'^ ^ * greatW cha""°f exportation to 

The situation of heavy industries is somewhat different. Such enterprises require 
arger units of production and must be established on the basis of imported 
E.Í"¡IT ^ertain

r
measures •y be taken, however, to increase the components of 

«auir It f°gyH ^ T^ "^ * ^ gUÌde ta indicatin* technological requirements for heavy industry. 

In general developing countries tend to pay most attention to investment in 
equipment and building, followed by worker and management training, with little 

on TÜSSÄ Ä?!&Ä£, FKffifSr? 0f UN,D0 t0 the ln,Cmati0nal Semin" 

mm 
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time and few resources spent on the development of technological capacity and 
design. In the future it may be advisable to invert this order of priority, devoting 
more attention to investment in the selection of equipment, process design, 
modification of technology, and management and worker skills in maintaining and 
using the equipment effectively. Hopefully, this shift in priority would lead to the 
gradual introduction of locally produced equipment rather than imports, and to the 
development and modification of technology appropriate for the further expansion 
of industry. These modifications would require an efficient technological capacity, 
which should be the result of planning and not just a response to present 
consumption patterns. 

Expenditures on research and development provide a useful indicator of the 
intensity of the technological effort. Among developed countries, this ratio varies 
from 2 to 4 per cent of GNP. However, in developing countries the corresponding 
figures are generally about one tenth of this magnitude. Proposals have been made to 
increase the ratio of funds allocated to technological development in developing 
countries to 1 per cent of national income. It has been suggested further that the 
developed countries, which account for almost 98 per cent of total world investment 
in technology, should allocate a proportion of this investment to the technological 
problems of developing countries. In any case, it seems obvious that an increase in 
funds devoted to this type of research is highly desirable and, in fact, essential in the 
course of the Second Development Decade. At the same time, an organization such 
as UNIDO must continue to act as an international instrument for the transfer of 
technology through its programmes of technical assistance, study, training and 
publications. 

C.     THE CASE FOR INDUSTRIALIZATION 

In very recent years some doubt has been cast on the validity of the role of 
industrialization in development. The reasons advanced have taken a form that has 
led to the fear of a trend of thought opposed to industry. The arguments supporting 
that position have appeared not only in economic writing; they are largely a 
culmination of the thinking in other fields that are concerned with the social 
objectives of society. The concern for social welfare is certainly valid, but the 
premise that industrialization is the cause of social ills may be debatable. If the 
model exemplified by the pattern of industrial development of the developed 
countries is under attack, industrialization as such should not be blamed, but rather 
the faults embodied in that system. 

The present arguments against industry, although they could be answered easily, 
may have some validity. Most developing countries emerged after the Second World 

i       War from a long colonial era with great aspirations for economic development. They 
pinned their hopes on industry for an accelerated growth in income, which would 
lead to a surplus that in turn would further stimulate economic development. They 
hoped for a faster growth in output and the diversification of that output, which 
would lead to the structural change conducive to sustained income and economic 
growth. Such diversification, coupled with higher productivity and efficiency, would 

1        prompt the growth and diversification of manufactured exports, where favourable 
I        terms of trade prevailed, enhancing these countries' capacities to meet the increased 
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import requirements for development. At the same time it was hoped that 
industrialization would bring social transformation, social equality, higher levels of 
employment, more equitable distribution of income and a well-balanced regional 
development. Industrialization, whatever the mode in which it was carried out was 
thought to be synonymous with economic growth. It was to bring relief from the 
underdevelopment suffered by these countries for centuries. 

th.t1taïi«dtT,°if reaSOnÌn8 \V SharCd by a" devel°Pin8 stries. It is claimed 
econn n 8 many °f theSe Pmblems' industrialization has not led to the 
devëlonlnl" SO ga,l,S

f 
eíPeCted fr0m iL The 8rowth of income and the pace of 

development m many of these countries, it is argued, have not been satisfactory 

orob"iePmymTehnt ^ ""^ l° '"^ a"d •M •e« has become mapr' problem.   The   argument  continues  that  all  this  has  taken  place  despite  the 
over-concentration on industrial development in these countries at the cost of the 
development of other sectors. From this it is concluded that having failed to fulfil 
the aspirations of the developing countries, industry should receive less emphasis and 
other sectors should be given more attention. 

Although some of the arguments referred to above are sound, at present no 
examination is made of the reasons why such aspirations have not been achieved 
Developing countries no doubt appreciate the fact that industrialization by itself 

Sr?uJ°- 1 I6"" .'""I1,0• grOWth' and that if stated obJectives «uW "ot be fulfilled   industry should not be blamed. It is essential to recognize that while the 
industrial sector may be the most dynamic sector in the economy, the way to 
industrialization and thus to the transformation of society and the fulfilment of 
social and economic objectives is very long indeed and involves a highly complex 
proces.   Furthermore, industry does not operate in a vacuum. If development is to 

hv h   1     ''í•       aT 0f a Present eCOnomic structure into an<«"er characterized 
by higher efficiency, diversification of output and social justice, the role of industry 
a hough certainly central, is just one of many complementary roles to be played by 

¡L5Ï"" Ï J' a CmC!al POim ,0 remember. »nee industrialization has been 
regarded so far by many developing countries as a separate effort rather than as a 
complementary component of an over-all economic development strategy, conceived 
on the basis of the particular circumstances, comparative advantages and stated 
objectives ot the country concerned. 

The fulfilment of the goals and aspirations of countries, therefore, depends in 
the first place on the strategies and policies adopted by these countries, with industry 
playing its part but not substituting for the other sectors. An appreciation of this 
point is basic to dispel many of the misconceptions about industrialization and the 
achievement of national objectives. There is no place for a rigid dichotomy between 
industry and the other sectors, since their complementarity is essential for 
development. An arbitrary division of the sectors risks undermining industrial 
development and runs counter to the concept of economic development If placed in 
proper perspective as part of an over-all development strategy, industry should fit 
into a pattern of industrial development that is suited to a particular country A wide 
variety of industrial-development patterns exist from which a country may choose. 

counuÍeT toeríJnJhÍS r*1*^ uCan ÍndUStry be blamed for the failure of s•e 

Zmn d     ,     *?h SOC,al obJectives as the elimination of mass poverty 

"ÄcTel^lc;dCremPlüyment; i6 attainment °f ^ -ia. justice   n
yd sel» relance, the effective participation of individuals in the process of development 
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and the sense of responsibility and dignity that this gives to them? Industry should 
be judged solely on the measure of its achievement of the quantitative objectives set 
for it, assuming that the other complementary factors play their parts. The 
realization of social objectives, which are of great importance, depends then on the 
co-operation of all sectors and, above all, on the will of Governments to 
institutionalize the necessary policies and strategies to achieve such goals. Individual 
sectoral strategies may be fitted into an over-all strategy. It should be made clear, 
however, that should the international community put too great stress on social 
goals, and neglect the quantitative objectives of growth that are basic to the 
achievement of social objectives, developing countries may doubt the sincerity of the 
international effort to assist in their development. It is important instead that the 
real causes for a slackening of development and a failure to achieve social aims be 
seriously investigated. 

In judging the achievement of industry in terms of the objectives set by the 
developing countries, the constraints imposed on the industrialization of these 
countries by the international climate should not be overlooked. Reference has been 
made to the concentration of world manufacturing output and its implication for the 
relationship between the developing and the developed countries. It should be taken 
into consideration in assessing the past performance of the developing countries. 
Reference has also been made to the rigid pattern of manufacturing trade and the 
restrictions imposed on the flow of exports of commodities from the developing 
countries. Other sectors do not have to contend with such a discriminatory situation, 
and the international climate is not of such importance to their development. 
Further, at the root of the opposition to industry appears to be the mistaken idea 
that the pattern of development of the developed countries is likely to be followed 
by the developing countries. 

Although no alternative pattern of development to that of the developed 
countries has appeared, the assumption that the developing countries must 
necessarily follow the same pattern is questionable and may indeed have contributed 
to the confusion. The present ills of the industrialized societies, perhaps caused by 
excessive industrialization and perhaps by lack of institutional arrangements and 
social policies, do not pertain to the developing countries, at least in the short term. 
Ü is recognized by some opponents of industrialization that it will be a long time 
before the ills of modern society can appear in the developing countries. Meanwhile, 
it is hoped that the corrections and solutions now sought by the developed countries 
will serve to caution the developing countries in designing the future development, 
not only of their industrial sector but also of the other sectors. 

The need of the developing countries to industrialize, however, is not only 
appreciated by the opponents of excessive industrialization, but it is deemed 
essential, provided that the pattern of industrial development fits into an over-all 
strategy of development to achieve the economic and social objectives set by 
(¡overnments. In this respect, industry could play its role as a major sector in 
achieving the objectives of such a strategy and the desired change in the style and 
pattern of development. Characteristics of the industrial sector are its power to 
innovate and its forceful impact on the process of change. The capacity to innovate 
often gives it a dynamism that affects the other sectors and other aspects of life, 
including social and political aspects. Hence, industrialization is not only a way to 
increase output or  national income; it  is also a means of introducing modern 
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technology into the economy and of changing attitudes towards development and 
towards a way of life. Naturally, the results ary not automatic, but require changes in 
the structure of society and its institutions, and these depend on the will of 
Governments and their capacities to institute the necessary decision-making bodies 
and the machinery to implement such changes. There are indeed some changes that 
would strike at the roots of the structure of society, and some Governments may be 
reluctant to initiate them. Industrialization, by its very nature, either requires such 
changes or leads to them, and this may account for some of the opposition to 
industrialization. FP 

n«/rOnVan,l,
eC0n0miC and devel°Pme"tal standpoint, the case for industrialization 

th" ,!oh° ?"í ar8Tent- ,tS acknowled8cd opacities are: to produce more goods 
hrough higher productivity; to generate employment, directly and indirectly 

through its backward and forward linkages with other sectors, which are often 
considerad front-runners in employment generation; to improve the balance of 
payments; and to infuse greater efficiency into the whole economy 

A recent document17 issued by the World Bank contains the statement- "Over 
the last two decades the manufacturing industry has been the most rapidly growing 
major sector m the developing countries and its contribution to over-aU growTh hä? 
increased with its rising share of the gross national product.» Figures inclfdeTin the 
previous Survey confirm the fact that in the First Development Decade the average 
annual growth rate of manufacturing output was higheV than that for alî o Ter 
sectors;   his was true for all developing regions. The dynamic character o?The 

:d" tir1" '\becSt U,UStratCd' hOWeVer' by f*UreS *Ven * the Previous^ 
ml 1  hepreSent Sun*y¿ Part tw°> w"*h "how the contribution ratio of the manufactu t    tQ |he ^^ of national .^^ rf 

economies, the developing countries, the various developing regions Td Xted 

theVenTf CrmrieS WÍthÍn laCh regÍOn- These «8«'« clearly snow the CSTof 
he industrial sector, since the ratio of its contribution to the growth of natia 

mcome has been invariably higher than the manufacturing sector's rfiare in G¿P Th! 
means that the manufacturing sector has been contributing to the increment 
growth of nat.or.al income more than would be expected in the light oîiïïSÏ 
share of national inœme. This characteristic has noVbeen evidente the pr,2y 
sector and has not been important for the tertiary sector, at the level of the Zee 
developing regions and that of the developed market economies. No ha rt b¡en 
apparent for the primary and tertiary sectors of many of the developing counties 

The figures given by the World Bank show that the growth of exports of 
manufactures from developing countries has been rapid in recent years, increasing 

WoridTn? 7/ ,5 "ï ""i V the t*TÍOd 1962-1969. The statement oïïï 
Z^u   ?        r       cJ

onnrmed by the f««»" in table 14, which show the dynamic 
CS 17   TI     u    ueXp0rtS re,ative t0 other "P0"8 from developing countries. 
Table 17 indicates that the percentage of manufactured exports of total exports of 

970 •HT! fr"1"" inCreaSed fr0m 154 **' cent m 1963 to 23-* P"«"t in 1970, and that the average annual rate of growth of manufactured exports between 

íom ¿T/T WaS ,47 **' Cent- HoWem'the increase fa •nuf«<£ured exports 
of totlí JHH °P,ngrC0Unt?S ShOU,d no! °bscure the fact that the* countri«' *are ot total world manufactured exports is small. 

17.. 
Industry", Sector Working Paper (Washington, D.C., World Bank, April 1972). 
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IL   FOREIGN TRADE 
AND INDUSTRIALIZATION 

The historical importance of international trade as a stimulus to industrial 
development has been clearly evident in the growth of the developed market and 
centrally planned economies. Recently, the industrial expansion of many developing 
countries has been characterized by a similar reliance upon international trade. The 
proposals for trade preferences put forward by these countries and the importance 
that many of them attach to their export promotion programmes also reflect an 
awareness of the significance of international trade for industrialization. 

Growth of world trade 

The figures in table 15 indicate that the 1971 growth rate of world exports, 
10.9 per cent, was considerably less than that for the two previous years, or 14.4 per 
cent. This phenomenon may be attributed primarily to the decrease in the exports of 
the developed market economies, particularly exports of the United States of 
America. The growth of exports from the developed market economies to the world 
decreased from a rate in excess of 15 per cent in 1969 and 1970 to 11 per cent in 
1971. 

It is not clear whether the decline in the exports of the developed market 
economies had any indirect effect on the export growth rate of the developing 
countries in 1971. In this year, the export growth rate for developing countries was 
10.6 per cent, a magnitude roughly comparable to that achieved by the other 
economic groupings and to the world rate. 

The 1971 growth rate of African exports continued to decline, as in the two 
previous years, to 6.9 per cent. As recently as 1968, African exports showed the 
most dynamic expansion among the developing regions, with a growth rate of 17 per 
cent." 

Asian exports increased annually in the period 1969-1971, rising to a rate of 
16.8 per cent in 1971. Asia was the only developing region whose export growth rate 
increased in 1971. The actual level of exports from Latin America declined in 1971, 
and the growth rate in that year was negative. 

As in previous years, the over-all pattern for imports in 1969, 1970 and 1971 
was roughly similar to that for exports. The growth of world imports declined from a 
rate of 14 per cent in 1970 to 10.5 per cent in 1971. Decreases may be noted in the 
corresponding rates for both developed market and centrally planned economies, 
accounting for the drop in the world growth rate. 

is. 

mi%A^^32.Devek>pmeHt Sunty' voL ,v (United N,tl°M «M,Wk«tlon. s«*» No- 
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IABLI   15.     ANNUAL GROWTH RATKS OF WORLD TRADK. BY ECONOMIC GROUPING. 
DI VI LOPING REGIONS AND SKLFCTI D COUNTRIES, 1969   1971 

(Percentage) 

Exports, f.o.b. Imports, c.Lf. 

¡969        ¡970       1971 1969        1970       ¡971 

I Developing countries 11.5 9.9 10.6 9.1 9.6 17.0 

{            Africa 15.5 8.0 6.9 8.5 12.2 28.0 
1             Asia 11.2 12.3 16.8 9.6 8.7 20.3 
I             Latin America 9.6 8.5 4.2 7.8 9.7 6.3 

Developed market 
economies 15.2       15.5       11.0 14.9       15.1       11. 

21.9 16.8 11.1 
10.0 15.1 9.3 
15.7 25.2 4.1 

EEC 17.9 16.8 12.8 
EFTA 14.9 12.5 12.0 
Japan 23.3 20.8 24.7 
United States of 

America 9.5 13.7 2.1                  8.5       10.9       14.5 

Centrally planned 
economies 10.7 11.5 10.7                10.4«      14.4«       8.2« 

World 14.4 14.4 10.9                13.7       14.0       10.5 

Sources: Based on Monthly Bulletin oj Statistics, various issues (United Nations publication); 
and other data supplied by the United Nations Statistical Office. 

"imports, f.o.b. 

In contrast to the situation in the developed countries, imports by developing 
countries grew at substantially higher rates in 1971. This is attributed to the 
substantial growth of imports by Asian and African countries. In both cases, import 
growth rates in 1971 were more than double the rates in the previous years. Imports 
by Latin America rose at a slower rate in 1971 than in the past, possibly reflecting 
the absolute decline in the level of that region's exports in 1971. 

If the 1971 growth rates for imports and exports by developing countries are 
compared, the figures suggest that their balance of trade may have worsened 
considerably. This observation applies to the individual developing regions as well as 
to the economic grouping as a whole. 

The section that follows deals with trade in manufactures, which is the primary 
concern of this chapter. Performance in the manufacturing sector should be 
evaluated in relation to historical trends in the trade in manufactures and to the 
general perspective for total trade. 
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Growth of manufactured exports 

The importance attached to manufactured export» in the process of 
industrialization is usually based on the assumption that: (a) manufactured exports 
offer possibilities for the most dynamic growth and could therefore provide the 
foreign exchange and capital needed to finance industrialization; or that (b) domestic 
markets in most developing countries are generally too small to absorb the 
techniques of mass production associated with efficient industry, and export 
possibilities must be given immediate consideration when the country begins to 
industrialize. Products that are commonly defined as manufactures are: chemical» 
(SITC 5), machinery and transport equipment (SITC 7) and "other manufactures" 
(SITC 6 and 8). Table 16 indicates the value of exports of manufactures by area of 
origin for selected years in the period 1963-1970. 

The percentage of total exports (SITC 0-9) originating in the developing 
countries and in the centrally planned economies declined between 1963 and 1970. 
Over the same period the value of world exports more than doubled, a fact that 
points to a growing concentration of total trade among the developed market 
economies. 

For exports of total manufactures (SITC 5-8), an opposite trend may be 
observed in the trade flow of the developing countries. Their percentage share of 
world manufactured exports rose from 5.8 per cent in 1963 to 6.3 per cent in 1970. 

TABLE 16.     VALUE OF EXPORTS, BY AREA OF ORIGIN, ÌHÌ-1970 

(Billion dollari and percentage) 

Expom /rom 

World1 

Commodity ycup 
(SITC) Year 

(MKkm 

Mi 

Developed 
market 
economiet 

Developing 
countnet 

Centre»? 

•Percentage of t otti 

Total exports (0-9) 1963 153.9 67.4 20.5 12.2 . 
1%4 172.2 68.1 20.1 11.8 
1965 186.4 68.8 19.6 11.7 
1966 202.3 69.9 18.7 11.5 
1967 213.8 69.8 18.6 11.6 
1968 238.1 70.4 18.3 11.3 
1969 271.4 71.3 17 J 11.0 
1970 311.4 72.0 17.4 10.6 

Manufactures (5-S) 1963 86.8 81.4 5.6 13.0 
1964 98.8 81.7 5.7 12.5 
1965 109.7 82.0 5.8 12.1 
1966 121.3 83.4 5.7 10.9 
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Export* pom 

WoiWr 
/NNMM Drvetofá Centime* 

Commodity group émamn, market Devetuprnf jWWWni 

(SITC) Ytm f.**.) fvoitomwt /MMáatáa¿A« WDfWftPf f 

 Ptritntmjt of toté  

1967 130.4 83.2 5.9 10.9 

196a I49J S3.3 6.0 10.7 
1969 175.9 S3.4 63 10.3 
1970 201.7 83.S 6.3 9.9 

Chemcati (S) 1963 9.4 »0.4 4.1 9.3 
1964 10.9 •6.9 4.2 8J 

I96S 12.2 S6.9 4.2 8.9 

1966 13.6 88.5 3.6 7.1 

1967 I4.S M.0 3.5 8.5 

1961 16.9 SSJ 3.5 7.7 
1969 19.2 S8J 3.7 7.5 

1970 2IJ M.9 3.7 7.4 

Madùntry and trawtport 
equip WH t (7) 1963 36.3 Ì5.6 0.8 I3.h 

1964 40.9 85.6 0J 13.6 

1965 45.7 «5.9 0.«* 13.2 
1966 51.6 86.8 0.9 12.3 

1967 56.5 »6.7 l.l 12.2 
1968 65.5 8*.9 l.l 12.0 

1969 77.3 S7.3 1.3 11.4 

1970 «*>.(! 87.8 1.5 10.8 

Other MR»factum 
(6 Met) 1963 41.1 76.6 10.2 13.2 

1964 47.0 77.2 10.4 12.4 

I96S 5I.M 77.5 10.6 11.9 

1966 56.1 79.1 10.6 MU 

1967 59.1 78.h III 10.3 

196« 67.4 78.4 114 10.2 

1969 79.4 78.4 11.8 9.» 

1970 90.3 78.7 11.7 «Í.6 

Smmrct: Urna M MomHUy BtJhtm ofSmirtt, va rmm mm% (U UHI nNnMMM pihVffltaMIHWp« 

Nott: FifMMi «• Mt aie !• ih« t«4at, wto* •**••«, «taj «Aw», faww-i f<* NMMH M 

ÛM Caribbaaa aai ttM FadAc. 
*T««al «aarts aw Mpriani M V 
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The proportkm of manufactures exported from the developed market economies also 
increased, while the percentage share of the centrally planned economies fell. 

With reprd to the individual product groups, world exports of chemicals 
(SITC5) amounted to $22 bu ion m 1970. The total value of export trade in this 
product group has consistently been the lowest of the three types of manufactured 
exports shown in table 16. In the long term, the developed market economies have 
tended to increase their proportion of exports of chemicals, contrary to the trend in 
both the developing countries and the centrally planned economies. 

In 1970, machinery and transport equipment (SITC 7) accounted for 44 per 
cent of the world total of manufactured exports. Of this total, the share of the 
developed market economies, was almost 88 per cent. Although there was a 
percentage increase in the exports of this commodity group from the developmg 
countries, the amount was small   1.5 per cent (or $1.3 billion) in 1970. 

Other manufactures (SITC 6 and 8) constituted 45 per cent ($90.3 billion) of 
world manufactured exports m 1970. The greater part of manufactures exported by 
devekiping countries is concentrated in this product group; these countries exported 
11.7 per cent of the world total in 1970. The proportion of other manufactures 
exported by the developed market economies though large and constantly 
increasing was less than that for chemicals and machinery and transport equipment. 
The percentage of other manufactures exported by the centrally planned economies 
dropped noticeably over the period 1963   1970. 

In general, the manufactured exports from developing countries have proven to 
be an important contributor to economic growth. The figures in table 17 indicate 
kmg-term trends. Only 15 per cent of al exports from the devekiping countries in 
1963 were manufactures, but by 1970 the proportion had risen to 23 per cent. The 
prowth rate for the developing countries over the entire period rose more rapidly 

I Ail I   17.     MANUFACTURED EXPORTS AS A PFR( FNTAGF OF TOTAL FXPORTS, •¥ 
FCONOMK GROUPING, I % 1   I »70 

* ÄPT**?pPlBPpf jf WPWPOfWkf ffWfktt /Taw ÉBMÉVM •*UH^^J 

Y*m COMWfPMV wC9tt0ftWn «cemmÉM 

1963 15.4 6§.2 61.0 
1964 16.3 68.9 61.0 
1965 17.5 70.2 63.1 
1966 18.4 71.6 56.9 
1967 19.2 72.7 57.4 
196« 20.7 74.5 59.5 
1969 23.0 73.9 60.7 
1970 23.4 73.4 60.4 

(¿rvwth rmte 

1963 1970 14.7 13.3 9J 

Vr>Hf( r   fewd on Honthiy Ê*ëet* of Sminaci, oarimm mmm (UM*4 Httmrn» twMtealimX. 
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than the corresponding rates foe the other economic groupingi, although it should be 
pointed out that the growth rate for the developing countries was calculated from a 
relatively narrow base. The conclusion that manufactured exports have played a 
dynamic role m improving the trade situation of developing countries remains valid, 
however. 

Nonetheless, the disparity between the developing countries and the other 
economic groupings is clear. The manufactured exports of the developed market 
economies steadily increased as a percentage of total exports, rising from <>X.2 per 
cent in 1963 to 75.4 per cent in 1970. The manufactured exports of the centrally 
planned economies remained relatively stable, at about M) per cent of the total 
exports of this economic grouping over this period. 

DntfcMtfeM of MMMfactwreë exports 

Long-term trends in trade may be determined largely by the direction of trade 
flows and the major markets that are being supplied by each economic grouping. 
Tabk 18 provides some information on manufactured exports by area of origin and 
destination over the period 1963   1970. 

TAiLF I ».     FXPORTS OF MANUI ACTURI S, iY ARFA OF ORKilN AND DI STINATKJN, 
l%3   1970 

(Million dollars and percentage) 

Art* of 
origin 

Developed market 
economies 

1970 169,090 

DttHnetkm 

WorW Developed       CtntreKv 
DnetoptHg      merket piemed 
cmntntt        economie!       tcomomki 

19.9 

-Percentage of total  

75.9 4.0 

CentmUy pknned 
economies* 

1970 19,920 14.6 15.2 68.9 

Developing countriei 

1963 
1964 
1965 
1966 
1967 
1961 
1969 
1970 

4,860 30.8 66.0 
5,655 30.8 65.6 
6,395 29.7 66.2 
6,930 26.3 69.6 
7,650 24.8 69.7 
9,000 24.6 70.3 

11,090 25.5 70.7 
12,680 25.5 70.7 

2.5 

3.2 

3.8 

3.9 

3.8 

3.6 

3.7 

3.7 
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TABLE 18 (continued) 

Ant of 
origin 

Africa 

1963 

1964 

1965 

1966 

1967 

1968 

1969 

1970 

Datimtkm 

Worte' 
(imWon Developing 

countnei 

Developed 
market 

Centrally 
planned 

doHen) economie» economie» 

PITI rentage ofto »~J rei lai  

1,058 15.4 80.4 4.2 
1,288 19.0 77.3 3.8 
1,457 18.7 75.6 5.7 
1,598 8.0 85.9 6.2 
1,639 8.1 78.5 6.6 
1,987 9.6 78.5 6.2 
2,490 11.4 81.4 7.3 
2,563 12.5 78.7 8.4 

Asia 

1963 

1964 

1965 

1966 

1967 

1968 

1969 

1970 

2,725 41.3 55.7 2.7 
3,080 38.6 57.3 3.7 
3,491 36.3 59.4 4.0 
3,465 36.4 59.3 4.4 
3,929 32.0 64.1 3.9 
4,623 31.2 64.9 3.7 
5,734 31.1 64.9 3.6 
6,848 30.3 66.2 3.5 

Latin America 

1963 

1964 

1965 

1966 

1967 

1968 

1969 

983 18.5 793 0.8 
1,146 24.4 74.3 1.6 
1,284 26.6 72.1 i.l 
1314 24.0 75.1 1.1 
2.040 25.2 73.2 1.6 
2,335 24.8 73.7 1.6 
2,810 26.9 72.2 0J 

Source: Based ON Monthly Bmtetm of Statistici, various inan (United Nation» puMkcatiM). 

Sote: Figures do not »M to the total, which «»chides, among others, figures for islands m 
the Car febea« and the Pacific. 

'Exports are expressed in current prices. 

* Includes the Asian cenUaly planned economies: China, the Democratic People's RenuMk 
of Korea and the Democratic Republic of Viet-Nam. 
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With regard to the manufactured exports of developing countries, the proportion 
of trade between developing countries declined, from 30.8 per cent in 1%3 to 
25.5 per cent by 1970. The developed market economies and centrally planned 
economies both increased in importance as markets for the manufactured exports of 
developing countries. This was particularly true for the developed market economies, 
wiiich received 66 per cent ($3.2 billion) of these exports in 1963 and 70.7 per cent 
( $9 billion) in 1970. 

A wide variety of factors may be relevant in explaining these trends. In a general 
sense, the import-substitution policies adopted by many developing countries may 
iiave been more effective in reducing the proportion of trade between developing 
countries than the imports from the developed countries. Many of the manufactured 
goods that are commonly included among the exports of developing countries could 
also replace imports. Developing countries usually begin to industrialize with 
manufactures that are relatively simple to produce. Simultaneously, they may require 
more imports of the more sophisticated capital goods and intermediate supplies that 
are provided by the developed countries. The efforts of the developing countries to 
establish organizations for regional co-operation would tend to counteract this aspect 
of "parallel development", although such organizations have yet to make a sizable 
impact. 

With regard to the individual developing regions, the figures for Africa indicate 
some trade shifts that differ slightly from the trade flows for all developing countries. 
The percentage of manufactures exported to the developing countries and to the 
developed market economies exhibited wide annual fluctuations. The proportion of 
manufactured exports going to other developing countries decreased over the period 
1963-1970, while the figures for the developed market economies exhibit no 
definite pattern. 

A substantial increase was recorded in the percentage of African manufactures 
destined for the centrally planned economies. In 1963 only 4.2 per cent 
($44 million) of manufactured exports were shipped to the centrally planned 
economies. By 1970 this trade flow had risen to 8.4 per cent of the total, or 
$215 million. Thus, the centrally planned economies had become much more 
important as a market for African manufactures than they were for Asian or Latin 
American manufactured goods. 

As indicated in table 18, Asian economies provided over one half of all 
manufactured exports from the developing countries in each of the years considered. 
While a majority of Asian exports of manufactures went to the developed market 
economies, the percentages were lower than the comparable figures for Africa and 
Latin America. A larger proportion of Asian manufactures were exported to other 
developing countries than was the case for manufactured exports from Africa and 
Latin America. The long-term trends suggest, however, that both of these aspects of 
the export pattern for Asian manufactures may change. The proportion of 
manufactured goods exported from Asia to the developing countries steadily 
declined over the period 1963-1970, while those directed to the developed market 
economies increased annually. 

The value of manufactures exported from Latin America increased more rapidly 
than that for those exported from the two other developing regions, rising from 
$983 million in 1963 to $3,155 million in 1970. At the same time a change occurred 
in the direction of the flow of exports from Latin America, with an increasing 
percentage  going to  the  developing countries and proportionately less to the 
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developed market  economies.  Manufactures exported to the centrally planned 
economies remained at the same proportionate level over the period considered. 

A clearer picture of the export trade in manufactures of the developing countries 
may be gained from a detailed breakdown showing the composition of these exports. 
Tables 19 21 provide data for specific products in the SITC 2-digit and 3-digit 
commodity groups. Unfortunately, at the time of writing the Survey, the complete 
figures were not available at such a specific level. The information is nearly complete, 
however, and should provide a relatively accurate picture of conditions in 1970. 

Table 19 refers to selected chemical exports in 1970. The eight product groups 
shown in this table accounted for 51 per cent of world exports of chemicals in that 
year. Organic chemicals, plastic materials and medicinal products were the three 
largest groups among world exports. The developed market economies were the 
major suppliers of such goods. 

The three most important chemical exports of the developing countries were 
inorganic elements and oxides (SITC 513), other inorganic chemicals (SITC 514) and 
organic chemicalss(SITC 512), together totalling $489 million. If calculated on the 
basis of the figures in table 16, they amounted to 61 per cent of all chemical exports 
from developing countries to the world in 1970. The more important commodities 
included among these product groups were hydrocarbons (SITC 512.1), nitrogen 
compounds (512.7), inorganic bases (513.6) and metal compounds of inorganic acids 
(514.2). Developing countries supplied 21 per cent of world exports of inorganic 
elements and oxides and 17 per cent of world exports of other inorganic chemicals. 

Of the three developing regions, Latin America was the major supplier of 
chemicals, accounting for 63 per cent of such products exported from these 
countries. Asia provided 23 per cent, while Africa supplied 14 per cent. Important 
among chemical exports from Asia were inorganic chemicals (SITC 514), at 68 per cent, 
and among African exports, manufactured fertilizers (SITC 561), which accounted 
for 45 per cent of such products exported by the developing countries. Latin 
America was an important exporter of each product group, with the exception of 
other inorganic chemicals. 

Table 20 gives data on the 1970 exports of eight selected products included in 
the group machinery and transport equipment (SITC 7). Total exports of these eight 
commodities were valued at $31 million in that year, or 35 per cent of world exports 
of machinery and transport equipment. The developed market economies exported 
97.7 per cent of the total; the centrally planned economies and the developing 
countries accounted for 0.5 and 1.6 per cent respectively. 

The largest proportion of these commodities exported by developing countries 
consisted of telecommunications equipment (SITC 724), which amounted to 
$251 million or 9.4 per cent of the world total recorded in 1970. Other important 
exports of the developing countries were transport equipment ($81 miUion) and 
office machines ($80 niHion). 

The largest volume of machinery and transport equipment was exported from 
Asia (62.8 per cent of he total developing countries' exports of that group), 
followed by Latin America (32.2 percent), with Africa supplying only 4.5 per cent. 
Asia was an important supplier of every commodity in this product group, and 
particularly of domestic electric equipment (91 per cent), telecommunications 
equipment (81 per cent), and tex let and leather machinery (72.6 per cent). Latin 
America exported 57 per cent of ex <orts of office machines from the developing 
regions and 50 per cent of agricultural i. >chinery. 
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Table 21 gives data on the 1970 exports of 12 commodities classified as "other 
manufactures" (SITC 6 and 8). These exports totalled $41.5 billion or 46 per cent of 
world trade in this product group in 1970. Iron and steel exports (SITC 67), valued 
at $9.7 billion, comprised the largest single product group, followed by textile yarn 
and fabric (SITC 65), at $6.9 billion, and miscellaneous manufactured goods 
(SITC 89), at $5.9 billion. The developed market economies provided 88.7 per cent 
of world exports of these commodities, the centrally planned economies, 2.3 per 
cent, and the developing countries, 8.7 per cent. 

The developing countries were important suppliers of several commodities in this 
product group. They provided $1.1 billion of the world exports of clothing 
(SITC 84), $934 million of textile yarn and fabric (SITC 65) and $758 million of 
miscellaneous manufactured exports. In relative terms, they accounted for 25 per 
cent of clothing exports, 24 per cent of the exports of leather, dressed fur etc. 
(SITC 61 ) and 24 per cent of exports of travel goods and handbags (SITC 831 ). 

Several important items may be singled out from among the manufactured 
exports of developing countries within this product group. They include: bovine and 
equine leather (SITC 611.4); woven cotton, bleached (SITC 652.2); grey cotton 
fabrics, woven (SITC 652.1); textile clothes, not knit (SITC 841.1); clothing and 
accessories, knitted (SITC 841.4); articles of plastic, n.e.s. (SITC 893), and toys and 
sporting goods (SITC 894). 

An examination of the regional distribution of exports of other manufactures 
(SITC 6 and 8) by developing countries reveals that Asian countries provided 83 per 
cent of this trade flow in 1970. This region supplied an important proportion of each 
commodity listed in table 21. Latin American countries exported 55 per cent of the 
paper, paperboard and paper manufactures (SITC 64) and 43 per cent of the rubber 
manufactures (SITC 62). 

In addition to the types of commodities exported and the growth observed in 
the trade of a developing country or region, the general trade structure is alio 
regarded as an indicator of the extent of development. A frequent difficulty 
encountered is the fact that only one or two products may account for almost all of 
a country's exports. In such cases, the prospects for exportation are very sensitive to 
production and market conditions for these major products, and wide fluctuations 
may occur. 

Countries may find themselves limited in their ability to diversify exports for 
any number of reasons; for example, the complexity of advanced technology, the 
need to meet diverse standards in quality and performance, and inadequate 
distribution channels. It » generally conceded that development and industrialization 
are closely linked with a diversification of exports. 

Table 22 provides some information on the concentration' * of exports m the 
trade of selected developing countries. Of the 35 countries included in the table, 33 
increased the number of commodities exported between 1962 and 1969. Th» fact 
alone did not ensure, however, that exports should become let« concentrated at 
measured by the Hirschmann index, since in some countries the percentage of total 
exports accounted for by one or a few products also rose. In these cases the value of 
the concentration index also increased. 

i»„ 
( tMU-cntration a» used here refer« to the concMtoattoM náex dcflnoá m foot-note e, tatto 

22. It <houM be distinpiiih«! from th« geapaptokaJ cowentratM« of mamilactww «ti ttmêê 
dtsv-UMed HI chapter L 
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TAiLK 22.     IXPORT CONCFNTRATK7N   IN   ULKTKD DfVKLOflNC, (Ot INTRUS. 
l%2 AND IM9 

•~—•"•- 

V+*of 
• Number of Expert mmmfècmrté 

\          Dtvthpettcomtlrtei 

!   arali 
|         Over $500 

commoétítn 
txpomà* 

cemcmlmHoH 
tmetx* 

iWMNf Of 
mmmfmt*r*é 
txpwp, 
1969* 

tapara m 
pÊÏCMwÊJt 
úf lotti. 

1962 1969 ¡962 1969 1969 

f 
Mexico 110 139 0.235 0.110 89 19.2 

Argentina 76 103 0.236 0.271 54 7.0 

|              Cyprus 13 55 0.397 0.296 27 9.5 

1              Lebanon 52 79 0.392 46 17.5 

{              Surinam 13 23 0.783 Ü.479 8 55.0 

1              Jamaica 31 55 0.521 0.506 30 19.2 
* 
i               Panama 
!              Chile 

9 45 0.532 0.541 21 io.o*f 

42 49 0.654 0.711 •>•> 73.0 

j          $250 to $500 

Thailand 44 77 0.399 0.243 38 2.9 

Philippines 32 75 0.342 0.297 43 5.0 

¡               iraní 74 120 0.513 0.333 68 6.2 

Guyana 7 2§ 0.547 0.492 12 14.7 

Guatemala 21 36 0.610 0.508 13 1.6 

Syrian Arab 
Republic 23 32 0.433 0.533 13 i.7 

Dominican Republic   15 33 0.567 0.544 12 1.6 

Honduras 23 25 0.484 0.662 6 0.9 

Cuba 8 29 0.839 0.669 13 3.7 

Iran 19 6Ü 0.660 0.817 32 6.7 

Iraq II 31 0.921 0.976 16 0.6 

$250 m*d below 

TUUBMI 39 66 0.310 0.210 28 14.9 

United R*»«Mk 
of Tanzania 19 44 0.364 0.213 16 2.4 

ftrpubèk of Korea     32 101 0.237 0.276 71 77.1 

Morocco 34 82 0.3 IS 0.297 42 6.6 

Kenya 22 69 0.334 0.313 37 10.1 

Cantiti African • 

lapiibür 12 17 0.465 0.351 4 36.5 

Etyft 32 76 0.543 0.410 45 11.3 

12 25 0.612 0.445 8 0.3 

Ufandn II 26 0.512 0.903 9 14.7 
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TARL 22 ¡continued] 

     

Mi mètro/ Export 
Vëmuof 
mmmfmcmnd 

ArwtopiifroMflJrtri 
commodities 
exported* 

concentration 
index1 

\umber of 
manufactured 

ex porti m 
ptftettttae 

1U2 

ntinut'dl 

1969 1969 
exports. 
I'M*** 

of tota, 
J9é9 ¡9t>: 

$250 ami beb* (va 
Ethiopia 18 34 0.544 0.5 M 13 •> i 

Nigeria 34 5r» 0.3oO 0.5 38 :4 5 5 
Alghanislan 1.1 17 0.324 0.584 8 18.7*" 
Sterra Leone H •» •» O.o50 0.592 (> h5.7 
Sri Lanka 24 37 O.o5l) 0.fc27 IM 3.5 
Republic ut 

Viet-Nam lì IM 0.077 0.M4 8 •• 5 
(had IO 7 0.711 0.91« 0 0 

'Wnxliistd .*, United Nations SuiiHikal Ott'uv. /<MM Supplement to the World Trade 
A»»**v Inde oj the hjäustrmhuJ \«t,ons HH>, hasten, tuntpt and the P,v,kwmt Nttioni 
l£J•)»^'.V'' J?d ( °"  |l>70)   "ld "«"""*** »' Interninomi />*/, and bereiopmVnt 
StotMH*, /«7.'ai|iHed Nations »ublk-alHin. Sales No. 7MI.D.M. pp. 2 I 2    2\} •Mpm**' 
^«Within C;HII group, countries a,e ranked accordimi lo ine export concentration index in 

SMC »-tintii commodity groups. 

'The  ittrsdinunn  index  IS normah/vd   ID  nuke values ramcinii  Irom  0 lo  I  tnuximiim 
concentration), liiv index IN defined a* loHowS 

//   »  -J* UK)    I   ('   |\| 

KM) 
»ik-rc    /    UMIIIIIA imlex.  >; --number of commodities, m =—-{minimum vante of MM index); 

»,    *.•*•»! i>l export nl commodih /; V    Ï     v 
/ -  I j 

Nearly arlare copper exports. 
Nearly .iH .iff |H'jrl\ in processed semiprecious stones. 

I wo countries that iHoslrale this phenomenon are Iran ami Iraq Although the 
r liiérol product» ro*e considerably for each country over this period ( 19 to 60 and 
11 lo 31 respectively», the concentration oí export! arso increased. The trend is 
explained b> the »act that both are major oii-exportffg countries and substantialiv 
mcreasrd the» export» t>| ih« one product between 1962 and 19t>9. 

A comparison of the concentration indices for I %2 and 1969 reveals that 24 of 
the 34 develop«! countries listed m La KV 22 achieved a greater degree of export 
diversification I that is. tht- index declined between the two years). 

liiere is *>me evidence that an inverse relationship exists between the 
concentration index and the level of per c*p*Ut GDP, sit hough exceptions may be 
•»«Hed. ml, as the Kepuèèk of Korea, which had a per capto CiDP below $250 in 
i *>-'. .»ported 101 commodities in that year, but registered a concentration index 
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of only 0.276. In the case of the Republic of Korea, this phenomenon may reflect 
the impact of its export promotion programme. Similar instances may be observed 
elsewhere within the same group of countries with a per capita (AW of $250 and 
below. 

If manufactured exports are considered separately from total exports, certain 
other implications are evident. The relationship between the number of niunul avturcs 
exported by the countries included in table 22 and the export concentration index 
appears to be close. For example, Mexico, with an index of 0.1 ID, exported xl> 
manufactured commodities in Ic*f>9. The Republic of Korea exported IIH second 
largest number, 71, with an index of 0.276. ( omparable figures were recorded In 
Argentina, Brazil and Lebanon. 

With a few exceptions, n.anufactured exports did not make up a large percentage 
of total exports for the countries listed in table 22. The percentages were usually 
larger for countries with a per capita GDP greater than $5'H) m 1969. The fact that 
the proportion of manufactured exports was relatively small suggests that there 
might be additional scope for export diversification through industrialization, il 
problemi of technology, quality, capital etc. can be overcome. 

Growth of manufactured importi 

As evidenced in table 2Ì, total imports of developing countries rose considerably 
during the period between l%3 and 1970, reaching a value of $57.7 biiion in 1970. 
Asian imports consistently comprised the largest proportion of the three developing 

1 ABLI 23.        IMFOI ITS OF MANUI Ai'TURFSiY Dt VI LOr>IN< ¿COUNTKirS. I«*>J   1970 

{MMkm dottar* and percentage) 

Total importi étto* 

CommoSty group Developing Latm 
(SITC) Year countries Africa Am America 

Million ákilLtr*°  

Total imports 1963 32,200 6,760 15,010 8,110 
(0 9) l%4 35,240 7,390 16,090 9,160 

1965 37,5§0 8,170 17,340 9,320 

1966 39,810 7,910 l«,390 12,760 

1967 41,050 8,150 19,310 13,120 

I96S 45,730 8,780 21,600 14,820 
1969 51,240 9,900 23,930 16,270 
1970 57,690 11,890 25,680 18,590 

Manufactured imports 

percentage of total imports at 

Manufactures 1963 63.5 68.8 60.6 71.0 

(5  8) 1964 64.0 68.9 61.1 71.0 

1965 66.0 72.0 596 73.0 
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TABLE 23 (contítmté) 

few 
Dtvttomimg 

Total imports mtoë 

Afika                Asia 
Commodity pom» 
WTC) Latin 

Manufmx 'tured imports 
as percentage of fotti imports 

Manufactures 1966 66.9 71.8 65.5 68.2 
(5  %)fitmtmueii) »967 67.1 71.3 65.1 68.6 

1968 6«.: 73.5 65.6 69.5 
1969 69.1 74.1 67.2 71.2 
1970 68.9 74.5 67.0 70.6 

(henne ah l%3 8.0 7.3 7.1 10.9 
<5> l%4 8.3 7.0 7.3 11.7 

1965 8.5 7.6 7.6 11.7 
1966 9.1 7.» 8.7 II.1 
1967 9.4 7.9 9.0 III 
1968 9.5 S.4 9.0 11.2 
1969 <*.! ».5 8.4 10.7 
1970 9.0 8.2 8.4 10.8 

Machinery ami 1963 29.0 30.3 26.2 37.2 
tramport l%4 29.0 30.7 26.4 35.9 
equipment (7) 1965 30.5 34.0 24.5 36.6 

1966 31 4 34.5 29.3 33.6 
1967 31.7 34.7 28.7 34.7 
l%l 33.0 35.7 2*>.b 36.8 
1969 33.6 37.1 30.9 37.2 
1970 33.5 38.0 30.1 36.4 

Other mamifacturca l%J 26.5 31.2 27.3 22.9 
(6 audi) 1964 26.7 31.2 27.4 23.4 

1965 27.0 30.4 27.5 24.7 
1966 26.4 29.5 27.5 23.5 
1967 26.0 28.7 27.4 22.8 
I96i 25.7 29.4 27.0 21.5 
1969 26.4 29.2 27.9 23.3 
1970 26.4 28.3 28.5 23.4 

( 

feme.  BaMri on Monthly ÊttMetM of Statistics, variont mum (Uitttad Natiam »«MCIIíM) 
Note iTîhV ¿i?? **,0 **t0t"1, "*** ****** ""* °*"* fit"n fw *"*' " *• 
*l«yorl data wire cakabted rrem the "export! to" coturno for worW trade, by commodili 

d.s. »WretKH, m the Monthly Bumtlmof Statistics Tney an therefore recordó- aTf.ol» 
hierres are exoresMd m current prices. 
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regions. In relative terms, the largest increase was recorded by Latin America, whose 
imports more than doubled, from $8.1 billion in 1963 to $18.6 billion in l°70 

Manufactured imports as a percentage of total imports also showed a tendency 
to »icrease over the period examined. In 1970 they accounted for W.4 per cent of all 
imports by developing countries. Similar trends may be noted for both Africa and 
Asia. Almost 75 per cent of aU African imports and 67 per cent of Asian imports 
were manufactures in 1970. Latin American imports of manufactures exhibited no 
pronounced trend; they remained at about 70 per cent of the region's total imports 
over the period. 

With regard to the individual product groups, the trends for each region were 
roughly comparable to those for imports of total manufactures. In the cases of Africa 
and Asia, the percentages tended to increase over time for each of the three product 
groups. 

Chemicals (SITC 5) have traditionally made up the smallest proportion ol 
manulactured imports by developing countries. In 1970 they accounted for 8.9 per 
cent ($5.1 billion) of the total importi of this economic grouping. Machinery and 
transport equipment (SITC 7) consist primarily of capital imports, and it is therefore 
not surprising that this product group accounted for the largest proportion of the 
trade in manufactures to the three developing regions. In 1970, 33.4 per cent 
($19.3 billion) of all imports to developing countries were machinery and transport 
equipment. 

The proportion of imports of other manufactures (SITC ft and H) to total 
imports over the period considered was relatively constant ; the figure was 26.4 per 
cent or $15.2 billion in 1970. The percentage of other manufactures imported by 
Africa declined, while the percentages for Asia and Latin America increased slightly 
between 1963 and 1970 

The figures in table 24 show the trend» in imports of manufactures by 
developing countries in the period 1963 1970. Of major interest is the breakdown 
showing the industrial and geographical origin of these imports. The predominance ol 
the developed market economies as the major supplier is clearly indicated for each 
product group. In 1970 the developing countries imported $33.5 billion (84.5 per 
cent) from the developed market economies. Tlie comparable figure for tlie centrally 
planned economies was $2.9 billion (7.3 per cent), while the interregional trade of 
developing countries in manufactures amounted to $3.2 bill km, or 8.2 per cent. 

With regard to the composition of the flow of imports into developing countries. 
some differences arc apparent according to the area of origin. Among the 
manufactured imports from the developed market economies, machinery and 
transport equipment (SITC 7) accounted for a major part of tlie total trade. The 
composition of imports from the centrally planned economies was roughly similar, 
although the volume of chemical imports (SITC S) was proportionately smaller while 
that of other manufactures (SITC 6 and 8) was larger. 

The composition of manufactured imports originating in developing countries 
and destined for theae countries was distinctly different from that of the two other 
economic groupings. Over 70 per cent of these imports consisted of other 
manufactures (SITC 6 and 8). A slight but encouraging trend may be observed in the 
composition of this trade flow. Imports of other manufactures declined slightly in 
relative terms (from 73.6 in 1963 to 70.5 per cent in 1970), while the percentages 
for machinery and transport equipment increased over the period (from 15 per cent 
m 1963 to 17.6 per cent in 1970). As mentioned earlier, the first of these product 
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TABU   24.      MANI » A( TUMID IMPORTS Of   Df-Vt: LOHNT. (OUNTRIIS, BY ARLA Of 
ORRilN AND COMMODITY GROUP. I%3   l<W) 

(Million doHart and penentage) 

ArrmMg* •*•»* of tote 
NMflHáK'JWtffl.   Jhv 

rrrctniagr than by arta of origin commodity group 

í   i      Ig ï      ]TT 
i       r    i-   ti    r     ^   [ì    I* 
i<     ife    h   il   it     '*fc 

 _ imports from developed market economies —— • 

1963 17,280 84.6 »4.5 89.0 78.3 I.U 48.1 38.6 
1964 18,990 84.3 88.4 88.7 78.2 13.6 47.7 38.7 
l%5 20,860 84.2 87.9 89.2 77 5 13.5 48.9 37.6 
1966 22,670 K5.I 89.7 89.8 77.9 14.4 49.5 36.1 
1967 23.490 85.2 88.4 90.0 78.5 14.5 49.9 35.6 
1968 26,620 85.3 88.5 90.0 78.1 14.5 51.1 34 4 
1964 29,910 84.4 87.5 89.4 77.0 13.6 51.7 34.7 
1970 33,550 84.5 88.1 89.6 76.9 13.5 51.5 35.0 

_— _ impôts from centrally planned economies  

1^3 I AS 3 8.1 3.« 8.6 8.8 5.9 48.7 45.4 
1964 1,802 8.0 3.4 8.9 8.4 5.7 50.5 43.8 
|(*>5 -.007 «I 4.4 8.4 8.9 7.1 48.1 44.8 
•*** -••-« H.I 4.0 7.9 9.7 6.7 46.0 47.3 
,%7 -M" 7.8 4.8 7.8 8.8 8.6 47.8 43.6 
•**>* Í,3fi0 7.6 4.8 7.6 8.5 8.9 48 7 42 4 
l%9 -.i»« 7.6 4.7 7.9 8.2 8.2 50 5 413 
w0 -^10 7.3 4.4 7.5 8.1 7.9 49.5 42.6 

_ fmpfpis fr(m jevektping countries  

l%3 ''495 7.3 ft-7 2.4        12.9 11.4       15.0       73.6 
I "^4 1,740 7.7 8.2 2.4        13.4 13.8        13.8        72.4 
,%5 ,-900 7.7 7.7 2.4        13.6 12.9        14.5        72 6 
1966 1,820 6.8 6.3 2.3        12.4 12.7       15.9        714 
1967 1.9XK) 7.0 6.8 2.2        12.7 13.7       14.7        71.6 

70.9 
16.5 70.8 
17.6 70.5 

1%8 -VI* 7.1 6.7 2.4        13.4 13.1        16.0 
1969 2,825 8.0 7.8 2.7 14 8 12 7 
1970 3,235 8.2 7.5 2.9        15.0 119 

-.,   :Víü^',r   B**«* °" Monthly »uättm of Statistics (March l<*% Match 1971 and Jttfr 1*72) 
United Nattons publication). 

"\ igures are expressed in current prices. 
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groups (SITC 6 »id M) consists largely of finished goods, while the latter (SITC 7) is 
composed primarily of capital goods. If the present trend can be maintained, 
developing countries could become relatively less dependent m meeting their own 
needs for capital goods. 

Trade barriers aflat** manufactured 

A review of the trends in industrial policy during the First United Nations 
Development Decade reveals a distinct shift in emphasis from a philosophy of import 
substitution to one of export promotion. Consequently, developing countries, while 
pursuing programmes of export promotion have found that they share a common 
interest in seeking the relaxation of import barriers instituted by developed 
countries. A variety of studies have been prompted by this shift in emphasis, with the 
;um of identifying trade barriers and of estimating the extent to which they have 
reduced th« exports of developing countries. 

Briefly, trade restrictions have been described as either tariff or non-tariff 
barriers. Tariff barriers were the first to receive wide attention, which focused on the 
extent to which tariff rates nnght inhibit imports, or provide protection to domestic 
producers faced with foreign competition. Out of these studies has evolved the 
concept of the effective tariff or effective protection, which refers to the tariff 
protection afforded by the entire structure of tariffs and quotas for a particular 
activity or stage in the production process. The concept of effective protection 
differs from the approach that took into consideration only the amount by which 
the price of the final product was raised, and ignored the protective impact at any 
specific stage in the production of that product. 

More recent studies have been concerned with non-taiiff barriers.2" The 
importance of non-tariff barriers to the export prospects of devebping countries now 
appears to be greater than was originally thought. For certain products (for example, 
textiles, clothing and processed agricultural products) these barriers may have a more 
detrimental effect than tariffs.1 ' A further contention is that tariff concessions wil 
have only limited benefits without corresponding reductions in import restrictions.2 2 

The following section concerns some of the possible consequences of current 
discussions regarding tariff and non-tariff barriers. It does not cover the wide variety 
of barriers that may be instituted, nor can a thorough analysis of the implications of 
each practice be provided. The field M still too new, and too few factual data are 
available on which to base definite conclusions. Nevertheless, it is apparent that the 
subject involves an area of major concern to developing countries and one that will 
command a great deal of attention in the course of the Second Development Decade. 

Trade restrict tons of the developed countries 

Both tariff and non-tariff barriers appear to be highly relevant to a discussion of 
international trade. With regard to tariff barriers, protection is especially high in the 

2,These include quantitative restrictions through quotas and licensing, export restraints, 
import embargoes, requiiements for domestic content, variable levies, direct and indirect 
subsidization and a number of other related policies. 

2 ' Sec L Little, J. Scitovsky and M. Scott, Industry and Trade in Some Developing Countries 
dindon, Oxford University Press, 1970). 

^Towards Futt Employment «ieneva. International Labour Oftice, I «*?()), p. 337. 
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one of manufactured imports into the developed countries. fhe effective rate of 
protection is often defined at the amount of protection accorded to value added for 
a particular activity or »tape of production. It takes into account duties imposed on 
material inputs. 

Using this measure, studies show that the burden of tariffs is usually heaviest on 
finished goods and decreases for semi-processed foods and raw materials. 
Accordingly, the exporters of manufactures in developing countries must assume a 
larger share of the total tariff burden than other enterprises which export only the 
raw materials or semi-processed goods. Thus, the policies of developed economies 
may have indirectly discriminated against industrial exporters in the developing 
countries compared with other exporters. 

The long-run trend has been towards a decime in tariff rates throughout the 
world. Since l%6 tariff reductions have lowered the average rate by about one 
third.2 •' Although the majority of the negotiations have involved industrial products 
traded between developed countries, the principle of unilateral concessions to 
developing countries has been accepted. 

With perhaps few exceptions, the tariff burden placed on any stage of 
production has decreased as tariffs for a given product were reduced. However, tariff 
negotiations, as weM as the commercial policies of both developed and deveìoBang 
countries, have traditionally been based on tariff rates for products without 
amsideration of the effective burden on a specific production stage. As both 
government officials and economists become more familiar with the concept of 
effective protection, including the pitfalls of interpretation, the usefulness &f tariffs 
as a means of encouraging industrialization will be enhanced. This applies to an 
understanding of tariffs as a barrier to the exports of developing countries as weP at 
of the significance that the tariffs of developing countries have for the 
industrialization of their domestic economies. 

The significance of non-tariff barriers is much more complex than that of tariff 
barriers. Non-tariff barriers have been the subject of only a few studies. They are 
embodied in a wide variety of policies. Among manufactured and semi-manufactured 
products, those most frequently subject to import restrictions are cotton textiles 
(covered by the Long-Term Arrangement), petroleum products, other textile 
products, ferro-albys and ceramic products, jute products, leather and leather goods 
and woollen goods.4 

Discretionary licensing and import quotas are the two types of trade restrictions 
most frequently applied to trade in manufactures and semi-manufactures. In addition 
to the products referred to above, processed foods, aluminium products, electronic 
components, pharmaceuticals and rubber manufactures are sometimes subject to 
these restrictions. The practice of allocating licences to importers on a discretionary 
basis raises several problems for developing countries. The inability to rely on a stack 
pattern of exports or export growth is a frequent consequence of discretionary 
licensing. In fact, the element of uncertainty created by this practice may be its 
greatest disadvantage. 

"Implementation of the international Development Strategy for the Second United 
Nations Development Decade" (K/AC547L.52), p. 6. 

Based on UNCTAD findings as cited in "Programme for the liberalization of quantitative 
restrictions and other non-barriers in developing countries on products of export interest to 
devHopmg countries" (TD/120/Supp.l), p. 7. ^ 
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Quite often the criterion on which the licensing procedure is based is not clearly 
defined or it is left unstated. Furthermore, the principle governing licensm* 
procedures in developed countries is often unknown to importers m the* countries, 
who tend to rely on traditional suppliers without attempting to locate suppliers m 
developing countries. Licences may be based on some definite quota, or they may be 
allocated on a discretionary basi,, which is governed by domestic production ot the 
commodity in question. These unknowns make it difficult tor importers m the 
developed countries to anticipate the quantity of foods that they w.i be allowed ti» 
,mport This problem, in turn, is paened on to the suppliers m other countries 
including those in develop«! countries. In addition, the bureaucratic delays involved 
in the licensing procedure may complicate the situation for developing countries. At 
times, quotas may not be fully utilized owing to delays in the issuance ot licences, or 
subsequent difficulties in obtaining the necessary foreign exchange. 

While the long-run objective of developing countries may be to tree their 
manufactured exports from the restrictions of discretionary licensing, a lew 
intermediate steps may be taken to leseen the negative effect of the practice. First, m 
order to minimize the uncertainties involved, developed countries should make every 
effort to itane licences promptly, »long with the necessary foreign exchange where 
foreign-exchange controls are in effect. Secondly, in cases where licensing and 
associated quotas are based on peat performance, special consideration might be 
¿ven to including new producers in developing countries. Thirdly, steps may be 
taken to replace discretionary licensing practices by global qu**as. which recogru/e 
potential suppliers « developing countries as wtI as the established ones m 
developed countries. Finally, if discretionary licences are continued, the criteria mi 
which they are based should be made clear to.importers m the given country as we« 

as to suppliers abroad. 

Many other trade restrictions, in addition to discretionary licensing, are relevant 
to a discussion of the manufactured exports of developing countries. A thorough 
analysis of any one of these wouW constitute a major study m Use« and is beyond 
the scope of this chapter. However, several observations may be made that are 
applicable to most non-tariff barriers. 

First   they ate frequently  introduced m response  to  m creasing inflows ot 
imports, which put pressure on domestic producers of products competing with the* 
imports. Developed countries are normally the major suppliers of manulactured 
exports to other developtd countries, and this kind of foreign competition is typical 
of the» trade. Though developing countries may account for only a smaM portion of 
the competing imports, they, too, are subject to the restrictions directed at other 
developed countries. Secondly, non-tariff restrictions are generally imposed across 
the board and arc intended to mean ta in a constant level and consistent pattern t>! a 
country's imports. This practice favours "traditional suppliers \ who, though they 
may not increase the« proportion of imports, are allowed to maintain a percentage 
achieved in some base year. Moreover, traditional suppliers are other developed 
countries, while developing countries arc limited to insignificant shares of the market 
and small absolute volumes of trade. Such trade restrictions may force developing 
countries to abandon products in the export of which they have a comparative 
advantage, and turn to other products that are not subject to these barriers This 
results in a màsaltocation of resources, which, in the long run, wiB damage their 

prospects. 
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In conclusion, it muit be recognized that reducing non-tariff restrictions poses a 
much more complex and difficult problem than reducing tariff», ft is generaly 
accepted that negotiatiom to reduce tariffi are designed to distribute the benefits of 
freer trade among all participants. No individual country n discriminated against m 
this case. By contrast, those who advocate non-tariff restrictions claim that they are 
intended idealy to offset existing misallocations of resources and consequently to 
raise income levels in the world as a whole. There is as yet no general agreement on 
the principles behind non-tariff restrictions and then net effect on trading partners 
In the course of the Second Development Decade, study and experience should lead 
to a clearer understanding, which may provide the bans for further muhÜateral 
negotiations. In any event, it is accepted that the tariff and non-tariff barriers applied 
by developed countries ara a serious obstacle to the industrtarizatron of developing 
countries, by limiting their exports. Unfortunately, this practice may remain a major 
problem during the Second Development Decade. 

hkiuttrmiizatkm and tariff protection m devebpmg countries 

Industrialization and tariff protection in developing countries have additional 
implications when contrasted with the tariff barrier« of the developed countries. 
Initially, industrialization through import substitution led to a heavy reliance upon 
protection as a means of encouragement} * Semai arguments were put forward to 
justify this poucy. Perhaps the best known is the infant-industry argument, or the 
contention that it is very difficult to establish a new firm in the face of competition 
from imports. Experience and production techniques must be perfected, and this wil 
require time. Eventually, coats wÜ drop to competitive levels, but the new enterprise 
must be protected by a tariff wall or other means until this occurs. 

A second argument often given as a justification for high protection involves the 
importance attached to economies of scak. Many industries, owing to their 
production characteristics, must produce on a large scale if they are to be efficient 
This may mean that moat of the domestic market must be captured i contention 
that has frequently led to tariff barriers to ensure adequate market »ie." 

Only the recent experience gained by developing countries hat indicated some of 
the disadvantages associated with over-protection. Perhaps moat important is the 
recognition that policies of protection have proved to be biased against exports. The 
whole philosophy of import subst tution has been baaed on the idea of encouraging 
production for the domestic market. This is ümpfy another way of saying that a 
programme of protection discourages exports, rince it renders the domestic market 
more profitable relative to export markets than would be the case without 
protection. T 

barriers!" "*"* ** °*M,WY'tio"8 "*** • *• *c*»" «•** »° **» »•"" «"» aoa-taiiff 

Several other argument* have been aven as justifications for tariff protection. These 
"** «"Perfections in the existing price endwage «racime, and external econonaes. 

The same concniMon h reached by more rigorous economic analysis. Briefly haii ratet of 
protoctj«, m the merket for finished manufactSet MM that the é^Jti!c^ÊW^\m 
probeè-ry «xceed prices in markets with lit tir or no protection. If the domestic praduceTmust 
.     *%.   ' mfotUt «W*" that are subject to tariffs, this puts him at a cost dieedvantast rekttive 

competitors, loth facts may make domestic production more profitable than export  For a 
dtscuiuon of cost differences resulting from protection, sec ». H. laJtance, ^kct rtmtKrt« 
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Frequently, protection Kai been adopted to encourage industry. This has 
occurred in countries where it hai been observed that industrialists must bear 
exceptionally heavy costs at a result of particular economic conditions. Examples of 
such conditions include: instances where wants in manufacturin| overvalue the real 
cost of labour and are maantasned at levels considerably higher than those in other 
economic sectors, and instances where industry must bear many of the costs of 
infrastructure, such as the costs of housing, communications and electricity, which 
would normeiy be paid by the Government. Protection of industry has been used to 
compensate the sector for these additional costs and to raise industrial profits. 

Unfortunately, a policy of protection to encourage industry has sometimes 
proved to be counter-productive. Where industry is plagued by what are believed to 
be »bnormaly hsgtt wag* rates, protection does ensure that profit margini shall be 
maintained. However, labour remains too expensive relative to capital. Consequently, 
labour-attentive industriel are confronted with an undue bias, which may limit 
empioyment and tend to alter the basic industriai structure in favour of 
capsteUftteMtve industry. Other means to correct such distortions in factor prices 
may be more useful under such circumstances. 

The practice of cornewmatmg industry through protection for bearmi the cost 
of its own nfraetructuraJ needs has also at times faded. Many services of 
infrastructure could be provided more efficiently by the Government. Furthermore, 
firms must divert precious managerial talent, energies and time to operations with 
which management is not familiar. 

These difficulties alústrate a basic weakness of protection as a means of 
encouragement. Its effect on the domestic market relative to the export market or on 
industry relative to other sectors is seldom "neutral" An alternative may be 
industrial encouragement through promotion (for example, export subsidies, labour 
tubed«!, and adequate industrial services at reasonable coats). These may be 
combated with a programme of protection to offset the unwanted effects of such a 
programme, or they may be swipsimsnted on their own. 

Such an approach has frequentry been recommended. Iti ful tmphctfioM are 
not yet apparent, and further study and experience are required. Nevertheless, it 
appears that promotion as a mean* of sadustriaJ encouragement w« receive growing 
attention ovar the present decade, and it is a avoamsng approach to evolving a 
rational policy of industrial development. 
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HI.   EMPLOYMENT IN MANUFACTURING 

Recent trends 

,nthe  1960s the  developing countries made   progress  in their effort  to 
mdustnal^e. Manufacturing output expanded at an average annual rate     65 Jcr 

same period a rate that was more than double that of the developed market 
economies, and that surpassed the high rates of employment growth o the centrajív 
planned economies (see table 25). Given the high rate, of increase in the labour fÏÏce 
.n many of the developing countries, however, and the prevailing unemployment«d 
poverty ,n these countries, the present capacity of their manufactuZglnlt y^o 
absorb new labour is inadequate. Moreover, available data for the 19Ms S La 
decime ,n the capacity of manufacturing to expand emploient the rate Kowih 

r7iorr/°j í 
deveioping coumries <**«•«» ^ Z£ZZinZ* tZ\^:^x::°2-5 **'cent2S in the -—h" °~ * 

Afric^T^"^ Str0ngly SUggeSted by thc re*onal data available for Asia and 
pro ess ^T T^ "J• *? n0t appe" t0 have «l**nced the saìne 
TI : u, S C0U,d **  the rcsult of fluctuations in  the business evele or attributable to a statistical accident." Business cycle or 

A marked decline in the capacity of the manufacturing industry to absorb new 
abour ,n the second half of the 1960s relative to the first half wasVso eWd nt foT 
the developed market economies. The average annual rate of growl" of em^ln 

H    y'arsit "V]? ^l960'1^ *» « •* P« «"t in theXq'n 
mTJf   • mght * attnbuted in P«t to the decline in the growth rate of 
manufacturing output in these countries over this period. The cenUaUyplanned 
eCOn0mieS *° <*t*•«d • «iowdown in the expanse of manuSring'.at ùt 

6.7 per cent, which taSTcSSA- to th SÌ foM^Krui969 and,'970 °f 

trends that were apponi in the pJJ I^-SMSS Í^JSSJSS' emP'0yment 

output for the whole region. The rewctí« 1filuïi; * AT*"' «»*""" "PWy than 
output and 6.5 and 4 4 per cent tó^ m«, ff , • 6 */"* 3'2 **' cent for manufacturing 
however, that This anoml^waTappaÍntf« ÄÜX e

(
mPk)y,"«nt «Lowth- " » *«liïcani 

and tobacco industry »ouo tl£ text^LÍ^ om« ,ndu»tnes o««*, »uch as the food, beverages 
these industries betongTfhe ïaSôn^AÎLf^^ ?r0du?ts- ExcePl for "»«•« P'oducts, 
rather low income ^mToT^St^^ltTf^^* T1 "e <*»•terized by à 
meul industry, the nicher rate o^nÄtT *£ of art,8,ï Ponction. In the caie of the 
business cycleI and a iS^^iÌtaS^nS' ¥°Wth "^ refl5ct a «h^-term slump in he 
employment. The irìegSy ZÌ uwb?e•C?JÏÏC<mpmita by a ch*n«e ta «* »•« <* 
increased work-sharin¡ 7LT ¿cSowuiTto^Ä^^^1" »««"^ptoymentand 
Statistical peculiarities in atareute emnH.,2 « k.u°f. °íher emP,0>•ent opportunities, 
also have contributedI to ttRSffiy    P   S^t fl*Um that •Ji0 COVCT the «ti• «ctor may 

64 
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TABLF25.     GROWTH  OF   EMPLOYMENT  IN  MANUFACTURING.   BY  RFGION AND 
ECONOMIC GROUPING. 1960   1970 

(Average annual rates, by percentage, based on actual values/ 

1960-1965 19651970 I960   1963/1967  1970 

Developing countries, average 4.4 2.5« 3.6* 

Latin America 1.8 3.7" 3.:* 

Asia 4.7 1.8« 3.3* 

Africa io.: b.4« 8.7* 

Developed market economies 2.0 1.3 1.7 

Centrally planned economies 3.7 3.0 3.4 

World, exlcuding centrally 
planned economies 2.9 1.9« 

World average 3.1 2.2« 

Source: Based on data supplied by the United Nations Statistical Office, July 1972. 
"1965   1969. 
ftl96<)   1963/1967   1969 (over six and a half years). 

the second half of the 1960s relative to the first half, from an average annual rate of 
3.7 to 3 per cent. This took place at the same time that manufacturing output was 
growing steadily, and may be attributed to an acceleration in broadly defined labour 
productivity. 

Án examination of the year-to-year changes in manufacturing employment in 
the second half of the 1960s reveals significant fluctuations in growth rates (see 
table 26). In Latin America the growth of employment showed a marked decline 
over this period, from an annual increase of 6.8 per cent in 1965 1966 to 1.3 per 
cent in 1968-1969. The developed market economies experienced even greater 
fluctuations, with a decline in the total level of manufacturing employment, to 
-0.3 per cent in 1966-1967. 

A study of the industrial structures of developing countries discloses significant 
regional and country differences in the composition of manufacturing output and 
employment and in their growth potential. In general, however, the food, beverages, 
textile, wearing apparel, leather products and foot-wear, wood products and other 
light manufacturing industries dominate manufacturing in these countries. For 
developing countries as a whole these sectors accounted for little less than two thirds 
of manufacturing output and for three quarters of manufacturing employment in 
1960. Over the 1960s the relative weight of light manufacturing declined somewhat 
in favour of heavy manufacturing, possibly reflecting the reduced possibilities for 
import substitution in light manufacturing. 

The growing share of heavy manufacturing in the total output of developing 
countries might also suggest the increasing importance of lines of manufacturing 
using a more complex technology and organization of production. Manufacturing 
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TABLF26.       GROWTH OF  FMPLOYMFNT IN  MANUFACTURING. BY  RFGION  AND 
ECONOMIC GROUPING, 1%5   1970 

 (Average annual rate, by percentage, based on index numbers) 

«      a       »       » 
* Ok Ä.Ä 

•Ô « ri J i 9.1 
$ « is 

Developing countries, average 2.4       3.3      14 

Latin America (,.« 
2.9       ...       2.5« 

Asia 

Africa 

44      --5 J .3 ... 3.7 a 

1.9 « 

Developed market economies 2.6       0J      0.9 

Centrally planned economies* 4.4       3.3      3.9 

l^orW, excluding centrally 
planned economies 2.5 

1.0       2.5      0.9 2.8 

4.9       9.3      3.6 7.8 ... M« 

2.« 0.8 1.3 

16 3.0 

'•'       II 2.8 ... 1.9« 

World averagec 2.9       1.6      1.7 2.7 i •>• 

ÍT7 Sü? °" da'a SUpp,ied by ,he Un,teri Nalions Statistical Offtc J"'y 1972. ITO*      I"©", 

andÎïfiS: CZechOSlOVaki1'- the German Democratic Republic. Hungary. Poland, Romans 

viei^ïAîSï:c h,na'Demotri,Uc Pcople's Repub,ic of Korea',)t,niotra,k ReP-blfc "f 

that is classified as heavy manufacturing is not homogeneous with respect to goods 
produced or technology utilized. Ordinarily, only some phases of the highly complex 
product.on processes of heavy manufacturing are performed in developSg count*. 
There „ also no homogeneity with regard to the use, of the outpul of heaw 

ZlT?z^Ty M;nyof;hcsc industrie$ arc producinidu"^-« goods or .ntermedtate goods for the production of consumer goods. It would be 
presumptuous to «dentify the heavy segment of manufacturing which prevails ta 
dev lopjng count«., as the one that produces capital and intermediate E   n" 

SSiSSLT I llT eTïd |rowth ^^of indu8tr*and oth« -tor' Nevertheless,  it  is  the  most  dynamic   segment of manufacturing   Output and 

AT-    *XPïdB.d   m  rapk,,y   m   h•>  •"»f«turing 8than   fn   ijht 
manufacturing m developing countries in the I960, (see table 27) The output o 
heavy manufacturing tended to expand at a higher annual rate th« ^TlLS 
manufactunng over this period: 9.7 per cent verms 4.7 per cent in A*a 8 ' r*r ein 
mm 4.7 per cent in Latin America and 7.6 per centri 6 per cent Ì"A^C" 

t::zù::t renuge point incrrin the °utput °f ^ •¿«£¿ 
new labour in this sector than in light manufacturing, although this relationshio 
appears more clearly for Asia and Africa than it does for Latta AmerLaSn the' 
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TABI F 27.     GROWTH OF FMPLOYMFNT IN MAJOR SFCTORS OF MANUFACTURING 
IN THF DFVl LOPING RI GIONS, I960   1969 

(A venge animal rates, by percentage) 

Total 
manufacturing 

Light 
manufacturing 

Heavy 
manufacturing 

Developing countries 

I960   1965 A A 3.9 5.K 
1965   1969 2.5 1.8 4.1 
I960   Iv63/ 
1967   1969 3.6 3.0 5.0 

Asia 

I960   1965 4.7 4.0 6.6 
1965   1969 1.8 0.9 4.2 
1960   1963/ 
1967   1969 3.3 2.6 5.3 

¡Mtin America 

I960   1965 1.8 1.4 2.6 
1965   1969 3.7 3.9 3.4 
19(0   1963/ 
1967   1969 3.2 3.2 3.2 

Africa 

1960   1965 10.2 9.2 13.6 
1965   1969 6.4 6.2 6.9 
I960   1963/ 
1967   1969 8.7 8.3 10.1 

Source: Bused on data supplied by the United Nations Statistical Office, July 1972. 

average over-all, each percentage point increase in the output of heavy manufacturing 
was matched by a 0.6 per cent increase in employment in that sector in Asia and over 

1.3 per cent in Africa in the 1960s. Conversely, the increase of output in light 
manufacturing apparently absorbed less manpower than heavy manufacturing in 
Asia, or 0.5 per cent for each percentage point increase in output. In Africa, 
however, the increase in output of light manufacturing generated slightly more 
employment than heavy manufacturing, or 1.4 per cent for each percentage point 
increase in output. No clear pattern in this relationship is discernible in Latin 
America over this period, but its absence could be due to the peculiarities of the 
effects of business cycles and/or a statistical accident, as noted earlier. The growth of 
heavy manufacturing thus appears to give the greatest impetus to the expansion of 
employment in the manufacturing industry in developing countries. As heavy 
manufacturing industries30 tend to be more capital-intensive than light 
manufacturing industries, an implication of the above-mentioned trends in output 

It should be noted here that heavy and Saht manufacturing industries are not necessarily 
synonymous with capitai- and labour-intensive industries. 
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and employment is that the expand*! employment in manufacturing in developing 
countries has been at a relatively high capital cost. This fact by itself should not be 
taken as a disturbing phenomenon, if the growth of heavy manufacturing facilitates 
further industrial growth as well as increased employment. 

A cross-industry examination of growth rates of employment tends to confirm 
the earlier suggestion that the sectors of industry where output growth is most 

fiTSi "7 "ì° ? Where the h,|he,t rates °f "Moyn»nt growth take place (see 
table 28) In Latin America, the so-called "high growth elasticity industries"3' 
noted elsewhere as activities in which output has responded more than 
profK>rtionately to increases in per capita GDP, such as electrical machinery and 

!n?Wn^\(    iM3c^);maChinery excepl electrical "wchinery OSK  382), printing 
St wfarm.gr( ^ ^ T**' product'[KK 355)' and ""rin* appaieUxcep? foot-weardSIC 322) tended to record much higher rates of employment growth in 
the penod 1963 1968 than the average prevailing m industry or rates of 7 6 to 
4.3 per cent per annum as opposed to an average of 1.9 per cent for the whole of the 
manufacturing sector in the sample used." On the other hand, most of traditional 
manufacturing, such as the food, textile and tobacco industries, either experienced 
slow employment expansion or recorded declines in the number of people employed 
\SCC E3DIC ém*Sf. 

TAblF   28.      KMPlOYMtNT AND OUTPUT GROWTH RA IT S  IN MAJOR INDUSTRIE 
FOR Si -.LKTF.DC OUNTRIFSOF LATIN AMIRK A.a l%1   ,%8 

(Industries are ranked in descending order according to the growth 
elasticity of manufacturing output*) 

Annual rate of Annual rate of 

1SIC Commodity group TgjFnSf ^^     T^'f^^ 

383 Electrical machinery, 
appliances, supplies4" 7 5 

371 Iron and steel bask industries 

341 Paper and paper producisc 2.9 
356 Plastic products 

1963   1968 

14.1 

8.3 

72 ILli'm 'Tv!***1 Devek)PA
men! Survey,   vol  rv (United  Nations publication   Sale« No 

£»ï£ ïïtfi'for a mA,e detaikd discUMk>n of ,he «•th — *• KSSSTSf SEA 
u«,^«.,íM•, Br"f„Ch',e. Colombia, Dominican Republic, Fcuador   Fl Salvador  Ho-du,-. 

Edi,*«, VOL I WKTÖÄS^ ,97<> 
publication, Sales No 72JÍVH9) ' no' '¿xv"«.«> and voL II (United Nations 
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ISIC Commodity group 196.1-J Hê 

Ammärmttof Annual mu of 
emmèoymtnt growth    output growm 

•'--   "- 194J-1HÌ 

382 Machinery, except electrical 
machineryc 7.6 9.9 

Rubber products 4.4 9.1 

Industrial chemicals and other 
chemical products 3.3 8.3 

Transport equipment ... 

Fabricated metal products, except 
machinery and equipment ... 

Wearing apparel, except toot-wear*' 4.3 6.2 

Printing and publishing' 5.7 6.2 

Pottery, china and earthenware, glass 
and glass products and other non- 
metallic mineral products 1.6 6.0 

Petroleum refineries ... 

Non-ferrous metal basic industries ... 

Beverages 2.0 5.3 

Leather and leather products0 2.3 3.9 

Foot-wear, except rubber and plastic ... 

Wood, wood and cork products, 
furniture and fixtures, except metal'' 

F<x)d 

Textiles' 

Tobacco 

Average for the sample 1.9 6.8 

Source*: The Growth of World Industry, I9f>9 Edition, vol. I (United Nations publication, 
Sales No. 71.XVII.6) and vol. II (United Nations publication, Sales No. 71.XVII. 7), and The 
(irowth of World Industry, 1969 Edition, vol. I (United Nations publication. Sales No. 
7 2 XV 11.4) and voi il (United Nations publication, Sales No. 72.XVII.9), and national table« and 
other material supplied by the United Nations Statistical Office. 

'Irani, Olile, Colombi«, Dominican Republic, I cuador, El Salvador, Honduras, Mexico, 
Panama and Peru. The banc data are derived from the national tables of the countries concerned. 
Data on output do not include H Salvador. Kmployment data refer mostly to establishments 
l'ngaeing more than five persons. 

"See Induttriml Development Survey, vol IV (United Nations publication, Sales No. 
72.II.B. 15), p.29, for details of the concept and relevant data. 

1 Kxcluding output data for Mexico. 
"excluding output data fot Mexico and employment data for Honduras. 
'Kxchiding output data for Panama and employment data tor Mexico. 

355 

.$51 352 

.«84 

381 

322 

342 

361. 362, 
369 

353 

372 

313 

323 

324 

331 332 

311 312 

321 

314 

3.4 3.0 

1.0 6.0 

0.7 3.6 

1.4 4.0 
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A decline in employment might be explained by improvements in productivity 
"M *ttem?;* *° ,ncr"* th« competitive efficiency of some industries, thus tending 
^reduce the demand for new labour at a faster rate than the growth rate of output 
me experience of the textile industry, as shown in the sample of Latin American 
countries ,n «able 28, i, particutarly relevant; with output growing at J 6 perTnt ~r 

ZÜT y ^ mJ ,%8' im^e•"ts '" P'^vity «ended t^ duc Z 
number of people employed in «ha« indus(ry, by a rate of    0.7 per cent This 

«2Z£l T^ that " ^ Í the ,mP•e"*"ts '" Productivity may stem from 
economies of scale, new technology embodied in newly installed equipment the 
increased education of labour, and other factors largely external to the producer all 

ïdlî!?. T tt<r•* *owth in Productivity and may limit the capacity of 
industry to absorb new labour. K     ' 

com^ïlC^ntry ^f "VTu,ac,u"n8 •W »nd employment in the I960,, 
comparable to those grven for the Latin American region in table 28, are influent A 
small sample is given for the Asian countries in table 29. This sample includes few 

TAIL»   29.     FMPLOYMH-T AND OUTPUT GROWTH RATKS ,N MAJOR INDUSTRY 
FOR SELECTED COUNTRIES OF ASIA,' 1963   1968 

Ms«*, „re ranked ,* deuendm order «<„,</,„ ,„ the mowtk ^^      ^ 
outputr 

ÍS/C Commodity group 
Ammudrwttof ArmuMmrof 
'^Fv^Ji'tTvwth     output grow* 
1963   /9é8 19éj~Î96S 

38.1 

371 

341 

356 

382 

355 

351 352 

384 

381 

322 

342 

Electrical machinery, 
appliances, supplies1 

Iron and steel bask 
industries'' 

Paper and paper products'" 

Plastic products 

Machinery, except 
electrical machinery' 

Rubber products/ 

industrial chemicals and 
other chemical products/ 

Trans, ort equipment' 

Fabricated metal products, 
except machinery and 
equipment' 

Wearing apparel, except 
foot-wear* 

Printing and publishing' 

14.0 15.2 

(2.7) 11.6 

9.4 7.8 

8.8 11.6 

4.2 4.8 

9.3 14.1 

4.7 28.0 

8.4 

(10.21 

2.1 

8.1 

17.0 

6.9 
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AmmtdrmHof Anima ml* of 
empioyment growth output growl* 

ISIC Commodity group 196J   I96S 1963-1968 

361, 362,   Pottery, china and earthenware, 
369 glass and glass products and other 

non-metallic mineral products/ 

353 Petroleum re linerie»7 

372 Non-ferrous metal bask 
industries* 

313 Beverages 

323 Leather and leather 
products' 

324 Foot-wear, except rubber 
and plastic"• 

331 332 Wood, wood and cork products, 
furniture and fixtures, 
except metalc 

311 312 Food 

7.2 9.0 

(5.0) 2.7 

(4.8) (4.7) 

5.1 11.5 

4.1 1.8 

(8.2) (11.8) 

321 Textiles" 

314 Tobacco 

Average for the sample 

6.7 13.0 

7.5 6.5 

8.6 10.4 

5.4 10.2 

7.8 10.1 

Sources: The Growth of Wortd Industry, 1969 Edition, vol. I (United Nations publication. 
Silks No. 71.XVII.6) and vol. II (United Nations publication, Sales No. 71.XVI1.7), and The 
(irowth oj World Industry, 1970 Edition, vol. I (United Nations publication, Sales No. 
72.XVII.4» and vol. II (United Nations publication, Saks No. 72.XVI1.9); and national tabks and 
other material supplied by the United Nations Statistical Office. 

"Hong Kong, Iran, Iraq, Jordan, Malaysia, Pakistan, Philippines, Republic of Korea and 
S*naapore. 

The basic data are derived from the national tables of the countries concerned, Employment 
data refer mostly to establishments engaging more than five persons. 

*See Industrial Development Survey, vol. IV (United Nations publication, Sates No. 
72.U.R.IS), p. 29, for detalla of the concept and relevant data. 

' Employment data exclude Iraq and Malaysia. 
''Output data cover Hong Kong, Iran, Pakistan, Philippines and Republic of Korea; 

employment data cover Hong Kong, Pakistan and Republic of Korea. 
'Employment data exclude Iran. 
'Employment data exclude Iraq. 
'Employment data exclude Jordan and Malaysia. 
¿Output data exclude ira«, Malaysia and Pakistan. Employment data cover only Hong Kong, 

Jordan, Philippine* and Republic of Korea. 
'Ei iployment data exclude Malaysia. 
'Output data cover Iran, Iraq, Jordan, Malaysia and Pakistan; employment data include only 

Iraq and Jordan. 
"Output data cover Malaysia, Pakistan, Philippines and Republic of Korea; employment data 

cover Hong Kong, Pakistan and Republic of Korea. 
'Output data exclude Iran and employment data exclude Malaysia. 
"'Output data cover Jordan, Malaysia, Pakistan and Philippines, and employment data cover 

Hong Kong, Iraq, Jordan and Republic of Korea. 
"Employment data exclude Malaysia and Singapore. 
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smaller countries with a limited range of industries. Moreover, output and 
employment data cover comparable periods of time for only a few industries. 
Allowance should be made tor the limitations of the sample. The experience of the 
Asian countries none the less suggests a similar pattern to that for Latin America, 
although the average rates of output and employment growth over the period were 
somewhat higher than those shown for the Latin American countries. As in the Latin 
American region, the industries with high growth elasticities tended to record higher 
rates of employment growth than those attained in the more traditional areas of 
manufacturing, such as the food processing and textile industries. This phenomenon 
might be attributed to higher output growth in the former industries as well as to a 
high demand for new employment for each percentage point of output growth. The 
experience of the more traditional industries could possibly be explained by the 
greater share of non-factory employment (in small workshops and other 
family-organized units) in these areas of manufacturing, and by their tendency to 
absorb new labour, irrespective of output growth, whenever no employment 
opportunities exist elsewhere. 

The data in the samples for Latin America and Asia point to the general 
conclusion that a main avenue for the expansion of employment lies in industries 
with rapid rates of growth. A policy that neglects the over-all growth of the economy 
in favour of immediate employment gains, however, may tend in the long term to 
reduce the capacity of industry to absorb new labour, unless a more equitable 
distribution of income is sought, with an attendant increase in the demand for 
industrial products. The positive effects on employment of attempts to eliminate 
disparities in income have been stressed in the proposals of the country missions 
sponsored by the World Employment Programme." 

Current mues in employment 

The argument that industry is an employment-generating sector is perhaps the 
one most frequently used in support of industrialization. This contention has been 
the subject of frequent and severe criticism m recent years, however. Development 
economists in th 1950s and early l%Os underestimated the effects of population 
growth on increases in the labour force. They assumed that labour flows from 
agriculture would automatically be absorbed into manufacturing. Actual experience 
indicates, however, that this has not necessarily been the case. While industry may 
emerge as a major source of employment in the long term, the present gravity of the 
employment problem may render this economic sector (like others) unable to satisfy 
the immediate needs of employment. The scope of the problem may easily be 
demonstrated. For example, if a manufacturing sector presently employs 25 per cent 
of the labour force, it would be obliged to increase employment by 24 per cent per 
annum merely to absorb the increase in a total labour force that was growing at a 
rate of 3 per cent per annum.34 

in SSe' '°.r in?,tatu;e' Toward» FuU employment (Geneva, International Labour Office  1970) 
?"      . J£? abo Lnfloynent a"à ¡"come Pohcits for ¡ran (Geneva, International Labour Office' 
June í^ii), ' 

If  labour productivity also increased,  the  required growth  rate  for employment in 
manufacturing would be higher than 24 per cent. 
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Few reliable figures are available to clarify industry's performance in the area oi 
employment generation. One extensive study estimated that the manufacturing 
labour force of developing countries was 8.5 per cent (25.1 million) of the total 
labour force in 1920. By I960, this figure had increased to 8» per ceni 
(44.8 million).35 More recent data have indicated a growth rate of 3.6 per cent per 
annum for employment in manufacturing among developing countries between l%0 
and 1969 (see table 27). Judging from these aggregate trends, it seems doubtful that 
the modern manufacturing sector could have absorbed directly a large proportion ot 
the available labour force resulting from population growth, rural-to-urban migration, 
displacement of artisan labour etc. 

With regard to future trends, some projections may serve to illustrate the 
potentially serious nature of the employment problem in the Second Development 
Decade. For example, it is estimated that the total labour force of As.a (excluding 
Japan) is likely to grow from about 810 million in 1^70 to 1,0If» million in |9M).J* 
Similarly, in Latin America it is estimated that 3 million persons will be added t< the 
labour force every year during the 1970s an increase of 32 per cent over the 
decade.3 T For developing countnes as a whole, the annual growth rate of the labour 
force is expected to increase from 1.7 per cent in the period 1950 1965 to 2.3 per 
cent in 1970 1980.3i With increases as large as these there is little dinibt that the 
employment question will assume added significance in the future. 

The above figures regarding historical trends in industrial employment and the 
projections of future increases in the labour force make it appear doubtful that 
sufficient employment opportunities will be created directly through indus- 
trialization. Howevei, the data do not touch IMI one encouraging aspect of the ability 
of industry to generate employment. Employment opportunities arc not confined to 
the industrial sector alone, industrial development and growth generate job 
opportunities in other sectors, even those marginally related to industry.3* hxampks 
include the service and maintenance of a wide range of industrial products, 
transportation, commerce, and, especially, construction.4 

Further, the wide range of industrial activities from which a developing country 
may choose encompasses both capital- and labour-intensive industries. Within this 
spectrum, developing countries may consciously select any combination ot these 
industries to achieve their employment objectives. Encouragement of labour inten- 
siv; industries may be a valid approach providing the long-run implications for both 
employment and economic growth are considered. 

3Sr. Mock and J,M. L,mbo,, -Changes in the Industnal Dirtiibutwn ot «he *or« I £<>«' 
Force by Region, IMO   '¥60", International labour Review,   vol. 9*. No. 4 «Mober  l<*M>, 

3*M M Mehta, "200 Million New Jobs by 1980", Or«, vol. 5, No. 5 KXIober 1972), 
p. 31. 

,7
1ïV Belter. "Latin America's Unemployment rroblem", Monthh labour Renew 

(November 1970)1 p. 9. 
3,D. Turnham and J. Jaeger, ne Employment Problem in less Developed c "H"1""* 

Review of Evidence (fun, Org*«»*»« of Economic Co-opstatM« and Development, 1971), 

P" ''»For example. S. Kiuneti has found a fairly clos« relationship between growth oí 
service-sector indines (for example, trade and transport» and growth or the industrial seen« 
Sec his "Qwwtitative Aspect» of the F.conomic Growth of Nations part 2, tiommu 
Development and Cultural Change (July 1957). 

^Construction has been found to be a relatively labour-intensive industry, as indicated hy 
several of the recent »Uf-ftjjency employment misnoM. See. for example. Towards tuU 
Employment (Geneva, International Labour Office, 1970). 
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Current vtews <m industrial employment 

th.nlu* qX**ï• °f,the CtT* °f Production technique has been dominant in the 
flunking regarding industrialization and employment. The basic contention is that 

¡Trl^L•81 Î^JT1 VariOUS Cümb,nati««" Oomet.mes quite numerous) of 
Ubour and capital, when beginning operations. Thus, where unemployment is a 
major problem producers are encouraged to select those combinations that will 
employ relatively large numbers of persons. 

DeJiï ¡¡¡TEi herVS Ï* ".^"f fned ,n thc «»* of the First Development 
Dec de nd the implications ,t ha. for future responses to the employment problem. 
Hr»t_ actual enpneenng data do not reflect the wide range of choice from among the 
combinations of labour and capital that were originally envisa^d by many pZ*r! 
and econonust,.- In the future, possibilities for labour-intemive Jroductfon may 

£*^ZMttï m •'"?that SOme ent"P•u« in developing countries havT o 
«ubrtitute labour for capital m .re.« of surplus labour support, ¡hi. proposal 

-i*     ïu   Ï' ^ eXÍStÍn| ***** ,t0ck of indus,ry in a developing country can 

new .nvestment, can accommodate rm>re labour. These, however, account fo only 
marginal change, ,n a country's total capital stock. Both observations, if borne Z 
by future experience, would make the employment problem more difficult to solve 
than previous thinking has suggested. 

,ha, U"em
k
p,oyment in "»«y developing countries has increased to such an extent 

that ,t has prompted new proposals, which go beyond the advocacy Ö 
labour-in ensive industry At one extreme it is argued that employment pToMem, are 
» important that they should be solved directly and independently of que «^,"f 
over-aU economic: growth or national income objectiveTother goalshouT* 
subordinated to the achievement of ful employment. If countries accept thisle of 
reasoning, they may be led to limit productivity increases and ¡S^cto« 
outdated technology, although this entails smaller output per unit ofiaCr 

wheneve possible, the encouragement of industries requiring relatively large numbers 
unskHkd labour, the establishment of rural industries to reduce   he flolo 

rural-to-urban migrate, the preference of small-scale over large-scale establishments 

In a general sense a shift in emphasis has occurred in the current discussions of 
this  problem away from the approaches propon in th. cou«. 7Ï7lÎ 

SvettTl^^ 1hat " """ UnHke,y th* ^y develop^, cl„L wu 

Many economiM, heve contended recently that incom« dktribution imv be of 
key .«port..».-. ,„ „h*,, lht „„pto,,^, pro|)km of ^^ ^"^ 

^^ftÄSÄ SSLÏ5 SX2¿ S5SL.- t0"n,,' " —'• H~""- 
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as a commendable objective in terms of social justice. The limited data on income in 
developing countries indicate that its distribution is typically lop-sided;that is, a large 
proportion of income is in the hands of a few, while the vast majority of income 
earners receive a disproportionately small amount of total income. A redistribution 
of income would affect employment by altering the existing pattern of consumption. 
Supporters of this view argue that there will be basic changes in the type of guods 
that will be consumed and that this will be reflected both in domestic production 
and imports. 

The ramifications of this approach are: first, a redistribution of income in favour 
of the lower-income groups will mean an increase in the demand for basic goods, 
which are widely purchased by these consumers. Such products are primarily food 
and simple manufactures (for example, clothing, foot-wear and household 
necessities). The manufacture of these products is regarded as relatively 
labour-intensive compared with the manufactured goods typically consumed by the 
upper-income groups. Secondly, upper-income groups have a much greater tendency 
to import products than do the lower-income groups Thus, a redistribution of 
income in favour of lower-income groups would mean a reduction in the consumer 
demand for foreign products. In turn, additional foreign exchange would then be 
available for the purchase of capital goods and intermediate supplies, which would 
expand employment. 

Since the relevant data on the subject are incomplete, no factual basis exists for 
substantiating this argument, although logic supports the earlier argument that simple 
consumer needs can be met by labour-intensive processes. Certainly, the impact of 
income distribution on employment could vary widely from one developing country 
to another. Nevertheless, it seems likely that in future discussions of development 
problems the two objectives of social justice and employment opportunities will be 
linked through income redistribution. 

Some observations are appropriate in regard to the above line of reasoning. First, 
the practical and political considerations involved in the redistribution of income are 
formidable for any country. The task would be doubly difficult in the case of a 
developing country where the government machinery and appropriate manpower 
may be lacking. Secondly, any difficulties will be magnified in situations where 
economic growth is not taking place simultaneously with the redistribution process. 
If, on the other hand, income redistribution is supplemented by gains in real income, 
it would have the effect of making the whole programme more beneficial. 

Thirdly, redistribution of income (through taxation, various fiscal measures etc.) 
will not necessarily correct the forces that originally generated the income imbalance. 
Over time, the original uneven pattern of income distribution, and, consequently, its 
negative impact upon employment levels, may reappear. The policy would require 
that the growth process itself must be consciously geared to the redistribution of 
income in the long term. 

The role that industry would play in such a programme has yet to be fully 
elaborated, but some considerations are obvious. First, it is clear that industry must 
occupy a central place even in an employment-oriented strategy. It is felt that greater 
output now will create a situation where greater employment will be generated in the 
long term. There is no basic conflict between industrialization and employment 
objectives. The problem arises in the timing. Can current unemployment be tolerated 
in order to achieve rapid increases in output, which will eventually lead to greater 
productivity and greater employment? Or should stress be placed on the short-run 
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unemployment problem and on an allocation of resources to projects that will absorb 
labour but slow the growth of output in the snort term? The latter choice may well 
mean a lower level of employment in the future than the first choice. 

In regard to industrial planning, policy should be formulated to link growth of 
employment in industry to employment generation and expansion of other sectors. 
Care should be taken not to over-emphasize short-run employment objectives that 
will not contribute to long-run economic growth. Thé dynamism of a country's 
development should not be sacrificed to short-run considerations.43 

Planners cannot afford to overlook the direct and indirect employment that 
industry could provide. Equally important is the fact that industry is a major 
contributor to total income in most developing countries. If manufacturing 
productivity is reduced, planners will be faced with the task of achieving a more 
equitable distribution of total income, which will be considerably below past or 
potential levels. 

Basically, the desire for a reduction in unemployment stems from the objectives 
of greater social equality and the elimination of poverty. Employment is a common 
means of distributing income. Where extreme approaches to the problem of poverty 
are called for, planners may find it necessary to attack the problem through more 
direct means of redistributing income rather than through indirect approaches such 
as attempts to increase employment. In such cases, this could be a viable alternative 
to the proposal mentioned: to stress employment first and economic growth later. 
Countries where conditions are dire and require drastic action cannot afford to do 
less than make efficient use of available resources (including labour). The proposal 
suggested here would place economic growth and the elimination of economic 
inequalities on an equal footing. These two objectives could also be closely related to 
employment generation as a method of distributing income. 

As with other proposals, the appropriate mechanisms for direct distribution of 
income remain to be worked out, as well as many of the implications of this proposal 
for industrial development. Hopefully, one or more of the various possibilities will 
prove to be more effective in dealing with social equality and employment as 
pressures mount during the Second Development Decade. 

M   7 See °Äfc W Record* °f M* economic armorial Council. Fifty-third Session, Supplement 
-•vf,   /, palia. J?, 

Earlier, it was shown that the contribution ratio of the manufacturing sector in most 
developing countries is invariably higher than that sector's original share in GDP, thus indicating 
the dynamic nature of the manufacturing sector relative to other sectors. 



IV.   FINANCE, INVESTMENT AND 
INDUSTRIALIZATION 

Capital formation 

As shown in table 30 and noted in previous issues of the Survey, capital formation 
makes up an increasing share of GDP in the developing countries, especially in Asia 
and Latin America. At the same time, the most recent figures available indicate a 
corresponding increase in the rate of growth of output in all regions. In particular, 
increased output in Argentina, Ghana, Morocco, the Syrian Arab Republic and 
Tunisia has been more in accordance with levels of investment in those countries and 
has led to a reduction in their previously abnormally high incremental capital output 
ratios. There was an increased propensity to hold stocks, and the margin between 
fixed and total gross capital formation in the countries shown in table 304 s widened 
from 1.1 per cent of GDP in the period I960 1962 to 1.5 per cent in 1967 1969. 
This trend is characteristic of inflationary conditions, which encourage not only 
inventory speculation but also undue investment in social infrastructure (housing) 
and a decline in saving, both of which are suggested by the figures discussed below. 

Recent data on capital formation (fixed) in manufacturing industry are available 
only for the limited number of countries shown in table 31. A trend away from 
investment in manufacturing to investment in the infrastructure, services and social 
sectors is indicated in these countries, but their number is too small to permit a 
general conclusion to this effect. Further evidence is examined in this chapter. 

Domestic finance 

Table 32 gives the most recent data (for 1969) on sources of finance, divided 
into domestic and foreign, for selected countries in each of the developing regions. It 
appears that on the average the increase in the level of investment achieved in that 
year was due almost entirely to an increase in the share of foreign-financed capital 
formation, which rose from 3.3 per cent of GDP in the period 1966 196« to 4.2 per 
cent in 1969. In other words, the propensity to save, measured by domestic saving as 
a proportion of GDP, did not increase, and, in the case of the African countries, 
saving actually declined. 

4SAverage grow fixed ctpiUl formation as a percentage of GDP for the countries shown in 
table 32 wa? IM in 1960-1962 and 18.2 in 1967 196S, and the average gross total capital 
formation as a percentage of GDP was 17 S in 1960   1962 and 19.7 in 1967   1968. 

77 
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TABLE 32.     FOREIGN-FINANCED AND TOTAL GROSS DOMESTIC CAPITAL FORMATION 
IN SELECTED DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 

(Percentage of GDP at current purchasers ' values) 

Foreign-financed capitai Gron domestic capital 
formation 

¡966-1968 
(average) 

• 

1969 Change b 

formation 

Region end country or 
area 

¡966-1968 
(average)       1969 Change1' 

Average of African 
countries indicated 1.2 W4 0.2 20.5          20.3 0.2 

Kenya 2.5 0.9 1.6 19.8          18.0 1.8 

Libyan Arab Republic c   4.2 7.8 3.6 26.1          24.9 1.2 

Sierra Leonec 5.7 0.9 6.6 13.9          14.1 0.2 

Southern Rhodesia 2.6 0.4 3.0 18.5          19.4 0.9 

Sudan d 1.6 3.4 1.8 14.4          13.7 0.7 

Tunisia' 1.2 1.1 0.1 26.2          23.9 2.3 

United Republic of 
Tanzania d 3.2 1.0 2.2 16.5          17.7 1.2 

Zambia c 5.5 0.3 5.6 28.3         30.4 2.1 

Average of Asian 
countries indicated 2.6 4.6 2.0 18.9          21.6 2.7 

Malaysia' 1.1 1.3 0.2 15.2          15.9 0.7 

Philippines 0.7 2.9 2.2 20.7          19.5 1.2 

Republic of Korea 5.3 7.8 2.5 24.2         30.4 6.2 

Sri Lanka 3.3 6.5 3.2 15.5         20.4 4.9 

Average of Latin American 
countries indicated 4.6 

Chile 
Colombia 
Cotta Rica 
Ecuador 
El Salvador* 
Guyana' 
Honduras 
Jamaica 

1.9 
2.7 
7.0 
3.1 
3.0 
9.4 
4.9 
7.2 

5.5 

0.9 
3.0 
6.8 
6.0 
1.6 

11.4 
5.6 
9.9 

0.9 

1.0 
0.3 

-0.2 
2.9 

-1.4 
2.0 
0.7 
2.7 

18.9 

16.3 
20.1 
22.6 
13.5 
15.8 
20.7 
17.7 
24.2 

20.0 

16.5 
20.9 
26.3 
13.6 
11.1 
25.6 
19.6 
28.1 

1.1 

0.2 
0.8 
3.7 
0.1 

-4.7 
4.9 
1.9 
3.9 
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TABLE 32 (continued) 

Region and country or 

Foreign-financed capital 
formation' 

1966-1968 
(average)       ¡969     Change0 

Grots domestic capital 
formation 

1966-1968 
(average)       1969 Change1 

Average of Latin American 
countries indicated (continued) 

Netherlands Antillesc      2.2 
Nicaragua*" 7.2 
Panamac }.y 
Paraguay 5.0 
Puerto Rico 14.3 
Uruguay' 2.9 
Venezuela 0.1 

Average .U 

2 •> 0.0 15.1 18.2 3.1 
5.4 1.8 21.1 17.4 3.7 
2.0 1.9 20.2 223 2.1 
5.4 0.4 15.8 16.1 0.3 

19.3 5.0 27.6 29.7 2.1 
I.I 4.0 10.9 12.4 1.5 
2.5 2.6 21.4 22.2 0.8 

4.2 0.9 19.3 20.3 1.0 

pubfiïtoïsSîNo" [^K* *'^*<•*í*'*'<•. ,970, vol I «United Na„o„> 
^National deficit on current account. 

Percentage in 1%9 minus percentage in 1966   1968 
fl965   1967 and 1968. 
d 
4'1%4 

1966   1967 and 1968. 
1966 and 1967 

Foreign finance 

The latest figures for the per capita net receipts of foreign finance received by 
developing countries from offical and private sources are given in table ii. As is well 
«TV^ A* reported

f
by the ^eloping countries are incomplete; they cover 

only about 60 per cent of the receipts reported as outflows from the developed 
ÏÏUÏ .7"; i CO?C'USÍün c*n therefore «* »«y drawn from these figures as to^he 
absolute levels of foreign finance reaching the various countries and regions. It may 
be concluded, however, that foreign private financing is at a much higher lévela 
Latin America than in the other region,, and that its importance is increasing relative 
to foreign official finance. By contrast, private financing, although it is increasing?, 
relatively unimportant in Asia, largely because of the very heavj' dependent* 
larger countries- India, Indonesia and Pakistan-on official aid. 

Complete  and  up-to-date  information on official aid  reaching the various 

mArwYT Ín the aTal ***** °f the D«w'0Pm«" Assistance Committee 
V M  1? Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) 
Table 34 gives a summary by regions, from which it appears that on a per capita ba J, 

~n.,ían i"'*? TÍ"""t0 °btain the hi«hest kwi o{ bUateral »id, which mainly 
«fleets the low level of per cap,to aid registered for the larger countries in Asia and 
Latin America. Multdateral aid ha, become much more important, especially in Lain 
America, where it accounts for mo»t official aid to Brazil and Mexico 
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TABLE   33.     PER  CAPITA   NET   RECEIPTS  OE   FOREIGN   PRIVATE   CAPITAL  BY 
DEVELOPING COUNTRIES, 1965   1967 

(Dollars) 
(Countries are arranged in descending order of value of private net inflow. 1965-1967) 

Region and country 
or area 

Per capita private 
net receipts* 

¡965-1967 
(average) 1968 

Per capita total 
net receipts0 

1963-1967 
(average) 1968 

Africa, average ,1-7 1 »* 

Tunisia 11.6 3.9 
Ghana 5.5 1.7 
Sierra Leone 5.0 3.6 
Ivory Coast 3.7 3.9 
Nigeria 2.4 2.4 
Kenya 1.2 3.4 
Malawi 0.9 2.3 
Somalia 0.8 0.7 
Ethiopia 0.7 1.0 
Morocco 0.5 0.5 
United Republic of Tanzania 0.5 0.9 
Sudan 0.1 0.1 
Libyan Arab Republic 25.5 43.8 

4.2 3.9 

28.7 20.2 
11.8 5.0 
6.5 4.4 

10.5 16.3 
3.3 2.9 
9.8 8.6 
7.5 8.9 
6.4 8.7 
1.6 1.8 
5.4 5.8 
1.8 3.2 
2.3 1.0 

40.0 42.7 

Asia, average 0.5 0.8 3.6 3.7 

Saudi Arabia 
Malaysia 
Singapore 
Republic of Korea 
Iran 
Thailand 
Jordan 
Pakistan 
India1' 
Burma 
Indonesia 
Philippines 
Republic of Viet-Nam 
Sri Lanka 
Syrian Arab Republic 

10.5 2.3 
8.3 1.7 
7.8 6.5 
4.7 15.4 
3.5 2.2 
1.6 2.2 
0.7 — 
0.6 0.5 
0.0 0.0 
- I.I 

-0.1 0.1 
-0.1 2.8 
-0.1 -0.7 
-0.1 -0.2 
-0.9 -2.9 

20.4 5.6 
10.3 6.6 
6.3 8.0 
9.6 20.1 
6.4 15.3 
3.6 5.2 

55.9 76.6 
4.6 5.0 
2.3 1.2 
0.6 2.0 
1.8 2.0 
3.3 3.9 

21.0 23.6 
2.7 3.3 
3.3 5.6 
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TABLE 33 (continued) 

Region and country 
orme* 

Per empita private 
net reeeiptt' 

1963-1967 
(average) 1968 

Hr capita total 
net recetan9 

¡963-1967 
(average) 196ë 

Latin America, average 

Surinam 
Trinidad and Tobago 
Jamaica 
Costa Rica 
Nicaragua 
Venezuela 
Panama' 
Mexico 
Guatemala 
El Salvador 
Paraguay 
Peru 
Ecuador 
Honduras 
Colombia 
Uruguay 
Dominican Republic 
Brazil 
Bolivia 
Haiti 
Argentina 
Chile 

World average 

4.0 5.8 

54.3 22.5^ 
38.2 22.5 
26.1 69.5 
22.5 20.7 
14.7 15.2 
12.7 23.3 
11.1 16.8 
6.8 8.8 
6.4 4.9 
6.4 3.4 
5.9 4.9 
5.3 0.2 
4.1 8.1 
3.8 5.4 
3.7 3.3 
2.3 2.9* 
2.2 7.7 
1.7 2 •» 

1.6 1.5* 
0.2 0.2 
0.0 0.0 
1.8 16.7 

6.8 8.5 

1.3 1.9/ 

81.9 27.0 
45.2 30.4 
29.4 77.9 
26.4 20.1 
20.7 25.0 
14.0 22.5 
21.0 21.9 
8.0 11.5 
7.7 8.8 

10.0 6.1 
8.9 11.7 

14.1 6.9 
6.4 11.4 
7.5 12.4 
5.1 9.1 
5.3 10.3 

13.2 13.4 
3.4 2.7 
9.1 11.3 
1.0 1.1 
1.9 -1.1 
9.5 29.7 

4.3 4.6/ 

7Q.IIA.3); máMonthly Bulletin of Statiate, (September 1M9) (UiiitXÄTSSlteÄSl.    * 

2ÏA    ^  ,MUei °f deYe,OPi,,, C0UatriW)-  The ~«»• now Of JSnTZTSffTnS 
Official and private receipts. 

dete^tt'*" dlU C0Ver PUt °f JWnmU aml ICa*hmir- who* f,,wl »U,u« •»*« •<* r«t •"* 
dl%7. 
'Excluding the population of the Canal Zone. 
'50 countries. 
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Fi«a«*i fer ma—facti» if Mwtry 

On the basts of information given in the OECD annual Review and in the United 
•<**» Yernrb,** of Satkmal Aiamnts Statisti**, il is possible to make an estimate 
or the flow of foreign and domestic capital to the manufacturing sector in developing 
countries m |%7   I %M and to offer some comment on more recent chanfes. 

The distribution of official aid in terms of commitments in 1967 196« is given 
m table 35. from which it appears that 36.7 per cent of official bilateral capital 
project commitments, or I.1.4 per cent of all official bilateral commitments other 
than for export credits, were designated for industry. If it is assumed that this latter 
percentage applied to actual officiai bilateral flows during those two years ( able 37) 
an estimate of $770 million is obtained for the actual average How tv industry' 
Similarly, 16.1 per cent of official multilateral capital project commitments or 
13.4 per cent of all multilateral commitments were for industrial purposes and if it is 

ï?S!Be<!iithi'1 ,he lat,er perctni4*e ***° »PP^d to *l»«l fbws, an estimate of 
M ~6 mellón is obtained as an average for the two years. By 1971 the flow of 
multilateral aid for all purposes had doubted (table 37), so that in that year assuming 
the same percentage distribution, multilateral aid to industry would have reached 
$252 million. For bilateral aid to industry, although strictly comptable figures are 
not available, the share of industry in capital project commitments appears to have 
been greatly reduced in recent years, mainly in favour of social infrastructure falbi* 
to 21 percent in I970.4' '       ^ 

r*»lh     IV     OHKIAL    IILATrRAL    AND    MULTILATERAL    (t>MMITMI NTS    IV 
PURPOS*, l<M>7    |<fefl 

Of/kttl 

Capital project assistance 30.04 

Agriculture 2 3« 
Industry 11 QA 

Energy 4 23 

Transport fe j5 
Social infrastructure j 47 
Other 2.57 

Technical asustante ¡927 

Non-project assistance 23.10 

Export credits J^JQ 

Other contributions   * j j j j 

gflfcy 

83.09 

16.82 
13.39 
1934 
22.57 
9.12 
1.14 

15.37 

1.52 

Total 
100.0 ,00.0 
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TARIF   Î6.     RFC,K>NAL AND  SFCTORAL DISTRIBUTION OF TOTAL 
INVFSTMFNT IN DFVFLOfING COUNTRIF.S. l%5   1970 

(Â venge annual flows in million tfoUars) 

DAC DIRFCT 

Area Year 

1966 
1968 
1970 

Petroleum 

44 
19 
60 

Mining 

10 
3 
5 

Manufac- 
turing Other 

90 
55 
59 

Total 

Southern Europe' 1965 
1%7 
1969 

124 
130 
224 

268 
207 
348 

Africa 1965 
1967 
1969 

1966 
1968 
1970 

328 
352 
487 

85 
85 
58 

89 
80 
95 

65 
99 

586 
582 
739 

Latin America 
and Caribbean 

1965 
1967 
1969 

1966 
1968 
1970 

57 
73 

295 

99 
180 

29 

591 
540 
643 

292 
297 
306 

925 
1,090 
1,215 

Middk East 1965 
1967 
1969 

1966 
1968 
1970 

374 
198 
243 

1 12 
7 

24 

5' 
14 
15 

392 
219 
282 

Asia and Oceania 1965 
1967 
1969 

1966 
1968 
1970 

62 
92 

155 

28 
37 

104 

129 
185 
147 

117 
99 
68 

336 
413 
474 

Total 1965 
1967 
1969 

1966 
1968 
1970 

751 
734 

1.240 

223 
305 
138 

945 
942 

1,133 

588 
530 
547 

2.507 
2,511 
3,058 

Source    Develop* %ent   Co-o petition. 1971   Review   (Pahs, Organisation   of 1 con omit 
Co-operation and Development, 19711. 

'SM tabic 34, foot-note b. 

Industry is also adversely affected by the increasing importance of multilateral 
aid with its harder financial terms. According to a recent report to the United 
Nations Committee for Devefopment ñanning,47 the grant element in loans 
extended by multilateral agencies in 1971 ranged from 25 per cent to 38 per cent 
compared with a grant element of 56 per cent for ban commitments and 82 per cent 
for total commitments of loans and donations by the DAC countries.4 " 

Privat« resources available to developing countries consist of direct investment, 
export credits and private subscriptions to loan issues. An estimate of direct 
investment by sectors and by regions was made in the 1971 OECD Review and since 
information on this subject is scant, it is reproduced in table 36. 

""Implementation of the International Development Strategy for the Second United 
NatHMs Development Decade: preliminary papers for the first over-alt review and appraisal ol 
progrese Deveteped mark«« economie» and the International Development Strategy' (I/AC. 
54/LJ2), p.15. 

4*Tne DAC group of countries consists of Australia, Austria, le Ig mm, Canada, Denmark, 
France, the Federal Repube, of Germany, Italy, Japan, the Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, 
Sweden, the UMUÍ Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, and the United States of 
America. 
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TABLE 37.    NET RECEIPTS OF DEVELOPMENT ASSISTANCE F ROM DA( COUNTRIES 
AND MULTILATERAL AGENCIES 

(Billion dollars) 

Source 1964 1963 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 

Bilateral ODA" 
Other 

5.55 5.57 
0.28 

5.67 
0.37 

5.82 
0.49 

5.63 
0.74 

5.56 
0.59 

5.70 
0.87 

6.43 
1.01 

Multilateral 0.79 0.89 0.90 1.04 0.81 1.35 1.61 2.00 
Privale 

Direct 
Portfolio 
Export credits 

1.57 
0.84 
0.86 

2.47 
0.65 
0.75 

2.18 
0.48 
1.12 

2.10 
0.80 
1.01 

3.04 
0.97 
1.60 

2.91 
1.21 
2.05 

3.56 
0.78 
2.21 

4.09 
0.80 
2.80 

cwrS'îJ'rvv.îînm^^A Assi''Te; '969 (fZh' °Wn«tion of Economic Co- 
rS^-V^iJTi r pmenU i969)' and Development Cooperation, 1972 Review (Paris 
OipniMtion of Economic Co-operation and Development, 19?2). 
-,.i/°if,Cifl dev

f
eloPment assistance, that ii all contribution» which are administered with the 

main objective of promoting the economic development and welfare of the developing countries 
and whose financial terms are intended to be concessional in character. »«•»«», 

Investment is distributed almost equally between mining, including petroleum 
and manufacturing. The figure of $942 million for direct foreign private investment 
in manufacturing as an average for 1967 1968 is close to the average figure of 
$893 million for official aid for these two years. For the two years 1969 1970, 
however, the corresponding averages are estimated to have been about $720 million 
for official and $1,133 million for private investment. More than half of the total 
direct private investment in Latin America is in manufacturing. 

Guaranteed private export credits (table 37) have trebled in recent years, and 
they increased in 1971 to a level of about 70 per cent of direct investment, compared 
with an average of about 50 per cent for 1967 1968. It may perhaps be assumed 
that a corresponding increase took place in export credits in financing the 
manufacturing sector, giving figures of $471 million as an average for 1967- 1968 
and $793 million in 1970. Official export credits have remained at a level of about 
10 per cent of official development aid. Private subscriptions to bonds issued by 
developing countries have greatly increased and now amount to about $800 million 
per annum. This source of funds is almost entirely for official use, but some 
proportion may be used by Governments to finance the development of 
manufacturing. In total, external finance for manufacturing received from the 
developed market economies increased from an average of about $2,370 million for 
1967-1968 to $2,780 million in 1970, but the concessional element, as represented 
by the official bilateral contribution, fell from just over one third to just over one 
sixth. 

To this should be added contributions from non-DAC members and in particular 
from the centrally planned economies. DAC estimates of total net disbursements in 
1967 and 1968 averaged about $400 million,4»  and United Nations estimates, 

DeyZ^TMttSZ'iTi.J969 *eVÌeW i?UiS' Or«ani»tion of Econo• Cooperation and 
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excluding aid within the centrally planned economies, were somewhat higher, oran 
average of $540 million for the two years.50 About half of this is estimated to have 
been for manufacturing projects, so that total aid from all sources to ma"u/»clunn« 
is estimated to have averaged $2,600 million for the two years 1967 and 1968 

The calculation of the amount of domestic finance received by manufacturing is 
more hazardous. It may be estimated, however, with some precision that gross fixed 
capital formation in all sectors amounted to between 17.5 and 18 per cent of GDP 
(see  foot-note  45).   Fixed capital  formation  in manufacturing forms a higher 
percentage of total fixed capital formation than manufactunng output forms of total 
output, provided the normally higher rate of increase in manufacturing output is 
sufficient to offset the lower capital output ratio.5 * For 15 developing countries for 
which information is available, this appears to be the case; the investment ratio of 
manufacturing to GDP was about 16.5 per cent compared with an output ratio ot 
14 per cent. For most countries the output ratio is higher than 14 per cent, and a 
reasonable   estimate   may  be  between   17  and  18 per cent  for  the  share of 
manufacturing in capital formation (see table 31 ), where the average ,s 17 pei^ cent 
On this basis, fixed capital formation in manufacturing industry would amount in 
1967-1968 to $9  9.5 billion, and foreign finance would therefore supply about 
10 per cent of this as compared with less than 15 per cent in other sectors. 

S0The External Financing of Economic Development (United Nations publication, Sales No. 
70.II.A.3), table 22. 

5'if /, 0, C R  are respectively investment, output, capital output ratio and the rate^of 

growth in an economy, then Ä = ^   and with the »uffix m for manufacturing R - —r^ 

cm      Rm 
it follows that IJI = OJO X -j£ X —. 
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I.   STRUCTURAL CHANGE 
IN THE PRIMARY, SECONDARY 

AND TERTIARY SECTORS 

In this chapter the changing pattern of production in the developing countries 
and in the developed market economies is discussed in terms of the output of the 
primary secondary and tertiary sectors. The primary sector is normally taken to 
include agriculture, forestry and mining (ISIC1 0 and 1), the secondary sector to 
encompass manufacturing, construction and utilities (ISIC 2, 3 and 5), and the 
tertiary sector to cover distribution, transport, financing and other services (ISIC 6, 7 
and 8) The country figures given in table 39 have been compiled to conform to this 
division. In order, however, to obtain complete figures for aU developing countnes, as 
shown in table 38, it was necessary to include utilities along with mining in the 
primary sector; the alternative to include mining with utilities in the secondary 
sector would have been misleading, since for many countries mining is more 
important than manufacturing. 

Table 38 shows that in the period 1953 1968 manufacturing made a much 
greater contribution to GDP in the developed market economies than in the 
developing countries, and that the primary sector made a relatively much smaller 

TABU: 38.     SHAKt 01  GDP,a GROWTH RATES AND CONTRIBUTION RATIO OF THE 
THREE MAJOR SECTORS, BY ECONOMY GROUPING* AND REGION, 1953   1968 

(Percentage) 

Share of GDP (average) 
Average annual 
growth ratet 

Contri- 
bution 
ratio 

3 Ì | SS £1 SI 
i  | 

Economic grouping, 
region and tactor 
(ISIC) 

i i 

S ** SS SS 

Developed market economies 

Primary (0, 1 and 5) 
Secondary (2-4) 

Manufacturing (2 and 3) 
Tertiary (6  8) 

12.3 
34.9 
28.9 
52.8 

11.6 
35.0 
29.1 
53.4 

10.2 
36.7 
31.1 
53.1 

2.7 
3.8 
3.8 
3.9 

3.2 
5.9 
6.2 
5.1 

7.4 
39.1 
33.9 
53.5 

»In order to obtain comparable figures, the ISIC classification »^«¡^E^^iÄ?. 
refers to the previous International Standard Indugiai Oasnificatwn of All Economic Actmtui 
(ST/STAT/M.4/Rev.l). 
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TAB LI 38 (continueJ) 

Jf GDP (average) 

ì            Ï 
•x,            •», 

i              i 

X»                            X, 

Average annual 
growth rates 

SS    «« 2<*           ¡»O 
•NX»              «,*, 

x»x,            x, •, 

Economic grouping, 
region and sector 
(ISIC) 

Share t 

Ï 
Si 

Contri- 
bution 
ratio 

si 
x, x. 

Developing countries* 

Primary (0, 1 and 5) 42.1 39.8 36.1 3.8 3.2 28.8 
Secondary (2  4) 17.8 19.4 21.4 6.2 6.1 25.7 

Manufacturing (2 ai.d3) 14.2 15.7 17.4 6.4 6.3 21.3 
Tertiary (6  8) 40.1 40.8 42.5 5.0 5.3 45.5 

¡Mtin America 

Primary (0, 1 and 5) 27.0 25.1 23.1 4.3 3.7 19.0 
Secondary (2  4) 23.8 25.8 27.5 7.0 5.8 31.5 

Manufacturing (2 and 3) 20.3 32.5 24.1 7.4 5.9 28.1 
Tertiary (6   8) 49.2 49.1 49.4 5.5 5.0 49.5 

Asia 

Primary (0. 1 and 5 ) 50.5 49.1 44.4 3.5 3.1 35.9 
Secondary (2   4) 15.1 16.0 18.5 5.0 6.7 23.1 

Manufacturing (2 and 3 ) 11.9 12.4 14.5 4.8 6.9 18.2 
Tertiary (6  8) 34.4 34.9 37.2 4.2 5.5 41.0 

Sources Based on the Yearbook o) National Accounts Statistics, 1970, voK. I and II (United 
ÍtlüsZrOfíÍTn' 72.XVII.3); and other matenal supplied by the United Nations 

"The percentage share is calculated on the basis of a three-year average of GDP at constant 
tactor cost. The primary sector includes agriculture, mining and quarrying; it also includes elec- 
tricity, gas and water (ISIC 5) since these cannot be disaggregated from mining. The secondary 
sector includes manufacturing and construction. The tertiary sector covers the rest of 
economic activities m the national accounts published in the Yearbook of National Accounts 
AS ^nufactunng is defined in this chapter as ISK 2 and 3 in the International SuZdSrd 
Mutimi Classtflcation of Alt Economic Activities (ST/STA1 /M.4/Rev.l>. In chapters II  HI and 

on a com ound basis ('row,h «tes reler to the average annual rate of growth calculated 

coJolmJ^rZ c'a*sific'a!lon °f eco"omk: «rouP'nKs » «*«- throughout this volume, in 
conformi y with the classification adopted by the United Nations Statistical Office  "Developtnt 
ZTZ! T^S^lï•^ "?"' Central and S*»* Ameri". Af»• <°'h« than S AlricaX the Asian Middle East (other than Israel) and Last and South-Last Asia (other than Japan) 

Developed market economies" includes North America (Canada and the United Sutes of 
America) Europe (other than Kastern Furope), Australia, Israel, Japan, New Zealand, and South 
rV""1- Centrally planned economies" includes Albania, Bulgaria, Oechoslovakia, the German 
ÄÄRe,HP"bl,C',HHT,y' Poland  Romania, and the Union of Soviet Socialist Reputes 

<«m^!íaíílÍlaCt^Kn*.i,OUti,U* f?r Afriía ls taken from national income *•"' and is not strictly comparable with the data for othei regional and economic groupings. Separate rerkmal 
FÄ

CÖ0
1K f «mP>°y"«nt data fo, Africa axe not available from the United Nations StatE 

^S- nnCa '? "0,
i.

,hown « »eve»' »»bles in this volume. Although totals for developing 
countries generally include figures for Africa, it does not foUow that the precise figures for Africa 
can be derived by subtracting data for Asia and Latin America from the totals for the deVel^nJ 
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contribution in the former than in the latter countries. Moreover, since the rate of 
growth of the manufacturing sector is higher than that of other sectors, 
manufacturing made a still greater contribution to marginal increases in GDP, as 
indicated by the contribution ratio in the last column of table 38. Conversely, since 
the primary sector expands much less rapidly than other sectors in both the 
developed market economies and the developing countries, its contribution to 
marginal increases in GDP was reduced. In the developed market economies, its 
contribution ratio was 7.4 per cent compared with a share in GDP of 10.2 per cent in 
l%6 1968, and in the developing countries it was 28.8 per cent compared with a 
share in GDP of 36.1 per cent in 1%6   19o8. 

Throughout the entire period ll>53 |9b8 the over-all structure of the 
developing countries was steadily modified, with a reduction in the relative si¿e of 
the primary sector and an increase in that of other sectors, in particular of the 
manufacturing sector. The developed market economies showed little change in 
structure ovei the first half of this period. This pattern also pertained to 
constiuction, whose share steadily increased in the developing countries throughout 
the period, from 3.6 per cent to 4 per cent of GDP. In the developed market 
economies, however, its share remained at about 6 per cent over the first half of the 
period and fell to 5 6 per cent over the second half. 

The tertiary sector is somewhat smaller in developing countries than it is in the 
developed market economies, but throughout the period it showed a more rapid rate 
of increase. This sector encompasses services, and it is useful to compare its growth 
with that of the productive sectors, since a more rapid expansion in the supply of 
services than of goods is inflationary in character. In the case of the developed 
market economies, services expanded more rapidly than goods over the first half ot 
the period, achieving an annual rate of 3.9 per cent compared with 3.5 per cent for 
goods, but this situation was corrected in the second half. In the developing 
countries, however, the gap widened over the period; the supply of goods expanded 
at a late of 4.5 per cent in the first half and at a rate of 4.1 per cent in the second, 
and the supply of services grew at rates of 5 per cent in the tirst half and 5 3 per cent 
in the second. 

From table 38 it may be seen that the primary sector was much smaller, and the 
manufacturing sector much larger, in Latin America than in Asia. There was, 
however, a greater change in the structure of GDP in Asia, especially in the second 
half of the period when the output of both manufactures and services expanded 
rapidly. In Latin America, the share of services in GDP was stationary, and the rates 
of growth of manufacturing slackened. The expansion of the services sector in Asia 
involved some degree of inflation, with the supply of services increasing at an annual 
rate of 5.5 per cent, compared with a rate of 4.1 per cent for goods. 

The most consistent feature of structural change in the developed market 
economies as well as in developing countries and regions was evidently the increasing 
importance of manufacturing output in relation to the output of raw materials; the 
output of the former expanded about twice as rapidly as that of the latter. This 
aspect is examined further in tables 39, 40 and 41, which give figures for sectoral 
growth for a total of 36 developing countries in Latin America, Asia and Africa. 

If tnese countries are grouped according to per capita GDP (table 42), it appears 
that the contribution of manufacturing to GDP increases rapidly with rising incomes, 
while the contribution of the primary sector falls. 
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TAiLE 39.     SHARE OF GDP,' GROWTH RATES AND CONTRIBUTION RATIO OF THE 
THREE MAX» SECTORS IN 17 LATIN AMERICAN COUNTRIES, 1953   1941 

1 FerctnHft) 

3km of GDP 
(trtragt) 

.4 wi» 
growth fotn C MtfPvVM rPPW 

Ctmmtry or mrwm 
tmâwctor 

1953- 
1933 

1939- 
1941 

1944- 
194% 

1933-1933 
1939  ¡Hi 

1939-1941 
1944-194S 

1933-1933 
1944-194» 

Argentina 

Primary 
Secondary 

Manufacturing 
Tertiary 

21.8 
34.5 

¿9.1 
43.7 

18.4 
37.8 
32.4 
43.8 

18.1 
40.7 
34.7 
41.2 

0.7 
5.2, 
5.5 
3.6 

2.8 
4.2 
4.1 
2.2 

11.0 
52.5 
45.2 
36.5 

OW/e* 

Primary 
Secondary 

Manufacturing 
Tertiary 

18.1 
20.2 
18.4 
59.7 

20.0 
27.7 
22.3 
52.3 

21.6 
33.3 
26.9 
45.1 

Bolivia 

Primary 
Secondary1, 

Manufacturing 
Tertiary 

45.8 
21.0 
16.9 
33.2 

42.4 
18.5 
13.4 
39.1 

38.1 
23.0 
15.2 
38.9 

0.8 
1.6 
3.3 
3.3 

3.8 
8.S 
7.3 
5.3 

22.3 
27.2 
11.8 
50.5 

Colombia 

Primary 
Secondary 

Manufacturing 
Tertiary 

40.4 
19.0 
14.8 
40.6 

39.5 
20.9 
16.6 
39.6 

35.2 
22.4 
17.6 
42.4 

3.8 
5.8 
6.3 
3.8 

3.0 
5i 
5.6 
5.7 

214 
26.7 
21.2 
44.9 

Dominican Republic 

Primary 
Secondary 

Manufacturing 
Tertiary 

... 
29.3 
21.0 
17.2 
49.7 

25.7 
22.0 
16.2 
52.3 

0.9 
3.« 
2.0 
4.0 

8.1 
27.0 
Ili) 
65 0 

Ecuador 

Primary                40.5 
Secondary            19.3 

Manufacturing 15.3 
Tertiary                40.2 

38.9 
20.7 
15.5 
40.4 

3.7 
5.7 
4M 
4.5 

• • • 
33.5 
25.5 
16.1 
41.0 
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Ccmmtryar 1933- 
1933 

tlSahmk* 

Primary 
Secondary 

Manufacturing 
Tertiary 

•1GDT 

1939- 
19*1 

31.6 
IS.6 
14.5 
49.1 

26.1* 
22.S 
IS.O 
Sl.l 

4wwy 

1933-1933  1939  19*1   ¡933  1933 
1939-19*1   I9M   ¡9*ê   199*  If' 

3.5' 
10.5 
10.7 

7.3 

15.0 
31.3 
25.1 
53.7 

Guêtfmdt 

Primary 
Secondary 

Manufacturing 
Tertiary 

31.9 
15.3 
12.2 
52J 

30.2 
I5.S 
12.9 
54.0 

29.1 
17.0 
14.1 
53.9 

4.0 
5.5 
5.1 
5.3 

4.4 
6.1 
7.2 
5.2 

25.1 
19.5 
16.1 
55.4 

imymm 

Primary 
Secondary 

Manufacturé«! 

Ttrtiary 

40.7 
17.4 
10.0 
41.9 

42.0 
15.9 
11.5 
42.1 

0.9 
3.1 
4.6 
0.0 

Homimm 

Secondary 
Manufacturing 

Tertiary 

49.7 
16.9 
11.1 
33.4 

4*. S 
16.2 
12.6 
35.0 

40.6 
21.3 
16.3 
3t. 1 

3.6 
3.1 
6.1 
4.1 

2.7 
9.» 
9.4 
6.7 

295 
26.7 
22.5 
431 

rrimary 

Manufacturing 

Tertiary 

21.4 
26.6 
14.1 
52.0 

21.2 
27.4 
IS* 
51.4 

4.5 
5.3 
6.S 
4.4 

20.5 
30.6 
214 
41.9 

¿Vie, 

Tertiary 

33.0 
It J 
12.5 
44.2 
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TAUE 3» (comtwmeé) 

MmofCOP 
femmßt 

4wnaj> \* wlwe^WPIpflWW 

Cmmmêry m mm 
*né meter 

1933- 
1933 

1939- 
mi 

19*4 1933  1935 
1939  19*1 

1939  19*1 
i ^^99      Í TW 

1933-1933 
19**  19*i 

Aftern* 

Primary 
Secondary 

Manufacturing 
Tertiary 

24.6 
22.3 
13.8 
53.1 

22.3 
25.5 
16.6 
52.2 

6.1 
10.2 
11.1 
7.5 

18.3 
31.0 
21.3 
50.6 

JtotapMv 

Primary 
Secondary 

Manufacturing 
Tertiary 

36.» 
19.3 
17.3 
43.9 

35.7 
19.6 
16.7 
44.7 

33.1 
19.8 

16.2 
47.1 

2.7 
3.5 
2J 
3.5 

i.2 
4.4 
3.6 
5.1 

27.2 
20.5 
14.4 
52.3 

hterto Rh o 

Primary 
Secondary 

Manufacturing 
Tertiary 

13.0 
32.4 
22.3 
54.6 

6.4 
36.7 
25.7 
56.9 

1.6 
11.2 
III 
9.9 

1.4 
41.8 
2S.5 
59.6 

U**amy 

Primary 
Secondary' 

Manufacturing 
Tertiary 

15.7 
30.1 
22.2 
54.2 

14.7 
30.6 
22.7 
55.3 

15.9 
29.3 
22.9 
54.8 

2.1 
0.5 
0.0 
0.0 

2.2 
0.4 
1.0 
0.6 

25.0 
0.0 

50.0 
75.0 

Venezuele 

Primary 
Secondary 

Manufacturing 
Tertiary 

36.0 
20.1 
13.0 
43.9 

33.1 
22.2 
14.8 
44.7 

33 
6.5 
7.0 
5.1 

24.2 
28.7 
20.3 
47.1 

ÏÏSiorftï 72.XVIU); m* oilier mettra mpftM by the URM «ate«*. 

**— tafelt 31, foot-not« «, for MMTC«« me á«fmttiom. 
*Gwwtl> rate» ate net cmnmtod ***** of ta« éÍKontMHNty of time «nei ésta at the 

' ofSmkmd Accmmtt 
^EacMéMg fa« ani water. 
*l%3   1H7. 

*~"*^t       1~i        1 quafrymg. 
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TA1U 40      SHARK OF GDP,' GROWTH RATES AND CONTR1RLTJON RATK) Of  THI 
THREE MAX» SECTORS IN 10 ASIAN C OUNTRIES, 1953   1%« 

(Percentage) 

Start of Gt* 
growth 

19331953 
1939   1961 

rates 

1959-1961 
¡9éél96S 

Contribution 
ratio 

CiMtmHy or arm 
•PAS iwlw 

1953 
1955 

¡939 
I9él 

19éé 
l9éS 

19531955 
1966-196S 

Cypms 

Primary 

Secondary 
Manufacturing 

Tertiary 

38.8 

19.1 

13.4 

42.1 

25.7 
21.5 
13.0 
52.8 

30.0 

19.2 

11.9 

50.8 

* 8.4 

4.3 

4.7 

5.4 

25.5 
19.2 
11.2 
55.3 

lmä*e 

Primary*' 

Secondary 
Manufacturing 

Tertiary 

54.5 

20.2 

25.3 

50.7 
20.4 
14.0 
28.9 

43.2 

23.3 

16.4 

33.5 

2.3 

3.7 

5.9 

0.2 

5.3 

5.6 

5.5 

5.0 
38.5 
30.3 
56.4 

km 

Primary 

Secondary 

Manufacturing 

Tertiary 

47.7 
13.6 
8.8 

38.7 

45.6 

17.9 

11.6 

36.5 

6.6 

12.5 

12.3 

6.3 

41.5 
26.1 
16.7 
32.4 

hw¡ 

Primary 

Secondary 

Manufacturing 

Tertiary 

61.3 
114 

6.3 

27.3 

53.8 
14.(, 
9.4 

31.6 

52.7 

13.3 

8.8 

34.0 

3.1 

9.8 

12.7 

8.0 

6.2 
5 "> 

5.5 

7.7 

45.1 
15.0 
10.9 
39.9 

\4akvm 

Primary 

Secondary 
Manufacturing 

Tertiary 

40.0 
13.9 
84 

44.1 

37.1 

17.1 

IOS 

45.1 

3.7 

11.3 

11.5 

5.4 

25.6 
30.2 
18.9 
44.2 

fttkuUm 

Primary 

Secondary 

Manufacturing 

Tertiary 

362 

9.7 

8.0 

34.1 

52.6 
12.7 
9.9 

34.7 

45.7 

17.4 

11.8 

36.7 

6.9 

7.6 

6.7 

3.3 

3.4 
10.4 

8.2 

6.3 

31.9 
2S.0 
17.0 
40.1 
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TABLE 40 (continued) 

Share of GDP Avenge mutual       _   _.   ^ 
(avente)  growth ntes iSo 

Country or area 1953-     1959-      19Ó6-   ¡953-1955  1959-1961   1953-1955 
andmctor 1955       1961 1968     1959-1961   1966-1968 1966-1968 

Philippines1 

Primary 36.9 33.3 32.6 3.8 4.6 28.1 
Secondary* 19.8 21.4 21.1 6.9 4.8 22.5 

Manufacturing 15.1 17.8 17.4 8.5 4.6 19.8 
Tertiary 43.3 45.3 46.3 6.4 5.3 49.4 

Sri Lanka 

Primary 47.4 42.4 2.5 27.0 
Secondary 13.2 15.4 6.4 22.0 

Manufacturing 4.8 8.9 13.7 21.5 
Tertiary 39.4 42.2 5.2 51.0 

Republic of Korea 

Primary 51.9 46.7 37.7 2.9 4.4 25.9 
Secondary 11.4 16.4 26.5 11.2 15.3 39.0 

Manufacturing 8.7 13.0 20.6 11.9 15.0 30.4 
Tertiary 36.7 36.9 35.8 4.8 7.2 35.1 

Thmknd 

Primary 
Secondary 

Manufacturing 
Tertiary 

39.5 32.3 
15.8 21.0 
11.6 14.2 
44.7 46.7 

4.5 19.0 
12.0 28.7 
10.7 18.0 
8.3 49.8 

^MkJoffhl      ' ^^       72.XVU.3); an* other materiat »apea« fcy th» Unteti 

*Sw tatto it, feoMwti «, fot mmen me éalUMoe*. 
*Gfowtn MfliN «at 
•toe* of Nettarne Acema 
'NrtéMMtakpNálKtl 

'EacMhai «fectricity, nu «4 water, wMc» ma mctoéaé m ta» tertiary wctei. 

'Wrtiimiiii! erartact(Him. 
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TABLE 41       SHARE OF GDP," GROWTH RATES AND CONTRIBUTION RATIO OF THE 
" THREE MAJOR SECTORS IN 9 AFRICAN COUNTRIES, 1953-1968 

Country or 
and tector 

(Percentage) 

Shan of GDP 
(avente) 

1953- 
1955 

1959- 
1961 

1966- 
1968 

Avenge annual 
growth ntet Contribution 
  ntto 
1953-1955  1959-1961   1953-1955 
1959-1961  1966-1968   1966-1968 

Egypt 

Primary 
Secondary 

Manufacturing 
Tertiary 

29.1 
26.0 
21.0 
44.9 

26.3 
27.7 
21.6 
46.0 

3.4 
6.3 
5.7 
5.6 

18.3 
32.7 
23.3 
45.0 

Ethiopia* 

Primary 
Secondary 

Manufacturing 
Tertiary 

63.5 . 57.3 
12.6 15.3 
6.2 8.0 

23.9 27.4 

2.1 26.5 
10.0 28.7 
11.5 16.6 
8.4 44.7 

Kenyt 

Primary 
Secondary 

Manufacturing 
Tertiary 

37.6 
15.7 
9.9 

46.7 

UbymnÀnè 
Rejmbtk 

Primary 
Secondary 

Manufacturing 
Tertiary 

50.7' 60.5 
10.2 10.3 
3.6 2.4 

39.1 29.2 

31.0*" 67 1 
25.7 10.4 
12.5 1.5 
16.6 22.5 

M. 
Primary 64.6 62.1' 4.1/ 53.0 

Secondary 9.6 11.3 8.4 17.5 

Manufacturing 4.1 5.7 8.8 9.3 

Tertiary 25.1 26.6 5.5 29.4 
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TABLE 41 (continued) 

Short of GDP 
(average) 

Aventft 
growth 

annual 
ratet Contribution 

ratio 
Country or area 
and sector 

1953- 
1955 

1959- 
¡961 

¡966 
¡968 

¡953-¡955 
¡959-¡96] 

¡959-1961 
1966-1968 

1953-1955 
1966-1968 

Sudan 

Primary 
Secondary 

Manufacturing 
Tertiary 

58.3 
11.0 
4.3 

30.7 

57.8 
11.0 
4.6 

31.2 

4.6 
4.8 
6.7 
5.2 

55.6 
11.1 
6.2 

33.3 

Tunisia 

Primary' 
Secondary/ 

Manufacturing 
Tertiary 

26.5* 
23.9 
13.3 
49.6 

20.6 
26.2 
15.4 
53.2 

-0.7' 
5.1 
6.0 
4.7 

5.0 
36.4 
24.5 
68.6 

Uganda 

Primary 
Secondary 

Manufacturing 
Tertiary 

61.0* 
13.5 
8.1 

25.5 

62.3 
10.7 
6.8 

27.0 

60.0' 
11.4 
7.7 

28.6 

3.9 
1.2 
0.2 
4.5 

3.5 
5.3 
6.4 
5.1 

58.1 
7.4 
7.0 

34.5 

United Republic 
of Tanzania 

Primary* 
Secondai y 

Manufacturing 
Tertiary 

60.9 
5.J 
3.4 

33.8 

59.7 
6.6 
4.4 

33.7 

3.9 
9 0 

10.3 
4.3 

34.6 
12.2 
8.9 

33.3 

Sources: lated on the Yearbook of Hat tond Accountt Statistics, 1970, voit. I and II (Hartad 
Nations M»h*catiofi, Sties No. 72.XV1I.3); and other material mffiUi fcy the Unit«* Nine» 
Statntical Office. 

'See table 31, foot-note a, for <to»irces and definitions. 
*I9*1   19*3 and 1*65   19*7. 
¿19*2   19*4. 
^Grawth rale« between I%1   19*4 md 19**   19*1. 
'19*4   19*«. 
'Growth ratei between 1959   19*1 «né 19*4   19**. 
'KscfceJinj nahte«, which H included in the wcondary sectet. 
'I9J4   195*. 

'l9*5   19*7. 
'V *Oi*àm$ the haaie melar*, whkh i 
"19*0   19*2 and 19*3   19*7. 

M the arimaiy wet«. 
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TABU 42.      SFCTCKAL SHARK Ol GDP AT VARIOUS LI VFLSOI PkR CAPUA (¡DP 

Per capita 
GDP 1966   1968 
(dolían) 

Share of GDP 

Number of 
countries 

Primary 
sector 

Secondary 
sector 

Less than 100 

100  200 

200  300 

More than 300 

7 

7 

13 

55.1 

36.2 

34.7 

29.0 

-Percentage 
13.7 

21.4 

20.8 

24.0 

Manufac- 
turing 

8.4 

1 5.2 

15.3 

Tertiary 
sector 

31.3 

42.4 

44.5 

47.0 

Sources Based on Yearbook of Mattonai Accounts Statistics, 1970 vols. I and111 (United 
Mutions publication, Sales No. 72.XV10); and other material supplied by the united Nations 
Statistical Office. 

An increase is also shown in the contribution of the tertiary sector, but whereas, 
by analogy with the situation in the developed market economies, the contribution 
of manufacturing may be expected to increase considerably more with increasing 
income, that of the tertiary sector would reach a limit at about 50 per cent of GDP. 

Thè relation between income and the share of manufacturing in CiDP does not 
identify the causal connexion. It is well known, however, that increasing income 
results in a more than proportional increase in the demand for manufactures, so that 
if this demand is met from domestic sources, the share of manufacturing in GDP 
rises. In table 43, 30 of the above 36 countries for which information is available are 
divided into 15 high-growth and 15 low-growth countries. Their characteristics are 

indicated in this table. 
The countries with the highest growth rates in manufacturing output were 

evidently those with the highest growth rates in total output. It also appears that the 
rate of growth of manufacturing relative to that of GDP was much higher in the 
high-growth countries than in the low-growth countries. As a natural consequence, as 
shown in table 43, the change m sectoral structure associated with the increasing 
importance of manufacturing was much greater in the high-growth than in the 
low-growth countries. 

Since the main purpose of development is to raise income levels, an important 
feature of structural change it the extent to which the various sectors generate 
increases m productivity. This i» shown in table 44 for 20 countries tor which this 
information it available. Although it is extremely difficult in the developing countries 
to obtain reliable data on employment, and such figures may contain larger errors 
than those for output, they are sufficient to indicate the average position. On the 
average, there was an «create of 3.8 per cent per annum in agricultural output and a 
corresponding increate of 1.5 per cent in employment, pving an averagi rate ol 
increase in agricultural productivity of 2.3 per cent per annum. Corresponding rates 
of increase in output, employment and productivity in the other sectors we« 7.3, 
1.8 and 3.5 per cent respectively in industry, and 5.8, 4.4 and 1.4 per cent in the 
services It follows that a given increase in GDf is obtained from the manufacturing 
sector with fewer labour resources than from other sectors. This is particularly so m 
the higher-income countries. In the long term this is highly desirable, although in the 
short term the provision of employment opportunities m developing countries should 
also be taken into considération. 
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TABLE 43. CHARACTERISTKTS OF HIGH-GROWTH AND LOW-GROWTH COUNTRIES 

¡Percentage) 

Rate of growth 

Sector 

h-groM 
1959 1961 
1966-1968 

Low-growth countriet 
1959-1961 
1966-1968 

Manufacturing 10.6 4.9 
Primary 3.6 3.1 
Tertiary 6.6 4.4 
GDP 6.1 3.9 

ShtÊtt ofGDF 

J 939-1961 / Jr99     i Wo 1959-196 f ¡964-1964 

Primary 43.6 38.8 34.5 32.6 
Secondary 15.8 19.9 22.2 22.9 
Manufacturing 10.7 13.4 15.9 16.6 
Tertiary 40.6 41.3 43.3 44.5 

Source Tables 39, 40 and 41. 

TAiLK 44.    GROWTH OF OUTPUT AND EMPLOYMENT FOR THE MAJOR SECTORS IN 
SELECTED DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 

(Average ammutì growth mit, by parce mtage) 

IIPPWW PwP* 

ofmttaml 

in in 
Afhc* 

Egypt 1960-1967 3 5 \ 6 3 5 4 

Am 

Malaysia 

Pakistan 

1955   1957 aart 1960-1962 
1960-1962 ma 1964-1966 
1959   1961 ami 1965   1967 

6 
4 
3 

12 
9 

5 
6 
7 

0 
0 
1 

J 
3 
9 

J 
4 
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Region 
mdcoi country Period 

Growth rate 
of output 

Orowth rate 
of employment 

Philippines        1959   1961 and 1965-1967 

Republic of 
Korei 1959   1961 and 1965   1969 

Syrian Arab 
Republic      1961   1968 

S 

1 I 1 I r I 
1967        4 4      5 l 1 3 

1969        5 14      7 1 11 7 

4 6      8 1 3 1 

Latin America 

Argentina 
Bolivia 
Brazil 
Chile 
Colombia 
Cotta Rka 
Dominican 

Republic 
Ecuador 
El Salvador 
Guatemala 
Honduras 
Mexico 
Nkw4gua 
Panama 
Paraguay 
Peru 
Uruguay 
Venezuela 

960 1969 
960 1969 
960 1969 
960 1969 
960^ 1969 
960   1969 

96a 
96fr 
960 
960 
960- 
960 
960^ 
960 
960- 
960 
96a 
960 

1969 
1969 
1969 
1969 
1969 
1969 
1969 
1969 
1969 
1969 
1969 
1969 

2 5 3 1 1 3 
i 8 5 1 3 4 

4 6 5 1 3 5 
i 6 4 1 2 4 

4 6 6 2 3 6 

5 8 7 3 3 5 

1 5 4 •> 3 <> 

3 5 6 •) 2 5 

3 8 6 -> 3 4 

4 7 5 4 7 5 

4 9 4 2 4 5 

4 8 7 2 4 5 

4 8 9 3 3 7 

6 II 7 2. 4 3 

3 6 5 2 4 5 

2 6 6 i 2 5 

2 1 1 1 1 3 

6 4 5 1 5 5 

Im at MMf fcy Wya YMW, "taémtri««*»»« mi rimetterai chame 

. **. .c—m", w ¿íTIíD¿, ¿*i>. »»^ "Ä*,f£&£££ 
7J2ZZ..I7TOZ¿  I2 • fUmtei1 ritieni mlicatiaa, Sah» Ne. 72.XVH.3),Bcammmi 

oflAmm ****«, /•«• fG«»«va, Menatml U**»» Office, 1W|. 
•F« Mm cm***, «eh**«« «uy mm*imtu*m (IMT 2, 3»; otherwwe, «tch*« 

•i beak Mmcit. 
     .1 acnynM* tf «WMI««*, cwmiM.iiEc.li«! ana tiuHfortatiuii. the «eel« 
I« HH tertiary -etat in the MWVVHM uMe*. 
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TABLE 45.     GROSS FIXED CAPHTAL FORMATWN AS PERCENTAGE OF GDP AND 
INCREMENTAL CAPITAL OUTPUT RATIO FOR SELECTED DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 

Region and country 

Grou fixed 
cepita formation 
m percentage 

Incremental 
capita or art* Nrioé of GDP output ratio 

Africa 

Congo 1966   I%8 19 5.6 
Ethiopia l%l    l%7 12 2.6 
Ghana l%0   1969 15 6.8 
Kenya 1964   1969 17 2.5 
Libyan Arab Republic 1962   196« 26 1.0 
Malawi 1964   1968 13 2.4 
Mauritius I960   1966 19 3.6 
Morocco I960   1969 12 3.2 
Nigeria 1960   1966 12 2.7 
Sierra Leone 1963   1968 13 2.3 
Southern Rhodesia 1965   1969 14 3.2 
Sudan I960   1965 13 3.3 
Tunisia I960   1969 23 5.6 
United Republic of 

Tanzania 1964   1969 15 2.5 
Zaire 1966   1968 15 4.5 
Zambia 1964   1968 •»i 2.2 

Asm 

Cyprus I960   1969 20 3.2 
India I960   1969 20 2.4 
Iran I960   1969 17 1.9 
Pakistan I96.Í   196/ 15 2.8 
Philippines I960   |%9 IN 3.7 
Republic of Korea I960   1969 21 2.3 
Republic of Viet-Nam I960   1968 10 3.0 
Sri Lanka 196.1    l%9 15 2.9 
Thailand I960   l%9 20 2.4 

Latin America 

Argentina I960   19*9 19 4.8 
•olma 19*0   19*9 14 2.3 
•raza I960   1968 1* J.* 
Chic I960   1969 15 3.3 
V-tWO^WOlB 19*0-1969 IS 3.7 
DOMéHCM Republic 19*0   1968 12 4.1 
Ecuador 19*0-19*4 13 3JQ 
H Salvador 19*0  19*« IJ 2.0 
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Grow /Ixc d 
capital formation Incremental 

Region and country 
orarte Period 

as percentage 
of GDP 

capital 
output ratio 

Guatemala l%Ü 1 lHW i: 2i 

Honduras 1%0 l"6l> 15 2.7 

Jamaica l%0 ll>b8 :o 4.3 

Mexico 1%0 1 "(>7 10 2.4 

Nicaragua l%0 ll>04 lb T   T 

Panama l%0 ll>ou IK 2.3 

Paraguay i%: 1 %0 14 3.2 

Peru l%0 1969 lo 3.3 

Puerto Rico l%0 |9o9 25 3.3 

Vene/uela l%0 1*H»»» 18 3.1 

W<v. Based on Yearbook of Sattonal Accounts Statistic*, 1970. vol». I and II (United 
Nations publication, Sales No. 72.XVII.3». 

V«,/,- IVrcvillage distribution of gross fixed capital formation is the weighted average for the 
period. Incremental capital output ratio is calculated by the formula 

-'lì 
«here: «      growth . .le of GDP; í   = incremental capital output ratio; / » gross fixed capital 

'"" TheUf»uês\'or incremental capital output ratio given her«: may differ from those ir¡table M 
covering the periods 19*0 1962, Ì965 1*7 and 1967 - 1969 «nee the rates ol growth of GDP 
shown in table 30 reftec t to a greater extent thJ fluctuations in ODP. 

Corresponding sectoral inputs of capital in relation to output could be 
compared, using incremental capital output ratios, but data from which these ratio» 
could be calculated are scant. Table 45 fives data for the economy as a whole in a 
number of developing countries, from which an average of about 3.1 is obtained. 
I ew developing countries five this information for the manufacturing sector alone, 
!>ut for the countries that do, it would appear that the incremental capital output 
ratio in manufacturing is slightly below that for the economy as a whole.1 Thus, il 
may be concluded that this sector not only uses labour more efficiently, but alto 
capital resources. . i 

More countries (table 46) give the share of machinery and equipment in capital 
formation, and this may be ueed as a rough indication of whether investment in 
manufacturing is above or below average- F°* example, table 46 indicates that this 
share in 1966-1968 was much higher in Latin America, at 48.6 per cent, than in 
Asia at 39 1 per cent. Since total capital formation as a percentage of GDf was 
virtually the same in both regions, capita formation in manufacturing was probably 
also at a higher level in Latin America than in Asia. This higher level of investment 
would only result in a higher rate of growth, however, if the capital output ratios in 
manufacturing in the two regions were similar. However, as growth was higher in Asia 
than in Latin Amerita, it would seem that this ratio was considerably lower in As». 

1 Set Worid Economic Survey, I9é9  1970 (tinted Nations publication, Sales No. 71.U.C. 11, 
table )2. 
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TAILE 4«.    GROSS FIXED CAPITAL FOR MATRON AS A PERCENTAGE OF GDP AND 
INVESTMENT IN MACHINERY AND EQUIPMENT AS A PERCENTAGE OF GROSS FIXED 

CAPITAL FORMATION 

ñagkM ama country 
or arta Hriod 

Grouñxaé 
capeta formation 
maarcentage 
ofGDt flxté capital farmahot < 

Africa 

Ethiopia 1965   l%7 13.5 30.8 
Ghana 1%6   196« I:J 33.2 
Kenya 1967   196» 18.7 52.6 
Libyan Arab Republic 1966   1968 24.6 31.7 
Mauritius 1966   1968 17.0 38.9 
Morocco 1966   1968 14.3 36.9 
Sierra Leone 1966   1968 14» 46.3 
Southern Rhodesia 1966-1968 13.4 45.1 
Tunisia 1965   1967 29.6 35.2 
United Republic of 

Tanzania 1965   1967 16.8 47.5 
Zambia 1966-1968 23.4 47.0 

Am 

Cyprus 1966-1968 20.6 41.8 
Indonesia 1966-1968 8.0« 45.5« 
Ira« 1965-1967 17.4 34.3 
Iraq 1966-1968 16.4 34.8 
lordati 1966-1968 17.0 24.6 
Khmer Republic 1965-1967 16.1 27.6 
Lebanon 1966-1967 23.1 33.5 
Malaysia 1964—1966 19.2 33.3 
Philippines 1966-1968 18.8 48.7 
Republic of Korea 1966-1968 26.9 48.3 
Singapore 1966-1968 15.4 48.3 
Sri Lanka 1966-1968 14.8 22.2 
Syria« Arab Republic 1966-1968 19.9 S6.9 
Tl^fand 1965-1967 24.5 47.1 

IM Attttnca 

Ar fratina 1966-1968 20.5 53.1 
Bolivia 1966-1968 20.4 51.5 
Chile 1966-1968 19.0 43.5 
Colombia 1965-1967 17.1 43.9 
Costa Rka 1965-1967 23.2 54.9 
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rk^BÁwMi BcadMèc 196*. lf*l '4.3 36.1 

EJServ»** |f*5   1*67 13.2 St.i 

GwateiMfc* 1966-1*6« 12.3 61.* 

Jamaica 1*65   1*67 20.3 47.0 

NJcarapta 1*66-l*M 
1 TW|»    I^^B 

lût 
22.1 

62.3 
4*3 

NrapMy 
hMftoRko 

IT©©""   I :^9w 

1 9B©   19Wl 

15.5 
24.7 

S2.2 
30.3 

Venezuela |*6<H l*6i 17.0 31.* 

* af Abfamal Accmmn i, /•#•, «ai 1 (VatMi Matte» 

•ttfcfc arta*, fain N* 71.XVM.I). 
*G#M 



II   STRUCTURAL CHANGE 
WITHIN THE MANUFACTURING SECTOR 

IN THF DEVELOPING COUNTRIES, 
THE DEVELOPED MARKET AND 

THE CENTRALLY PLANNED ECONOMIES 

Structural change within the manufacturing sector must be analysed from several 
point* of view and at various levels of disaggregation. The aim of this chapter is 
mainly to throw light on the general tendency or pattern of the change that hat 
occurred in the past one and a half decades in the three economic grouping*. For the 
purpose of the discussion, the manufacturing sector is broken down into the main 
branches of industry at the two-digit level of the ISIC classification.1 Structural 
change is examined from three major aspects, namely, the relative share of output, 
the structure of employment and the relative productivity of labour. Investigation 
from other standpoints and at more detailed levels is undertaken in the following 
chapters. Some of the main findings of this chapter follow. 

First, with regard to the per-employee level of output in the manuf <turing 
sector as a whole, the gap between the developed market and the central planned 
economies, which was clearly evident in the middle of the I9S0«, had nearly 
disappeared by I 970, owing to the remarkable progress made in productivity by the 
centrally planned economies. There exists, however, a noticeable difference in the 
relative shares of the various sectors, both for output and employment, reflecting 
differences in consumption and investment patterns with regard to demand, and in 
comparative advantage with regard to supply. 

Secondly, although the developing countries over the period 1955 1970 
attained a higher growth in manufacturing output than the developed market 
economies, there still existed a considerable difference in the per-emptoyee level of 
output as well as in the output and employment structure. In 1969, the level of 
output per employée in the developing countries was only $900, which was less than 
one sixth of that in the other economic groupings. Further, the share of light 
industry was stiM 54 per cent of total output and 71 per cent of total employment in 
the manufacturing sector oí the developing countries. Moreover, the gap in 
per-employee output had been increasing, since the «crease in the rate of labour 
productivity was lower m the developing countries, owing to the dominance of 
labour-intensive methods and inefficiency in production. It should be noted, 
however, that a lower increase in productivity relative to output was accompanied by 

'in this ami the iiiHowwtg chapters, ISK   refers to the Ut«»t revision of ttt« Intermtioml 
Standard InJuitrwl i kniff alum at 4M hcommn Aitivitk?* < ST/ST AT/M.4/Rev 2/A(M. I >. 
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an increase in employment, of as much as 3.9 per cent annually, which must have 
helped somewhat to mitigate the unemployment problem. 

Thirdly, there existed a wide difference among the developing regions in the 
productivity level and in the industrial structure. In the most recent year tor which 
data are available, the level of manufacturing output per employee in Asia was still 
one fourth of that in Latin America. In 1970, in Asia, the share of light industry in 
manufacturing output was 60.6 per cent and its share of employment was 12 J per 
cent. In Latin America, its shares of output and employment were 47.6 per cent and 
64.5 per cent respectively. Although Asia attained a slightly higher growth in 
manufacturing output than Latin America over the period under review, the gap in 
labour productm'y between the two regions was not reduced. 

Finally, the structure of relative productivity,4 and, to some extent, comparative 
advantage, have undergone dynamic change in the process of industrialization. A 
sipiffcant alteration in the structure of relative productivity occurred especially in 
the centrally planned economies and in the developing countries. A usual pattern ot 
change has involved the tendency of relative productivity to decrease in light 
industry and to increase in heavy industry. This pattern implies that light industry 
loses its comparative advantage and heavy industry gains comparative advantage as 
industrialization proceeds. In the developing countries, however, the dual character 
of the economy has affected the structure of relative productivity to a large extent 
and has acted to obscure this tendency. In industries where production has been 
carried out largely in smaM-scale cottage factories with inferior equipment, labour has 
tended to have a lower relative productivity, even if the industries have had a latent 
comparative advantage from the standpoint of resource endowment. 

Relativ« alum «f mttawt and iwyloyiwtut 

Industrial structure is like a polyhedron with many facets; it must be examined 
from several points of view. The most familiar concept of industrial structure is one 
in terms of value added. The relative share of each branch of industiy in the 
manufacturing sector as a whole in terms of value added is taken to reflect the 
industrial structure. This concept has been adopted for some time in economic- 
analyses, and the present analysis follows suit up to a point. Later in this chapter, 
other aspects of the industrial structure and the causes of change in the relative 
shares of the various industries are investigated. 

Table 47 shows the percentage distribution of 10 major industry groups in the 
manufacturing sector as a whole in the developing countries, the devek>ped market 
and the centrally planned economies for 1955, I960, and the most recent year for 
which data were available. Figure 1 shows the relative share of value added by these 
major industry groups in the light and heavy manufacturing sectors, for the three 
economic groupings. 

4The relative productivity of labour is defwwd here as the percentage ratio of value added 
per employee in the industry concernid to the averne »»lue added pe' employee in the 
manufacturing sector a» a whole. 
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So far as the share» of light and heavy industries* ate concerned, the developed 
market and the centrally planned economies continued to have nearly the same 
structure in the mott recent yean shown in the table and in ligure I. Light industry 
had a »hare of les» than one third of the whole manufacturing sector, or JI per cent 
m the developed market economies and 30.2 per cent in the centrally planned 
economies. By contrast, m the developing countries, light industry still had a share of 
more than one half, or 54.3 per cent, in 1^70. 

Figure I.     ñektive »hare of wmw added by mmfor jrowp of mmmfmhtrmf mduswv 
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When viewed at the ISIC two^àgit level, the difference in industrial structure 
between the developed mark*t and the centrally planned economies becomes clear. 
In the developed market economies, tht paper and printing industry (IMC 34) and 
the chemicafe and petroleum products industry (ISIC 35) had a greater share than 
they had in the centrally planned economies. •* contraat, tht structure of the 
manufacturing sector in tht centrally planned economies indicated a relatively larger 
share for the food industry (ISIC 31), the non-metallic mintral products industry 

'Accord,«, to the ISIC c»M.iiic»tio.., light «di«try mctod^ food, *•Z*^¿¡¡¡£*. 
textile*   wearine apparel, leather and fooHrew; wood Biod*«is a*d •w^t^J"•*"- 

industry «elude«: pulp end paper; chemical», petrofcwm mi coal produits, iKm-m«talic mineral 
products; bask metals; and metal product* and machiiiery. 
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(ISIC Mi) and the metal products and machinery industry (ISIC 38 > This tact may 
reflect the difference between consumption and investment patterns in the two 
economic groupings. 

In the developing countries, in 1970, the largest industry was the food industry, 
which had a share of as much as 24.8 per cent, followed by the metal products and 
machinery industry with a share of 18.6 per cent, the textile and wearing apparel 
industry (ISIC M) with a combined share of 18.4 per cent, and the chemicals and 
petroleum products industry with a share of 16.3 per cent. The food and textile 
industries had considerably more weight than they had in the other two economic 
grouping«, while the metal products and machinery industry had a share that was less 
than one half of that in the developed countries. 

It is usually maintained thai the share of light industry decreases and that of 
heavy industry increases with industrial progress This view may be confirmed either 
by a comparison that is world-wide or by a time-series analysis HI one country or 
region. Table 47 also shows the change in the percentage share of each branch of 
industry at the ISIC two-dipt level for the developing countries, the developed 
market and the centrally planned economies since 1955. The share of light 
manufacturing decreased m aä three economic groupmp. The decrease K especially 
significant in the developing countries and in the centraMy planned economies. In the 
former, the share was reduced from 67.3 to 54.3 per cent, and in the latter, from 
49.3 to 30.: per cent over the period 1955 1970. In the developed market 
economies, the change was relatively small, the share of light manufacturing fell only 
slightly from 36.5 to 31 per cent over this period. 

In the developing countries, the share of the food industry, which is the largest 
industry in terms of value added, decreased sharply, fiom 30.5 per cent in 1955 to 
24.8 per cent in 1970. The textile and wearing apparel industry, which was once the 
second largest, was also significantly reduced in importance its share decreased from 
24.5 to 18.4 per cent over the period. The share of the metal products and 
machinery industry, which was only 10.9 per cent in 1955. increased to 18 (.per 
cent in 1970. and this industry ttxik the place of the second largest. The share of the 
chemicals and petroleum products industry also increased notably, from 13.6 to 
16.3 per cent over the same period. 

In the developed market economies, the largest change in percentage 
compositum occurred in the chemicals and petroleum products industry, where its 
share increased from 10.7 per cent in 1955 to 17.7 per cent in 1971. In the centrally 
planned economies, the metal products and machinery industry had the greatest 
increase in share, from 30.4 to 43.8 per cent over the period 1955   1970. 

Industrial structure may also be expressed in terms of employment. This 
approach to an analysis of industrial structure has been used frequently in economic 
writing. Table 48 indicates the percentage distribution of employment by major 
group of industry at the ISIC two-digit kvel in the developing countries, the 
developed market and the centrally planned economies, for 1955, I960, and the 
most recent year for whkh data were available. Figure II shows the relative share of 
employment of these major industry groups, for the three economic groupings. 

According to the conventional division of the manufacturing sector between 
heavy and light industry, more than 70 per cent of the total manufacturing labour 
force was employed by light industry in the developing countries as a whole in 1969, 
whereas in the other two economic groupings, in 1970, less than one half of the 
manufacturing labour force was employed by light industry. 
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At the ISK two-digit level, the difference in the structure of industrial 
employment between the develop««! market and the centrally planned economies » 
not so significant as it is when measured by value added, except for the paper and 
printing and the non-metallic mineral products industries. Paper and printing emoy.d 
* larger share of industrial employment in the developed market economiei and 
nTT€tÌÌK mW*ral P"*1**1* had a "«"à»' *• « the centrally planned economies 
which reflected the differences in consumption and investment patterns 

In the developing countries as a whole, the textile and wearing apparel industry 
had a share of manufacturing employment of as high as 34.8 per cent in 1969 
followed by the food industry with a share of 18.9 per cent, the metal products and 

nSÎT,? inîU*trl WÌth
f * *"• of UJ P*r cent' ^ th* wood ***** i"<*"«try 

(ISIC 33) with a share of 10 per cent. By comparison with the other two economie 
groupings, the difference in enjoyment structure was most outstanding in the cates 
of the textile and the metal products and machinery industries. 

The chant« in the structure of manufacturing employment over Urne must abo 
be investigated as an important aspect of structural change in the manufacturing 
sector. As would be expected,  the share of the light manufacturing sector of 
employment was decreasing and that of heavy manufacturing was increasing in all 
three economic groupings after 1955, as shown in table 48. The change was nut so 
great, however, as in the case of manufacturing value added, because the increase in 
labour productivity was relatively low in light industry, with the result that the share 
ot employ ment decreased less than the share of value added. 
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L 

In the developing countries as a whole, light industry's share of employment 
decreased from 77.6 per cent in 1455 to 70.4 per cent in l%4. whereas that ot 
heavy industry increased from 22.4 to 24.1 per cent over the same period. Th» 
hange m far smaller than the change that is evident when the industrial structure is 

analysed m terms of value added. At the ISK two-digit level, the share ot the textile 
industry (ISK 321) was reduced most significantly, fremi 24.5 to 22.1 per cent. 
whereas that of the metal products and machinery industry increased remarkably, 
from 4.4 to 13.7 per cent. It is interesting to note that tor two of ihe light 
manufacturing industries, namely, wearing apparel and wood products, the share of 
employment increased slightly m the developing countries. This means that 
employment opportunity was expanding in the two industries al a higher rate of 
growth than in the manufacturing sector as a whole, owing to their labour-intensive 
method of production. This feature is discussed in inore detail later in this part of the 
Survey. 

Increase in prodwctioii, employ ment and labour productivity 

Changes m the industrial structure are caused by a non-uniform growth among 
the various branches of industry. Needless to say. an industry that attains a higher 
rate of growth than the average increases its share and vue versa. In this section, past 
trends in growth in various manufacturing industries are investigated and are related 
to changes in their industrial structures 

Table 44 indicates the growth trends* of production, employment and labour 
productivity since 1455 in the manufacturing sector, at «he ISK two-digit level, lor 
the developing countries, the developed market and the centrally planned economies. 
The following are the main findings from this table. 

First, production in the entire manufacturing sector expanded at annual growth 
r.tes of 0.8 per cent in the developing countries, 5.X per cent in the developed 
market economies, and 4.1 per cent m the centrally planned economies. The growth 
trend is higher in heavy industry than in light industry in al! three economic 
groupings. This tendency is especially noteworthy in the developing countries and in 
the centrally planned economies, where a considerable increase in the share ot heavy 
industry occurred. At the ISK? two-digit level, the chemicals and petroleum products 
and the metal products and machinery industries registered relatively high rates of 
growth, while the textile industry lagged behind in aU three economic groupings. 

In the developing countries, the metal products and machinery industry attained 
the highest growth rate, or 10.1 per cent annually, followed by the basic metals 
industry (8.5 per cent), the chemicals and petroleum products industry <7.Xper 
cent), and the paper and printing industry (7.3 per cent). It should be noted that the 
wearing apparel and the wood products industries grew much more rapidly, that is, at 
annual rates of 5.6 and 7.2 per cent respectively, than they did in the developed 
market economies where their annual rates of increase were only 2.7 and 4.1 per cent 
respectively. 

6/ Growth trends given in this and the following chapters were calculated by regression 
analysis; they may therefore differ from the rates given in part one of this Survey. As regards the 
reference period, see the note to table 49. 
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Secondly, employment m th« manufacturing lector increased at annual rates of 
'.l> per cent m the developing countries, 1.9 per cent in the developed market 

economics, and 3.7 per cent in the centrally planned economies. The developing 
countries attained the highest growth in employment among the three economic 
groupings. As in the cat« of production, heavy industry showed higher growth rates 
in employment than light industry m au three groupings, that is, 5.7 per cent versjs 
<.3 per cent in the developing countries, 2.4 per cent venus IJ per cent in the 
developed market economies, and 4.3 per cent venus 2.H per cent in the centrally 
planned economies. In the latter two economic groupings, employment in the 
chemicals and petroleum products and the metal products and machinery industries 
showed relatively higher rates of increase, whereas the textile industry lagged behind, 
especially in the developed market economies 

In the developing countries, the highest rate of increase of employment (6.5 per 
cent annually I was recorded in the metal products and machinery industry, followed 
hy basic metals (6.2 per cent), wearing apparel (4.M per cent), wood products 
(4.4 per cent) and non-metaUic mineral products (4.8 per cent). At the same time, 
the textile industry had the lowest employment growth rate, only 1.8 per cent 
annually, in the developing countries and the lowest rate also in the other two 
economic groupings. 

Thirdly, the information on production and employment gives some idea about 
the historical movement of labour productivity in various manufacturing industries. 
As shown m table 4M, the manufacturing sector as a whole achieved the highest 
increase in productivity, or 5.) per cent annually, in the centrally planned 
economies, followed by an annual increase of 4 per cent in the developed market 
economies. The increase in labour productivity was lowest in the developing 
countries, namely, 2.7 per cent per year. 

Labour productivity increased more rapidly in heavy industry than in light 
industry in all three economic groupings. The centrally planned economies made 
remarkable progress in labour productivity (6.8 per cent annually) in heavy industry, 
followed hy the developed market economies (4.2 per cent), and the developing 
countries (2.M per cent). In light industry, on the other hand, the developed market 
economies had the highest growth in labour productivity, or 3.1 per cent a year, the 
centrally planned economies h¿ J the second highest, or 2.6 per cent, and the 
developing countries achieved an annual increase of I .8 per cent. 

In the developing countries, viewed at the ISK" two-digit level, the paper and 
printing industry registered the highest mercase in productivity (J.6 per cent 
annuafly), followed by metal products and machinery (3.4 per cent), chemicals and 
petroleum products (3.1 per cent), textiles (2.6 per cent), basic metals (2.4 per cent) 
and wood products (2.4 per cent). In each industry group, except for the paper 
industry, the increase in labour productivity was smaller in the developing countries, 
however, than in the other two economic groupings. In view of the fact that the 
increase in the rate of employment was higher among the three economic groupings 
m every industry except the paper industry, it may be concluded that more 
labour-intensive methods of production were employed in the developing countries, 
resulting in the smaller increase in labour productivity. A typical example is the 
wearing apparel industry, where the increase in production was achieved mainly 
through an increase in employment rather than in labour productivity, with the 
result that productivity increased by only 0.9 per cent annually. 
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An interregional comparison of the absolute and relative 
productivities of labour 

Information on the absolute and relative productivities of labour may be 
obtained from statistical data on production and employment. Table 50 indicates the 
estimated value added (output) per employee by major industry group in the 
developing countries, the developed market and the centrally planned economies, for 
1955, 1960, and the most recent year for which the data were available. It should be 
noted that these figures are only rough estimates, based on the time-series data of 
production and employment indices, and on the value added per employee in 1963, 
which was the most recent year of the world-wide industrial census. Official foreign 
exchange rates in 1963 may not be suitable conversion factors for a world-wide 
comparison of manufacturing products. Also, the relative price structure of 
manufactures changes in the process of industrial development, which makes the 
comparison of relative productivity difficult over time. However, this table gives a 
general view of the disparities in productivity among the three economic groupings. 

With regard to the absolute productivity in recent years not much difference is 
discernible between the developed market and the centrally planned economies for 
the manufacturing sector as a whole nor for any major group of manufacturing 
industry. In the developing countries, on the other hand, the absolute productivity of 
labour remained at a much lower level than in the other economic groupings. In 
1969, the productivity of labour in the manufacturing sector was about $900, which 
was less than one sixth of that in the other economic groupings. It is interesting to 
note that the productivity gap is comparatively small (about one third to one fourth) 
in the paper and publishing, the chemicals and petroleum products, and the basic 
metals industries, and relatively large (about one eighth to one tenth) in the wood 
products and non-metallic mineral products industries. This means that the 
productivity gap is narrow in industries where production is carried out primarily in 
large-scale plants using modem methods, and that it is wide in industries where 
traditional methods of production are still dominant in the developing countries. 

An analysis of the relative productivity of labour provides more interesting 
information on industrial structure from the viewpoint of comparative advantage. 
According to the time-honoured theory of international comparative advantage, the 
comparative, not the absolute, cost of production affects the pattern of foreign 
trade. Needless to say, labour productivity alone cannot determine the cost of 
production partly because the latter consists not only of the cost of labour but also 
of the cost of other items such as capital and materials, and partly because the 
average level of wages varies among industries. However, since remuneration for 
labour usually makes up a large part of value added, the relative productivity, as 
defined here,7 could be regarded as reflecting to some extent the pattern of 
comparative advantage for major groups of industry in the manufacturing sector, 
provided that the technology adopted is at the same level among the three economic 
groupings. It is difficult to judge the level of technology from the available statistical 
data, which are insufficient to estimate the production function of each industry. 
However, if the absolute productivity in the manufacturing sector as a whole is at the 
same level in two economic groupings, it may not be far from the truth to say that 
the two groupings are at the same level of technology. This is the case for the 

For a definition of relative productivity, see foot-note 4, page 111. 
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developed market economies and the centrally planned economies. By contrast, in 
the developing countries, the absolute productivity is very low in each industry, so 
that the calculated relative productivity cannot very well be lelated to the pattern of 
comparative advantage. 

Table 51, which is based on table 50, shows the relative productivity of labour in 
the developing countries, the developed market and the centrally planned economies, 
for 1955, I960, and the most recent year for which data were available. The 
following conclusions may be made from tliis table. 

First, a comparison of the developed market and the centrally planned 
economies over the period 1955 1970 indicates that the former continued to show a 
higher relative productivity in heavy industry, and the latter a higher one in light 
industry. If examined by major groups of industry, the paper and printing and the 
chemicals and petroleum products industries continued to show a higher relative 
productivity in the developed market economies, and the food, wearing apparel and 
wood products industries indicated a higher relative productivity in the centrally 
planned economies. It may be concluded from this that the developed market 
economies have had a comparative advantage, on the average, in the heavy 
manufacturing sector, and that the centrally planned economies, on the average, have 
had a comparative advantage in the light manufacturing sector in the past 16 years. 

It should be noted, however, that the structure of comparative advantage is 
subject to dynamic change in the process of industrialization. The theory of 
comparative advantage tends to overlook this, and, as a result, it sometimes fosters 
the image of a fixed pattern of international specialization. 

A significant change in the structure of relative productivity has occurred during 
the past one and a half decades in the centrally planned economies; it declined from 
111 to 76 in light industry as a whole, whereas it increased from 92 to 116 in heavy 
industry over the period 1955 1970. In the developed market economies, the 
relative productivities of the light and the heavy industries remained virtually 
unchanged over this period. In both economies, the relative productivity declined in 
the food, wearing apparel and paper and printing industries, and it increased in the 
chemical and petroleum industry. Both economic groupings showed an opposite 
change in the relative productivity of the textile and metal products and machinery 
industries. In the developed market economies, the relative productivity of the 
textile industry increased from 56 to 6Ji, whereas in the centrally planned economies 
it decreased from 63 to 50. By contrast, the relative productivity in the metal 
products and machinery industry increased from 82 to 111 in the centrally planned 
economies and decreased from 114 to 105 in the developed market economies. These 
are typical examples of the fact that relative productivity is not static but dynamic, 
that it changes dramatically as an economy develops industrially. 

For the developing countries, the relative productivity, as calculated in table 51, 
could reflect the structure of comparative advantage only to a lesser extent and in 
some cases in a distorted way. not only because of a lower level of technology in the 
manufacturing sector as a whole, as reflected in the lower absolute productivity, but 
also because of the so-called dual character of production in the developing 
countries. It is well-known that modern and traditional methods of production 
co-exist within one industry, although to a varying degree according to the industry. 
Labour shows a comparatively high productivity in industries where a relatively 
greater part of the activities are performed in large-scale plants using modern 
technology;   whereas  lower  productivity   generally  prevails  in   industries  where 

.J 
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production is largely carried out in small cottage factories using inferior equipment 
and traditional methods. This dual character tends to obscure the latent structure of 
comparative advantage8 "latent" in the sense that, even if the same level of 
technology is applied, a difference in labour productivity would occur owing to the 
difference in the endowment of resources among countries. 

Table 51 indicates that, in the developing countries, heavy industry had an 
extremely high relative prod.ictivity compared with that in the other two economic 
groupings. At the ISIC two-digit level, this was true for the food, paper and printing, 
chemical 3nd petroleum products, basic metals and metal products and machinery 
industries. On the other hand, the wood products and non-metallic mineral products 
industries were at a much lower level of relative productivity. In the textile industry, 
the relative productivity was nearly the same as in the other two economic groupings. 

The high relative productivity in the food industry could be regarded as 
reflecting latent comparative advantage, because it coincides with the present pattern 
of foreign trade in the developing countries.9 The extremely high relative 
productivity in other industries, however, should be considered to result from the 
intensive introduction of modern technology into these industries under a policy of 
import substitution. 

Structure of production and employment in Latin America and Asia 

The observations and findings in the preceding sections are reinforced when 
Latin America and Asia, which are at different stages of industrial development, are 
compared. 

In Latin America, production in the manufacturing sector as a whole attained an 
annual growth rate of 6.2 per cent over the period 1955 1970. The growth rate was 
much higher in heavy industry (8.2 per cent annually) than in light industry (4.6 per 
cent), which resulted in a significant increase in the share in output of heavy 
industry, from 38.1 per cent to 52.4 per cent. (See table 52.) 

On the other hand, employment in the entire manufacturing sector increased 
annually at a growth rate of 2.7 per cent over the period 1955 1969. Unlike the 
growth rates of production in heavy and light industry, employment increased almost 
at the same rate in both sectors, so that the structure of employment did not change 

Another cause contributing to this tendency might be protective measures for infant 
industries under a policy of import substitution. The relative productivity here is derived from 
value added per employee. If the price level of a product is kept at a higher level relative to input 
prices than in other countries, more value added wil' be originated from its production, under the 
condition that the input structure is the same. 

It would be difficult to prove this statement on a world-wide basis since exports of the 
food, beverages and tobacco industry are not separable from exports of the entire agricultural 
sector under the present SITC breakdown. The following two examples, however, provide 
evidence of the statement's validity. In Argentina, total exports amounted to $1,612 million in 
linA W *260 mU,ion were clearly from the food, beverages and tobacco industry and 
$404 million could be regarded as partly manufactured food, beverages and tobacco Exports of 
the latter two items were much large, than exports in the amount of $221 million of the SITC 
5-8 industry groups (chemicals, manufactured goods classified by materials, machinery and 
transport equipment, and miscellaneous manufactured articles). In Mexico, total exports 
amounted to $1,430 million in 1969, of which $153 milUon were clearly from the food 
beverages and tobacco industry and, in addition, $232 million could be regarded as partly 
manufactured food, beverages and tobacco. Exports of food, beverages and tobacco were 
significantly large by comparison with exports in the amount of $427 million of the SITC 5 8 
industry groups from this country. 
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as significantly. The faster growth in the production of heavy industry was made 
possible by the increase in productivity in that sector. 

In Asia, as shown in table 53, total manufacturing production expanded at a 
growth rate of 7.4 per cent per year from 1955 to 1970, which was somewhat higher 
than the rate in Latin America. The increase was considerably higher in heavy 
industry (10.1 per cent annually) than in light industry (5.9 per cent annually). As a 
result, the share of heavy industry in output increased considerably, from 26.2 to 
39.4 per cent over the same period. 

Unlike Latin America, the increase in production in both heavy and light 
industries was attained more by an increase in employment than by the rise in 
productivity so that the increase in employment was much more rapid in heavy 
industry (6.5 per cent annually) than in light industry (3.2 per cent annually). This 
caused a considerable change in the structure of employment in Asia; heavy industry 
increased its share of total manufacturing employment from 18.9 per cent in 1955 to 
27.7 per cent in 1969. 

At the 1SIC two-digit level, Latin America achieved a relatively high annual 
increase in production over the period 1955 1970 only in some heavy 
manufacturing industries, such as metal products and machinery (9.4 per cent), 
chemicals and petroleum products (8.2 per cent), basic metals (7.6 per cent) and 
paper and printing (7.2 per cent). In Asia, a considerably higher growth was also 
attained in such light industries as wood products ( 10 per cent) and wearing apparel 
(9 per cent), in addition to remarkably high annual growth rates for heavy industry 
(12.1 percent annually for metal products and machinery and 1 1.4 percent for basic- 
metals). 

In terms of value added in the industrial structure (output) the pattern of change 
was nearly uniform in both regions: the share of the food and textile industries in 
total manufacturing value added decreased and the share of the metal products and 
machinery industry increased considerably. Paper, printing and publishing and basic 
metals increased their shares in both regions, for some industries, however, a 
difference may be observed between the two regions. The chemicils and pe'roleum 
products industry increased its share remarkably in Latin America, while it remained 
almost unchanged in Asia. On the other hand, the shares of wearing apparel, wood 
products and non-metallic mineral products showed a slight increase in Asia, but a 
large decrease in Latin America. 

The structure of employment also pointed to nearly the same pattern of change 
in the two regions; the shares of the food and the manufacturing textile industries in 
total employment decreased and those of the metal products and machinery industry 
increased.10 In some industries, however, the difference in the pattern of change is 
more obvious and significant than in the case of the structure of output. In Asia, the 
shares of employment grew remarkably in the wearing apparel, wood products and 
non-metallic mineral products industries, whereas in Latin America the shares of all 
of these industries in employment declined. This might reflect differences between 
the two regions in the stage of industrial development. This point will be discussed in 
detail in chapter III. 

The difference in the stage of development between the two regions is typically 
evident from the shares of major groups  of manufacturing industries in  total 

In l%9, these industries together had a share of 55.6 per ceni of total manufailuring 
employment in Latin America and 53J per ceni in Asia, so that they had a dominant effect on 
the structure of manufacturing employment. 
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manufacturing value tdded and employment m recent years. In 1970. the share ut 
output of the ¡¡»étal products and machinery industry was 22 3 per cent and its share 
of employment was 19 per cent in Latin America, whereas that industry's shares of 
output and employment were only 14.8 and 12.3 percent respectively in Asia. Also, 
for the chemical and petroleum products industry, the shares of out nul and 
employment were IMI per cent and 7.3 per cent respectively in Latin America, but 
only 14.9 and 4.4 per cent respectively in Asia. On the other hand, for the textile 
industry, the difference was (¡tiite considerable In Asia, the shares of that industry in 
total manufacturing output and employment were 17.2 and 24.6 per cent 
respectively, but in Latin America they were as low as 9 and 11 7 per cent 
respectively. 

The difference is far greater and clearer when the two regions are compared from 
the viewpoint of absolute and relative productivities. As shown in table 54. the 
averape value added per employee in the manufacturing sector was estimated to be 
more than $2,200 for Latin America in I9f»<i, which is nearly two fifths of that m 
the developed market or in the centrally planned economies in that year. On the 

• other hand, the estimate for Asia in the same year is only $500, or less than one 
eleventh of that in the developed countries. The productivity gap between the two 
developing regions varies from one third to one sixth from industry to industry The 
gap is relatively wide in such branches as textiles and non-metallic mineral products, 

I where  the  co-existence  of traditional and modern methods of production may 
frequently be observed in many developing countries. 

Table 54 shows the structure of relative productivity in the two develop mg 
I regions, for 1955, I960 and l%9. Relative productivity tended to decline in light 

industry in both regions; it tended to increate in heavy industry in Latin America but 
to decrease in Asia. In 1964, Asia hud a comparative advantage, on the average, m the 
light manufacturing sector, and Latin America had a comparative advantage m the 
heavy manufacturing sector as a whole. 

i Ai regards the light industry sector at the ISrC two digit level, in Latin America 
. a higher relative productivity was registered in the textile industry, and lower ones in 

the wearing apparel and the wood products industries. In Asia, higher figures were 
| recorded for all heavy  industries, except for non-metallic mineral products. As 

mentioned in the previous section, it should not be concluded that Asia has a 
comparative advantage in the heavy manufacturing sector. Instead, it might be 
concluded that the dual character of the economy is more pronounced in Asia than 
in Latin America, and that a wider productivity gap exists among industries owing to 
the uneven introduction of modern technology. 



III.   STRUCTURAL CHANGE 
AT THE BRANCH LEVEL OF THE 

MANUFACTURING SECTOR, 
AND GROWTH AND SIZE ELASTICITIES 

One purpose of this chapter is tu make a more detailed investigation of 
structural change within the manufacturing sector at the three-digit level of the ISIC 
classification. The major groups of manufacturing industry which were discussed in 
the previous chapter contain several heterogeneous branches within each group, and 
these follow different paths of development. Owing to the unavailability of data, 
fewer countries are treated in this chapter than in chapter II. The number covered, 
however, may be considered adequate for the present analysis, since almost all the 
larger countries are included in this sample. A second purpose is to shed light on 
some of the causes that might create differences in sectoral growth and in the 
industrial structure among countries. The two major factors, namely the level of per 
capita income and the size of the economy, are examined by an analysis of growth 
and size elasticities. The following are some of the main conclusions. 

The first conclusion is concerned with the growth trend of various branches 
within each major group of industry In the case of heavy industry, almost all 
branches within each industry group tend to show a warty uniform growth rate. One 
probable reason for this is that each branch is more or less related to the other 
branches through inter-industry connexions. By contrast, in the case of light 
industry, where input-output relationships within the manufacturing sector are 
usually less strong, growth trends vary widely from branch to branch and the result 
is a non-uniform growth among branches. In general, beverages, wearing apparel, 
furniture and fixtures, and rubber products have recorded relatively high growth 
rates, whereas food products, textiles, leather products and wood products, by 
comparison, have lagged behind. 

Secondly, an important conclusion may he derived from country data 
concerning the effect of the size of an economy on the industrial structure over time. 
The differences in industrial structure among countries may he attributed not only to 
differences in the per capita income level but also to differences in the size of the 
economy Moreover, size has much more influence on the industrial structure of an 
economy. In countries that have a relatively large population or gross domestic 
product, the share of heavy industry is comparatively large. One probable reason is 
that a sizable number of estabitshments belonging to heavy industry usually require a 
targe market owing to economies of scale, and it is much easier for a larger country 
to «statolith this market domestically through policies of import substitution. The 
same argument applies at the branch level of manufacturing. One of the most 
interesting examples it the relative position of the textile and wearing apparel 
branches: the former tends to have a greater snare in large countries, and the latter a 

130 
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greater share in small countries. This could reflect the fact that spinning and weaving 
processes, which are major production activities in the textile branch, are more 
subject to the requirements of mass production than the methods usually employed 
in the wearing apparel branch, which are more labour-intensive. 

finally, an analysis of growth and si/e elasticities rounds out the above 
investigations. In this analysis, the growth rate of value added in each industry and 
branch are related statistically to the growth rate of per capita income and that of 
population. I he relationship here between value added and per capita income is 
defined as growth elasticity, and that between value added and size of population as 
si/e elasticity; an increase in per capita income is regarded as economic growth, and 
population is used as a surrogate lor the si/e ol an economy. Industrial branches with 
i high growth elasticity expand rapidly according to increases in the level of per 
tapita income, whereas those with a high si/e elasticity have a greater share in the 
manufacturing sector in larger countries. According to the analysis, the textile, paper 
and pa|H.T products, chemical products, iron and steel basic products, and electrical 
machinery branches have a high si/e elasticity (more than 1.35) in developing 
countries Branches ol industry such as paper and paper products, plastic products, 
iron and steel basic products, and electrical machinery have a high growth elasticity 
(more than 1 (K)> in developing countries. 

Growth in production at the branch level 
of the manufacturing sector 

Although the preceding analysis at the ISIC two-digit level certainly gives a 
broad view of structural change, it is by no means satisfactory for the purpose of the 
present study, since each major industry group contains several heterogeneous 
branches, whose patterns of development are expected to differ. A more detailed 
picture may thus be obtained by an investigation at the ISIC three-digit level, where 
each industry is broken down into branches with a higher degree of homogeneity. 
Unfortunately, however, there are no production index numbers aggregated 
regionally on which an interregional comparison of industrial structure could be 
based Regional index numbers of production had therefore to be compiled to make 
this investigation possible. 

A recent issue of The (irowth of World Industry1 ' contains time-series data of 
production index numbers at the ISIC three-digit level for about 60 countries, which, 
together with the statistical data for value added in each branch of industry in the 
ll>M world-wide industrial census, make it possible to construct aggregated index 
numbers for each region by using the formula for weighted averages. The calculated 
time-series of production indices are attached as annex II. Although the number of 
countries included might appear to be small relative to the number of countries in 
the world, the coverage may be considered large enough for such an analysis, since 
nearly all the larger countries are included in the calculation of the indices. 

Table 55, which is derived from annex II through the regression analysis, 
indicates growth trends of manufacturing production at the ISIC three-digit level 
since I960, for the developing countries, the developed market and the centrally 
planned economies. Two developing regions, Latin America and Asia, are shown 

"The Growth of World Industry, IV70 Edition, vol. I (United Nalions publication. Sales 
No. 72.XVII.4». 
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separately. For the developing countries, statistical data for some manufacturing 
branches were not available separately, but were combined with those for other 
branches. Although the number of countries is not large, as mentioned above, this 
table gives a basic idea of the growth of industrial branches in each economic 
grouping and the two developing regions over the period 1960   1%8. 

The 1SIC industry group 31 consists of three branches: food products (ISIC 31 I 
and 312), beverages (ISIC 313) and tobacco (ISIC 314). Although growth of this 
industry as a whole has lagged behind, the beverage branch attained a relatively high 
average annual growth rate in all three economic groupings over the period, namely, 
6.8 per cent in the developing countries, 5.4 per cent in the developed market 
economies and 8.8 per cent in the centrally planned economies. The share of this 
branch is too small, however, to affect the growth rate of the entire industry. 

Among the branches within ISIC industry group 32, wearing apparel except 
foot-wear (ISIC 322) registered the highest growth trend in all economic groupings 
The increase in production was especially high in Asia, where wearing apparel 
combined with foot-wear (ISIC 324) achieved an annual growth rate of 10.5 per 
cent. This branch was responsible for a remarkably high expansion of the ISIC 
322 324 industry group in Asia, as mentioned in the preceding chapter, because of 
its relatively large share in the group. By contrast, the leather and fur products 
branch (ISIC 323) lagged behind in all economic groupings. 

Within the wood products and furniture industry (ISIC ii), the furniture and 
fixtures branch (ISIC 332) expanded remarkably over the period under review in the 
three economic groupings. The growth trend recorded was 8.4 per cent per annum in 
the developing countries, 5.8 per cent in the developed market economies and 
K.b per cent in the centrally planned economies. In Latin America, this branch 
attained a high growth rate of 12.5 per cent annually and in Asia, although the figure 
was combined with that for wood products (ISIC 331 ). it recorded a strikingly high 
increase of ! 5.4 per cent per annum. 

In the paper and printing industry (ISIC 34), the paper branch (ISIC 341 ) and 
the printing branch (ISIC 342) registered a nearly similar growth, except for Asia 
where the paper branch recorded an annual increase that was twice as large as that 
for printing. 

The ISIC industry group 35 includes six brunches: industrial chemicals (ISIC 
351), other chemical products (ISIC 352), petroleum refineries (ISIC 353), 
miscellaneous products of petroleum and coal (ISIC 354), rubber products (ISIC 
355) and plastic products (ISIC 35b). All branches except miscellaneous products of 
petroleum and coal achieved remarkable progress. Industrial chemicals was a leading 
branch in terms of its growth rate in the developed market and the centrally planned 
economies. The highest growth rate, however, was recorded by plastic in the 
developed market economies. Although data are not available for this branch in the 
developing countries, because plastic pioducts are included in most countries in the 
miscellaneous manufacturing sector, there is evidence that it was also a 
fast-growing branch in these countries. A separate figure is not available for each 
branch of group 35 in the developing countries, since data for some branches are 
combined. Some basic data, however, were accessible. The industrial chemicals 
branch, combined with other chemicals, attained an annual increase of 9.8 per cent 
in the developing countries as a whole, and growth rates of 9.2 per cent and 10 per 
cent in Latin America and Asia respectively. Petroleum refineries, together with 
miscellaneous products of petroleum and coal, also recorded a high annual growth 
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rate of I 1.3 per cent in Asia, and rubber products registered a rate of more than 
8 per cent. These growth rates generally were similar to those in the developed 
market economies. 

In the non-metallic mineral products industry (ISIC 36), which consists of three 
branches, an almost uniform growth rate of about 8 per cent per annum was 
recorded for the three branches in the developing countries. In the developed 
countries, glass products showed the highest rate of growth among the branches of 
this industry. 

In the basic metals industry (ISIC 37), iron and steel (ISIC 371 )and non-ferrous 
metals (ISIC 372) achieved almost the same annual growth rates of about 6 per cent 
in the developed market and about 8 per cent in the centrally planned economies. In 
the developing countries, statistical data were available only for iron and steel in 
Latin America where this branch recorded the relatively high growth rate of 9.4 per 
cent per annum. 

The metal products and machinery industry (ISIC 38), which is one of the 
largest in the manufacturing sector, comprises five branches: metal products (ISIC 
381 ), non-electrical machinery (ISIC 382), electrical machinery (ISIC 383), transport 
equipment (ISIC 384) and professional and photographic goods (ISIC 385). All 
branches attained growth rates of 6 to 8 per cent per annum in the developed market 
economies, and of 10 to 12 per cent in the centrally planned economies. In the 
developing countries, metal products, non-electrical machinery and electrical 
machinery recorded remarkably high growth rates of IÜ to I I per cent annually, 
while transport equipment, by comparison, lagged behind. 

The above findings could be summarized as follows. As stated at the beginning 
of this chapter, it is observed that nearly all branches of heavy industry tend to show 
almost uniform growth rates. This would be due partly to the fact that each branch is 
more or less intimately related to the other branches through inter-industry 
transactions. By contrast, in light industry, where inter-industry relationships within 
the manufacturing sector are less strong, growth rates differ widely from branch to 
branch, and the result is non-uniform growth. Among the branches of light industry, 
beverages, wearing apparel, furniture and fixtures and rubber products recorded 
relatively high growth rates, whereas food products, textiles, leather products and 
wood products, by comparison, lagged behind. This tendency was evident in the 
three economic groupings. 

Structural change at the branch level of the manufacturing 
sector in selected developing countries 

The preceding regional analysis reveals that a somewhat uniform pattern ol 
industrial growth exists regardless of the economic system and stage of development, 
in the sense that high-growth or low-growth branches nearly coincide among 
economic groupings and regions. The analysis, however, fails to throw light on 
growth patterns that have emerged in economies of different sizes, since a regional 
aggregation hides structural differences between large and small countries. The main 
purpose of the present section is to examine these differences for selected developing 
countries. 

Table 56 indicates the percentage share of output at the branch level (ISIC 
three-digit level) of the manufacturing sector for selected Latin American countries 
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TABLI   56.   DISTRIBUTION OK OUTPUT AT THI BRANCH LI VI l Ol   IUI. MANll At TURIV, 

I Percento ne 

Branch of industry 1SIC 

Food products 
Beverages 
Tobacco 
Textiles 
Wearing apparel, except foot-wear 
Leather and leather and fur products 
Foot-wear 
Wood products, except furniture 
Furniture and futures, except metal 
Paper and paper products 
Printing, publishing 
Industrial chemicals 
Other chemical products 
Petroleum refineries 
Miscellaneous products of petroleum 
and coal 
Rubber products 
Plastic products 
Pottery, china and earthen*are 
Glass and glass products 
Other non-metallic mineral products 
Iron and steel basic industries 
Non-ferrous metal basic industries 
Metal products, except machinery, etc. 
Machinery, except electrical 
Klectrical machinery, apparatus etc. 
Transport equipment 
Professional, photographic goods etc. 
Other manufacturing industries 
Unclassifiables 

Total manufacturing 

311 312 
313 
314 
321 
322 
323 
324 
331 
332 
341 
342 
351 
352 
353 

354 
355 
356 
361 
362 
369 
371 
372 
381 
3*2 
383 
384 
385 
390 

Brazil 

I960  1968 

Chile Colombia 

I960   1968     I960  1968 

17.3    14.4     17.1      16.0       14.4    17.5 
3.0 
1.4 

12.1 
3.5 
1.0 
a 

3.5 

2.6 
2.3 

2.9 
1.4 
8.5 
3.2 
0.8 
a 

1.7 

3.3 
2.9 

7.7    11.0 

1.8     2.2 

4.4 
0.8 

11.6 
2.3 
1.2 
2.0 
2.3 
0.7 
3.7 
4.0 
2.6 
6.4 

4.2 
0.7 

11.6 
1.9 
0.9 
1.5 
2.2 
0.6 
4.3 
3.4 
1.4 
4.4 

2.2      3.2 

2.2     2.5 

14.8 
4.3 

14.7 
6.0 
1.1 
a 

2.3 
2.0 

13.7 
3.6 

12.5 
7.3 
1.1 

2.8      1.7 

3.0 
2.4 

9.9      9.7 

2.9     3.1 

3.4      2.6 

0.5 0.5 
5.7 5.6 0.9 

2.9 
0.7 
2.8 

6.0 5.5 

12.4 12.1 
5.3 

11.3 
3.9 

5.4 
17.3 
5.0 

2.6 2.0 

3.2 2.6 3.1 2.3 
5.3 7.3 2.8 3.5 

10.0 11.5 

9.3 11.9 3.7 1.9 

2.2 1.9 

7.9 8.1 ... ... 2.8 2.8 

100.0 100.0    100.0 100.0    100.0 100.0 

Source:    Based   on   The  Growth   of  World Industry,   1970  Edition, vol. I  (United Nations 
"included in wearing apparel (ISIC 322). » 

in I960 and 1968. On the basis of this table, certain observations may be made 
concerning an international comparison of output structures and a general pattern of 
structural change. First, there are obviously wide variations in the output share of 
each branch from country to country. These variations are caused not only by the 
difference in per capita income level but also by the difference in size of the 
countries concerned, although size appears to be the more influential factor affecting 
the industrial structure of an economy. In such countries as Brazil, Chile, Colombia, 
Mexico and Peru, which are relatively large from the viewpoint of population or grots 

1 
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SI-(TOR IN  SELECTED   DEVELOPING  COUNTRIES Ol   LATIN   AMERICA,   I960   AND   l%K 

Domit 
Repui 

78.1 

nican 
Hie 

1968 

Ecuador El Salvador Honduras Mexico Panai 

I960 

30.9 

na Peru 

I960 1966 I960 1968 i960 1968 ¡960 1968 

30.5 

I96H 

28.7 

)9t>()   ¡ 

30.7 

968 

59.7 28.6 29.7 35.5 27.7 29.2 33.3   | 
33.0 

27.9 
1.7 4.5 15.3 8.5 4.7 2.4 15.4 10.5   1 15.7 11.2 6.7 8.7 
0.8 1.8 1.4 1.3 2.2 1.5 4.2 2.2 1.7 1.0 4.7 2.9 1.8 1.2 
3.3 5.0 12.7 10.5 8.2 18.1 2.6 2.6 11.3 10.2 a a 14.0 9.5 
1.4 1.0 4.8 4.8 14.4 7.0 16.7 17.3 3.9 3.2 10.0 7.7 1.4 1.8 
0.4 0.5 1.0 0.5 1.3 0.6 2.2 2.1 1.0 0.7 0.9 0.4 0.9 0.5 
1.0 0.8 a a 3.2 6.5 a a a a 1.8 1.8 
2.0 2.3 2.1 4 3 0.5 0.6 7.6 5.6 2.4 1.5 3.0 2.0 1    ,'9 2.2 
0.3 0.8 2.4 1.6 2.0 6.8 1.5 1.3 4.9 6.1 
0.8 2.8 0.1 1.1 8.6 1.0 0.8 0.9 J.5 2.6 1.5 4.1 2.6 2.9 

1.2 2.3 4.5 3.3 1.7 4.0 2.4 2.7 2.5 3.4 
1.9 
1.6 

2.5 
3.7 

4.0 6.4 
2.7 
1.5 

10.0 
3.5 

5.0 4.2 8.8 11.4 3.8 4.0 
1.2 
3.3 

1.8 
5.5 

12.1 10.4 6.7 6.3 0.0 6.0 2.6 2.5 

Ü.7      2.2 0.6     2.3 

0.7 1.7 5.9 6.5 
2 2 4.5 
0.1 0.1 ... 

0.9 0.7 2.6 4.0 

;   0.1 1.4 0.2 0.5 
í   0.6 1.4 

0.9     0.8 

4.0     2.8 

1.8      1.5 

I  n.j     0.3 1.4     4.0 

0.4     0.4 8.7     9.3 

1.1 1.0 

6.8 8.9 

3.2 3.5 

0.3 0.4 

0.8      1.3 
1.0     1.0 

1.9 Î.3 

4.0 4.1 

4 3 5.1 

3.6 4.0 
1.3 1.6 

3.1 4.6 

1.6 1.6 

6.6 6.7 

0.6      0.3 

10.9      9.7 

0.0      0.3 

1.0     1.7 
12.1    15.0 

1.2 1.0 

0.1 0.1 
0.8 1.0 
3.2 3.1 

16.0 10.9 

6.4    11.6 

1.1      2.6 

00.0 100.0    100.0 100.0    100.0 100.0    100.0 100.0    100.0 100.0    100.0 100.0    100.0 100.0 

nihil,-ation, Sales No. 72.XVII.4). 

domestic product,12 the share of heavy industry of total manufacturing output is 
comparatively large, ranging from 30 to 60 per cent. By contrast, in small countries 
such as the Dominican Republic and Honduras, light industry has a share of more 
than 80 per cent. As mentioned at the beginning of this chapter, one probable reason 

In 1968, these countries had a population of more than 9 million and a level of GDP of 
nearly $4 billion or more. On the other hand, in »mall countries such as the Dominican Republic, 
Honduras and Panama, the population was leu than 4 million and GDP was less than SI .2 billion 
in that year. 
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TABLK 57.   DISTRIBUTION Ol  OUTPUT AT THF BRANCH LFVÍ L Ol  THF MANUFACTURING 

(Percentage 

Cyprus Egypt India 

Branch of industry ISIC 

Food products 311-312 
Beverages 313 
Tobacco 314 
Textiles 321 
Wearing apparel, except foot-wear 322 
Leather and leather and fui products 323 
Foot-wear 324 
Wood products, except furniture 331 
Furniture and fixtures, except metal 332 
Paper and paper products 341 
Printing, publishing 342 
Industrial chemicals 351 
Other chemical products 352 
Petroleum refineries 353 
Miscellaneous products of petroleum 
and coal 354 
Rubber products 355 
Plastic products 356 
Pottery, china and earthenware 361 
Glass and glass products 362 
Other non-metallic mineral products 369 
Iron and steel bask industries 371 
Non-ferrous metal bask industries 372 
Metal products, except machinery, etc. 381 
Machinery, except electrical 382 
Electrical machinery, apparatus etc. 383 
Transport equipment 384 
Professional, photographic goods etc. 385 
Other manufacturing industries 390 
Unclassifiables 

Total manufacturing 3 

1962  1969      I960   .'968     I960  1968 

15.4 
20.7 

3.1 
2.2 
8.7 
0.6 
6.1 
2.4 
5.3 
0.2 
3.7 
0.3 
2.5 

0.8 
0.2 
0.3 

5.0 
2.2 
0.5 
7.0 
0.1 
1.0 

13.8 
16.1 
2.1 
3.0 
9.5 
0.6 
5.7 
2.2 
5.0 
0.3 
3.6 
0.4 
2.9 

0.6 
1.1 
0.2 

118   174 

4.8 
2.4 
0.7 
5.5 
0.0 
2.1 

17.5 
2.1 
6.3 

33.8 
2.2 
0.8 
« 

0.1 
4.8 
1.5 
1.2 

3.6 
1.0 
2.2 
1.4 

12.8 
1.9 
5.2 

21.7 
2.7 
0.9 
a 

0.4 
2.5 
4.5 
1.4 

6.8 11.3 

6.2 4.1 

1.4 1.1 

1.9 2.2 

3.2 3.4 

5.7 
2.0 
6.0 
2.5 

2.1      7.9 

10.4 

5.1 

25.7 
7.4 
0.5 

4.7 
1.4 

6.4 
2.1 
2.1 
4.4 

6.9 

2.3 

7.3 

5.- 

18.6 
9.3 
0.3 
a 

7.1 

1." 

6.1 V 

1.1 1.Í 

1.4 1.! 

6.2 6.3 

5.8 7.: 

7.: 
4.; 
3.Í 
4.1 

3.! 

2.3 

100.0 100.0     100.0 100.0    100.0 100.0 

Source:    Based on   Tfte Growth of World  Industry. 1970 Edition,   vol.  I   (United   Nation 
"Included in wearing apparel (ISIC 322). 

for this fact is that most of the establishments in heavy industry tend generally to 
require a large market, owing to economies of scale, and it is much easier to establish 
this market domestically through a policy of import substitution than internationally 
by measures to promote exports. 

Secondly, the share of heavy industry increased in all Latin American countries 
shown in table 56, but the amount of its share varied from country to country. 
Generally, the increase was greater in larger countries, whereas proportionate shares 
of light and heavy industries remained almost unchanged in most of the smaller 
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SECTOR   IN   SELECTED DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 01   ASIA AND AFRICA 

Iran 

1962   ¡968 

16.4 
0.9 

22.7 
2.9 
1.7 

5.5 
0.8 
0.7 
1.7 

0.8 
34.6 

13.4 
0.7 

15.5 
5.0 
1.8 
a 

1.5      1.9 

3.2      3.9 

0.6      0.6 

6.1      5.9 

5.8 
0.3 
1.9 
4.8 

1.7 
36.7 

Philippines 
Republic 
of Korea 

Southern 
Rhodesia Sri Lanka 

Syrian Arab 
Republic Tvrkey 

I960  1968     I960   ¡968     I960  ¡968     I960   1966      1962   1968      1960  1966 

29.2 
6.3 
4.6 
7.0 
3.0 
0.4 
1.0 
4.7 
0.7 
1.9 

100.0 100.0 

3.6 

3.7 

0.0 
1.3 
2.9 

3.1 
2.1 
1.7 
1.9 

I   15 

1.4 

100.0 

28.4 
8.6 
5.2 
5.4 
1.8 
0.2 
0.6 
6.2 
0.7 
1.6 

5.5     2.0 

7.5     6.9 

8.5 

3.7 

0.0 
1.6 
3.6 

3.9 
3.4 
2.4 
3.4 

0.5 

1.5 

100.0 

20.1 
7.6 
4.2 

23.4 
4.8 
1.4 
a 

4.6 

2.5 

12.3 
4.8 
3.0 

25.1 
3.7 
0.6 
a 

6.3 

2.9 
4.6     3.8 

5.8    11.2 

4.1 4.5 

4.4 4.4 

1.3 1.4 
3.7 3.5 
0.8 1.7 
1.3 4.1 

1.0 1.2 

0.3 0.4 

12.1 

12.6 

7.3 
6.0 

3.7 
3.0 

13.0 

10.6 

9.3 
6.8 

4.7 
2.7 

24.2    17.9 

13.5 
10.4 
4.4 
0.3 
a 

1.4 
10.1 

1.1 
2.7 

9. 
10. 

5. 
0. 
a 

0 
10 

1 

12.3    13.2 

7.1 5.7 

16.2 23.5 

5.0 5.7 

0.9 0.7 

5.0 5.6 

7.1     6.1 

0.1 

3.1 

0.1 

7.3 

0.3     2.9 

5.6     5.1 

12. 
1. 
6. 

4 8.7 
3 0.8 
6     3.8 

22.5    30.9 

9 
8 
7 0. 
0 

0.5 

2.1      1.0 

1.7     3.8      21.2    11.6 

2.6     1.4                 3.5     6.4        0.5     0.3 

5.4     4.5 

25.8 
3.1 
5.3 

15.3 
2.4 
4.0 

1.9     1.9 

3.1     4.8 

5.6     9.4 

48.4   49.5      55.1   62.3 

100.0 100.0    100.0 100.0    100.0 100.0    100.0 100.0    100.0 100.0 

1'iih, ,,iion, Sales No. 72.XVII.4). 

countries. This fact is related to the argument that larger countries are in a more 
favourable position to take vigorous policy measures for industrialization, centering 
on the heavy manufacturing sector. 

It is interesting to make an international comparison, branch by branch, to test 
this argument. The relative positions of the textile and wearing apparel branches are 
opposite. In relatively large countries such as Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Ecuador and 
Mexico, in 1960 and 1968, textiles had a greater share, whereas in smaller countries 
such as El Salvador, Honduras and Panama, wearing apparel had a greater share. This 
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may reflect the fact that spinning and weaving processes, which are major activities in 
the textile branch, are usually more subject to economies of scale than the 
production processes of a more or less handicraft nature used in the manufacture of 
wearing apparel. 

The same reasoning is applicable in the branches of heavy manufacturing, where 
economies of scale appear more appropriate in most establishments. The industrial 
chemicals branch together with other chemicals had a share of 10 or more per cent in 
Brazil, Colombia and Mexico, whereas their share of total manufacturing output was 
only between 4 and 6 per cent in the Dominican Republic, Honduras and Panama. In 
the basic metals branch combined with metal products, this tendency was more 
evident. These two branches had shares ranging from 9 to 28 per cent in Brazil, Chile 
and Mexico, but in smaller countries their shares were negligible. The same 
observation applies for branches of the machinery and transport equipment industry. 

Table 57 gives the same kind of information for a number of developing 
countries in Africa and Asia, for which statistical data are available. The influence of 
the size of an economy on its industrial structure is not as clear as it is in the Latin 
American countries because the statistical data are incomplete; data on many 
industries are missing for some countries. However, the two observations made above 
generally apply to these countries. First, in all countries except Southern Rhodesia, 
the share of heavy industry increased. Secondly, textiles and some of the branches of 
heavy manufacturing tended to have a large share in the relatively large countries. 

Growth and size elasticities of manufacturing output 

The preceding statistical analysis of growth trends and the relative shares of the 
manufacturing branches necessitates an investigation of the causes of differences in 
sectoral growth and in industrial structure among countries. In this section the two 
major factors, namely, the level of per capita income and the size of an economy, are 
examined. It is difficult to select a variable for the size of an economy; population is 
used here as a surrogate. The effects of changes in per capita income level and the 
size of population on the change in value added are defined as growth and size 
elasticities respectively. 

Table 58 shows the growth and size elasticities of manufacturing output (value 
added), calculated by the multiple regression method at the ISIC two- and three-digit 
levels, for the developing countries and the developed market economies l3 The 
statistical data are derived from the world-wide industrial census in 1963, which is 
the most recent census year; they include 65 developing countries and 26 developed 
market economies. Both elasticities vary from industry to industry and between the 
two economic groupings. The variation between the economic groupings could 
reflect the difference in their stages of development. 

The formula X * cYaF*> is used, where X is output (value added), Y is per capita GDP and 
P is population, and c, a and * we coefficients to be estimated by the multiple regression method 
after converting the above formula into logarithmic form 

log X* log c • a log Y + b log P. 
The coefficients« and b are the growth and size elasticities respectively, since the equation 

dX       dY ^ . dP 
T*ay+bT 

» obtained from the logarithmic form by the calculus of infinitesimals. 
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It is interesting to note that the manufacturing sector as a whole had a si/e 
elasticity of nearly unity in both economic groupings. This means thdt the sue of 
population works as a proportional factor to manufacturing activity as a whole In 
other words, the level of per capita output in the entire manufacturing sector is not 
affected by the size of population, but only by the level vi per capita ¡mom-. There 
is no appreciable size effect on manufacturing production as a whole. 

On the other hand, growth elasticity for the entire manufacturing sector was 
much greater than size elasticity, and the level of per capita income exerted an 
obvious effect on manufacturing activities. In the developing countries, as per capita 
GDP increased by I per cent, manufacturing output increased by as much as I 4 per 
cent. In the developed market economies, a I per cent increase in per < apita dDP is 
associated with a 1.2 per cent increase in manufacturing output. 

It is useful, at the same time, to examine carefully the variations in both growth 
and size elasticities among industries as well as between the two economic groupings. 
Such variations indicate which industries are leading or lagging behind in the process 
of economic growth, as well as which are sensitive or not to the size of population. 

The food, beverages and tobacco industry (ISIC 31) as a whole had a si/e 
elasticity of less than unity, which means that the output of this industry is not 
likely to increase as fast as population growth. The growth elasticity for this industry 
tended to decrease gradually to below unity as the level of per capita income 
increased, as is evident by comparing the growth elasticity for food, beverages and 
tobacco in the developing countries with that in the developed market economies 
The beverage branch (FSIC 313) had the highest growth elasticity among the 
branches of this industry in both economic groupings. This is the main reason for its 
higher growth rate, which was mentioned earlier. In the developing countries, the 
food products branch (ISIC 311 and 312) also showed the high growth elasticity ol 
1.2. 

The textile branch (ISIC 321) had a high size elasticity (among the highest 
shown in table 58) in both the developing countries and the developed market 
economies, namely, 1.4 and I.I respectively. This means that this branch is more 
than usually sensitive to the size of population. Trie appearance of various artificial 
fibres may have strengthened this tendency. On the other hand, the growth elasticity 
for textiles was very low, even in the developing countries, and it declined sharply as 
the level of per capifa income increased. This branch has lagged behind because of its 
low growth elasticity.: 4 

In the wearing apparel, leather and leather products and footwear branches 
(ISIC 322, 323 and 324), the size elasticity was nearly unity in the developing 
countries and in the developed market economies, which means that there was 
almost no effect of size on this industry group. The growth elasticity, however, was 
as high as 1.5 in the developing countries, which explains the rapid expansion of tins 
group. In the developing countries, the wearing apparel branch (ISIC Ì22) had the 
highest growth elasticity, 1.6, followed by the leather and leather products branch 
(ISIC 323), 1.4, and the foot-wear branch (ISIC 324), 1.2 

The wood products and furniture industry group (ISIC 33) had a size elasticity 
of less than unity in both economic groupings. This means that output n not likely 
to grow as fast as population. In the developing countries, however, the growth 
elasticity was 1.3, a relatively high figure among light manufacturing industries This 

l4SeeUbk47. 
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TA1LF 5».   GROWTH AND SWZF FLASTK TTIFS Of OUTPUT* IY MAJOR GROUP AND •* AH » 
MARKM 

Dtvthpêmt temmtriet 

ÊFimck of imémtry aie 
of 
cotmlrte 

«5 

Growth 
r etmtkity 

Size 
eémitkiv. 

Food proéuctt                                                     311 312 1.2261 0.«363 

Reverapt 313 •3 1.3707 0.7*5<) 

Tobacco 314 • 3 0,*771 0.«W7 

Textics 321 M 1.1011 1.4494 

Wearing apparel, except foot-waar 322 41 1*525 0.«54! 

Leather Mid leather and ft* premute 323 33 1.35*4 1.0155 

Foot-wear 334 47 1.24H O.Ì342 

Wood products, except fwrnftwrt 331 «0 1.0*60 O.«704 

F um tare and fw ture», except metal 332 «3 1.2345 0.4U1 
Paper and paper prodncti 341 51 2.1114 1.4400 

CTaftfMfe pfttMMnMf 342 •4 1.54*1 1.0118 

Indttttrial cnemtcalt 331 37 1.5679 1.2183 

Other chemical products 332 42 1.73*1 1.3541 

Petrattimi refineries 333 17 1.5441 0.6244 

Miareëaneow producís of petroleum 
end coal 354 7 0.3445 O.S796 j 

R »»ter proéuctt 353 53 1.8162 I.333i1 
Plettic proéuctt 35« 10 2.0M3 0.R4I8 

Pottery, china ami ea/thetiware Mi It 1.477* 1.3022 

Gian ané platt product« 3*2 21 1*091 1.3293 ! 

Other BOW metauc mineral proéuctt Mt 31 1.50*2 1.0492 

trou and steel batic indwtriei 371 25 2.1W3 1.5755, 

Noo-ferroot metal batic induetriei 372 22 I.3M0 0.O64 

Metal products, except machinery, etc 311 ft] uns 1.2261 

Machinery, except electrical ill 32 1.9775 1.2341 

electrical machinery, apparat»« etc. 3C3 53 2.2*72 1.4138 
TfâtaMmmWt  êmmYttmmtmmWt • emmmommj •  mmym}manjmnjTff f 3*4 4« 1.7152 1.2470 

• • »»* emmsmmnmj^   pTaTnyrmmmjmmmjfay^ ^PeWtftaVo flVi 319 11 1.I2JS 1.04)2: 
llramrR# am^^atmâUafm***tMâTam\M am^EmAAEtJaxMM V^P*"J«   iWaWn 4StV * W "R| JPRmMeVl (WS 3f0 3« l.***7 1.2339 

Total manafaetwriwe 3 ft5 1.4471 1.075' 

fcawrrr.   Rated on reerfewt* o/ lèttomi Anomm* StstéÊtk*. 
7tt.XMLI >; and has*, data of  lt*3 industri»! production prepai 

l»7fi. voK I Md H (l'mu-d Nam* 
té hy thr United NteHm* Statisi *. 

'For in* method of ceicuiattofi, se* foe i «ote 13. pope 140. 
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l|   MANUFACTURING  INDUSTRY  IN THF DtVFLONNG COUNTRIKS AND Till DIVIIOflD 
JcONOMIFS, 19*3 
9—  

tkvfloped market economies 

fiumher 
ft           Growth   Size 
Countries eknticity eknticity 

Deve loping countries 

Growth   Size 
eUmticity elasticity 

Develop* 

Number 
of 
countries 

d market economies 

Number 
of 
countries 

Growth    Size 
eimtticity elasticity 

¿h 0.9447 0.9155 

26 1.0490 0.95 M 65 1.1M9 0.9310 2* 0.9393 0.9403 
25 0.7110 1.0479 

26 O.S7t3 1.1397 40 1.1011 1.4494 2* 0.5793 1.1397 

21 1.1130 0.1933 

26 0.1300 1.0733 «5 1.4925 1.0341 2* 0.9211 0.94*4 
21 0.1449 0.1372 

25 

25 

1.1017 

1.1727 

0.M44 

0.9191 
*4 1.2493 0.9545 24 1.0344 0.11*4 

25 

25 

1.4M3 

1.4433 

1.1114 

0.9930 
*4 1.7427 1.1434 M 1.472« 1.03*2 

17 1.4079 1.3117 

16 1.0705 1.1157 

15 G.4724 11.4244 

15 0.9421 0.4424 
*4 2.1001 1.3314 24 1.1541 1.23*1 

25 1.3543 1.0039 

16 1.5003 1.0373 

IH 0.1'20 0.9135 

14 1.1233 1.1*14 *3 1.5108 1.1*14 35 0.1440 1.0201 
14 1.1504 0.991* 

t   IS 
1 
Í   '« 

14015 

1.4741 

1.3049 

1.1*79 
44 141*0 13*40 23 I.J1M 1.0750 

i   26 1.0499 1.0233 

2, 1.9171 1.2471 

2h 1.5542 12991 tl 1.9535 1.1447 24 1.4530 1.1*40 
26 1.4949 1.157* 

1- 1.7425 1.3543 
i') 1.2039 0.9342 39 1*997 1.2339 19 1.2039 0.9342 

* 1.1124 1.0179 *5 1.4471 1.0737 24 1.1134 1.0179 

,  
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accounts for its comparatively high growth rate in the developing countries; the 
growth rate was especially high for the furniture and fixtures branch (ISIC 332), 
where the growth elasticity was 1.2. 

In the paper and printing industry (ISIC 34), although the size elasticity was not 
much larger than unity, the group registered a very high growth elasticity, namely, 
1.8 in the developing countries and l.S in the developed market economies. Both the 
paper and the printing branches had the same levels of growth and size elasticities in 
the developed market economies. On the other hand, in the developing countries, the 
paper branch had growth and size elasticities of 2.1 and 1.4 respectively, which 
explains the rapid progress in this branch, which was mentioned earlier. 

The chemicals industry group (ISIC 35) had one of the highest levels of size 
elasticity, or 1.4 for the developing countries and 1.2 for the developed market 
economies, reflecting the effect of the size of population on the output of that 
group. The figure was especially high for the industrial chemicals branch (ISIC 351) 
in both economic groupings, for the other chemical products branch (ISIC 352) and 
for the rubber products branch (ISIC 355) in the developing countries, and for the 
petroleum refineries branch (ISIC 353) in the developed market economies. The 
chemicals industry also had a high growth elasticity, of 2.1, in the developing 
countries. The growth elasticity at the branch level was more than 1.5 for all 
branches in the developing countries, except for miscellaneous products of petroleum 
and coal. In the developed market economies, industrial chemicals, rubber products 
and plastic products had high growth elasticities, that is, 1.4 or over. 

The size of population did not have much effect on the non-metallic mineral 
products industry group (ISIC 36), since the size elasticity exceeded unity only 
slightly in both economic groupings. On the other hand, the growth elasticity of that 
group was as high as 1.5 in the developing countries, with nearly the same value for 
the three component branches. The growth elasticity, however, tended to decline 
sharply as the level oí per capita income increased, as is evident for the corresponding 
elasticities for the developed market economies. 

In the basic metals industry group (ISIC 37), although growth elasticity in the 
developed market economies was very high (1.3), the size of population did not 
affect the level of per capita output, since the size elasticity was I.I. By contrast, in 
the developing countries, both the level of per capita income and the size of 
population exerted a strong effect on output. This was especially the case for the 
iron and steel branch (ISIC 371), which had a growth elasticity of as high as 2.2 and 
a size elasticity of 1.6 in these countries. 

The same tendency applied to the metal products and machinery industry group 
(ISIC 38), except that the size elasticity (1.2) was very high even in the developed 
market economies. The growth elasticity was one of the highest among the industry 
groups, namely, 2.0 for the developing countries and 1.5 for the developed market 
economies. At the ISIC three-digit level, size elasticity was especially high in the 
developing countries for the electrical machinery branch (ISIC 383), followed by 
transport equipment (ISIC 384), non-electrical machinery (ISIC 382) and metal 
products (ISIC 381). 

Growth elasticity was not less than 1.7 for all branches in the developing 
countries. These elasticities, however, tended to decline in the metal products, 
electrical machinery and transport equipment branches as the level of per capita 
income increased. 



t 

IV.   ANALYSIS 
OF SELECTED MAJOR COMMODITIES 

The preceding investigation at the branch, or ISIC three-digit, level of the 
manufacturing sector illustrates in some detail the differences in growth trends 
among branches of industry as well as the differences in industrial structure between 
larger and smaller countries. As part of the analysis, the level of per capita income 
and the size of population, which ate the two major factors influencing the industrial 
structure of an economy, were also considered. 

Although this kind of examination is certainly useful in gaining an over-all view 
of the industrial structure and the major factors affecting structural change, the 
breakdown is not sufficient, in some cases even at the three-digit level, for a 
satisfactory analysis, especially when the physical quantity of production is 
concerned. Nearly all industrial development planning is related at the micro-level to 
specific commodities, measured in physical units: the forecasted quantity of 
domestic demand, the expected quantity of exports, and the quantity to be 
produced domestically or to be imported. Any view on these matters requires an 
analysis at the commodity level. The following three sections are devoted to an 
investigation of the production of major commodities in the developing countries in 
the 1960s, and to an analysis of per capita apparent consumption of selected major 
commodities. 

Owing to the recent improvement in the availability of statistical data on the 
production of major commodities for more than 100 countries in the world, an 
interregional comparison of growth trends in production is possible, and information 
may also be derived on the share of each region in the production of major 
commodities. Tables 59 and 61 indicate world production of selected major 
commodities at the ISIC six-digit level in 1960 and 1969, the percentage share of the 
developing countries, the developed market and the centrally planned economies in 
world production for the two years, and the annual growth rate of production 
between the two years for the world and the three economic groupings. 

From these tables a general picture may be obtained of the present status of and 
changes in the relative position of the developing countries in world production of 
the major industrial commodities, as well as the differences in their growth rates, 
which are the basic elements affecting structural change. Some of the main 
conclusions of this chapter follow. 

First, the following commodities of light industry achieved a remarkable annual 
increase in production in the developing countries: tinned or bottled fruits (10.6 per 
cent), tinned or bottled vegetables (19.7 per cent), non-cellulosic fibres (27.8 per 
cent) and foot-wear (10.4 per cent). However, the relative share of the developing 
countries in world production of these items continued to remain at a very low level. 
On the other hand, the developing countries had a relatively large share of world 
production of raw sugar, refined sugar, cigarettes, cotton yam, cotton woven fabrics 
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TABLE 59.     PRODUCTION OF MAJOR COMMODITIES IN LIGHT INDUSTRY IN 1> 
PLANNED ECONOMIE 

Commodity ISÌC Ymr 

World 
production 

Quantity     Unit 

Food producto 

Fruiti, tinned or bottled 

Vegetable!, tinned or bottled 

Fkh, tinned 

Flour, wheat 

BiKuto 

Raw fugar 

Refined tugar 

Sugar confectionary 

Ethyl alcohol for al purpotei 

Beer 

Mineral waten and »oft Mats 

roteerò 

CifBtattee 

311-312 

311303 1960 
1969 

3,433 
3.063 

311301 1960 
1969 

6.M6 
10.311 

311403 1960 
1969 

1.266 
1.6U 

311603 1960 
1969 

91,690 
111.094 

311791 1960 
1969 

2,200 
3,060 

311101 1960 
1969 

45,167 
57,413 

311602 1960 
1969 

34,306 
45,912 

3U993 1960 
1969 

3,777 
5.429 

313 

313101 1960 
1969 

23472 
36,977 

313102 1960 
1969 

63457 
13454 

313301 1960 
1969 

404 
591 

31)491 1960 
1969 

133 
259 

314 

314001 1960 
196* 

1J73 
2459 

314003 1*60 
1*6* 

274 
224 
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DIVELOPING   COUNTRIES,   THE   DEVELOPED   MARKET   AND   THE   CENTRALLY 
1%0AND 1968 

Percentage share of 
world production 

§.•& o c 

Í8 

Avenge annusi growth ratet 
by percentage 

1 

Number of countries 

I 

3.2 M.1 10.7 
5.4 M.1 15.5 

0.3 13.9 15.1 
1.1 77.1 21.1 

10.8 64.3 22.9 
10.4 51.1 30.1 

12.7 44.5 42.8 
16.1 4a 2 43.7 

17.1 37.3 25.6 
19.7 51.2 22.1 

55.7 33.3 11.0 
53.0 33.7 11.3 

19.8 50.4 29.1 
21.9 44.7 31.4 

5.3 57.3 37.4 
5.3 53.1 40.9 

4.4 10.6 3.4 8.8 

4.7 19.7 3.8 8.6 

3.2 

1.3 

3.7 

2.8 

3.3 

4.1 

2.8 1.9 

4.0 0.2 

5.3 3.9 

2.2 3.6 

4.5 2.4 

4.0.       3.4 

6.7 

1.6 

2.1 

3.0 

3.9 

5.1 

15 20 7 

17 21 7 

18 16 7 

41 26 7 

27 18 5 

64 22 8 

24 20 7 

26 18 7 

25.0 67.5 7.5 
214 67.8 10.8 

15.1 52.4 32.5 
13.3 48.5 38.2 

10.3 73.5 16.2 
9.9 73.5 164 

21.9 59.3 18.8 
16.3 67.2 16.5 

4.3 

3.1 

4.3 

2.5 4.4 8.7 

1.7 2.2 

4.0 4.3 

5.0 

4.6 

7.7        4.1 9.2 6.1 

27 19 5 

20 16 7 

69 27 1 

21 20 6 

21.1 
22.9 

21.7 
16.1 

51.7 
57.0 

75.0 
81.7 

20.2 
20.1 

1.3 
12 

3J 

-24 

44 1.2 Î.3 

-SA      -1.1       -M 
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TABLE 59 

Commodity ¡SIC Ynr 

World 
production 

Quantity    Unit 

Textiles 321 

Cotton yarn, pure and mixed 

Flax yarn 

Jute yarn 

Wool yam, pun and mixed 

Yarn of man-made staple 

Cotton woven fabrics 

Woollen woven fabrics 

Woven fabrics of cellulotic fibres 

Woven fabrics of non-celluiosk fibres 

Knitted fabrics 

321101 
321102 

1960 
1969 

7,412 
8,723 

321103 1960 
1969 

459 
474 

321104 1960 
1969 

663 
634 

Otousand 
tont 

321106 
321107 

1960 
1969 

1,811 
2,114 

32110« 1960 
1969 

710 
1,444 

321109 1960 
1969 

51,729 
55475 

321112 

321114 

1960 
1969 

1960 
1969 

3,123 
3,391 

1,061 
9,116 

iquatt 
metre* 

321115 1960 
1969 

627 
3,961 

321301 1960 
1969 

296 
M0 

thousand 
tona 

fool-1 

Foot-wear, total 

324 

324001- 
324004 

IMO 
1M9 

2,143 
3,353 

Wood products, except furniture 

Sawnwood, coniferous and broad leaved 331101- 
331102 

IMO 
1M9 

311 
370 

Da 

cubic m| 

Source Bated on The Growth of World Industry, 1969, Edition, voi II (United Nattent polecat»' 
Note: World production here corresponds to the alágala flapie described at "total" it) the) atx* 

for missing years. 
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¡continued) 

149 

Percentage there of 
woHd production 

in 
•5 §> 

ai 11 

Avenge annual growth rates 
by percentage 

ill  I 

Number of countries 

ìì\      lì   li 11 ! 

a- 

3.0 
2.1 

54.3 
44.5 

22.7 
23.4 

0.9 
0.3 

34.7 
23.1 

64.4 
76.6 

6.2 
9.2 

85.9 
12.9 

7.9 
7.9 

4.8 
8.1 

69.0 
62.8 

26.2 
29.1 

3.4 
3.3 

87.4 
88.5 

9.2 
8.2 

2.6 
0.4 

43.1 
33.0 

14.3 
16.6 

4.7 
4.2 

65.4 
61.1 

29.9 
34.7 

7.3 
4.2 

70.9 
63.8 

11.8 
12.0 

2.5 
3.6 

92.1 
90.2 

5.4 
6.2 

5.4 
2.4 

84.7 
93.0 

9.9 
4.6 

1.7 

-0.5 

1.3 

8.2 

0.8 

2.3 

12.6 

5.5       -0.5 

7.4 

6.2 

2.1 

0.4      -11.4       -4.0        2.3 

4.0       -0.9      -0.6 

0.2        2.5 

7.8 8.3        6.9 

2.7       -2.1        2.5 

0.9        -0.4 0.2        2.6 

1.1        2.5 

22.7 27.8        22.4      24.8 

2.7        13.7        3.5 

39 23 8 

4 14 7 

7 16 4 

18 25 7 

8 13 2 

46 23 8 

18 24 8 

19 20 7 

6 13 S 

19 

64.5 
S5.1 

29.1 
14.9 S.1 10.4 3.3       7.2 27 21 

4.2 
5.8 

55.7 
58,7 

40.1 
J3.J 

10 S.5 14       04 22 24 

Sales No. 71JCV1L7). 
publication. TMi of ftoorttd production 4M« and alio tnchrik» «Mtanak» 
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and woven fabrics of celJulosic fibres, but the growth rate of production was very 
low. 

Secondly, in the heavy industry sector, an outstanding annual increase in 
production in the developing countries was recorded by mechanical wood pulp 
(13.9 per cent), hydrochloric acid (18.9 per cent), nitrogenous fertilizers (18.9 per 
cent), cellulosic continuous filaments (23.7 per cent), non-cellulosic staple and tow 
(26.8 per cent), artificial resins and plastic materials (40.2 per cent), liquified 
petroleum gas (28 per cent), sheet glass (17.1 per cent), hot-rolled iron strip 
(15.3 per cent), unwrought aluminium (29.4 per cent), radio sets (20.4 per cent) and 
passenger cars (17.2 per cent). The share of developing countries in world production 
was usually small, except for petroleum products. Items with relatively large shares 
were cellulosic continuous filaments, soap, sheet glass, cement, refined copper, 
unwrought lead and lead alloys, unwrought tin and tin alloys, radio sets and bicycles. 

Thirdly, it is difficult to derive general conclusions from an examination of 
commodity balances, since such balances are largely affected by such factors as the 
size of a country, its endowment of natural resources and its international trade 
policies. However, three observations may be made: first, in the case of 
resource-based products, there is a tendency for countries to be divided between 
exporters and importers. Secondly, in the case of bulky products, for which the 
material inputs are found almost everywhere, or commodities produced by simple 
technology, there is a tendency towards self-sufficiency. Thirdly, a heavy 
dependency on imports is observed in the case of commodities whose production 
requires a relatively sophisticated technology. 

Finally, an analysis of per capita consumption provides very useful information, 
since it can give an estimation of the size of the domestic market for specific 
commodities. The analysis points to four categories of industrial products. The first 
category comprises commodities that show a very low value of income elasticity at 
any level of per capita income. The second category consists of commodities having a 
relatively high value of income elasticity at any level of per capita income. Soap is a 
typical example of the former, and artificial resins of the latter. However, a majority 
of industrial products have a changing income elasticity. The third category includes 
products with a decreasing income elasticity; nearly all commodities in light industry 
as well as some in heavy industry belong to this category. The fourth category shows 
an increasing income elasticity; commodities that are leading products or that are 
material inputs for producing leading products have this tendency. 

Growth in the production of selected major commodities 
in light industry 

Food products ( IS1C 311 and 312) 

In the case of the food products branch, statistical data are available for eight 
commodities: tinned or bottled fruits, tinned or bottled vegetables, tinned fish, 
wheat flour, biscuits, raw sugar, refined sugar and sugar confectionery. The world 
production of tinned or bottled fruits increased from 3.4 to 5.1 million tons, at an 
annual rate of 4.4 per cent over the period 1960- 1969. In the developing countries, 
production expanded more rapidly than the world average, namely, at a rate of 
10.6 per cent per annum. The share of the developing countries in world production, 
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however, was still very small, or only 5.4 per cent in 1969. The same tendency 
applies to tinned or bottled vegetables. The world production of this item was 6.8 
million tons in 1960 and 10.3 million tons in 1969; it grew at an average annual rate 
of 4.7 per cent. The developing countries attained a remarkably higher growth rate in 
this product, namely, 19.7 per cent per annum. The share of these countries i.i world 
production, however, remained at the very low level of 1.1 per cent even in 1969. 

In the case of tinned fish, wheat flour, biscuits, raw sugar and refined sugar, the 
developing countries had relatively larger shares in world production. However, the 
growth trend of all of these products was very low both for world production and for 
the production of the developing countries. The world production of tinned fish 
increased from 1.3 million tons in I960 to 1.7 million tons in 1969, or at an annual 
rate of 3.2 per cent. The growth rate in the developing countries was less than this, or 
2.8 per cent per annum, with the result that the share of these countries in world 
production declined slightly, from 10.8 to 10.4 per cent. The world production of 
wheat flour showed only a slight increase from 98.7 million tons in 1960 to 111.1 
million tons in 1969, or an average annual rate of 1.3 per cent. The developing 
countries achieved an annual growth rate of production of 4 per cent, and their share 
in world production rose from 12.7 to 16.1 per cent over the period. The world 
production of biscuits amounted to 3.1 million tons in 1969, which represented an 
annual growth rate of 3.7 per cent over the period 1960 1969. The production of 
biscuits in the developing countries expanded at a higher annual rate, or 5.3 per cent, 
and the share of these countries increased from 17.1 to 19.7 per cent in the period 
1960 1969. The production of raw sugar was stationary; the annual rate of increase 
was only 2.8 per cent for the world and 2.2 per cent for the developing countries. 
Total production was 57.7 million tons in 1969, of which 53 percent was produced 
in the developing countries. The production of refined sugar expanded at a higher 
rate both in the world and in the developing countries, or 3.3 per cent and 4.5 per 
rent respectively. Although the developing countries* share increased from 19.8 to 
21.9 per cent over the period 1960 1969, it was much less than their share of the 
production of raw sugar. The production of sugar confectionery increased at annual 
rates of 4.1 per cent in the world and 4 per cent in the developing countries. The 
share of the developing countries was stable at the level of 5.3 per cent of world 
production. 

Beverages and tobacco (ISIC 313 and 314) 

Statistical data on the production of beverages and tobacco are available for six 
products: distilled alcoholic beverages, ethyl alcohol for all purposes, beer, mineral 
water and soft drinks, cigarettes, arid manufactured tobacco. The developing 
countries had relatively large shares in the total world production of these products, 
ranging from 10 to 25 per cent, but the growth rates for the production of these 
products in these countries were lower than the corresponding rates in the other 
economic groupings, except for cigarettes. 

The world production of distilled alcoholic beverages increased from 25.3 to 37 
million hectolitres over the period 1960-1969, or at an annual growth rate of 
4.3 per cent. In the developing countries, production expanded more slowly, at a rate 
of 2.5 per cent per annum, and as a result, the share of these countries in world 
production declined from 25 to 21.4 per cent over the period. The production of 
ethyl alcohol for all purposes was also stagnant during the period, with annual 
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growth rates of only 3.1 per cent for the world and 1.7 per cent for the developing 
countries. The world production in 1969 was 83.2 million hectolitres, of which 13.3 
per cent was produced in the developing countries. The world production of beer 
increased from 401 to 591 million hectolitres over the period 1960-1969, or at a 
rate of 4.3 per cent per annum. Production in the developing countries expanded at 
nearly the same pace, at a rate of 4 per cent per annum, and their share of 
production remained almost unchanged at the level of 10 per cent. Mineral water and 
soft drinks registered the highest growth rate among beverages, especially in the 
developed market economies. World production increased from 133 to 259 million 
hectolitres over the period 1960-1969 or at an annual rate of 7.7 per cent. 
Production in the developing countries, however, did not expand as rapidly, but at a 
rate of only 4.3 per cent per annum; consequently, the share of these countries in 
world production declined from 21.9 to 16.3 per cent. 

The world production of cigarettes increased at the moderate rate of 3.5 per 
cent per annum, expanding from 1,875 to 2,559 billion units over the period 
1960-1969. Production in the developing countries expanded at a slightly higher 
rate, or 4.5 per cent annually, and the share of these countries grew from 21.1 per 
cent of world production in 1960 to 22.9 per cent in 1969. In the caie of 
manufactured tobacco, production declined in all three economic groupings. Total 
production in the world decreased from 274 thousand tons in 1960 to 224 thousand 
tons in 1969. The decrease was especially large in the developing countries, where 
production recorded a negative annual rate of 5.4 per cent; the result was a 
considerable decline in the share of these countries in world production, from 
21.7 per cent in 1960 to 16.1 per cent in 1969. 

7>jrfi/ej(ISIC321) 

The textile industry is one of the largest in the light industry sector, and it piays 
an important role in industrialization, especially in the earlier stages. The following 
10 items are selected from a wide variety of products on the basis of the availability 
of statistical data: pure and mixed cotton yarn, flax yarn, jute yarn, pure and mixed 
wool yarn, yarn of man-made staple, cotton woven fabrics, woollen woven fabrics, 
woven fabrics of cellulosic fibres, woven fabrics of non-cellulosk fibres, and knitted 
fabrics. In general, the developing countries had relatively high shares of world 
production of cotton yarn, cotton woven fabrics and fabrics of cellulosic fibre« over 
the period 1960-1969. Howe .'er, the growth rate of world production of these items 
was very low in this period. 

The world production of cotton yarn registered an annual growth rate of only 
1.7 per cent and increased from 7.5 to 8.7 million tons over the period 1960-1969. 
In the developing countries, production increased at a higher rate, or 5.5 per cent per 
annum, over the same period, with the result that their share of world production 
rose significantly from 23 to 32.1 per cent. The same pattern is observed for cotton 
woven fabrics. World production increased only sightly, from 51.7 to SS.7 biKon 
square metres over the period 1960-1969. Although the developing countries 
attained an annual growth rate of production of only 2.7 per cent, it was 
significantly higher than that of world production (0-8 par cent), and resultad in aa 
increase in their share of world production from 42.6 to 50 A par cant. 
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The world production of wool yarn and woollen woven fabrics was also 
stationary, with annual growth rates of production of only 1 3 per cent and 0.9 per 
cent respectively over the period 1960-1969. In the developing countries, the 
production of wool yarn grew rapidly, at a rate as high as 7.4 per cent annually, with 
the result that their share in world production increased considerably, firm 4.H to 
8.1 per cent over the same period. On the other hand, the production of wm>Men 
woven fabrics in these countries declined slightly, recording a negative annual rate of 
-0.4 per cent. Flax and jute yarns were stationary in all three economic groupings. 
In particular, the production of flax yarn was much reduced in the developing 
countries. 

At the same time, the world production of woven fabrics of non-ceUutosic fibres, 
knitted fabrics, and yarn of man-made staple expanded at the remarkable rates of 
22.7 per cent, 12.6 per cent and 8.2 per cent per annum respectively In 1969 the 
world production amounted to 4 billion square metres of woven fabrics of 
non-celluk>sic fibres, 860 thousand tons of knitted fabrics, and 1.4 million tons of 
yarn of man-made staple. The production of non-celluloaic fibres m the developing 
countries grew at an outstanding average annual rate of 27.8 per cent. However, the 
share of these countries in world production was still at the very low level of 3.6 per 
cent in 1969. The production of woven fabrics of ce Huíoste fibres in these countries 
increased at a considerably higher rate (6.2 per cent per annum) than the rates for 
the world and the other two economic groupings; and as a result, the share of the 
developing countries in total world production rote remarkably from 17.3 to 
24.2 per cent over the period I960-1969. 

Foot-we» and wood products ( ISIC 324 and 331 ) 

Statistical data are available for only two items, all kinds of foot-wear, and 
coniferous and broad-leaved sawnwood. The production of both items increased 
more rapidly in the developing countries than in the other economic groupings. The 
world production of foot-wear increased from 2,143 million pairs in I960 to 3,353 
million pairs in 1969, or at an annual growth rate of S.l per cent. The production of 
the** commodities in the developing countries grew at the rapid rate of 10.4 per cent 
per annum, which resulted in a substantial rite in their share, from 6.4 to 10 per cent 
over the same period. In the case of coniferous and broad-leaved sawnwood, the 
world production increased by only 2 per cent anituaMy, and production in the 
developing countries recorded the moderately higher growth rale of 5.S per cent per 
annum. World production was 370 million cubic metres in 1969, of which 5.M per 
cent was produced in th» developing countries. 

Table 60 summarizes the above discussion in a conciee way. Commodities are 
classified into three categories: high-growth commodities arc those with an annual 
growth rate of more than 7.S per cent, or SO per cent higher than that for the light 
manufacturing sector in the developing countries (5.2 per cent) over the period 
1955-1970; low-growth commodities are those with an annuel growth rate of lew 
then 2.6 per cent, or 50 per cent lower than the rate for the light manufacturing 
sector in these countries; and mediunvgrowth cofmnod sties, or those with a growth 
rate between 2.6 and 7.8 per cent. 
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TABLE *0.    GROWTH IN THE PRODUCTION OF MAJOR COMMODITIES IN LIGHT 
INDUSTRY   IN THE DEVELOPING COUNTRIES AND THE WORLD, AND THE WARF Of 

THE DEVELOPING COUNTRIES IN TOTAL WORLD PRODUCTION.  1%0   IM9 

vwm i 

c^ UK 
DnHuaàtt 
coimnwe »*r /•#* /•»• 

High-growth commoditiet 

Woven fabrics of non-cettutotte 
fibres 321115 27.8 22.7 2.5 3.6 

Vegetables, tinned or bottled .11130« 19.7 4.7 0.3 1.1 
Fruiti, tinned or bottled JIIJOJ 10.6 4.4 3.2 5.4 
Foot-wear, total 324001   4 10.4 5.1 6.4 10.0 
Yarn of man-made staple 321108 7.S S.2 3.4 33 

Medium growth commodities 

Wool yarn, pure and mixed 32110b  7 7.4 1.3 4.8 8.1 
Woven fabrics of ceNuloak fibres 32III4 6.2 23 17.3 24.2 
Cotton yarn, pure and mixed 321101   2 5.5 1.7 23.0 32.1 
Sawnwood, coniferous and broad 

leaved 331101   2 5.5 2.0 4.2 5.8 
Biscuits 31I7MI 5.3 3.7 17.1 19.7 
Refined sugar 311U02 4.5 3.3 19.8 21.9 
Cigarettes 314001 4.5 3.5 21.1 22.9 
Mineral water and soft drnks 313491 4.3 7.7 21.9 16.3 
Flour, wheat 311603 4.0 1.3 12.7 16.1 
Sugar, confectionery 311993 4.0 4.1 5.3 5.3 
Brer J13301 4.0 4.3 10.3 9.9 
iute yarn 321104 4.0 0.5 6.2 9.2 
Fish, tinned 311403 2.S 3.2 10.8 10.4 
Cotton woven fabrics 321109 2.7 o.a 42.6 50.4 
Knitted fabrics 321301 2.7 12.6 5.4 2.4 

Low-growth lommoéítítt 

Distilled alcoholic beverages 313101 2.5 4.3 25.0 21.4 
Raw sugar 3IIR0I 2.2 2.8 55.7 53.0 
Ethyl alcohol for al purposes 313102 1.7 3.1 15.1 13.3 
Woollen woven fabrics 321112 0.4 0.9 4.7 4.2 
Tobacco, manufactured 314003 5.4 2.2 21.7 16.1 
Flax yam 321103 11.4 0.4 0.9 0.3 

SwM-r Raw* am tafelt 5 ». 
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It M evident from this table that most of the high-growth commodities in the 
developing countries had a relatively higher growth rate than that tor total world 
production, and that the» share m world production increased significantly. This is 
especially the case for the commodities whose shares were very small in I960. The 
same phenomenon may be observed, though to a lesser extent, for mediun.-growth 
commodities in the developing countries. 

•y contrast, most of the low-growth commodities in the developing countries 
already had a large share of world production in I960; and they tended to have a 
lower growth rate than that for total world production, with the result that their 
share m that total decreased. 

Growth in the proánctiM of tcfccteë major commodities 
in heavy in entry 

Hptr tmd paper products < ISK 341 ) 

Frvt commodities were selected for investigation on the basis of the availability 
of statistical data: mechanical wood pulp, wood pulp other than mechanical, 
newsprint, other printing and writing paper, and paper board and other paper. In 
general, the share of the developing countries in the world production of these 
products was still small over the period 1%0 1969. The growth rates of these five 
commodities were higher in the developing countries, however, than in the other 
economic groupings. 

The world production of mechanical wood pulp increased at an annual rate ot 
3.2 per cent, expanding from 17.8 million tons in I960 to 23.7 million tons in 1969. 
In the developing countries, production grew far more rapidly, at an annual rate of 
13.9 per cent over the same period. However, the share of these countries in world 
production was still as low as 4 per cent in 1969. The same pattern applies to wood 
pulp, other than mechanical. World production increased at an annual rate of 6.7 per 
cent, from 40.5 million tons in I960 t > 72.5 million tons in 1969 Production in the 
developing countries expanded rapidly at a rutp of 11.5 p«*r cent annually over the 
same period, but their share of world production was only 1.5 per cent in 1969. 

The world production of newsprint paper registered a moderate growth rate, of 
4.4 per tent per annum, increasing from 13.6 to 20 million tons over the period 
I960 1969. Production in the developing countries increased much more rapidly, at 
à rate o» M.3 per cent per annum, over the same period. However, their share 
remained as low as 2.5 per cent in 1969. Other printing and writing paper recorded 
the highest growth rate in the world among paper products; the annual growth rate 
for these commodities was 7.H per cent, and production increased from 14 million 
tons HI 1960 to 27.5 million tons in 1969. Production in the developing countries 
increased at the slightly higher rate of 8.3 per cent per annum, with the result that 
their share of world production rose from 7 to 7.3 per cent over the period. World 
production of paper board m I960 was 42.8 million tons and in 1969 it was 71.3 
million tons, which meant a growth rate of 5.8 per cent per annum. Production in 
the developing countries had a lower rate of increase, or 4.6 per cent per annum over 
the SUM period, the result was that their share in world production declined slightly, 
¡rom 5.1 to 4.6 per cent. 
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TAILE 41.      PRODUCTION  OF MAJOR  COMMODITIES  IN   HEAVY   INDUSTRY   IN THI 

 __  ECONOMIES 

Mnmck of induttry 
mté commodity 

Nptr Md paper produca 

Wood pulp, moch«ikal 

Wood pulp. ottMr thin modi«** 

OEM pfMwif aad wrMnf j 

fnduttriä cktmécaü 

Catchm carbide 

CwatàcMé« 

HydrocMark add 

World 
production 

mc YmW QmnHty      Unit 

341 

341101 IMO 
1969 

17.143 
23.713 

341102 1*0 
1969 

40,521 
72.4*4 

34110* 1960 
1969 

13433       thouunc 
20,004       ton* 

341107 1960 
1969 

14,002 
27421 

341104 1960 
1969 

42,1 11 
71.2M 

351 

351104 1960 
1969 

6.121 
7.1M 

351107 1960 
1969 

9413 
20*431 

351112 1960 
1969 

1.703 
340» 

33 11 M I960 
1969 

11.447 
16436 

351124 1960 
1969 

40495 
62.237 

35 IMI 1960 
1969 

10*731          «MHMBi 
20406       tow 

331301 1960 
1960 

1.140 
14» 

331302 1960 
1960 

MM 
2.111 

331303 1960 
1969 

410 
2442 

331304 1960 
1960 

Ml 
1470 

3513*5 1060 
IMO 

0463 
24421 
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>l VELOPING COUNTRIES, THE DEVELOPED MARKET  AND THE   CENTRALLY   PLANNED 
960 AND 1969 

Percentage dure of 
world production 

A venge mutua growth ratti 
by percentage 

ÌM 

Number of countries 

1 IUI 

90.4 S.0 
17.2 •J 

90.1 •.9 
«9.5 9.0 

93.2 5.0 
90.é «.9 

•0.0 13.0 
114 11.1 

17.7 7.2 
17.2 •.2 

74.7 234 
«44 30.« 

•1.3 14.« 
•0.1 144 

•1.1 74 
•7.3 5.3 

67.4 21« 
«1.1 324 

79.3 M.2 
74.3 194 

774 174 
«4.9 24.3 

74.9 15.1 
30.3 17.1 

74.7 214 
704 23.3 

93.3 44 
M.1 7.0 

93.1 5.2 
911 34 

914 •4 
M.7 M4 

3.2 13.9 

«.7 U.5 

4.4 

74 13 

54 44 

94 l».9 

44 10.3 

«4 

«4 23.7 

4.5 

24 

«4 

•.3 4.1 

•4 

54 

9.4 

3.2 

10.3 5.2 

1.1 

9.3 34 

4.4 

«.7 

•.2 

«.0 

74 

1.7 12.0 0.1 44 

•4 10.9 1.7 14 

3.1 

54 

».2 

11.3 119        9.1 I4.J 

7.5 

5.5 

204 J4.J       304        2S4 

234 2*4       23.7        2S4 

MJ        443       11.7 174 

10 23 

9 21 

11 24 

20 24 

20 24 

5 14 

21 17 

14 17 

9 1« 

27 21 

17 23 

13 19 

11 19 

14 22 

12 21 

7 21 
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Mrmch ofmdmtry 
or commodity 

Otfur ckemkä produca 

SMP 

WMhinf powder and de tornenti 

ntfoitum ttflntrttt 

DfctJ«a(e fuel oil 

KWOWM 

Liquefied eetroèewm pa 

Naphtha« 

RcaMiMi fuel oil 

Motor apirtt (mclu«Mkj 
aviation aa>irit) 

tio. 
ONef COOf 

Coke-aven coke 

•motori 

in 

CM«IIéH 

ISIC Y*r 

World 
production 

Qumtity     Unit 

352 

352301 IMO 
1M9 

5.3M 
5,745 

1 
thouian 

352302 IMO 
1M9 

3,451 
7,10« 

ton« 

353 

353003 IMO 
lMt 

190 
359 

mue» 
torn 

353005 IMO 
1M9 

43,51« 
«1,472 

353007 IMO 
1M9 

11,341 
34,924 

hottiand 
Som 

3S30IO 1M2 
1M9 

14,404 
52.294 

353013 IMO 
1M9 

211 
519 

müion 
torn 

3530fl IMO 
1M9 

247      i 
41« 

Müion 

3S4 

3S4002 IMO 
1M9 

253     muta 
X»     torn 

M2 

M2093 

Mf 

IMO 
1M9 

41*4            •MAM 

917      t*tm 

3*924)1 IMO 
1M9 

317     a 
140      t 

J71 

J7I«M- 
J7I4JM 

IMO 
1M9 

245      «atoa 
4M      ttw 

3710M- 
J710* 

IMO 
IMf 

341     BSBVM 

579     «o» 
J71M2 IM« 

IM« 
IM»     M 
29,411     t, 
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(continued) 

Percentage than of 
world production 

S « 
¿s 

%>  E 

11 

21.8 
31.7 

46.5 
36.1 

31.7 
32.2 

4.1 
8.6 

91.2 
82.4 

4.7 
9.0 

20.6 
16.9 

7«.9 
79.3 

2.5 
3.1 

34.5 
33.6 

«2.2 
(4.2 

3.3 
2.2 

6.1 
20.3 

92.0 
78.6 

1.2 
1.1 

25.6 
16.1 

71.3 
80.6 

2.9 
3.3 

42.1 
31.8 

5S.I 
«5.1 

2.1 
3.1 

14.0 
14.6 

84.1 
83.5 

1.9 
1.9 

3.0 
4.3 

«4.1 
63.3 

30.2 
32.2 

4.3 
12.1 

3 3.1 
44.1 

41.7 
4IJ 

13.5 
16.3 

99.1 
37.0 

24.7 
24.5 

:.7 
4.5 

«2.1 
«¿4 

35.2 
30.1 

-.6 
4 1 

«7.1 
«7.S 

30.1 
IM 

.'.2 
'¡4 

74» 
TU 

24.9 
344 

A rerage annuel growth ratet 
by percentage 

0.7 

7.3 

4.0 

13.3 

20.0 

8.4 

«0 

5.0 

5.0       -2.1 0.9 

7.7 1«.7 6.3 15.8 

7.7 12.2 

3.7 4.3 -0.« 

20.0 11.3 12.9 

12.3 22.1 22.0 

53 10.5 13.} 

•4 3.9 5.5 

2J «J 1.7 3.0 

4.9 17.1 1.J J.o 

4.1 M S.J M 

Number of countries 

12 

M 

• 

41 22 7 

22 20 6 

61 24 7 

57 23 7 

47 23 5 

20 1« 2 

«0 24 • 

«0 23 6 

17 

11 

3.8 11.9 «4 44 17 23 i 

34 I1J 3.8 9.1 M as i 

4.9 13.3 M M4 4 it t 
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World 
production 

mm commodity iste Year Quantity Unit 

Iron end Heel batic induttriet (continued/ 
Plain 371015- 1940 3 3,«86 

371016 19(9 44,029 
Win, piata 371030 1940 9,593 

1949 15,043 thouu 
Win iodi 371031 1940 

1949 
14,650 
32,237 

»IM 

Aitaci, ahapci and sectiona 37109t 1940 
1949 

70,041 
101,934 

Non-ferrout meta buk mduetrlet 372 
Aluminium, unwrougttt 372001 1940 

1949 
5,042 

10,901 
Copper, Kflncd, unwrougtit 372007 1940 

1949 
5.021 
7,214 

Laad and Itad alloys, unwrouftit 372013 1940 3,034 Ihousa 
1949 4,305      1 lOM 

Tin and tin sHoyi, unwrouftit 372015 1940 
1949 

141 
174 

Zinc and line attoys, unwrotajM 37201e 1940 3,300 

Mmvkmwry, except eiectrtcai 312 
IH* 5,354 

aWHganlon for houaahoM MM 312902 1940 
1944 

12,303      , 
24.217      ' 

Electric*! machinery apparante 313 
Winhm nceamt (radio«) 30J2O1 1940 

1949 
31454 
9M22      ' 

Tilnniun tati 343203 INO 
1949 

30447 
44,153      ' 

Tnwmmport equipment M4 
Painwni cata, animad and aaaannad 304)01- 1940 13427      „ 

304)02 1949 24,044      " 
H**m ammOm, nam and loaitoa 344303 1940 3423 

344304 1949 4,70t      • 
•fey can 904401 1940 

1949 
20,040      M 

25404      " 
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ILE 61   {(continued) 

j    Percentage atare of 
world production 

\ a-Si 

«und 
• 

umd 

3.2 
5.6 

3.2 
4.0 

2.9 
\  4.8 

\   1.3 
?   2.1 

{   1.8 
Í  8.3 

17.2 
19.3 

13.7 
13.6 

Î53.3 
63.2 

; 6.5 

5.1 
66 

3.7 
10 3 

5.4 
6.3 

1.4 
3.1 

5.0 
5.3 

74 
U.2 

mm 

h- 

67.4 
64.9 

7I.S 
69.5 

72.1 
66.7 

65.1 
51.1 

11.3 
77.7 

66.9 
63.2 

69.4 
61.9 

46.3 
36.4 

72.9 
74.9 

67.9 
73.5 

•3.9 
79.J 

11.4 
74.0 

H.4 
94.3 

•3.5 
•4.4 

69.« 
64.9 

r 
a- 
29.4 
29.5 

11.0 
26.5 

24.3 
21.5 

33.6 
39.1 

16.9 
14.0 

15.9 
17.5 

16.9 
17.5 

0.4 
0.4 

19.9 
lt.* 

7.0 
19.9 

12.4 
104 

13.2 
It.7 

10 
24 

12.5 
10.3 

214 
22.9 

^N||.7IJIVII.T>. 
Puhbc»tioa. TMi 9mm 

Avenge annual growth ratet 
by percentage 

a.9 29.4 

4.1 5.5 

4.0 3.0 

0.9 2.f 

5.5 4.3 

7.3 14.0 6.9 7.4 

5 1 74 3.7 9J 

*3 124 5.2 1.2 

«•3 9.9 3.1 6.0 

•.4 

34 

3.9 

14 

34 

6.7 

5.2 

4.4 

-0.3 

4.7 

• • 12.1 64 22.2 

73 204 «4 5.2 

••• l*î 1.1 IM 

M lU U 94 

TJ 1.9 M 54 

2.5 7.S 14 U 

161 

Number of countries 

Is    1 j * i Il li hi! Sl   111 Ú 

5 

12 

• 

9 

9 

11 

19 

10 

9 

17 

19 

17 

20 

21 

20 

19 

19 

13 

II 

20 

M 22 

té 21 

It 23 

2« 22 

13 19 
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Industrial chemicals ( [SIC 351 ) 

The industrial chemicals branch contains many heterogeneous products. From 
these, the following 11 important products were selected on the basis of the 
availability of statistical data: calcium carbide, caustic soda, hydrochloric acid, soda 
ash, sulphuric acid, nitrogenous fertilizers, cellulose continuous filaments, cellulosic 
staple and tow, non-cellulosic continuous fibres, non-cellulosic staple and tow, and 
artificial resins and plastic materials. In general, the share of the developing countries 
in world production of these products was low, less than 10 per cent except for 
continuous cellulosic filaments. Growth rates for these products in the developing 
countries in the 1960s, however, was nearly twice as high as the rates for total world 
production for almost all items. 

The world production of calcium carbide increased slightly, at an annual rate of 
1.7 per cent, from 6,128 thousand tons in I960 to 7,130 thousand tons in 1969. In 
the developing countries, production expanded far more rapidly, at a rate of 12 per 
cent per annum, so that their share rose from 1.9 to 4.6 per cent over the same 
period. The total world production of caustic soda amounted to 20,431 thousand 
tons in 1969, representing an annual increase of 8.8 per cent from the I960 level of 
9,583 thousand tons. The production of this item in the developing countries also 
increased rapidly, at a rate of 10.9 per cent annually; the share of these countries in 
world production was 4.6 per cent in 1969. 

The world production of hydrochloric acid recorded an annual rate of growth as 
high as 9.6 per cent. Total production was 3,889 thousand tons in 1969. In the 
developing countries, production expanded at the significantly high rate of 18.9 per 
cent per annum, so that the share of these countries rose sharply from 3.4 per cent in 
I960 to 7.2 per cent in 1969. The world production of soda ash grew at only a 
moderate rate, of 4.4 per cent per annum, increasing from 11.4 million tons in 1960 
to 16.8 million tons in 1969. Production of this item in the developing countries 
expanded more rapidly, at a rate of 10.5 per cent annually, so that their share in 
world production increased from 3.8 to 6.3 per cent over the period. The world 
production of sulphuric acid amounted to 82.2 million tons in 1969, representing an 
annual increase of 6 per cent from the I960 level of 48.7 million tons. In the 
developing countries, production increased more rapidly, at a rate of 10.3 per cent 
per annum, and their share of world production rose from 4.3 per cent in I960 to 
6.1 percent in 1969. 

The world production of nitrogenous fertilizers, one of the major items in the 
industrial chemicali branch, amounted to 28.1 million tons in 1969, of which 2 4 
million tons were produced in the developing countries. The annual growth rate was 
I lJper cent for the world and 18.9 per cent for the developing countries over the 
period I960 1969. The higher growth rate in the developing countries resulted in a 
considerable increate in their share of world production, from 4.8 to 8.6 per cent 
over the period. 

The industrial chemicals branch contains such important items as man-made 
fibres and artificial re»ins, which have been leading products in this branch The 
world production of artificial resini and plastic materials expanded from 6.6 to 24 9 
million ton» over the period 1960-1969; this meant an annual mercase of 16 per 
cent In the develop»« countries, production increased at a consaierabry faster rate 
or 40.2 per cent per annum, over the period; however, the share of these countries 
was stiil as low as 1.3 per cent of world production in 1969. The same pattern may 
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be observed for non-cellulosic continuous fibres and non-cellulosic staple and tow. 
Over the period 1960-1969, the world production of non-cellulosic continuous 
fibres increased by 20.8 per cent annually, from 410 to 2,242 thousand tons, and of 
non-cellulosic staple and tow, by 23.8 per cent annually, from 302 to 2,070 
thousand tons. The developing countries made more rapid progress, with annual 
growth rates for the two products of 36.3 per cent and 26.8 per cent respectively 
over the period, but despite'this, their share of world production was still at the very 
low levels of 4.9 per cent and 2.1 per cent respectively. 

By contrast, the world production of cellulosic continuous filaments and 
cellulosic staple and tow recorded only moderate growth rates, especially in the 
developed market economies. This suggests that these two products had a tendency 
to even off at a higher level of income. The world production of cellulosic 
continuous filaments increased at an annual rate of 6 per cent, from 1,140 thousand 
tons in I960 to 1,918 thousand tons in 1969. The developed market economies 
recorded an annual growth rate of only 1.1 per cent. On the other hand, the 
production of the developing countries expanded rapidly, at a rate of 23.7 per cent 
per annum, so that their share in world production rose from 8 to 32.4 per cent over 
the period. The world production of cellulosic staple and tow amounted to 2,118 
thousand tons in 1969, which indicates a growth rate of only 4.5 per cent from the 
I960 production level of 1,430 thousand tons. In the developing countries, 
production grew at the faster rate of 9.3 per cent annually, and as a result, these 
countries increased their share from 3.9 per cent in I960 to 5.9 per cent in 1969. 

Other chemical products (I SIC 352) 

Among other chemical products, statistical data were available for only two 
important items: soap, and washing powder and detergents. The world production of 
soap was almost unchanged; the amount produced was 5,396 thousand tons in I960 
and 5,765 thousand tons in 1969. In the developed market economies, production 
declined, by 2.1 percent annually. On the other hand, production in the 
developing countries had a tendency to increase; the annual growth rate from 1960 
to 1969 was 5 per cent, so that their share in world production increased from 21.8 
to 31.7 per cent over the period. Washing powder and detergents, which are to a large 
extent substitutes for soap, recorded remarkable increases m production both in the 
world and in the developing countries. World production amounted to 7,108 
thousand tons in 1969, having increased at an annual rate of 7.7 per cent from the 
I960 production level of 3,651 thousand tons. In the developing countries, the 
growth rate of production was as high as 16.7 per cent annuaUy over the period, but 
their share in world production was still comparatively low, or 8.6 per cent in 1969. 

Petroleum refineries and cotí products (ISIC 353 and 354) 

Statistical data on production were available for six petroleum products: 
distillate fuel oils, kerosene, liquefied petroleum gas, naphthas, residual fuel od», and 
motor spirit. Liquefied petroleum pi and naphthas recorded a rapid increase in 
production in all three economic groupings over the period 1960 1969. In general, 
the developing, countries had a considerable share of production for almost ail Hems, 
but their growth rates, however, were not as ru«h as in the two other economic 
groupings. 
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The world production of distillate fuel oüs increased at an annual rate of 7.3 per 
cent, from 190 million tons in 1960 to 359 million tons in 1969. In the developing 
countries, production increased at a slower pace, by 5 per cent per annum, with the 
result that their share in world production declined from 20.6 to 16.9 per cent over 
the period. The total world production of kerosene recorded an annual growth of 
4 per cent; the amount increased from 43.5 to 61.7 million tons over the period 
1960-1969. The developing countries had a large share of the world production of 
kerosene, or more than 30 per cent. However, the growth rate was slightly lower than 
the world rate, so that the share of these countries in the world total declined 
slightly, from 34.5 per cent in 1960 to 33.6 per cent in 1969. The world production 
of liquefied petroleum gas increased considerably from 11.3 million tons in 1960 to 
34.9 million tons in 1969, at an annual rate of 13.3 per cent. Production in the 
developing countries made remarkably rapid progress, growing at an annual rate of 
28 per cent; as a result, the share of these countries in total world production 
increased from 6.8 to 20.3 per cent over the period. 

The production of naphthas expanded vigorously, at a rate corresponding to that 
of the petrochemical industries, especially in the developed market and centrally 
planned economies. World production registeied an annual growth rate of as high as 
20 per cent over the period 1960 1969; and it amounted to 52.3 million tons in 
1969. The growth rate of production in the developing countries was much lower, or 
12.3 per cent per annum, with the result that their share declined notably, from 
25.6 per cent in 1960 to 16.1 per cent in 1969. The increases in production of 
residual fuel oüs and motor spirit were more moderate. The world production of 
residual fuel oils increased by 8.6 per cent per annum, expanding from 281 million 
tons in 1960 to 589 million tons in 1969; the share of the developing countries in 
this production was 42.1 per cent in I960 and 31.8 per cent in 1969. The growth 
rate in the developing countries was rather low, or 5.3 per cent per annum. Owing to 
the recent motorization in the developing countries, the production of motor spirit 
kept pace with that in the other economic groupings. World production expanded by 
6 per cent annually, reaching 416 million tons in 1969, of which 14.6 per cent was 
produced in the developing countries. 

In the coal products branch, statistical data were available on the production of 
only one item: coke-oven coke. World production grew at a very slow rate, or 2.3 per 
cent, increasing from 253 million tons in 1960 to 309 million tons in 1969. In the 
developing countries, the increase in production was greater, or 6.8 per cent 
annually, but their share was still as low as 4.5 per cent in 1969. 

Gian producto and other non-metaUk minerai producto (ISIC 362 and 369) 

This industrial branch includes many miscellaneous products, of which flat glass 
and cement are the two moat important. The world production of flat glass increased 
by 4.9 per cent annually, from 594 million square metres in 1960 to 917 nation 
Minare metres in 1969. The annual rate of increate was much higher in the 
developing countries, or 17.1 per cent, reflecting rising Irving standards and 
urbanization; the remit was a remarkable riac in the share of these countries of world 
production, from 4.5 to 12.1 par cent over the period 1960-1969 The world 
production of cement amounted to 540 million torn M 1969, or an annual ncrtaat 
of 6.1 per cent from the I960 production level of 317 mttuon tons. The production 
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of cement in the developing countries had a aUgtitly higher growth rate, or i.6 per 
cent per annum, and as a result, the share of these countries in world production 
increased from 13.5 to 16.5 per cent over the period. 

Iron and steel bask industries ( ISIC 371) 

The iron and steel industry has for a long time been a key industry in the heavy 
manufacturing sector; it provides hasic mat*nah for the machinery and 
transportation industry and for construction. In addition to primary products of r>« 
iron and crude steel, it provides many products at different stages of processing 
Statistical data on these products are available for the folowmi seven items pij von 
for steel making and foundry, crude steel in ingots and for castings, hot-roled hoop 
and strip, plates, plain wire, wire rods, and angles, shapes and sections. 

The world production of pig iron grew at an a. nuai rate of 5 J per cent over the 
period I960- 1%9, increasing from 245 million tons in 1960 to 408 million tons in 
1969. In the developing countries, production expanded rapidly, at the high annual 
rate of 11.9 per cent, but their share in world production was still at the very low 
level of 4.5 per cent in 1969. The production of crude steel paralleled that of pig 
iron, as would be expected. WorM production grew from 348 million tons in I960 to 
579 mUlion tons in 1969, or at a growth rate of 5.8 per cent. The growth rate in the 
developing countries was 11.5 per cent over the period, but the share of these 
countries in world production was still only 4.1 per cent in 1969. The production of 
hot-rolled hoop and strip recorded a higher growth rate than other items, reflecting, 
amoni other things, the expansion of the automobile and durable consumer-goods 
industries. World production grew by 6.9 per cent annuafy, increas«g from 16.3 to 
29.8 million tons over the period 196a 1969. The growth was abo vigorous « the 
developing countries, where the annual rate oí mercase was 15.3 percent However, 
the share of these countries in world production was at the negligible level of 0.4 per 
cent in 1969. Iron plates also recorded a remarkable increase m production. World 
production amounted to 64 million tons in 1969, of which 5.6 per cent was 
produced in the developing countries. The annual increase in production was 7.3 per 
cent m the world and 14 per cent in the developing countries. 

In the case of plain wire, the rate of expansion was moderate, or 5.1 per cent m 
the world and 7.6 per cent in the drvebpiitg countries World production was 
15 mUlion tons in 1969, of which 4 per cent was produced in the developing countries. 
By contrast, the production of wire rods increased much more rapidly. Production in 
the world and in the developing countries recorded annual rates of increase of 6.3 per 
cent and 12.6 per cent respectively. World production was 32.3 million tons m l%9, 
of which 4.8 per cent was produced in the developing countries. The production of 
angles, shapes and sections was sluggish, eapecialy in the developed market 
economies, where the annual growth rate was as low as 3.1 per cent over the period 
I960 1969. In the developing countries, however, the production of these Mem« 
increased by 9.9 per cent per annum. 

Von-ferrout metal baue industries (ISIC 372) 

Statistical data were available on five non-ferrous metals: unwrougJtt aluminium. 
unwrought refined copper, un wrought lead and mtd aàtoys, unwrought tin and tin 
alloys, and unwrought zinc and zinc alloys. 
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Aluminium recorded the highest rttc of increase m production among these 
items. World production increased at an annual rate of 8.9 per cent, from 5 mtlkm 
tons in 1%0 to 10.9 million tons m 1969. m the developing countries, the growth 
rate was much higher, or 29.4 per cent per annum, over the period, and the» share in 
world production rose from IJ to 8.3 per cent. The developing countries had 
relatively large shares of the world production of copper, bad and tin, especiafty tin 
The world production of unwrought refined copper amounted to 5 million tons m 
1969. of which 19.3 per cent was produced in the developing countries. The annual 
increase in the developing countries was 5.5 per cent, which was a slightly higher rate 
than that of world production. The world production of unwrought lead and lead 
alloys was 4.3 million tons in 1969, of which the share of the developing countries 
was 13.6 per cent. Production increased at almost the same rate, about 4 per cent 
annually, MI the three economic groupings. In the case of unwrought tin and tin 
attoys, the share of the developing countries amounted to 63.2 per cent of world 
production (174 thousand tons) in 1969. World production was relatively stationary 
with an annual growth rate of 0.9 per cent, in the developing countries it increased 
slightly, by 2.8 per cent per annum over the period 1960 1969. Unwrought zmc and 
zinc a Ito vi recorded an annual increase in production of 5.5 per cent for the world 
and 4.3 per cent for the developing countries. World production was 5.4 miMkm tons 
m 1969, of which 6.5 per cent was produced HI the developing countries. 

Non-eteitrkai machinery, ekctrkal machinery and transport equipment (ISM? 382 
383 and 384) ' 

The machinery industry consists of various heterogeneous products and it is 
difficult to measure their quantity meaningfully in a physical unit. Statistical data on 
production, from which a world-wide comparison could be drawn, are limited In this 
analysis, the following six items were selected on the basis of the availability of data 
refrigerators for household use, radio sets, television sets, produced and assembled 
passenger cars, buses and lorries, and bicycles. All items are mass-produced 
commodities, and there are more similarities among them than among oth 
machinery products. 

The world production of refrigerators for household use amounted to 26 "» 
million units in 1969, which represented an annual increase of 8.8 per cent from the 
I960 production level of 12.3 msNion units. Production in the developing countries 
grew more rapidly, by 12.1 per cent per annum, reflecting rating living standards but 
the» snare of world production remained low, or 6.6 per cent, even in 1969 

With regard to electrical appliances, radio sets show a rájorous increase in 
dtmand at the earliest stages of economic growth. Production in the develop«!! 

^ILT0*?* ' "*? ""Ml *'"* rf 20"4 P" c«"< <>"' the^eriod 
I960- 1969, and amounted to 10 rmlfcon units in 1969, or 10 per cent of the world 
production m that year. Contrariwise, the demand for television sets expendí rapidly 
*!• *. «    *m ** ét•k,rmnt WorM production increaaed at the relatively hath rate 

.ti ÍH^T"-* fnm ^ nmkm •"*• " i9to to " 2 «"*«»»"*» ta 
1969. Although the increase in production of this item in the developing countries 
was somewhat hasher, that is, 10.7 per cent per annum, their share in world 
product»« waa stN at the low level of 6.3 per cent. 

With regard to transport squspmsnt, the production of bicycles has a tendency 
to even off at a bagnar k-vel of aw capó* income. The world production of bicycles 
«creased only slightly. at an annual rate of 2.5 per cant, which reflected the 
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relatively stationary situation of production in the developed market economies. In 
the developing countries, however, bicycles stiU have a large mcome elasticity of 
demand. Production in the« countries registered an annual growth rate of 7.3 per 
cent over the period I960 1969, and amounted to 2.8 million units in l%9, or 
M .2 per cent of th« world production in that year. By contrast, there was a vsjorous 
demand in the world for passenger cars in the 1960s, and, as » result, world 
production increased at an annual rate of 6.8 per cent, expanding from 13.3 million 
uniti in 1960 to 24 milion units in 1969. In the developing countries, production 
expanded rapidly, at a rate of 17.2 per cent annually, although a major part consisted 
of car assembling. The share of these countries in world production increased from 
1.4 per cent in I960 to 3.1 per cent in 1969. In the case of buses and lorries, world 
production «creased at a moderate pace, which wat paratie! to the rate of growth of 
public transportation. The annual growth rates of production were 7.2 per cent m 
the world and 7.9 per cent in the developing countries over the period 1960 l%9. 
World production amounted to 6.8 milion units in 1969, of which 5.3 per cent were 
produced or assembled in the developing countries. 

Table 62 gives a concise summary of the above discussion. In the developing 
countries, the production of high-growth commodities, which are defined here as 
those that had an annual growth rate of more than  13 2 per cent, or more than 

TA1LE *2.     GROWTH IN THE PRODUCTION OF MAJOR COMMODIT1KS IN HFAVY 
INDUSTRY IN THE DEVELOPING COUNTRIES AND THE WORLD, AND THF SHARE OE 

THE DEVELOPING COUNTRIES IN TOTAL WORLD PRODUCTION, l%0   l%4 

Commodity IStC 

Wowth rwtes 

Dfvehpmg 
cowmtries      World 

High-growth commodities 

Artificial resina, plastic materiata 
Non-cefutosk continuous fibres 
Aluminium, un wrought 
Liquefied petroleum gas 
Non-ce*dosic atapie and tow 
CeMulotk continuous filaments 
Wireless receivers (radios) 
Hydrochloric acid 
Nitrogenous fertilizers 
Passenger cars, produced and aasembled 
Glass, un worked, in rectangles 
Washing powder and détergents 
Hoop and strip, hot roiled 
nates 
Wood pulp, mechanical 

re of 
<if¥eiopmg 
catmmtt m 
lotti warU 
producNoH 

imo /w>y 

351395 40.2 16.0 0.2 1.3 
351303 36.3 20.8 1.7 4.9 
372001 29.4 8.9 1.8 8.3 
353007 28.0 13.3 6.8 20.3 
351304 26.8 23.8 1.7 2.1 
351301 23.7 6.0 8.0 32.4 
383201 20.4 7.3 3.7 10.3 
351112 18.9 9.6 3.4* 7.2 
351201 18.9 11.3 4.8 8.6 
384301   : 2  17.2 6.8 1.4 3.1 
362003 17.1 4.9 4.5 12.1 
352302 16.7 7.7 4.1 8.6 
371012 15.3 6.9 0.2 0.4 
371015   6  14.0 7.3 3.2 5.6 
341101 13.9 3.2 1.6 4.0 
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TABLF «2 (ctmtéméfd) 

A 

Stmt of 
äevttopmg 
cotmlrin in 

grVWM rmwwt MêtwarU 
pro&uhon 

Commodity IStC World imo m» 

Medàtm-growth commodities 

Wire rodi 371031 12.6 6.3 2.9    4.8 
Naphthas 353010 12.3« 20.0« 25.6« 16.1 
Refrigerators for household UM 3112902 12.1 8.8 5.1     6.6 
Calcium carbide 351104 12.0 1.7 1.9     4.6 
Hg iron, steel-making and foundry 371001 2  119 5.8 2.7     4.5 
Wood pulp, other than mechanical 341102 11.5 6.7 IO     1.5 
Crude ateel, ingots and for castings 371005 6 11.5 5.8 2.6     4.1 
Caustic soda 351107 10.9 8.8 3.9     4.6 
Television sets 383202 107 8.9 5.4     6.3 
Soda ash 351118 10.5 4.4 3.8     6.3 
Sulphuric acid 351124 10.3 6.0 4 3     6.1 
Angles, shapes and sections 37109« 9.9 4.3 1.3     2.1 
(«DUIOSK: staple and tow 351302 9.3 4.5 3.9     5.9 
Cement 369201 H.6 6.1 13.5    16.5 
Newsprint 341106 8.3 4.4 1.8     2.5 
Other printing and writing paper 341107 8.3 7.8 7.0     7.3 
Motor coaches, buses and lorries 3«4303 4    7.9 7.2 5.0     5.3 
Wire, plain 371030 7.6 5.1 3.2     4.0 
Mcycles .1*4401 73 2.5 7.4   11.2 
Coke-oven coke 354002 6.8 2.Ì 3.0     4.5 
Motor spirit (including aviation spirit) 353091 6.6 6.0 14.0   14.6 
Copper, refined, unwrough 1 372007 5.5 4.1 172    19.3 
Residual fuel oils 353013 5.3 8.6 42.1    31.8 
Soap 352301 5.0 0.7 21.8   31.7 
Distillate fuel oils 353003 5.0 7.3 20.6    16.9 
Fa per hoard and other paper 34II0S 4.6 5.8 5.1     4.6 

Low-growth commodities 

Zinc and zinc alloys, unwrought 372016 4.3 5.5 7.2     6.5 
Lead and lead alloys, unwrought 372013 3.8 4.0 13.7   13.6 
Kerosene 353005 3.7 4.0 34.5   33.6 
Tin and tin alloys, unwrought 372015 2.8 0.9 53.3   63.2 

Source: fewd on table é I. 
'Figure for 19*2 instead of l»*0. 
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I 5 times higher than the rate for the heavy industry sector m these countries (X H per 
cent), expanded much more rapidly than the world production of these items with a 
significant increase in their share in world production. To a lesser extent, the saine 
tendency applied to medium-growth commodities, or those with a growth rate 
between 4.4 per cent and 13.2 per cent in the developing countries. Low-growth 
commodities m these countries, or those with an annual growth rate of less than 
4.4 per cent, tended to have, in most cases, a lower growth rate than that for world 
production, with the resuh that the developing countries' share in world production 
of these items declined. As in the case of light industry, the high-growth commoditirs 
m heavy industry, in l%0, had a small share in total world production, those with 
low growth rates already had large shares of world production, and those with 
medium growth rates had shares of world production in amounts that lay between 
the shares of high-growth and bw-growth commodities. 

•f SCMCTM MMatnai products 

In the previous two sections, an analysis was made of the trends m production of 
»elected major commodities in the world and in the developing countries from l<*v<) 
to l%9, and the relative position of these countries m world production This 
section explores other fields of investigation at the commodity level, namely the 
supply and demand balance and tl.e level of apparent consumption tor each 
commodity. 

iecause of differences in definitions, it is almost impossible to relate the value of 
manufacturing output to import and export figures at the ISK" two- or three-digit 
level m order to determine the suppjy and demand balance in each industry group 
The value of manufacturing output in each industry is usually measured in terms of 
value added, which originates from the manufacturing activities in that industry m 
order to avoid "double accounting". On the other hand, trade statist.cs are based on 
the value of commodities at the port, whether in terms of t.o.b. or c . t and that 
value therefore includes not only the value added by manufacturing but also that by 
other economic activities. For example, the export value of cotton textiles consists 
not only of the value added by the cotton textile industry itself, but als*) ot material 
costs, transportation costs, commercial margins etc. Another example ^ the export 
o» agricultural commodities, the production of which requires the inputs of 
manufactured goods. In this case, the value added by manuracturmg activ.ties is 
exported through the agricultural products. 

On the other hand, in the case of commodities whose quantity is clearly defined 
m terms of physical units, such as tons, square metres, litres etc., value added need 
not be reckoned, and a physical comparison between production and trade for each 
commodity it possible. 

It it not easy to make this comparison, however, because the method ot 
commodity clarification differs for production statistics and trade statistics. The 
production data of manufacturing commodities are usually classified according to the 
ISrC code, whereas trade statistics are colected on the basts of the SITC code The 
two codes are founded on different principles: the ISK code is based on the 
i'hyacal similarity of production  activity, whereas the   SITC  code reflects  the 
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principie of the vertical division of labour.1s Therefore, the number of commodities 
for which the two codes have a one-to-one correspondence is not very large 

Annex III indicates the 44 commodities for which the ISK six-digit and the 
SITC four-digit codes correspond exactly. Seventeen of these have been »elected for 
the following analysis, «nee production and trade statistics on these commodities 
were ¿variable tor a relatively large number of developing countries. The commodities 
are: wheal flour, raw sugar, refined sugar, cotton yarn, newsprint, yarn of synthetic 
fibres, nitrogenous fertilizers, artificial resins and plastic materials, soap, washing 
powder and detergents, distillate fuel oils, motor spirit, cement, crude steel, heavy 
steel plate, plain wire, and un wrought aluminium. 

The equation for a commodity balance is as follows 

where I) is domestic production. M is imports, X is exports and ( is the apparent 
consumption of a specific commodity Domestic production and imports make up 
total supply, and exports plus apparent consumption represen) total demand. The 
term "apparent consumption" is used lor (, because it includes not only the directly 
consumed part (household consumption, government consumption and fixed capital 
format kin | but also the change in stocks of the commodity and that part that is used 
for producing other commodities I intermediate consumption). The part used tor 
inputs to produce other commodities could be regarded as more or kss related to the 
industrial development of an economy. However, change in stocks sometimes shows 
erratic movement owing to speculation and other causes, especially in the case of the 
so-called "strategic" commodities. This kind of change has nothing to do with 
production processes, and it must be separated from the original data before that 
data are processed lor analytical purposes. 

In the following analysis, almost all figures are three-year averages except in the 
case where sequential data for three years were not available Although this is not a 
perfect way of eliminating erratic change in stocks, it may serve as a first 
approximation. 

Table n* indicates the balance between the supply of and the demand for the 17 
commodities in the most recent year in the developing countries and m some selected 
developed countries for which statistical data were available. The column headed 
"period" indicates a period of three years for which an annual average figure was 
calculated, "total" indicates total supply or total demand, which are equal, and 
"percentage" indicates the percentage composition of domestic production and 
imports in total supply, and of exports and of the apparent consumption in total 
demand. For example, in the case of Tunisia over the period l(*f>7 l%9, the 
commodity balance of refined sugar was as follows the annual total supply was 
H5 thousand tons, of which 42 thousand tons were produced domestically and 
4.1 thousand tons were imported, and that total supply was absorbed by the apparent 
consumption of 83 thousand tons and by the export of 2 thousand tons. Domestic 
production made up 4U per cent and imports 5 I per cent of the total supply, and, as 
regards demand tor this commodity, UH per cent was consumed domestically and 
2 per cent was exported. 

It is difficult to derive a general conclusion from the data included in the 
balances shown in this table, since dependency on imports and the portion of exports 

In the SITC classification, lommodttii", are coded according to the stages of processing. 
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vary widely from commodity to commodity and from country to country, reflecting 
the size, the endowment of natural resources, and the international trade policies of a 
country. However, the following are some observations that may be made on the 
data. 

First, in the case of resource-based products such as wheat flour, raw sugar, 
cotton yarn and petroleum products, there is a tendency for countries to separate 
into two groups: exporting countries and importing countries. Moreover, the degree 
of dependency on exports in the case of the former or on imports in the case of the 
latter countries is quite large. In the case of raw sugar, Tunisia imported 91.8 per 
cent and the Republic of Viet-Nam 68 per cent of apparent consumption, whereas 
Brazil exported 24.6 per cent of the total production. In the case of distillate fuel oil, 
Thailand depended on imports for the supply of 78.9 per cent of its requirements] 
whereas Tunisia exported 25.3 per cent of the country's production. 

Secondly, in the case of bulky products such as cement, for which material 
inputs are found almost everywhere, or in the case of simply processed products such 
as soap, for which production does not require a high level of technology, there is a 
tendency for production to be self-sufficient. Dependency on imports is negligible 
for the supply of soap, and less than 7 percent for the supply of cement in almost all 
ol the developing countries included in Table 63, except for the Republic of 
Viet-Nam. 

Thirdly, a high degree of dependency on imports is observed in the case of 
commodities whose production requires a relatively sophisticated technology. 
Examples are refined sugar, newsprint, nitrogenous fertilizers, artificial resins, steel 
plate etc. For instance, the Republic of Korea relies on imports for 41 per cent of the 
total supply of newsprint, for 65.6 per cent of the total supply of nitrogenous 
fertilizers, for 76.4 per cent of the total supply of synthetic fibre yarn, and for 
33.7 per cent of the total supply of heavy steel plate. Brazil is dependent on imports 
for 49.8 per cent of the total supply of newsprint, for 97.8 per cent of the total 
supply oí nitrogenous fertilizers, for 30 per cent of the total supply of artificial resin, 
and tor 43.1 per cent of the total supply of aluminium. Tunisia depends on imports 
for 50.6 per cent of the total supply of refined sugar. 

From the information available on the commodity balance between demand and 
supply, an analysis may be made of per capita apparent consumption. This analysis is 
particularly relevant to the formulation of import-substitution policies, since it 
provides an estimate of the extent of the domestic market. In other words, the 
analysis may give a general idea of the size of production capacity of manufacturing 
establishments in cases where the products need to be totally absorbed by the 
domestic market. 

Table 64, which is derived from table 63. shows the level of per capita apparent 
consumption of the same I 7 commodities for selected developing and developed 
countries: three in Africa, five in Asia, one in Latin America, five in Europe that 
receive United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) technical assistance, and 
France, the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland and the United 
States of America. On the basis of this table, two important observations may be 
made. First, although the level of per capita apparent consumption for almost all 
commodities generally has a tendency to increase according to the increases in the 
level of per capita income, the rate varies from commodity to commodity. In the 
case of such commodities as wheat flour, raw sugar, cotton yarn, nitrogenous 
fertilizers and soap, the level of per capita apparent consumption does not indicale 
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wide differences For example, the per capita apparent consumption of wheat flour 

large (inference .n per apifti apparent consumption. For instance   the ner vanim 

^967   1969 Ce a"d 473'5 ke in ,he UnM •""»">•" <«' «* period 

log-log: loge =  a  +   b[ogy 

semi-logarithmic:      c = a  +  6 log y 

log-inverse: loge = a  _ * 

log-log-inverse:     log c = a - -+ dlog>> 

ca.Jatd on ttZ^TL'T^ *?*?** m•M consum»•< 
determinatici coeffi(£) The Zìi"/- » ^".^ hÌgheSt Va,Ue °f 

income levels of $200, $500 $1 £S)a"$2 OííT '*,!? *T " the "" "** 
be classified into fou   ¿OUD, ¿21fh^2'00°-From th,stab,e>con""od.tiesmay 

«PA T^^FVTZ^T^S äSa*-' Commodity balances for 
/««. vol. || (Rome, Food and /¿teuton êÏÏmùZLÏT^V^'ectio• for l975 •<* 
o. Uns volume showS the shaped JCAÏASS^^ '" 
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Commodities with low income elasticity are those that show a very low value of 
income elasticity at any level of per capita income. In this case, the level of apparent 
per capita consumption remains almost unchanged, despite an increasing level oiper 
capita income. Soap is a typical example of this category; its income elasticity is only 
0.11 at the per capita income level of $200, and it is still quite low at higher levels of 
per capita income. v 

Commodities with high income elasticity have exactly the opposite 
characteristics. They show a relatively high value of elasticity at any level of per 
capita income. Artificial resins and plastic materials, and vashing powder and 
detergents are two examples. The income elasticity of the former is 1 44 at the per 
t?('•

n•me leVel °,f S20°' and remains as W8h as 1.13 at the income level of 
Î£TI ,nCOm.e e,asticity of the la"" ¡» 2.15 at the income level of $200 and 
1.08 at the income level of $2,000. 

The above two categories of commodities, however, are not typical of most 
commodities Almost all commodities have an income elasticity that varies from low 
to high or high to low values. Typical examples of commodities with decreasing 
income elasticity are products in the light industry sector such as wheat flour raw 

o^^u SUgar and COtt0n yarn- As **' caPita income increas« from $200 to 
iAUUU, the income elasticity of wheat flour decreases from 0.89 to 0 09 that of raw 
sugar from 0 72 to 0.07, that of refined sugar from 1.36 to 0.14, and that of cotton 
yarn from 0.46 to 0.05. However, some of the products in the heavy industry sector 
also show a decreasing income elasticity. These are yarn of synthetic fibres 
nitrogenous fertilizers, cement and crude steel. Within a range oi per capita income 
between $200 and $2.000. the elasticity decreases from 1.42 to 0 92 for yarn of 
synthetic fibres, from 0.58 to 0.25 for nitrogenous fertUizers, from 1 12 to 0 54 for 
cement, and from 2.45 to 0.89 for crude steel. 

On the other hand, commodities in the heavy industry sector that are leading 
products or material inputs for such products have an increasing income elasticity 
They are newsprint distiUate fuel oils, motor spirit, steel plates and aluminium. The 

orTt C, !t,C,ty ° n!WSprint iS aS low as °36 at the P« caP«° écorne level of 
*2UO, but it increases sharply at the income level of approximately $500, ard reaches 
a figure of as high as 1.43 at the per capita income level of $2,000. The same is the 
??n•i thfee Products- As Per capita income increases from $200 to 
n nVT!AA

!rnCOme elaSticity increases trom °63 to 'M for distUIate fuel oils, from 
0.86 to 1.44 for motor spirit, and from 0.29 to 1.52 for unwrought aluminium 
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/. Growth ofgross domestic product by economic grouping, 1960-1970 
(1963 = 100) 
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2. Manufacturing output (¡SIC 3) bv economic grouping, 1960 1972 
H. (1963 = 100) 
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3. Manufacturing employment (¡SIC 3) by economic grouping, I960  1970 
(1963 "¡00) 
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4. Manufacturing output, employment and GDP, I960  IV72 
(1963 = ¡(H)) 

(a) Developing countries 
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(b) Developed market economies 

(c) Centrally planned economies 
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Momtkfy AábifR ofSmttttici (February 1973) (Untied NaAom awMcation). 
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5. Light manufacturing output (¡SICJI 33, 342,355 356,39) by economic grouping, l<im 
(1963= 100) 
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Sources: Statistical Yearbook, 1971 (United Nations publication. Sales No.: 72.XVII.li and 
Monthly Bulletin of Statistics (February 1973) (United Nations publication). 

fi. Heavy manufacturing output (ISIC 341, 351   354, 36 38) by economic grouping, I'm 
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7. Manufacturing output, I960  1972 
'JT9&~-~TMï 

(a) Developing countries 
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(c) Centrally planned economies 

—-— Tot.il nianufji turiti^ output 
  Hi'j\y liuiuit.iiturinn output 
— -«—• — i i^ht manufacturing output 

Sources: Statistical Yearbook, 1971 (United Nations publication, Sales No. 72.XVII.I):and 
Monthly Bulletin of Statistics (February 1973) (United Nations publication». 

Note: 1972 preliminary estimates. 
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fi. Destination ofexportt from developing countries, I960 1970 
(196 J * 100) 

(a) Exports SITC 0   9 

NT* 

Value (f.o.b.) in 1963: $6.7 billion to developing countries; 
$22.8 billion to developed market economies; 
$ 1.4 billion to centrally planned economies. 

(b) Exports SITC 0  4 

Value (i.o.b.) in |%3: $5.1 baton to devatopin« COWMM; 
$19 J blu to developed market 
$1.3b*k»«tocent/aiy " 
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(c) Exports Sur 5   8 
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9. Source of imparts to developing countries, I960-1970 
(1963 = 100) 

(a) Imports SITC 0 9 
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Value (t.o.b.) in 1963: $6.7 billion from developing countries; 
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(c) Imports SITf 5   8 
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Value (f.o.b.) in 1963: $1.5 billion from developing countries; 
$17.3 billion from developed market economies; 
$1.3 billion from centrally planned economies. 

—^— Developing countries 
  Developed market economies 
—-— — Centrally planned economies 

Source: Monthly Bulette of Statistics (July 1972) (United Nations publication). 
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10. Production of selected industrial products, ¡960-1970 
(1963 = 100) 

(a) Pig-iron and ferro-alloys 
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1963 production: 12 million tons in developing countries; 
I7S million tons in developed market economies. 

(b) Cement 
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1963 production: 46 mJBton tona in developing countries; 
225 mUHon tont in developed market economies. 
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1 

(c) Nitrogenous fertilizers 
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19*3 production:  1.1 million tons in developing countries; 
10.9 million tons in developed market economies. 
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(d) Cotton yarn 
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1963 production:   1.6 million tons in developing countries; 
4.0 million tons  in developed market economies. 

—»B Developing countries 
............ Developed market economics 

Sourer; Sftiitkxl Yearbook, 1971 (United Nations publication, Sales No. 72.XVIL1). 
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A.   SHAPES OF FUNCTIONS 

In this annex, the tour functions stated in chapter IV, part two, are illustrated, and plot 
diagrams are given for some commodities. In the case of wheat flour, the coefficients of the four 
equations are estimated by the usual regression analysis as follows: 

log-log: log <  =   1.693 + 0.326 log v 
(0.084) 

R1 ' 0 329 

semi-log; <• =      28.13+ 12.45 log v 
(4.26) 

ÄJ » 0.216 

lot-inverse loat- »  4.238     178.25 X- R2 « 0.457 
(37.10) 

log-log-inverse      logt«  6.104    289.68 X -    0.247 log v      R2 = 0 446 
(115 06) •*'   (0.242) 

These four equations are plotted in figure 1. In the case of the log-log function, per capita 
apparent consumption increases sharply as the level of per capita income rises. The semi-log 
function shows a less rapid increase in consumption. In the case of log-inverse function, 
consumption increases more rapidly at a relatively low level of income, but the rate of increase 
tends to reduce at a higher level of income. The log-log-in ver sc curve has a maximum point, 
before which consumption increases most sharply; it is reduced after this point. 

ligure II gives the four curves for the income elasticity ol< per capita apparent consumption, 
derived from the four equations respectively. The log-log equation has a constant 
elasticity, and the other three have a decreasing elasticity. Figure III is a plot diagram for cement, 
and ligure IV is a plot diagram for yarn of synthetic fibres. The estimated equations aie: 

Cement : 

log f» 2.718      130.00 X i + 0.472 log v Ä1-0.794 
(78.17)    y  (0.212) 

Yarn of synthetic fibres 

logt-    4.53«    111.56 X - +0.864 log y Ä' -0.6W 
(212.72)   y (0.452) 
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Figure I.  Wheat flour - relation between per capita apparent consumption and per capita income 
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Figure II.     Wheat flour - income elasticity of per capita apparent consumption 
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Figure III.    Cement - per capita apparent consumption 
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Figure IV.     Yarn of synthetic fibres - par capita apparent consumption 
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CORRESPONDENCE BETWEEN IS1C AND SITC CODES FOR SELECTED 
COMMODITIES 

1SIC SITC 

! 

311602 
311603 
311801 
311802 
313301 
321101 
321102 
321109 
321112 
321301 
331101 
331102 
33110S 
341101 
341102 
341106 
351201 
351204 
351301 
351302 
351303 
351304 
351314 
351395 
352301 
352302 
353003 
353091 
362003 
369201 
371005 
371006 
371015 
371016 
371019 
371021 
371022 
371030 
371031 
372001 
382910 
383201 
384301 
384302 

Flour, cereal, other than wheat 
Fiorir, wheat 
Raw sugar 
Refined sugar 
Beet 
Cotton yarn, pure 
Cotton yarn, mixed 
Cotton woven fabrics 
Woollen woven fabrics 
Knitted fabrics 
Sawnwood, coniferous 
Sawnwood, broad-leaved 
Plywood 
Wood pulp, mechanical 
Wood pulp other than mechanical 
Newsprint 
Nitrogenous fertilizers 
Potassic fertilizers 
Cellulosic continuous filaments 
Cellulosae staple and tow 
Non-cellulosic continuous fibres 
Non-cellulosk staple and tow 
Synthetic rubber 
Artificial retint, plastic materials 
Soap 
Washing powder and detergents 
Distillate fuel oils 
Motor spirit (including aviation spirit) 
Glass, unworked, in rectangles 
Cement 
Crude steel, ingots 
Crude steel for castings 
Plates (heavy), over 4.75 mm 
Plates (medium), 3 to 4.75 mm 
Sheets, electrical 
Sheets under 3 mm, cold-rolled 
Sheets under 3 mm, hot-rolled 
Wire, plain 
Wire rod* 
Aluminium, unwrought 
Sewing machines 
Wireleu receivers (radios) 
Passenger cars, produced 
Passenger cars, assembled 

0470 
0460 
0611 
0612 
1123 

6513 

6521 
6532 
6537 
2432 
2433 
6312 
2512 
2516,2517,2518,2519 
6411 
5611 
5613 

6516 

2312 
5811,5812 
5541 
5542 
3323 
3321 
6643 
6612 

6723 

6741 
6742 

6743 

6770 
6731 
6841 
7173 
7242 

7321 

Source: Based on The Growth of N 
publication Sat» No. 71.XVI1.7), pp. 436 

Based on THt Growth of World Inàtutry, 
439. 

1969 EMtkm, vol. II (United Nations 
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C.   AVAJLAMLITY OF STATISTICS FOR COMMODITY BALANCES 

Country or mt* 

\ 

nlli 

i 

* 8 
¡i 

íiihiíül I 
AfHct 

Libyan Arab Republic 
Tunui« 

Atte 

Hong Kong 

Republic oi Korea 
RepuMic of Viet-Nam 

Singapore 

Thailand 

¿«(fiMliwrani 

•raed 
Netherlands Antitleh 

Trinidad and Tobago 

Dttthpml mtrkit economia 
Australia 

Auitfia 

Mghini/Luxembourg 

Canada 

Dtnmark 

Finland 

Franc« 
Germany, Federal Republic of 

G Mece 

X X X X 
X 
XXX 

X   XX 
XXX 

X X 

X X 
X 
X 

X X X X 
XXX 

X 
X X 

X 

X X 

X X X X 
X 

X X 

X X XXXX   XXXXXXXXXX   xxxx 
X X 

X       X 

X X 

XXX 

X X 
luaei X X X 

Italy X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X   X 

Japan X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X XXX 

Netherlands X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X   X 

New Zealand X X   X X X X X X X X X 

Norway X X X X   X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X   X 

Portugal X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X   X 

Spain X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X   X 

ludan X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X   X 

Jwttaerlend X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 

Tafkay X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 

United Kingdom of Gnat Britain 

«ad Northern Ireland X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X XXX 

United Statu of Amarice X X X x x X X X X X X X X X X X X XXX 

Yvfaakwia X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X   X 

Sow», Rased on The Growth of WarU lnéuttrv, 1969 Uihon, vol. II (United Nil ions publication, Sales No. 71.XVII.71; and CommaMy 
TnJe SutMkt, 196.1 Edition to 1969 EéUton (ST/STAT/SFR.U). 
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